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EDITORIAL FOREWORD 

For the first time since the end of the v'ar the Society has been able to send an expedi¬ 
tion to excavate in Egypt. The preUminary negotiations with the Department of Anti¬ 

quities were carried out by Professors Emeiy^ and Glanville, who have expressed marked 

appreciation of the cordiality and ready co-operation of the Eg>ptian officials with 

wdmm they came into contact, especially Dr. Mustafa Amr, Director of the Sf^icedes 

Antiquites, to whom we express our grateful thanks. It was eventually decided that 

Professor Emery should resume his excavations of the years before the war m the 

cemeten^ of the Archaic Period at Sak^ah on behalf of the iSerwre des Antiquttes, His 

colleagues on the work were Mr, T, G, H, James, Dr. A. Klasens, Mr. R Anderson, 

and Mr. C. Burney, while a special meed of gratitude is due to Mrs. Emery for ninmng 

the camp and looking so indefatigabiy to the welfare of its members. 
Digging began early in January, and the excavators quickly came upon a large mud- 

brick tomb, dearly of the First Dynasty, close to the tomb of Queen Memeit. The 

ne^-’ly discovered tomb, which bore on its exterior the recessed panelling m mud brick 

usual on tombs of this date, exhibited one unique feature; a low bench of mud brick 

runs around the base of the exterior, and on it is a series of bulls’ heads modelled m 

sun-dried clay and provided with real horns. The significance of this remarkable feature 

is not clear. The tomb, which appears to be that of King Wadjen (Djet), the fourth king 

of the First Djmasty, was robbed and the burial chamber burnt apparently not very 

long after the interment, bat very many jars of stone and pottery and also labels and 

jar-sealings have survived, and it is upon these that the provisional identification of the 

owner of the tomb is based. As a result of the burning of the bunal chamber the su^r- 

structure collapsed, but the damage was partly restored by Ka^a. last kmg of the Fi^t 

Dynasty. Excellent photographs of the results of the excavations appeared m the 

Illusirated London News of 23 May 1953, and it is hoped that the manuscript of the full 
publication wiU be ready for printbg by the end of the year. ^ 

At Luxor Miss Moss and Mrs. Burney were busy in the Theban necropolis collecting 

notes for the Topographical Bibliography, while Dr. Bams, M. Mekhitarian, Fat her 

Janssen, and for a while Mr. James, gathered material for Professor Save-Soderbergh s 

projected monographs on certain Theban tombs. ^ cc- w at 
On 17 June on the invitation of the Provost, the centenary of the birth of Sir W. M. 

Flinders Petrie, the first Edwards Professor of Egyptolog>^ was celebrated at University 

College, London, in the presence of a very considerable concourse of Egyptologists, both 

English’and foreign. The true date fell on 3 June, but owing to the Coronation the com¬ 

memoration was postponed for a fortnight. An exhibition in the Museum of Egyptology 

of antiquities excavated by Sir Flinders Petrie was opened by Lady Petne m the 

presence of the Provost, to whom she handed a cheque for ^loo as a first contribution 

towards providing a Petrie Scholarship in field archaeology. After an interval to view 

D aisi ^ 
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the collection and to take tea, Professor S. R. K. Glanville delivered a most Interesting 

lecture on Petrie's life and work, and the proceedings terminated with dinner in the 

College. All who were present were most grateful both to the Provost for makiog the 

celebrations not only possible but so enjoyable, and to Professor Emery and especially 

to Mr. A. J. Arkell for prodding so attractive an exhibition. It was open throughout the 

summer, and other special exhibitions were on show at the firitish Museum, at the 

Institute of Archaeology' of London University, and atthe Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, 

Since rhcjounml last appeared, the Archaeological Sun ey has published Th£ Mastaba 

of Khentika called IMiekiii, by T. G. H. James. The tomb is that of a vizier of the Sixth 

Dynasty, and contains an unusual scene of the oumer painting a symbolic picture of the 

seasons of the Egy'ptian year. The cost to members is £4. 
The many Egyptologists who have been the guests of our President and of Lady 

Greg in their beautiful Cairene home will have heard with great regret of the passing 

of their hostess. None will fail to remember her great charm and kindness, but not all 

may be aware of her outstanding artistic talents, for in her earlier years she had been 

both an admirable portrait-painter and an accomplished pianist. 

We have also to record with regret the death of Professor Hermann Ranke on aa April 

1953, in his 75th year. Originally Professor at Heidelberg, the rise of the Nazis sent him 

to America, where he was particularly associated with the Philadelphia Museum, but 

after the war he was able to return to Heidelberg, where he died. He is best known by 

his invaluable Agyptische Pers<mennamen\ of his other works w^e cannot pass over his 

Keilschriftliches Material zur dltdgyptischm Vokalisation, published in 1910 in the 

Abkandiungen of the Prussian Academy. 

The Editor has been requested to insert the following notice in the present volume 

SUPPLEMENTUM EPIGRAPHICUM GRAECUM 

Teh twh-fth and subsequent volumes of S.E.G. will take the form of an annual review of Greek 

Epigraphy, -^s far as possible, it will give references to work done during each year on or relating to 

Greek inscriptions, and will reprint new or emended texts. The arrangement of the contents will be 

by geographical areas, on the general pattern of the early volumes of S.E.G. The editor and pub¬ 

lishers are confident diat this will be a service which epigraphists, and classical scholars generally, 

wjU appreciate and find helpful. 
The editor would, therefore, be grateful if scholars who publish studies on Greek Epigraphy, or 

substantially using epigraphic material, would send him a notice (or if possible a reprint) of their 

work. Their co-operation in this way would be much appreciated, and would greatly aid him and the 

publishers in making S^E.G. as complete as possible. 

All communications should be addressed to: 

A. U. WOOnUEAD, ESQ., 

CORPUS CHRISTI COLLEGE, 

CAMBFJDCE, 

B^iCLAND. 

Part 11 of Volume XI, which was left unfinished at the death of the previous editor, Dr. J. J. E. 

Hondius, will be published as soon as possible. 
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THE MEMPHITE TOMB OF THE GENERAL 
HAREMHAB 

By SIR ALAN GARDINER 

Early in the nineteenth century an exceptionally finely sculptured tomb belon^g to 

the 'Great Commander of the Army' Haremhab was discovered at Memphis, dis¬ 

mantled, and its blocks scattered among many collections. During these last decades 

further fragments have come to Ught, so that the bibliography Porter and Moss, Top. 

BibL iii> 195^7 requires some supplementing. That the tomb'Owner was the great 

personage who subsequently became king of Egypt was recognized by the earliest 

Egyptologists through the uraeus which adorns hK brow, but it renamed for Breasted 

(ZAS 38,47 fi.) to show that this uraeus was everywhere a later addition; consequently 

the construction and original adornment of the tomb must date from a time hen 

Haremhab w as merely the most powerful of his Plmraonic master’s subjects. Opinions 

have been divided as to whether the reign in question was that of Akhenaten or of 
Tut<ankhamun. The latter alternative seems the more probable owing to the traditional 

character of the one religious scene that has survived,> as well as from the constant 

references in the dedicatory inscriptions and on the great stela in the British Museum 

to such old national deities as Re', Harakhu, Hathor, Thoth, and Cteiris. Musions to the 

Aten are scanty,^ but mentions of Amun, though attributing to him an important role, 

are equally rare. , 
Here attention must be confined to the scenes and texts referring to relations with 

neighbouring countries and to forrign campaigns that cannot have been wholly ficti¬ 

tious. The most explicit statement of the latter is on a block, now lost, seen many years 

ago in a private collection in Alexandria. The inscription, possibly none too well 

published,^ reads as follows: 

,,. he was sent as King’s Envoy to the region of the sun-disk’s uprising, returning in triumph, hU 

having succeeded. No foreign land stood before him. he [had des]poiled(?) them in tho 

completion of a moment. His name was pronounced in ...; he did not [delay ?j in going northwards, 

and lo. His Majesty arose upon the throne of Offering-bringing. There were brought (?) [the offer¬ 

ings] of south and north, while the Hereditary Prince haremhab stood beside- 

Here the word for ‘go northwards’ or more literally ‘downstream' suggests return 

from a raid into Nubia, with which a little imagination will connect the relief in the 

I Depictiiif Haremhab ploughing in the Fields of Yaiu,yE'-4 7, ph S- ^ , 
^ There seem' to be only two. if one ignores the use of the word in 1. a of (he lost insenpuon trenilated below. 

The two are {0) the name of the regiment commented upion on the next page, and (fc) the sign fi with hands 

seen in our fig, a. . . , , • . j 
1 Pfoe.SBA 11,424. Whai is there printed often does not carry conviction, but it seems unjust to condemn 

Wiedemann's copy widiout s«ing the Ofiginal, eapedaUy since the text given by him on the nott page is 

apparently faultless; for this Utter see below p. 6, n. 3. 
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Bologna Museum showing a group of negro slaves sent as tribute to the king;* the piek 

of these^ we are informed, were to serve uj fanbearers,^ while the rest were to find employ¬ 
ment in the icorkskop of divine offerings. The only other verbal reference in the tomb to 
military operations is among epithets given to Haremhab on a doorpost now in Cairo, 
and repeated identically in a vertical column bordering one of the reliefs; here he is 
described as (ff henchman) at the feet of his lord on the battlefield on this day of slaughtering 

Asiatics.^ 

More interesting, if not more informative, are the representations sculptured upon the 
tomb-walls. A noble scene,+ unhappily almost devoid of descriptive hieroglyphs, dis¬ 
plays Haremhab being loaded with golden necklets by obsequious attendants, while a 
scribe is at hand to give instructions or to take note of the proceedings. The reason for 
the honour is apparent from the row's of manacled captives Jed fonvard from the rear by 
Egt'ptian officers. The central register is headed by a Syrian prince whose special 
importance is stressed by his bulkier form and evident anger at the predicament in 
which he finds himself. Among the many figures is that of a Syrian woman carrying a 
child upon her shoulder. In the register below, where only the heads remain, many 
more prisoners are seen, among whom are conspicuous, besides the Syrians, a Libyan, 
and what are thought to have been tw'o Hittites.* The faces are portrayed with an atten¬ 
tion to racial and individual expression that is most unusual. At the top of the same 
great block, in a register of their own, are visible the feet of many officials of whom the 
first are the two royal fanbearers, and at the end of the cortege the hooves of a number of 
horses are still preserved. 

Some lively camp-scenes preserv'ed on blocks now in the Bologna and Berlin 
museums® bear further tvitness to Haremhab’s military activities. Altogether the pro¬ 
minence given in his tomb to relations with foreign lands proves how vital had become 
the problem of Egypt’s position amid a restless and largely hostile wmrld. It is unneces¬ 
sary to dwell at great length on a wall of which a new fragment has come to light only 
comparatively recently.^ Here again unfettered and therefore friendly foreigners of 
different races are displayed bringing up the rear of a crowd of Egyptians tvho, no less 
than the rest, have their arms upraised in reverent adoration of the Pharaoh doubtless 
shown at the lost end of the wall farther to the right. Among the Egyptians is singled 
out for mention the standard-bearer of Love-of-the-Aten Minkhacyi the name of this 
regiment suggests that the abandoned heresy was not yet so much a subject of abhorrence 
as it subsequently became. 

Even more impressive is a scene that has been reconstructed out of blocks preserv'ed 

^ Def\km,y pi. Sf a, and elsewhere^ but in the pubfinationB die edges of the biotic are always in^ 
compleicly given, f have used a postcard on sale in the BoJogna Museum. Closely connected with this Bologna 
fmjfiTiem appears to be that published by 1. E. S. Edwards m JEA 26^ i , with pL i. 

^ Hhs hfft, sec m, bg, 15, J Pdtlgcr, Harnnhab and dk ylFfWrwoMf* 16. 
* In Leydenp Bocserp Btitchr^ LrideWp iv, pb. 21* 22, The theme h of course 9 common, onu, perhops the earliest 

esoitipEe being Davies^ El Aimmtay ip pL 30. 
* See now O. R. Gurney, The Hiniusy pJ. ^ and p. 212. 
^ Porter and Mossp Top, BihL til, 197, at lop. 
^ V’^andicr in Melanges Syriens offern a Monsieur Rene Duisaud^ li, pL i; Cooney myEA 30, 
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^ Boeder, op. dt. iv, pis. 13, 34^ 24^- The Berlin 
block {below, p. lO, fig. 3) is published only by Schifer, 
in B^UnerAitdSi^^nf Bfricht^^ 4^^ Heft 3 (1938), 34^40; 
neproduetion of the entire scene v^lik this added, ibid. 
39, Abb+ 3f My interpretation of the scene differs only 
in detail front the excellent accounts given by Schafer 
and Bfiilger (op. cit.) v It is only in connexion with the 
inscripHon on the Vienna block that I claim to have 
improved upon iheirslatements, I tike this opportunity 
of adding that in studying the inscriptions of this 
tomb 1 have sedulously examined the translations by 
Breasted, I^Taspcio^ Schflfer, PflugeCi Hclcfc^ and, most 
recently of all, WiJfion in Pritchard, Andmt Near 
Extern Texts, 250^ but have not thought it neces- 
sary^ to criticize them directly- 

^ The loss at the beginnings of lines in very con- 
siderablc^ btit impossible to estimate at all aecorately. 
Of h 6 there is left only a bcuna above hiaremb^b's 

fan. Fori- ■? see 2; ^is line ends nr^uch higher up, 
aboix the heads of the courtiers or envoys to foreign lands; see the description of the scene below, 

* Ihc tomtM>™er here receives the epithet sV-iw w'hich will be his when he is deftd. 
* Thm; it is not dear which of the many meanings of this not too common verb {Wb. 321) was here in 

llAREMHAB ADDRESSES THE PHARAOH. 
(HAND-COPY) 

in the museums of Leyden, Vienna, and Berlin J To the left stood the large figures of 
the long and the queen, the king leaning forw^ard over a cushioned balcony to listen to 
the words spoken by Haremhab, a much smaller figure for all his obvious importance. 
Haremhab, loaded with gold necklets as 
before I lifts his right arm to address his 
sovereign, while in the other hand he holds 
the fan whichentitled him to his frequently 
mentioned honour offm-betn^er to tfie right 

of the kifig. What remains of his speech is 
given in v ertical columns in front of him 
and over his head (fig- 1):^ 

(i) [Words spoken to His Majesty (?)»* ^ when ?] 

qamc the great ones of ail foreign lands to beg life 

from him, by the Hereditary^ Prince^ Sole Friend and 

Royal Scribe Hareml^b, jusrififtd.^ He said, making 

answer (a) [to the King . .. foreigners] who knew 
not Eg>pt, they are beneath thy feet for ever and 

ever; AmOn has handed ihem over to thee. They 

incited (})* [every] foreign ooimcry'{3),.. [lands] that 

were unknown since (the time of) Thy battle- 

cry is in thcLr hearts as (though they were) one^ thy 

name flares (4) - * + fm] loyalty to thee. Thou art 
(5).. * they [have left ?] their town(s)s (6),. - (7).. - 

mighty arm^ through the command of Amun, 

tended. 
s For the reason why the word for 'town' (dnd) h written as a singular sec below p. 9 (/). 
* The words 'mighty arm" recur in L S of Haremhab^s fmtherspeech translated beloitv; for a possible meaning 

see p. 8 (A)* 
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The lacunae are too great for it to be possible to be sure of all details, but the general 

drift is clear. The king is addressed with flattering words and is assured that his might 

extends over all lands. And now foreigners have come to beg for help, which by 

Amun*s command the king will surely give. Farther to the right the reliefs subdivide 

into two registers. In the lower one Haremhab, decked out exactly as before, but now 

looking towards the right, listens to the words of a smaller personage whose figure is 

similarly duplicated. The huddled group of foreigners to whom this man turns pro¬ 

claims him to be an interpreter. A raised surface above his head had been prepared for 

the words spoken to or by him, but was never filled. The for^gners, who are not 

manacled, lift their arms in adoration, showing that despite the distance separating them 

from the figures of the king and queen, they too were thought of as in the royal presence. 

Of the eight chieftains shown, five are Syrians, of whom one lies prone on his face and 

another on his back; as Schafer has aptly pointed out, this recalls the words of one of 

the 'Amarna letters *At the feet of the King, my lord, I cast myself down seven times 

and seven times on breast and back'- Since these people, for all their appearance of 

humility, arc not prisoners, they will doubtless have been the great ones of all lands who 

came to beg for life mentioned in ^aremhab's speech to the Pharaoh. Here the words of 

all lands are of importance, and are reinforced by a similar expression at the beginning 

of the second speech of Haremhab still to be translated. These comprehensive phrases 

are illustrated furthermore by the presence among the suppliants of three men of 

whom two appear to be Libyans, while the third w'as supposed by Schafer, apparently 

wrongly, to be a negro.* Thus the entire picture is seen to have been, not one of a single 

occasion, but a synthesis of what had occurred repeatedly or over a long space of 

time—in fact a sort of pictorial generalization. The scene ends on the right with 

small-scale representations of beardless Syrians leading horses. These may well be the 

youthful grooms tvho were employed to transport the foreign suppliants to Egypt from 

their distant homes. 

Much less is preserved of the upper portions of the same wall, but new light has been, 

cast upon the entire scene through Breasted’s recognition^ that a large block in 

Vienna fits directly on to the one in Leyden bearing the interpreter, as well as through 

the purchase of adjoining blocks for the Leyden and Berlin collections. Not only have 
these additions completed the group of Egyptians to be thought of as facing the figure 

of Haremhab seen below in converse with the interpreter, but they have also assigned 

its proper place to the inscription above the Egyptian officers on the Vienna block. 

That inscription had long ago been well published by Wiedemann^ and von Bergmann,"* 

and has often been translated. A phrase on the adjoining block misunderstood by 

Schafer and his successors shows that these fragmentary ten columns are to be read from 

left to right and not from right to left as has ajw*ays hitherto been done. A hand-copy is 

^ SavC'SCdedscr^h^ Agypttn und Ntdntn^ i^S-S, gives a discussion of the scenes in this tomb so far 
as the>’ tfincem Nobia, and his conclusions abouJd be tarefully pondered. In particLiIar he argues cogently 
i^gainsi the supposition that the suppliants ihdu-dtd a negro among their number. The long sleeves seem to sug^ 
gest he was some sort of Symn. 

^ ZAB jSp 47- ^ Proi.BBA ii^4a5. 

* ZAS a7, 126. See too Wreszinskip j4eg. 
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here given in fig. 2 ivith the lines renumbered in their proper sequence.* I interpret as 

follows: 

(1) [What was said by... I^aremhab to the King's Envoys sent to ?] every fijreigii’Iaiidf*>; Thm saith (a) 

[Pharaoh^* ta ... all hb otEcert ,,. starting from the southern end of Cush (3) [to the uttertnost parts 

4.-S t 7 a a lOA 

Fig. a. BAREMPAB ADDRESSES THE EGYPTIAN OFFICERS. (HAND-COPY) 

of Asia? ...} he (?) being in his raysi^, Made (4),.. Pharaoh has placed them upon your hand(ay*3 so as 
to guard their boundaries (5) , ,. of Pharaoh according to the manner of the Others of your fathers since 
primeval tiine(s). And (6) ... [it has been reported that?] some foreigners who know not (how) they may 
live are come froint*^ ( ?) (y).,, their cduntri« are hungry, and they live like the animals of the desert, [and 
thetrchitd]ren(?}^’(S).. .the Great of Strength® will send his mightyarm in front of (9) [his amiy ?.. .and 
will] destroy them and piunder^'^ their town(s)W1 and cast fire (10) [into]®... [and] ,,. the foreign countries 
will (?) set others in their places. 

Commentary 

It will be recalled that the wall depicts Haremhab twice. Once he looks left and 

addresses adulatory words to the Pharaoh. The other figure, back to back with the first, 

looks right and presents him (1) in converse with the interpreter, and (z) speaking to 

the group of officers or officials in the register above. All the columns of inscription 

beside and over these figures have suffered great loss at the top, but the direction of the 

hieroglyphs affords precious evidence to which of the figures the legends belong. It 

appears to have been the general rule (see JEA 38, 8) that the hieroglyphs should face 

in the direction in which the words of the speaker would fly. Now the hieroglyphs of 

* I am deeply indebted to Dn Winter for a careful new copy ob^incd for me by the kind offices of H. 
Junker. Since fig. a was prepared T have received through the courtesy of Frofessor Komorzynski, the keeper 
of the Vienna coUecdoii* an admirable photograph w^hich wiU be deposTied in the GrtSith Institute at Oxford- 
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the speech to the Pharaoh face left, as may be seen from fig, i, as well as from all that 

remains of its last column (L 7, in iig. 2); see the translation above. Immediately to 

the right of this the hieroglyphs face right, and it will be seen shortly that cols, i-io 

record the speech of Haremhab to the officers in agreement with the principle just 

formulated, Ho’wever, what is true of the hieroglj'phs is not always true of the 

columns. In the speech to the king, the sequence of columns is from left to right, con¬ 

tradicting the direction in which the hieroglyphs face. In the speech to the officers, on 

the other hand, the direction of the hieroglyphs and the sequence of columns agree. 

The problem here adumbrated desen'es study in a wider perspective. 

(a) The words preceding ‘Thus saith [Pharaoh]’ must have recorded that Ijlaremhab 

was speaking, but the remainder of my suggested restoration is of course doubtful. 

(i) This is the phrase that has baffied all my predecessors and ivKich proves that the 

inscription is to be read from left to right. Those familiar ivith the diction of this period 

will recognize the stereoty-ped formula J,P, for which see Wb. ti, 44, 3; 

the best-written examples are Medinet Habu (CIiKago), 29 and Leps,, Denkm. in, 230 

(’Aniba), w'hile Davies and Gardiner, Tomb of Huy\ pi. 6, has, as here, o*> in place of 

Ar-ftp. A partial explanation of this last curious writing can be given. When the idiom 

occurs in the 3rd pers. sing, the r of kr-f was apt to be w ritten small like a t. Then ^ 

was misinterpreted as the preposition For examples of this final stage see Ratnesside 

Administrath-e Docume?jts, p, 55 a, 0. 9'.—Pharaoh’s message is reported in the third 
person, see cols. 3, 4. 

(f) The suffix 2nd pers. plur. in cols. 4, 5 shows that the officers or officials depicted 

in the scene must have been mentioned somewhere in the preceding lines, and my own 

view is that the words ‘starting from the south of Cush etc.’ defined the regions where 

their duties took them. Cf. the W'ords of Pharaoh to the King’s Son of Cush in the 
tomb of Huy. 

{d) This phrase, which possibly still refers to the Aten (see above, p. 3, n. 2), 

clearly describes the favour shown to Pharaoh by the sun-god, but how this entered 
into the present context Is obscure. 

(e) I .e. haspulthem in your charge. Nootherexampleof this expression has been found. 

(/) This col., together with the next, appears to give the reasons which have caused 

the suppliants to come and beg for help. Apparently some enemy invaders had driven 

them from their homes, and thus deprived them of the means of living. 

(g) ‘Children’ is Bergmann’s suggestion (loc. cit.). It assumes that has been faultily 

written for as indeed we have seen in the word hr-tw of col. i; it is difficult to explain 

^ otherwise than as part of 

(A) I.e, of course Pharaoh. It seems conceivable that the ‘mighty arm’ whom Pharaoh 

w'ill send was intended to be understood as Haremhab himself; it is significant that the 

phrase occurred above in the last line of Haremhab’s address to Pharaoh (fig. 2, col, 7). 

(1) The construction ^ -H infinttive is very rare, Wb. n, 177, 15 quoting only this 

example and one from a passage in Hareml;iab*s Decree (1. 19), vrhich is too defective 

for us to be sure of the time involved. How’ever, in the Nauri Decree, 11. 50, 54, 93, as 1 
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I pointed out JEA 14, 95, mdi + infinitive takes the place of A«f* + infinitive (ibid. 

4^47, 79), the use of which to continue imperatives and in similar future constructions 

is well known. There can be no doubt, accordingly, that Pharaoh, in granting the 

request of the petitioners, threatens to destroy and sack and set fire to the possessions 

of their enemies, who will then be dispossessed and replaced by others. 

(j) Both here and in 1.5 of the inscription translated above p. 5, the Egyptian writes 

dmi'sn, literally ‘their town’, but in English we must render ‘their towns’. Egyptian 

frequently uses the singular before a plural suffix-pronoun when the owners each 

possess only one of a thing, e.g. a nose or a mouth. This idiomatic use is not confined to 

parts of the body, cf., for example, ‘their works (on tombs and cenotaphs) were in 

course of construction dr hm rtb'sn since the time of their lord{s)' laser, didic. 41. 

(A) Hff At [r], see Wb. iii, 227,9, where, however, this example is overlooked, as well 

as the even better one P. Tur. (Pleyte and Rossi) 135, 10. 

When Idaremhab had become king and the uraeus had been affixed to his forehead 

throughout the tomb, a number of columns of inscription were added at the end of 

Haremhab’s speech which has just been translated. All that remains is marked as A in 

fig. 2, The hieroglyphs face left, and this fact, coupled with their content, show's that 

they recalled the gratitude to Pharaoh of the foreign petitioners whose cry for help 

has been so sympathetically received. The few remaining words may be rendered 

... they aiis^s'er (?)* [the Lord] of the Two Lainds. They give praises to the [good] god, hito of the great 
BtrODg arm, D]eser[khepru]ri^-s*tpen[r5'] * *. 

It still remains to discuss the identity of the high-ranking Egyptians to w'hom 

Harcmhab communicates the wishes of Pharaoh.^ One of them seems to wear a plainer 

costume than the rest, but it is doubtful whether he was a vizier, as Pfiiiger supposes.^ 

In defence of his view it may be admitted that by this time Haremhab undoubtedly 

took precedence of the two viziers, since Spiegelberg* was certainly right in recognizing 

him in the Ecyal Scribe, Hereditary Prince and Commander of the who 

precedes the viziers in the relief of a funeral procession from another Memphite 

tomb.^ But I prefer to think of the officers or officials as either the King’s Envoys 

ifnsty nszx^ sent to the foreign lands here concerned or else military governors who were 

stationed there. In the lack of explicit information this question must be left unsettled. 

Summing up the significance of all the scenes and inscriptions of the tomb we gain 

the impression, not of an Egypt warring against external enemies, but of an imperial 

power exercising, by forceful means whenever necessary, its beneficent protection over 

foreign tributaries or virtual subjects. How far this conception is justified must be left 

to the historians to decide. 
The titles given to Haremhab m his Memphite tomb have been elaborately studied by 

* Perhapa w/(i6J-5Wp but there no room for — be-fort imy^ 
* Tit fig. 3 Is reproduced the bought for the Borlm Museum and publlihed Ofdy in Schlfer*s 

articlcp see above p. 5,0.1 and p* 6* U- 36-8. The pnne fiom which the is made was given co Cem^ hy 

the regretted B. Grdseloff. 
* Op, cit iS+ * 60, 56-58. » ZAS 33^ wtEh pL i, 
* Sec above in the inscription tTBiisktcd p. note a on p. S. 

c 
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Pflijger and by Helck.* The title Cteat Gomtnand^ of the Army is overwhelm- 

ingly frequent. This office doubtless superseded the earlier civil one of Great 

Sietvard, since In the funeral procession above quoted another Steward is Siown as of 

j considerably less importance than the 

viziers. Helck is probably justified in 

maintaining that Haremhab was the 

first personage of the post-Tuthmosid 

period to use the ancient title ^ with 

a new significance, which later in con¬ 

junction with the designation 

King*s Son became synonymous w ith 

our ‘Crown Prince’. This seems to 

have come about by virtue of the 

notions of ancient descent and lawful 

inheritance w^hich undoubtedly be¬ 

longed to the title from the start. 

Whatever the exact etymology of iri- 

pf*/—this is now known to be the cor¬ 

rect Old Kingdom reading—the ivord 

may apparently often be translated 

as ‘heir’ when a direct genitive follows. 

We might thus legitimately render 

^ Cods, 

the earth-god having inherited his 

terrestrial kingdom from his forbears, 

and having become the founder of 

the long line of legitimate Pharaohs. 

With this interpretation agree not only 

the titles of HashepsowE and of earlier 

queens which I have quoted in my 

Onomastica,^ but also the very explicit 

statement made by Ramesses II in his 

great Abydos inscription fl^ 

^ ^ ifiducted [ffy] eldest son and 
as Hereditary) Prince [upon] the throne of Geb.^ In Haremhab’s case the claim to such 

a position must have come to him solely as a result of the king’s favour, since there is 

no mention of his parentage, nor any likelihood that he was of high birth. 
* jfeiPfJfujj m det ogypiuifi^n J^ynastit^ 78—84. 
^ I, my present ^tacemcrit develops and even in detail somewhat modiBes whal I wmie thett, Hclck^s 

belief (p. 8os. top) that the dtJe refers to judieki function appears to rest on no better evfdenoe than the isolated 
epithet of Chons iry^p^f Kp ff/mw'hkh he quotes from Urk. iv, 1 seeing that Sethe^s Tendering Afunddfr 

can no longer he upheld. 1 InscriptfOn dedi^ataire, 44. 

THE BERLIN FRAG2\IENT 
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I agree with Helck in his view* of the literal appositeness of Haremhab’s epithet 

Deputy of the King in front of the Two Lands and its close variants,* 

All we know of Haremhab’s relation to the youthful Tut'ankhamun suggests that he 

acted as regent on his behalf during his minority,^ and from the fact that the Vizier 

Prafmesse+ is accorded on his Kamak statue the almost Identical attribute 

Deputy of His Majesty in Upper and Lower Egypt we may conjecture with proba¬ 

bility that he exercised the same function for Haremhab during the latter's old age. 

P Auger’s view that the title idnw as applied to Haremhab refers to military rank rests on a 

misconception. In the admirable article by H. Brugsch^ in which he was the first to estab¬ 

lish the meaning of the word idnw he pointed out that this term, like its Arabic equivalent 

wakil, means simply ‘deputy’ or ‘substitute’, so that the actual functions that it re¬ 

presents depend upon those of the personage of whom the man receiving the title is 

the substitute. Sometimes that personage is indicated or hinted at by a following 

genitive, but sometimes we are left to deduce from the context the sphere of activity 

belonging to a particular idnw. When this word is follow^ed by « msr ‘of the army’ we 

may often conclude that the holder of the title was the active representative of the 

imy-T TTiSr ‘Commander of the Army’ or ‘General’, In Nubia, on the other hand, the 

idnw of Wawat and the idnw of Cush shared between them the duties of the King’s 

Son of Cush, perhaps himself too exalted a being to be concerned with detailed admini¬ 

stration. So too when the term Id/iw is follow'cd by a genitive designating the king, this 

may signify much or little according to the context. In the cases of Haremhab and 

Pra^messe, as the accompanying epithets show, they claimed to be the actual regents. In 

■ the case of the military officer Pe|isukher whom PAuger quotes,® the epithet ‘deputy of 

His Majesty', if justified in fact at all, may mean only that in one or more campaigns 

he, for reasons unknown to us, took the place of his sovereign. 

In conclusion, I make bold to enter a protest against the extremely complex and 

fine-spun theories w^hich PfiOger and Helck have woven around the personages of 

Haremhab and his predecessors. For Pfltiger the whole history of the Aten heresy and 

its final exorcism by Haremhab was a political struggle betvreen the workers and the 

landed gentry, Haremhab being the champion of the counter-revolution. Helck rejects 

Pfiuger’s interpretation and views the entire development as a confiict between the 

official classes and the military, the latter taking advantage of Akhenatcn’s quarrel 

with the old-established priesthoods to win power for themselves. All this seems to me 

to go far beyond what is warranted by the facts at our disposal. If Egyptology is to 

remain a science and not to become a branch of fiction, we must surely learn to content 

ourselves vrith quite misty, unspeculaiive notions concerning the events and the people 

* Op. dt. 79, rap. 
^ These are idttw n lutti mu r 4^'/ and idme n ^jn'/ mti r rfr/, see for references Op. cit. 57j no. S7—Sg. 
^ The much damaged staiue Cairo 42129 (LegraiOp Stutiifs df roii ef dr particuUftSf. [, 3i) \s apparentJy the 

only monument of HAremh^b which expliddy mentions Tut<^ajikhamiln. Of relation to Ay we 
know absolutely nothings 

^ SfTV. 14, 30. 
^ Rti\ I, 22 ff- * Op. dt. S7i 8S. 
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introduced to our notice by the inscriptions.’ Just as in our modem daily life most 

people have to content themselves with the sketchiest notions about current happenings, 

and yet derive much interest and even some degree of benefit from the opinions they 

form about them, surely so also we must do in the case of Ancient Egypt, where the 

paucity of evidence effectually bars the way to really precise knowledge. I trust, how¬ 

ever, that these remarks will not be taken as sign of a lack of appreciation for the great 

industry and ingenuity of the two scholars whom I have ventured to criticize. 

• Let uiyDne who thinks this Juc)e!eincnt too har^ read the pages in which Heick sets forth Ay's motives 
and policy fop. cit. 73 ff.). He rejects feconstnictiona (op. dt. 76, n. 5) only to replace them by odiera 
which may id thdr general line* be correct; but which in the detailed form he gives to them are the purest 
phant&iy. 
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THE CORONATION OF KING HAREMI^ 
By SIR ALAN GARDINER 

In this Coronation year of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II of England an Egypto¬ 

logist’s thoughts travel back easily to a comparable e^'ont that occurred well over three 

thousand years ago. Temple-scenes depicting a god placing the crown on a young 

sovereign’s head are not uncommon, but verbal descriptions of the accompanying 

ceremonies are very rare. Indeed, tliere exists none more straightforward and perspi¬ 

cuous than that which forms the subject of the present article. The inscription at the 

back of Haremhab’s statue in the Turin Museum has interested me ever since, some 

fifty-five years ago, I read it for the first time with my revered teacher and friend 

Francis Llewellyn Griffith. Like so many other Egyptian historical texts this one has 

remained dorni to the present day without a completely accurate publication,' a lacuna 

in our documentation which the gracious help of the Director of the Turin Museum 

enables me now to fill. Not only did Professor Scamuzzi supply the splendid photo¬ 
graph shovTi here in pi. I, but he also equipped me with a series of photographs and 

rubbings, and, above all, with a squeeze which, checked with my own careful hand-copy 

from the original, has provided the material for Miss Broome s admirable reproduction 

of the text in pi. II. The hieroglyphs being very indistinctly cut in the dark-grey 

granite, an absolute facsimile w'as neither feasible nor yet really desirable, but our plate 

approximates closely to one and will, I believe, be found completely trustworthy.® 
The group itself, of excellent workmanship, represents Haremhab seated beside his 

queen, the Wife of the King, Lady of] the 

Ttco Lands, Mutmdjme, beloved of Jsis, mother of the god, may she Uve etemaUy. Our 

business being solely with the inscription on the back, details concerning the actual 

figures are left to those better qualified to deal tvith them.^ Nevertheless, I cannot 

refrain from drawing attention, as many have done before, to the extraordinary depic¬ 

tion of a female winged sphin.x worshipping in front of the queen s cartouche. This 

< The text, S. Birch in Tram, SBA ill, 486-95 i^ith two plates drawn by J. Bonot™ ■, H, Bm^h, TfmaitTUi 

1075-8, these two perhaps the only Lndcpcndetit ones. The maiit tnnstations are: Breasted, Atie. Rtf. Til. f§ ZZ~ 

32; Maspeio inTh. M. Davis. The Tombs of flarmhahi and Toiuitdnkhamanou, pp. 9-11. 19-*!. I have also 
made some references to Btossch's tiMidcting in his Getehithu Aegj-pttm, +40 to not® by Etman in 

hia Chrestorruilki^M 5** ff- , i. i - j l 
* Apart fftim some broken and uncertain groups at the beginnines of U. 4^ 5* t3i points m doubt 

arc: 1. 6, the small sign followliig possibly meant for o rather than S); 1. ta, the signs after tmt, doubtless 

to be undcTStDod ms oui —1. ai, the deteoninativc of rJm. more likely to be the tr« (J than a sceptre. In 1.8 

_ is v«y thin and badly made, asmlso is the — of hr t at the end of the line. In 1. 19 ^ of the Honis-naine is 

no more than a thicldsh taperinR stroke. _ 
» See particularly ChampoUion, Lettres a M. fc Due de Biacai, 48 ff.; Fabretti. Rossi, and Lanzone, Repo 

Moieo dS Torino, 1061 also for the figure of the queen, Roeder in Mitt. Vorderat. Get. 37 {193 a), pi. 4. wdi 

p. 14 (i6>. 
6 
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occupies the upper half of the left side of the throne and h well seen in our plate. A 

closely similar representation, e?ctending even to the fantastic headdress, is found on 

the plaque of sard fonnefly in the Carnarvon coileclion,^ but there it is Amenophis 

IIPs cartouche which is held in the sphinx's hands. I have no certain explanation to 

offer:^ The remains of a small scene above the great inscription at the back are likewise 

entirely cryptic so far as I am concerned. 

Of considerable interest for our undertaking is a fragmentary quartzite stela of great 

ske first noted by Daresay^ near the pylons of the temple of Ptah at Memphis, The 

texts were published anew and equally unsatisfactorily by Petrie a few years Iater.+ To 

Newbeny^ belongs the credit of having recognized on the Memphite stela several sen¬ 

tences recurring verbatim in the Turin text. These leave no doubt that the former like¬ 

wise belongs to the reign of Haremhab. On this subject see further the Appendix at 

the end of the present article. 

Translation 

(i) [Life to the Harus 'Strong Bull, ready of plans', Two Goddesses *Great of marvels in Ipet- 

Horus of Gold] ^Satisfied with Truth, fostering the Two Lands", King of Upper and Lower 

Eg}pt, Lord of the Two Lands ‘DJeserkJiepmreC-setpenr^*, Son of Rgr Lord of Diadeiris,'Haremhab^ 

miamOn", [beloved of] Homs, lord of Hn^^,?, [given life eternally?]. 

(3) ***.*.*.,..,. . [offshoot of ?] Kam^phls;® Amun King of the Gods (was he) who 

nursed him Homs, son of Isis, his guardianship was the talisman of his flesh. He came forth from 

the body clad in majesty, the aspect* of a god upon him. He made ^ + (3) « ^ ^ « . . » ^ ^ . 

Bowed unto him w'ss the arm in youths the ground kissed by^ great and small. Food in abundance 

attended* him while he Avas (still) a child without understanding^^ - . (4) - ^ ^ ^ ^ courtiersf?) 

... of the entire people. The form of a god Avas his aspect in the sight of him who beheld his 

dread (?)^ image. His father Horns placed himself behind him,j his creator made his protection. 

One generation passed, another (5) [came]^.he knew the day of his good pleasure 

to give hkn his kingship.^ Lo, this god distinguished his son in the sight of the entire people, (for) 

he desired to enlarge his gait® until should come the day of his receiving his" office p causing (6) 

[him] .. * * . * . * * * * of his time,"^ and the heart of the lung being content with his dealings, 

and rejoicing at the choice of him. He? set him to be supreme chiefs of the land in order to steer 

the law's of the Two Rjegiona as Hereditary Prince of this entire land. He was unique, AAithout a 

second. [His] plans (7).[and the people were happy] at the utterance($) of his mouth, 

he being summoned before the SoA^ereign Avhen it, the Palacep*" fell into rage, and he opened his 

mouth and answeredi the king and appeased him with the utierancc of his mouth. .Alone efficient, 

without (S) * , . ^ . . . . . ... all his plana were as the gait of the Ibis, his conduct (in the) 

form of the Lord of Hasro/ rejoicing at Truth' like the Beaky one, delighting over her like Ptah, 

he A^'oke in the morning that he might make presentation of her, she being placed (9) . 

....... his dealings, treading upon her path^ she it is shall make ^ his protection upon earth 

for the length of eternity. 
Now he acted as vicegerent'^ of the Tw"o Lands over a period of many years (and) reported (to) 

* JE-d 3,pl. II. 
* Nor has C. dc Wit, Le rt U stm du 55, where other analogous depictions are quoted. Some con¬ 

nexion seems possible with the coronation statues studied by Milicta Matlhiew,7£^ 31 f. Can the female 
sphJitK be the goddess Tephenis as in the scene fitmi Es-3etm*a quoted by Mme Matdikwfrom Leps., Denhn^ 

tih iSa, f ? 
J Aiifir 3, 37 t * Petrie, MempMi I, pi. 6. ^ And^nt Egypt [xh 1^35. 4. 
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.., . the councitbrs doing obeisance at the gates* of the King's House, the 
great ones of the Nine approaching him. South as well as North, their arms outstretched at 

his encounter, and they paid honour* to his face as (to) a god* And all that was done was done at 

[his] command (11).,...,.*.his tread, his majesty being great in the sight of the 

populace. Prosperity and health were prayed for on his behalf : ‘Assuredly^ he is the father of the 

Two Regions, (of) precious understanding by the gift of god to bring to port (la) [this land?]** 

[Now when many days] had passed over these things, the eldest son of Horus** being supreme 

chief and Hereditary Prince of this entire land, lo, this noble god Homs of Hn&, his heart desired 

to establish his son upon his eternal throne, and pie] coDumnded (13) Amtin* 
Then did Homs proceed amid rejoicing to Thebes, the city of the l-ord of Etemitj', his son in hia 

embrace, to Ipet-esut**'-, in order tp induct" him into the presence of AmOn for the handing over 

to him of his office of king and for the making of his period (of Jife).<*'i And lo, (14) [Amfin] «... * 

[artsenj®* in his beautiful festival in Southern Then did the Majesty of this god see Horus, 

lord of HnSs, his son with him in the King's Inductions in order to give to him his office and his 

throne. And lo, Aitien-Re< joined in the jubilation when he had seen (15).on the day 

of making his submission*''^. Thereupon he betook himself to this noble, the Hereditary Prince, 

Chieftain over the Two Lands**, Haremhab. Then did he proceed to the King's Housei'f (when) 

he had placed him before himself^'^ to the Per-werJl of his noble daughter the Great-(i6)[of-Magici', 

her arms] in welcoming attitude'^, and she embraced his beauty and established herself on his 

foreheadand the Divine Ennead, the lords of Pcr-neser,JJ were in exultation at his glorious arising, 

Nekhbe, £dJo, Keith, Isis, Nephthys, Homs, Seth and the complete Ennead that presides over the 

Great Scat*®, (17) [and they raised?] thankful clamour to the height of heaven, rejoicing at the good 

pleasure of Amun.PP 'Behold, Amun is come, his son in front of him, to the Palace In order to 

establish his ctown^w upon his head and in order to prolong his period like to himself."' We have 

gathered together that we may establish for him“ {18) [and asjsign to him the insignia of Re''* and 

may pay honour to AmQn on his account. Thou hast brought us our saviour. Civ'e him the 

jubilees of R6* and the years of Horus as king. He is one who will do what thy heart pleases™ in 

ipet-esut and likewise (in) On and Hikuptah.*^ He is one who will enrich them.’™ 
(15) There was made the great name of this good god and his titulary like the Majesty of Re<, 

namely, 

Horus 'Strong Bull, ready“ of plans'; 

Tw'o Goddesses ‘Great of marvels in Ipet’Csut'; 

Horus of Cold ‘Satisfied with Tmth, fostering the Two Lands'; 

King of Upper and Lower Egypt 'Djeserkheprafer-setpeme^’; 
Son of Re< ‘Haremhab-miamun’ given life. 

Going forthyy (:ao) from the King's House by the Majesty of this noble god, Amun King of the 

Gods, his son in front of him, and he embraced his beauty, he being arisen in the kh^resh'-crovnn^ 

in order to hand over to him that ivhich the sun’s disk encircles, the Nine Bows being under hla 

feet, heaven in festival and earth full of joy. The Divine Ennead of To-meri, their hcartfs) were 

happy, (^i) lo. the entire people was in joy and they cried aloud to heaven. Great and small seized 
upon gladness,**, the whole earth rejoiced. 

Now when this festival in Southern Op£ was ended, Amun King of the Gods having returned in 

peace to (a3) Thebes, faring downstreain?J by His Majesty with** the statue of Harakhti. And lo, 

he set in order this land, organbingsij it after (the manner of) the time of Re«. He renewed the temples 

of the gods (from) the marshes of the Delta to To-Sti.^* He fashioned all their (33) images, dis- 

tinguished above the originalfs)^'' and surpassing in beauty through what he did unto them, and 

Ret rejoiced when he saw them, they having been found ruined^® in former time(s)* He raised up 

their fane(3) and created their^^ statues (each) in (its) o-w'ti exact person,^* (made) of ever}' costly stone. 
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l2±) He sought out the of the gods which were in ruins*‘ m ^ l^d and 
irdlr S >s they we« since the time of primj snnqmty. and irantnted for 
(on) every iiy, aS every vessel of their (ay) fanes was fashioned m gold and adver 

d.e!n wiS orLary priests and lecmrs fron. the pick of the 

SLeth dty h4rt. lS^e»eiiiiepr“»-»'P‘"'^' **'" •„ On rd“! 
!et his vimories over aU bods like Homs son of Isis, even as he propitiates thy heart in On an y 

Enneadiointh.e.'d Commentary 

• The n in the cartouche is. d«pite Albright {AJSL 53. a, n. 7), inenplicnble ^t 

as a reminder of the Canaanite god Hauron. It cannot, however, have been rmd. *e 
contemporary pronunciation of the king’s name having probably np^ximated to * 
SSpMr); for the loss of the final i see ZiS 50, So and my Onomnstico under 

° ‘ i.e. El-Kom el-Ahmar SawSris, on the E. bank 5 km. S. of Sharunah, see 

of his Mother’, an epiAet of Aroun when depicted in the form of Min. 

Perhaos cf tHsivw Cairo 34^®3^ 3* , * ^ ^ i ^ 

a dm doubtless a partieiple. In eariy Ramesside w iTe Sen 
and predicate was by no means rare, there being a number of examples in 
HvTOns to Amun. ZAS 4a, i a foU., see especially 3. aa-3 i 5. > also/»scr. 

■ In a common, though perverse, writing for older fcoi, the substmibon of e.fo ^ 

being due to (i) the influence of Inm ‘skin’ and (a) similarity of the signs m hieratic. So 

mere U har*y the Late-Egyptian writing for fa; perhaps rather *' 
in its defining sense (^. Gramn.^ § i6a, 6), though there precedes no noun or suffi. 

'"'I'j&ra rare verb, of which the main sense may be ‘draw nigh’, 1^. v. 39. Do® 
senttnei suggest tbit the opulence with which the child was brought up presaged his 

'“‘“pofthre^raordinary range of covered by jiwn see TPl. ill, 5*. 
the qualification n« sfrt'f see idifauunlfaMS, j6, l; Ann. Serv., 37i P ■ * • * ’ 
a wrMng which is not fimd before Dyn. XVIII. see my nofa on Ae f^r pass^e. 
also Anlt. i. i. 4 and below 1. il. Though not so regard^ by m. ra, .8 13., 
wd for ‘unto^ding- must be closely related to, if not idenueal with, sn in 5,n* 
B48 my note on which hesitated bettveen taking Ac stem as In, gem. or yae mf. I ^ 
„L’ coLineed of Ae laber ahemarive,««being the infinitive ^d Ae 'P‘*« 
w (Janssen. Eg. Autobii^nplrie. pp. 3i-a [Ar]) the participle; Wb. IV. 16,2-6 takes Ae 

opposite view, as did also Sethe, Dram, Texte, 68. 
No CTammaticallv souad rendering seems obtainable by separating from 

preceding In, or by jtiining urf-to to Ae following iff Hr, as tro done by Breasted and 
Maspem i have taken the bold step of treating nHin, as an adjective of a type smiilar 

to mryty ‘beloved’. 
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i Another possible rendering would be ‘he placed him (Haremhab) behind himself’, 
but the place of a prote^ng deity was behind the protected person, cf. the pictures of 
goddesses with protecting wings, and the falcon Horus in the most famous of the 
Chephren statues. See too below p. 19, n. nn. 

^ familiar from the Song of the Harper, was here obviously followed by kt 
[hr Apr], as in Inscr. d/dic, 66 and Mar. Abyd, i. 51, 36, see Wb. m, 430,12. 

‘ A glaring example of the ambiguity of Egyptian pronouns, here enhanced by the 
preceding lacuna. That the -/ of iW'f rh refers to the god Horus is evident from ntr pn 
in the next clause, and Haremhab is clearly meant by the suffix of the dative n*/. In 

as also in ifwPf at the end of the line, either Haremhab or Horus may have been 
intended, nor need the reference have been tlie same in both cases. There remains the 
/ of A/p/, where the decision rests upon the signification to be given to hip. There is 
no room in the lacuna for a mention of Haremhab’s predecessor, so that to take this 
hip to mean that predecessor’s 'going to rest’, ‘retirement’ or ‘death’ {cf. ktp m rtih in 
l/rk. rv, 58, II, the opposite of Arf) is impossible. Brugsch rendered dm Tag sdnes 
Glikkes and Breasted 'the day of his satisfaction’, suggestions that appear not far wide 
of the mark, particularly since the same stem in II. 15. 17 refers to the contentment of 
a god. 

I.e. increase his power and w iden the scope of his authority. 
" See above, n. 1. 

" Erman’s note reads: 'Erganze etwa: er setzte [ihn an den Hof des Kdnigs] seiner 
Zeit,* but fisw in the next clause (which can only refer to Tutrankhamiin, see above, 
p. 3) makes this restoration rather improbable. Perhaps 'placing [him at the head 
of the nobles] of his time’, comparing srte n rk-k in Siut^ iv, 29. 

*■ The suffix / must surely refer to ‘the king’ in the preceding sentence. 

» R-hry, though indicating very exalted position (see IPS. ir, 390, 7-9), was not a 
technical term in connexion with the kingship like iry-prt that follows—on this equiva¬ 
lent of our ‘Crown Prince’ see above p. 10. The small and badly cut sign following 
r-Ar^' was interpreted as o by Brugsch, probably rightly, though such a writing of the 
genitival adjective after a singular does not occur elsewhere in our text; the sign is coo 
small for «■. 

■■ The construction is strange, but it ts surely impossible to bind ifv rh toeether as 
‘sovereign of the Palace’. ^ 

* Haremhab is here compared with Thoth, the god of knowledge and wisdom, who 
IS referred to by three epithets. Hasro is one of the places of his cult quite close to 
EI-Ashmunen, see my Ononiast. ii, 81; for Fndy alluding to the ibis’s long beak see 
Proc.SBAi8,iii. 

' Since Ptab was nb mkt ‘the lord of Truth’, the mention of him here proves that ^ 

must be read in the previous sentence, not ‘established order' as in Bonomi*s*plate. 

The writing ^ is rare, but is found occasionally about this time, see Wreszinski, Ag. 

^rAr.,.. Wtm, p. 57; Berlin palette 8042; also in the Memphite stela parallel to our 
Turin text in Daressy’s reading, 

* 
D 
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“ Nts irr-s, an excellent example of the future construction discovered by Guniij see 

his Studies, 55 (8o); so too nif irr*Jhrrt ib^h below 1. iS. 

* 7dn as transitive verb for 'to govern* is quoted by Wh, i, i54t 3 from this 

passage and from Kuban i6. In the latter passage the words ‘since thou didst govern 

\idn) this land* are followed immediately by ‘thou didst rule {ir^n^k shrw cf. ep-ujiiyi) 

when thou wast in the egg, in thy office of child and Hereditary Prince It is 

probable, therefore, that idn in both places has its habitual connotation of 'replace¬ 

ment', and in Haremhab*s case there is a probable allusion to his title idma n nstn, for 

which see above, p, ii. 

^ The absence of the gate-determinatives makes it uncertain whether r nety should 

be rendered thus {Wb, ii, 404, 7) or as the compound preposition for ‘outside’ {WL 

11,405,7). 

* Sw/I appears to have an implication of ‘applause*, ‘respectful approbation*; the 

stem wri is often associated with hknw, for which the best rendering is perhaps ‘acclama¬ 

tion’, ‘thankful clamour*. Here and in 1. iS ‘pay honour to* seems adequate as a transla¬ 

tion of stvtL 
» The words of the populace are here quoted without introduction. Similarly in 

11. 17. 26. Read smten rf, for ivhich see my Notes on . . . Smube 59- would have 
expected pu! after it idbiey, and ihr sjrt or nh Sirt Ikrt in place of Sfrl ik/t; for see 

above, n. A. 
* Perhaps restore [tf pn] at the beginning of 1. 12, though the sense ein Land (u. a) 

gut lenken attributed to nmi in Wh. ir, 74, 8 is hardly supported by the e.>:amp]es in the 

Belegstellen. There is but little space for the object of mni (the verb rendered ‘steer’ 

before fipw in 1. 6), since this w-as followed by the common phrase [hr m-hi knvze] su)r 

hr wn, see Hint^e, Uniersuchimgen, 11; for ist rf after this formula see Westear, 2, 3. 

“The abbreviated writing or — is not unusual at the beginning of Dyn. XIX, 

see Gauthier, Litre des Rois, ill, 31, 80. 125, but the description of the Crown Prince 

as the eldest son of Horus (see above, p. 10, n. 3) does not appear to be found elsewhere. 

M Ww'/, cf, Inscr. dedic. 45. Ipet-esut is the name of Karnak. 

*' By, sec below n. gg. 
^ Breasted rendered ‘to pass his life (as such)’; similarly Maspero. Wh, i, 223, top, 

docs not record the meaning here su^csted, but surely the implicit subject of In is 

Horus, not the king himself. It was part of the coronation ceremonies that the new 

monarch’s years of reign, which were also his years of life (for this meaning of chew see 

the Royal Canon of Turin,/nayy/m) should be inscribed on the leaves of the ifiZ-tree by 

Thoth or the goddess of writing, see Moret, Roy out ^ pharapnique, p. 95, hg. 17 and 

ibid. pL 2; slso JEA 32, 50, n. g and Lefebure, Sphinx, 5, i ff. 

“ Doubtless read as in 1.20. N.B. It is at this point that the Mempftiie stela (abote, 

p, 14) begins to present a narrative in places identical setth that of our statue. For details^ 

see the Appendix heloto, pp. 28 ff, 

lliis was the great annual festival of Amun which gave the name Phaophi to what, 

in the later mode of reckoning, was the second month of the Egyptian civil year. The 
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ceremonies started with river and land processions bringing the boats of Amun, Mut 
and Chons from Karnak (Jpt-simt) to Luxor, where was his Southern Harim i^Ipn-rst), 
and ended with his return, to Karnak in similar fashion. For the splendid reliefs in 
which these events were depicted see W. Wolf, Das schSne Fe$t von Opel, Leipzig, 1931, 
as well as the fine drawings by Howard Carter now deposited in the Griffith Institute 
at Oxford, 

*• The wri ting of bs~nsw here shows this to be the stereotyped technical term used to 
denote the king's introduction by another god into a temple, sec (e,g,) Leps., Denkm, 
III, 14. 56, i24d; JEA 20, pi, 3. 

Hrw rdit htpw-f. Breasted 'on the day of giving his offerings’; Maspero 'on the 
day of thank-offerings’. My own suggestion is based on the occurrence of 
twice on the great stela of Amenophis II found at Memphis {Ann. Serv. pi. 1,10. 
13), where two Syrian towns offer submission to the victorious Pharaoh, See further 
above, n. /. 

Wb. II, 415, 19 quotes four examples of kry-ip twsy as adjunct to iry-prt, this 
being the earliest. See too Christophe, but wrongly interpreted, Ann. Serv. 51,339 ff. 

» Discu^ion of the names of buildings or rooms tdsited in the course of the Corona¬ 
tion ceremonies is reserved to a later part of this article, 

Cf. dvf sv) T-hit'f on a stela of Sethos I, Ann, Serv. 3,113* For the right interpreta¬ 
tion see srfhr-hsi'f in It. 17. 20 as well as di n^f tvi br-ht hm-f in Urk. iv, 158, 17, where 
Tuthmosis Ill is referring to Amun, 

Brugsch and other Egyptologists believed this sentence to refer to the marriage 
of Harem^iab with Mutnodjmc, she being guessed to have been the heiress through 
whom he acquired his right to the throne. This error was disposed of by Sethe {ZAS 
44. 35 f-). who by reference to temple legends at Der el-Bahri and elsewhere {Urk. iv, 
285-6) proved that rort at the end of 1. 15 was part of the name of the goddess ^ 

This conjecture was brilliantly confirmed later by the Memphis stela, whe^ 
the h of hkrv} was stiU legible, as vrell as the snake determinative. 

”™ M nyny in later texts refers to a welcoming gesture in which the hands are 
lowered in front of the person welcomed. The gesture is nearly always that of some 
divinit)% in most cases a goddess. In the Pyramid Texts, however, nin{ is a spoken 
word, see Wb. ii, 203, S ff, I have long believed that the ^Tiring with *“< placed obliquely 
over either hand is a mere graphic pun, influenced in part perhaps by the Pyramid 
Text determinative of {fi w'ash . In any case Wb,*% Segriissung durch WasssTspr&igung is 
a mistake; the writing above described could only picture a washing of the hands, not 
a sprinkling of water. 

“ Previous translators interpreted min ra-r s{y) m ht-f as ‘established herself in front 
of him’, failing to notice that ‘in front of him’ in this text (U. 15. 20) is br-hit f, not 
m-hit'f as here. In this latter expression hn has the concrete sense ’forehead’, as in Urk. 
IV, 285, 15 ; 286, 6. 12, and other passages quoted Wb. Ill, 19, 3. 

“ St-vsrt, the royal throne, Wb. iv, 7, 4-5. 

For htp see above, n, 1. The remainder of il. 17. 18 gives the words spoken by the 
assembled gods, a quoted utterance similar to those above in 1. ii and below in 1, 26- 
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Hfvo ‘crown’ is here detennined by the khiptesk or blue Tvig-like headgear On 

this see below, p. 37, 
Breasted rendered rkf^f mi-kd-f by ‘his whole Ufe’, to my mind an unnatural 

expression, and 1 prefer to take as referring to Amun. A similar ambiguity 
occurs several times in Ramesses IFs Inscr. dedtc.^ see Gauthier's Index, s,v. 

** After rmji'n: n*/ we badly miss an object of its own. There is surely no room for 
one at the beginning of 1, 18, where the restoration [j]ip‘n seems inevitable. 

** Hkrw i?r, see IVb. iii, 401,18, where, however, this excellent example is overlooked. 
““ For the future construction here see above, n. w. 
" The place-names which my translation gives in their Egyptian form are those of 

Kamak (Thebes), Heliopolis, and Memphis respectively . From this time onward these 
cities are frequently mentioned in parallel as the three capitals of Egypt, see particu¬ 
larly the great Harris and Wilbour papyri; also (e.g.) Itisct, dedic. 75. 

Doubtless emend the /dm/ form being required as in ntf /rr/earlier in 
the line. For ^ss with the gemination as a transitive verb see 38, pi. 8,1. 97 and 

Inser. dedic. 83. 
“ For the distorted shape of ^ see above, p, 13, n. 2. 

The ‘headline’ mode of narration with the infinitive {Eg. Gramm.\ § 306, 2) is 

found again below In 1. 22. 
** If the determinative of vhm here is really a tree (above, p. 13, n. 2), this may 

possibly have been borrowed from the word for ‘pomegranate’, Wb. it, 286, after 2. 
Tiy nhm is mentioned ITA. v, 346, 20, and has an analogy in isdJ, ibid. 21. Middle 
Egyptian uses $sp in a somewhat similar way, cf. $sp fost), Sinuke B 17-8; Ssp Urk. 

IV, 893,16; also 33, 25^26. 
^ ‘ M ‘together with', an admirable examp le of the sense of the prepos ition discovered by 

Smither,/E^ 25, i66ff. Breasted rendered‘His Majesty sailed dowm-stream as the image 
of Harakhte*, but hnty definitely means a portable statue. See further below, p. 31. 

Ntc as verb, see iVb, n, 355,14^ where, however, the comment vereitizeli must be 
interpreted very literally, since this appears to be the only example. Erman s note (see 
above, p. 13, n. 1) takes r in r rJb iff as ‘more than’, but would not an Egyptian have re¬ 

garded this as an illicit exaggeration? 
Breasted aptly quotes the Biblical ‘from Dan to Beersheba’. Analogous expressions 

in Cairo 34183,1. 6 = Lacau, Stiks (CCC), 226; Ann. Sertt. 3, 263. 
S'* Breasted ‘in number more than before', but my rendering makes better sense. 

For imy-hft ‘original’ see Vogelsang, Kommentar . . ,des Bauem, 153; also Urk. iv, 99, 
14, where statues due to Tuthmosis I are said to smnf^ r ‘be made finer than 

their originals', 
Gm aof, see Wb. V, 167, 26; Sitzb. Berh'n, 1912, 912. 

3* Breasted ‘100 images’, but the e stands high up, and there is ample room for< 11 
beneath it. Probably an oversight on the part of the sculptor. 

3* Lit. perhaps ‘in all accurate bodies’, a strange phrase, 
'Precincts' is Breasted's admirable suggestion for the rare word b/hyl {Wb. i, 430, 

14); Bohairic means ‘city’. 
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Recognition that ht determined with ^ signifies, not simply 'placed ‘region’ {Wb. 
I, 26, 9 ff.), but ‘mound’, the equivalent of Arabic k6my has come about only gradually; 
once realbed, the secondary meaning ‘min' follows quite naturally. Brugsch {Worterh, 
1676) and Loret (Rev. eg. 10, 88) were obviously right in rendering here 'which were in 
ruins’. See further 34, 15 and another strange writing ZAS 69, 28, 9. 

Surely so, and not as Breasted ‘and with the choicest of the army’. The expression 
is extremely interesting as pointing to ^aremhab’s regime as essentially military. 

Here again, as in 11, 11, 17, spoken words are quoted without any introduction. 
5' The reference to Heliopolis here and the very abrupt ending are extremely 

strange, and one has the impression that the inscripdon has been left unEnished, perhaps 
for lack of room. 

In its style of narration our inscription stands midway between the Eighteenth and 
Nineteenth Dynasties; less concrete and specific than most memorials of Tuthmosis 
III* and Amenophis II, it nevertheless does not allow definite facts to be as nearly 
swamped by flowers of diction as in the great Abydene compositions of Sethos 1 and 
Ramesses II. But the somewhat unusual character of the Turin text is due mainly to 
Haremhab’s need, he having no royal blood in his veins, of vindicating his claim to the 
throne. The favour of the gods was the chief prerequisite, and this indeed is the main 
theme of his cursus vitae; but he also (11. 6-11) dw'etls upon the confidence that had 
been reposed in him by the king, doubtless Tut^ankhamun, on whose behalf he had 
ruled over a long period of years—a time, as we learn from L 7, when the temper of 
the Palace was not alw^ays as cool as it might have been, and needed the wisdom and 
moderation of a man as astute as himself to steer the ship of state aright. That Harem- 
hab should vaunt his kingly qualities from birth (11. 2-4) w'as mere traditional usage, 
but his claim to have been nursed by Amun was justihed retrospectively by the ev'ents 
of his Coronation; and the fact that he was subsequently rccognked as the first legiti¬ 
mate king after Amenophis IIP shows that public opinion acquitted him of all taint of 
Atenism. 

It is strange that Haremhab should have attributed to the Horus of Hnes so active 
a part in his elevation to the throne. Granted that, as most Egyptologists have sup¬ 
posed, Hnes was his birthplace and that local patriotism w*ould naturally prompt him 
to give the utmost credit to the god of his city, it remains probable that Hnes was never 
more than a town of second-rate importance, like other towns on the east bank of the 
Nile. Perhaps the explanation Is that the Horus of lines could so easily be equated with 
the great dynastic god of the same name. This suggestion is favoured by the references 
to Horus son of Isis in 11. 2. 26; it is possible that Isis herself was worshipped at Hnes, 
since Queen Mutnodjme is described as beloved of her (p. 13). The relationship of 
^laremhab to Horus was, moreover, emphasized by his own name. It seems probable 
that earlier translators regarded as mere metaphorical hyperbole the statements (11.13 
foil.) that Horus of Hnes accompanied Haremhab to Thebes and there introduced the 

' However, the Coronation inscription of Tuthmosis HI (below, p. 22, ti. 3) is somechin^ of an eiception, 
* See now S. Sauneron, in Ckrtfniqvt d'BgypU, i6 (iMl), 46 ff. 
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future king into the presence of Amun. Smither’s discovery of the meaning ‘together 
with^ sometimes possessed by the preposition tti (above ^ p, 20 j n. ja) compels us to 
take a different view. We must now recognize that Haremhab carried with him to the 
Southern Capital the statue of his god, here called Harakhti, tended no doubt by the 
chief priest of Ifnes. The peregrinations of the gods were not confined exclusively to 
their periodic mutual visits,’ but might, as here, have some special object in view. The 
closest analogies to the present case are perhaps the journey of the goddess Nekhbe in 
the charge of her high-priest Setawto attend the Jubilee of Ramesscs 111 at Pi-Ra<messe,* 
and that of the statue Amun-of-the-Road as Wenamun*s travelling companion to the 
Lebanon. Less clear is the reason why, in an inscription of the Second Intermediate 
Period, the Horus of Nekhen and his mother Isis had to be fetched home from ItjtowS*, 
there possibly the reference was to statues newly made in the workshops of the 

Capital. 5 
That Thebes should be the scene of Haremhab’s coronation was but natural at this 

particular moment of Egyptian history. Nothing could have been more important than 
to conciliate the priesthood of Amen-Re*. A couple of generations later Ramesses II, 
who was apparently crowned elsewhere (see below), still thought it desirable to attend 
the festival of Southern Opfi as one of the first acts of his reign,+ But even more than a 
century before the accession of Akhenaten the Theban priesthood was strong enough 
to choose the king, and the inscription of which Breasted was the first to recognize 
the importance show's that it was at Thebes that Tuthmosis HI was crowned.^ The 
same cannot be claimed for Hashepsowfi, since the consensus of Egyptological opinion 
regards her account of her own coronation as fictitious.* Our information about the 
locality of other coronations is lamentably scanty, but there are mdications that Mem¬ 
phis had earlier been, as it was destined to become again later, the orthodox place for 
this great national celebration. What other interpretation can be set upon the fact that 
the great Wilbour papyrus has so much to tell about a Memphite land-owning institu¬ 
tion called ‘Great Seat of Ra<messe-miamun in the House of Ptah’ P It is known that 
Memphis w*as regarded as the normal place for the 5gd-festival and that this was in 
essence only a renewal of the coronation.^ In point of fact, Ramesses I! (Ratmesse- 
mtamfin) appears to have been crowned at Heliopolis, if w'e may trust the interesting 
block with sculptured reliefs published by Shorter.’ Heliopolis might seem to be much 
the more suitable place, since its god A turn was the king pnr whereas Ptah, 
though often accorded the epithet ‘King of the Two Lands*,is never depicted with 
the insignia of royalty.’* Perhaps it was the memoryofMenes which connected Memphis 

' On th«« see Erman. Religim der Agypter, 374 ff.; Vandier. La religiim 192 ff. For the visit of 
Mont of Hermonthis to his namesake at "Tud See Davies, Sevat Privatt Tamln at 14 ff. 

» ZAS 48, 47 ff. * 33. 3 ff. * 44. 30. 
5 J, H. Breasted, A Chapter m the Ufe 0/ Thutmote JIl, in Sethc, UMtermehimgen, U. 

» W. F. EdgertcKn, The Thutmasid Suffetsim, 31. 
^ A. H. Gardiner, The WUbour Papyrut, »t, 13. 
* See my notes ibid. Also M. SancUnsn-HoImbcn?, The Gad Ptah, eh. vii. It is disconcerting that the Jubilee 

festival) of Ramesses HI was celebrated at Pi-Ra'messe (abo^'e, n. 2 on this page), and equally so that, as 
Hayes has recently pointed ovX JNES 10, 82 ff,, Amenophis III celebrated his at Thebes, 

g jEA 20, i8. ’* Sandman-Holmberg, Op, cit. ch. vi. '* Op, cit, eh, ii. 
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so closely with the coronation. It mighty of course, be conjectured that the ceremonies 
were performed separately in each of the three great capitals. In the case of 
Harertihab, however, this is palpably untrue; were it otherwise, the Memphite stela 
(below, the Appendix) would not have given the prominence it does to Amiin and the 
Theban visit, while Ptah is mentioned only towards the end as the recipient of subse¬ 
quent gifts, and in particular of the great stela itself, this described as the ‘Standing- 
place of the Ruler’ (1, 9).* Lastly, note that Nektanebes {Nht-7ib‘'f) was crowned in the 
temple of Neith in his native city of Sais; this is distinctly stated on the famous 
Naukratis stela.^ 

If thus our knowledge of the localization of the coronation is very imperfect and 
problematic, still more so is our information regarding its date. Much of the difficulty 
arises from the fact that the same verb Arf, properly signifying ‘appear in glory’ like the 
sun, has in connexion \Yith the Pharaoh three distinct possibilities of application: first, 
in respect of anv state appearance of the monarch; secondly, to refer to the day follovr- 
ing the death of his predecessor; and thirdly, as in our inscription, to indicate the actual 
day of coronation, which for obvious reasons can never have been the same as that in 
the last-mentioned use. Nor does this enumeration take into account the beginning of 
a co-regenc)’, for which, if we may Judge from the oft-quoted words of an inscription 
at Der ef-B^ri,3 New Year’s Day, i.e. the first day of the first month of the Inundation 
season, Tvas regarded as the most auspicious date. I have to confess that in my article 
on Regnal Years I have barely, if at all, envisaged the third of the above-mentioned 
possibilities.^ In the review I wrote many years ago of Fraaer’s famous ‘Adonis, Attis, 
Osiris’ I pointed to three different dates in the civil calendar which appeared to be 
particularly associated with the king’s accession (or coronation) or else with its renewal 
in the .Serf-festival.^ These were the first day of each of the three seasons, and the reason 
for their special appropriateness was obviously the intimate bond between the kingship 
of Ancient Egypt and the events of the agricultural year,*' But if the coronation was 
normally tied dowm to any fixed date in the civil calendar, then it could not have taken 
place, as Borchardt assumed, always on the day of a full moon;^ this foliow's from the 
fact that the lunar year and the civil year of 360-j-5 days are incommensurable. Let us, 
then, acknowledge that for the present we have no real testimony as to how the dale 
of the Egyptian coronation, was determined. Perhaps in the case of Haremhab the 

^ For rjt*' here cf. it N& discussed by Breasted^ op. cit. i6, n. 23, 

3 U. SM ZAS 3Sp [30. ^ Ufk. IV, 26i. 7^ 3* * 31. 24- ® z, izz folL 
^ FrankfortH op. cit. io i-4, appeara to take a somewhat Simile view* though 1 know of no evidence to support 

his statement that the purpose of the coronation was 'to re-estahlish the harmony tsetween ftature and society 
which had been shattered by the death of the previous rulcr\ But he atid 1 m In complete agreement in lindiiig 
an irktimAte cormexion between the conception of Osiris as a king and his embodiment of the generative forces 
of naiUTe; and in apite of aH di^erences I believe the comparison with NyaJeang among the ShUJuka to be 

sound. See his ch. 15, 
T Borchardt, ZMe Mtlitl star seilikhm Ffstifgtiftg Punki^ der dgyplHcfien Cesehiehte, 68 foil. The greater 

part of this inteosely learned and ingenious work is completely unintelligibLe to me, though certain scctioiis, 
especially those dealing with the priesdy and Other genealogies of iaie date, are obviously of great value and 
UTLpottance- In the section here in question 1 fail 10 End any solid evidence that even a single Egyptian corona¬ 
tion was celebrated on the day of the full moon. 
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joyous festivities of the great annual feast of Phaophi seemed a suitable moment for 
celebrating simultaneously his own personal triumph. 

The notes which are to follow on the actual course of the coronation rites need to be 
prefaced by some reference to the extraordinary' document recently analysed by Frank¬ 
fort under the heading ‘The Mystery Play of the Succession'.* That this papyrus* 
records the semi-draraatic incidents of a festival celebrating the accession of Sesostris I 
is, of course, beyond doubt, but the absence from it of various ceremonies known from 
both scenes and texts to have played a prominent part at the coronation is extremely 
puzzling; even ‘the affixing of the crown' hr) is there dismissed with those two 
words. I shall refrain from further mention of this text, and merely note that Frankfort 
has given an extremely lucid resume of Sethe’s original publication, though adding 
some rather over-confident explanations which not all Egyptologists will be ready to 

accept. 
For the successive episodes of a normal coronation the painstaking book by A. Moret* 

still remains the best authority. One of the opening ceremonies was the purificatory 
aspersion of the king by the gods of the cardinal points, there represented by four 
priests wearing masks/ Another important rite was the circumainbulation of the walls 
to symibolize the taking possession of the kingdom/ A familiar scene on the waits of 
temples is the tsTiting of the king's name on the leaves of the sacred fjrf-iree at Helio¬ 
polis;^ probably this too was the subject of some mimic representation. None of these 
three ceremonies is mentioned in our inscription, either because they were taken for 
granted or because one or other of them had, under the particular circumstances, to 
be omitted. Some abbreviation of the ordinary ritual is not unlikely, since the corona¬ 
tion of Haremhab had to be fitted into the regular programme of this greatest of the 
Theban festivals. Here it is impossible to do more than seek to interpret the sequence 
of events disclosed Ln 11. la-zi of our text. It is not difficult to picture to ourselves the 

Royal Induction hs-nsw, 1. 14) into the temple of Karnak, the new king accom¬ 

panied by an imposing crowd of officers together with the principal magistrates of the 
land and, close behind him, the splendid cult-image of Homs of Hnes attended by his 
prophet. Into the presence of Amun they came amid loud rejoicing of both populace 
and priesthood. The next sentences, though doubtless perfectly clear to an Egyptian 
reader, for us stand in urgent need of interpretation. TAen, we are told (11.15-17), did 

Arnfm proceed to ike King's Home pr-rmo), with l;laremhab in front of the god, 

until they came to the Per-wer (V^iQ) Amiin's daughter, the Great-of-Magic 

■ Frankfort, Kingihip and ike Gt>ds^ ch+ 
* K. Selhe, Dff dramaiu£:ke Mame^jeumpapyttn, in his Drawi^he TexU im MysUrien^ieUn, 

Leipzig, 
J Du religifux de ia pkaraamque, Paris^ ch. 3- It h regrettabk thai this workp cxccUent 

in spile of some wcakncd$ On tke Ungtiisdc sLdCp should b* so completely ignored by recent writers. 
* See my article "The Baptism of Pharaoh^ j fh The reliefs on the block at Bath (above^ p. za* m 9} 

depict this rite in its correct initlai position. In my additional note JBA 37, ml overlooked also the great 
copper statue in the Louvre known as the Horus Posno» see Boicux, Giiide-CfltdbgTffp ll, 565* with p!. 56. 

* Moretp op+ cit. 96 fF.; Sethe» Unitrmdumgent itl* 133 
* Moiety op. dt. loz ff.i also above^ p* 18, n- dd. 
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having greeted the young sovereign, established herself on Ins forehead^ 
while the various great gods of the Per-neser (^) indulged in mighty shouts of Joy, 
The crttx here is to determine the factual meaning to be attached to the term ‘the 
King’s House^ It was there that Amun placed the crown on Haremhab’s head, though 
in the sentence where this is narrated (1.17) the synonym ‘Palace’ is employed. 
That the two terms are synonymous is clear from the fact that it was from ‘the King’s 
House’ that Amun issued forth {11. 19-20) when the religious ceremonies were at an 
end, and when it remained only for the common folk assembled outside to acclaim their 
new sovereign. Now it is clear that a temple, not the dw^ellmg-place of an earthly king, 
was the scene of the actual coronation. Was it the temple of Kamak or the temple of 
Luxor? The probabilities point to the temple of Luxor. The purpose of the festival of 
Phaophi was to conduct Amen-Re<, (who be it remembered was ‘King of the Gods’), 
to his Southern Harim (fl ’IpU-fst), w'hich would naturally be a part of his ‘King’s 
House’ or ‘Palace’. If so, we must think of Haremhab as having participated in the 
great southward procession from Kamak to Luxor, w'here, in the following days, the 
specific coronation rites will have been performed. The Berlin dictionary quotes no 
other case of pr-nsto to designate a temple, but instances of 0 n 'Palace’ so used 
arc quoted from various sources.’ 

Two other temple-raoms are mentioned in the same passage, namely the Per-wer 
and the Per-neser. These were properly the names of the very ancient national sanctua¬ 
ries at Hieraconpolis in Upper Egypt and at Buto in the Delta respectively.* But it is 
obvious that no actual visits to those distant sites can have formed part of the coronation 
celebrations, and that their names here refer to specific chambers in the Theban 
temple. The Berlin Dictionary gives references only to the temple of Dendera for 
such a use, and these references are only of Graeco-Roman date.^ But in point of fact, 
as we shall see, there is excellent evidence from much earlier times.* It was in the Per-wer 
that the already mentioned purifications took place.^ It was in the same temple room 
that the king received the uraeus or cobra, which, worn upon his brow, was the most 
conspicuous symbol of his dread power. The uraeus must perforce have been attached 
to his forehead by a human agent, whether a priest or a priestess. The Uvely, but un- 
co-ordinated, fancy of the Egyptians represented this episode of the coronation in 
various ways. In our inscription it is Great-of-Magic, i.e. the cobra-goddess Edjo, who 
herself performs the act. In certain temple-reliefs,^ these also mentioning the Per-wer, 
Great-of-Magic Is shown lioness-headed standing or kneeling before Amun and there 

^ llp 214^ tS. 19. Specially good examples are ^ dedicadan Ln Srlhos temple st Abydo^ (Maiicttfep 
AbydoSy pi. 14^ h and a reference in the Nauri dccrecp i^p pL 40, 1. 3^ even betterj^ HardSij 4j tt. 

* For references see my Gramm.^ Sign-list, under Ox 9 and Oao respectively^ 
* For iV-uT see Wb. rti 517^ 5 and for Pr^nsr fljid- 5iSj 2, 
* Apart from the references given in the neict two notes see others on pp, 36 If. below* 
^ Urk. 262^ loi Arm^ fip 176; also the block now at Bath depicting the coronation of Ramesses If, 

sec above, p. 24, n. 4. A Per-vi'cr h mentioned also as existing in the Abydos temple of Sethos I* Mariettc, 
AiiythSy If pL 14, Oy b. See now further X^abib Hibachi in JNES xit ^53■ 

* Naville,i>fl> e/ Bakari, [xvli pi* loi; at Kamakp Leps., Dmkm. iiXp 15; at Specs Aitemidoa, where Great-of- 
Magic h equated with Pakh*, ChampolUonp Not. dtscr^ ttp 32^ = JEA 33p pL The legenda also Urk. n\ 

B ^Xf7 E 
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it is he to whom the action is ascribed.* The gods of the Per»neser, in our text named 
as applauding the gift, were not improbably impersonated in the ceremonies by pnestly 

bystanders. 
It is Amun too to whom our inscription attributes the placing of Haremhab s crown 

upon his head (1.17); at Heliopolis under Ramesses II Atum was of course the divine 
officiant. In the latter case w-e are lucky enough to be told the title of the human agents 
who serT-^ed as proxies for the god, \Vhen Ramesses II relates how Sethos I associated 

him with himself as co-regent he writes ^111^' 
tniued tQ he summoned] ihe imj-u-khant (literally, ‘those in front’) to establtsk 

the croams upon my forehead^ and there is other important testimony proving the dose 
association of the same ancient title* with the making and the ceremonial adjusting of 
the royal croums. Thus on a tvell-known stela of the reign of Ammenemes IH the 

jjwj-ft/inHt Semti tells concerning hinKelf: There was conferred upon me in 

their (the courtiers’) presence the offce of imy-ldiant and of Over-the-mysteries (hry n 

Itj), prophet of Her^f-Upper Egypt (^.f^) andHer-of-Lozver-Egypt (f P^), the Khnum^ 

servant of ornamenting the king, who created Great-of-Mt^k (IPP^LVi'4^) ^ 
up ihe WTriVe Crotvn in ihe P€T-wer{^^, cMef Nekhehite and servant of theNeUaovm 

in the Per-nt^ D_* coming is awaited as Adomer with tite 

Crown in makifig to appear in gkry Efortts, lord of the Palace 
This strange passage, impossible to render in anjlhing like respectable English, leaves 
no doubt as to the importance of the imy-khant in connexion with the coronation, 
though his presence may have been required also at any of the king’s official appear¬ 
ances, for which the same verb sMt would naturally be employed. In the Eighteenth 
Djmasty a certain Amenhotpe, whose tomb has now disappeared again beneath the 

sands of Kumah, concisely records his title and functions as follow's:^ 
^ iftg imy-khant and greatest of anoiniers,^ who adorned the 

king in ihe Per-wer and made festive the Lord of the Two Lands tn ihe Per-neser. Here, as 
also on the London stela, the two principal national sanctuaries are mentioned, making 
it probable that at every coronation two separate rooms were either theoretically or 

I Cf, the words Hs eUablished kU Btnfjktnt om (iljt-f) <w Ah fi*sd t>n the great stela of Amenophia II from 
the neighbourhood of the Sphin^T Amt- Sttv* 37^ ^ 3' 

^ [mcription 46. , , . , ■ 
1 7Sh t quoted a number of examples, but except in the case cited in n.r 2 above, not the most impor¬ 

tant Needless to say^ the functionary' in question h&d wider duties than those here alone mentioned. 
^ Brit. Mus. 574. published Hier^giyphk Texts, it. pla. S. in Sethe, p. 75- the com¬ 

mentary^ ibid. p+ 113. 
s Metaphor for "creator", ^fabricator'. 
* This was m alternative name of the Per-ne«er* see Eg. Gramm.^j Sign-liat, under Uao. 
r Lonst, Le tombeau dt r Am^Xmt Am^-h^up (in Mem. Miss. Arch. Fr. iSSl-imi abo Piehl, imer. 

hi^- it 107* 
* Perhaps a mistake in the original for , 1 ■ 
^ Anointing is known to have i^ccompamed the conferring of r^Jik upon omei^s, see the epithet ktJ inst on 

the sMla Florence 1774 quoted by Spiegelbetg, Rtc, Trav. iS. 1E4, where, hovnevcr. the renae ^anoint' is 
wrongly attiibuied to the stem n^. medwr anointing played any part in the coronation ccremoiuea » appa¬ 

rently not known from other sources. 
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actually utilized. It is noticeable that in the temple-scenes the imy~hhani is never 
depict^ as the officiant. The officiant there seen is a figure wearing the side-lock of 

youth, w’hose leopard-skin identifies him with the je/ei«-priest,^ and whose designa¬ 

tion 0^,^ In-mutef^ ‘Pillar-of-His-Mother’ shows him to have been a personification 

of Horus, the support of the widowed Isis. What is the relation of the In-mUtef to the 
Imy-khant} I should guess that the latter—^we have found one plural instance—^was a 
purely secular designation, whereas the former was a religious one. But this is one of 
the many problems concerning the coronation that must be left to others to investigate. 

Haremhab makes no allusion to any other crown than that knowTi to the Egyptians 

as Khepresh and to Egyptologists generally as the ‘Blue Crown*. He does not 

actually write out the name in full, but uses the hieroglyphic form as an ideogram 

(L 20) and also as determinative of the generic word ‘crown* (1.17}. But there 

were a number of different crowns and equivalents of crowns; two lines here translated, 
with the relevant determinatives w'herevcr possible, are taken from the great stela of 
Amenophis II found near the Sphinx,* and may be regarded as the locus chssicus on 

the subject r 

He assumed the T\vo-Great-of-Magics (^^); the Two-Powerful-Ones {S^iy ^ Gk. 

fraternized on his head; the Atefu-crown (.^) of on his forehead; his face adorned with Her- 

of-Upper-Egypt (^) and Her-of-Lower-Egypt he took possession of the Fillet (ffd "vj,* 

the Khepresh (t^), the Ibea the Two-Great-Feathers (^) on his head; the Ncmes- 

headdress (^) embraced his shoulders; the crowns {hfni) of Atutn assembled and were allotted to 

his image (Anfj) according to the command of the Mater of the Gods, [Amun] Him-belonging-to- 

the-Antiquity-of-the-Two-Lands, (even) him who caused him to appear in glory. 

Are we to suppose that at every coronation, including that of Haremhab, a separate 
rite combining the manual act with its own appropriate recitation, w'as devoted to each 
of these regalia? It seems far more likely that in the New’ Kingdom the Khepresh, the 
Blue Crown, simply took the place of the more cumbrous headgear of the earliest 
D^masties; there may well have been a fashion In crow’ns as well as in other details of 
the King*s apparel. Admirable articles by Steindorff^ and Sch^er^ have dealt exhaus¬ 
tively with the Blue Crowm in all its aspects. If it is difficult to accept SteindorfTs 
surmise that this was really an ancient constituent of the royal wardrobe, we must 

* See my Onomasiicay l| no. I20p of On. where the leading stm rather than h maintainedp and 
where the conneiiona both with Ptah and with ceremonml toilette are demonstrated. 

* Actually in the coronation ceremoniedT NaviUe, op+ cit. pL 63 = Urk. iv, 262; 20p ph 3; aFinouncin^ 
hia accession to the prindpal gods^ Mar. Abyd, t, 34: to Dedun at the coronadoiip Leps,. D^nkm* iil, 5 = 
Urk. IV, 199. Actually a* a god, trau. 17^ 119; TuthnuMsa HI in the role of In^mute^, Urk, iv, 157; Other 
miscellaneous referenceSp Fyr. 1593 j 1603 j Capart in 41* Breasted in A New Chapter (above, p, 
n. 5>p p. i2j n. 9 a. The tenn is hardly ever used as a permanent priestly title, chiefly only as the name 
of a temporary role or function | the sole clear exception known to me is that of the pnnee Kha^^wese, see 
Gauthier, Lkre des rois, Ill. ^7* Q ; S3, B. See further the Postscript beloAv, p. 31. 

^ Reference for this scep^ 19. n, hh and p. 26, n. t. ^ For examples of Ad see Moret.^, op. cit. 89^ n. i. 
* The word tin according to t, 64, i8^ known only from GrAeco-Rornan texts^, where it has a deter- 

mmativc resembling the nemej-htaddtess. The BeUssteiien ibid, add an instanct from the reign of Hashep- 
sowe, which again does not countenance the determinative given on the stela of Amenophb IL 

* ZAS 53, 59 ff. ^ ZAS 70^ 13 If. 
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nevertheless not ignore Schafer’s reminder of a unique representation, apparently of 
Dyn. XI/ anterior to that next kno^vn from the reign of King Karaose. 

The last item of the coronation ceremonial to be mentioned by hlaremhab is me 
formulation and conferring of the royal names and titular)'. The inscription recording 
the coronation of Tuthmosis here provides a close parallel. Doubtless the e’:act 
wording had been chosen, as in the case of our own Queen’s titles, long before the 
great final occasion. We know the name of the eminent scribe who elaborated the titu¬ 
lar)' of Ramesses 11 and arranged for its cart-lng in the Ramesseum on the west of 

Thebes; this Simut was certainly a Scribe of the House of Life like a son. 

and two grandsons of hisFrom Haremhab’s account (U. 19-20), coupled with an 
explicit statement in an inscription of ^ashepsowS,* it seems likely that the five names 

constituting the ’Great Name* were proclaimed aloud before the celebrations 

came to an end.s I have already suggested* that there may have been some rite con¬ 
nected with the sacred tree at Heliopolis, an episode which, if it occurred at all, may 

have immediatelv preceded the actual coronation.'^ 
Our inscription is rounded off in 11. 22-26 with the boast that Haremhab had amply 

justified his choice as king by renovating the temples of the gods throughout the entire 
length and breadth of the land, by equipping them with prieste, fields, and cattle, and 
by ensuring the punctual and regular observance of their services and their offerings. 

APPENDIX. THE MEMPHIS STELA 

For this see above, p. 14. Details have been deliberately postponed in the hope that 
it might become possible to improve upon the facsimile given in Petrie's volume. Un¬ 
happily the search which T. G, H. James undertook for me both on the site and in the 
Cairo Museum has proved unsuccessful, so that it is necessary to make shift with the 
two publications at our disposal. Any deviations of importance obtainable from Daressy’s 

article will be mentioned in the footnotes. 
In order to display clearly the resemblances and the differences between the Memphis 

text (M) and that of the Turin statue (T), the translation of what remains of the former 
is printed on the left, that of the latter on the right, while the few sentences common 
to both are printed in small capitals and given a place in the middle. 

* Nftviltc, Xlth Dyitasty Ttmple at Deir el-Bakori. ii, pi. 9. E, first pointed out by G. EvefS. 

^ Urk. iVp i60fc 10 ff- « Bieasted^ A 
* JEA 24,161+ under nos- g. lo, 

* Urk. iv, 
^ They were then dispatched by decree to venous parts of the countiy+ sec UTk. iv. 80r-Sj, 

* Abovey p. iS+ 0- (fief. * . . * + . 
^ In abbreviared form+ with Tboth the perfonntr. in the fine senes of reljefo at Kaniak dcpictmg the 

coronation of Sethos Ip Leps-, Denkm. in, 1^4+ d ^ Moret, op. cit. pi. 3. 
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--(14) [Amiin] 
.[aiiseo] in hk beautiful festival 
in Southern Op5. 

Then did the Majesty of this god see 

Homs, lord of Hnes, his son with him 

in the King’s Induction in order to 

give to him hb office and his throne. 

And lo, Amcn-Re* joined in the jubila¬ 

tion when he had seen (15)...... 

on the day of making his submission. 

Thereupon he betook himself to this 

noble, the Hereditary Prince, Chieftain 

over the Two Lands, Harerahab, 

(M j) THEM DID HE PEOCEEO TO THE 

King’s House (when) he had placed 

HIM BEFOEE HIMSELF TO THE PhI-WER 

OF HIS NOBLE DAUGHTER THE GrZAT-OF- 

Ma[gic] 
in wdeoming attitude, 

,, ..she embraced his beauty and 

established herself on his forehead, 

and the Divine Ennead, the lords of 

Per-neser, were in exultation at his 

gloHous arising, Nekhbe, Bdjo, Ndth, 

Isis, Nephthys, Horns, Seth, and the 

complete Ennead that presides over the 

Great Seat (17) [and they raised?] 

thankful clamour to the height of 

.................. heaven, rejoidng at the good pleasure 
(M 6) Amun. {Spetch oj Ute godi) of Amun. 

‘behold, amCN is come, his son in 

FBONT OF Hm, TO THE PALAGE IN ORDER 

TO establish his CRDt^'N UPON HIS HEAD 

AND IN ORDER TO PROLONG MIS PERIOD 

* ^tp Ri, Ptetric); amitted by D(are&sy). * rn-mc [r [Ajrnr [i^]r. 
* It is impossiblt Co estimate the otiginAl length of the lines in M, but the loss must be very considerable. 
* Mil ftrk, D, * the gods. ‘ M doubdess much shorter than T. 

... 
resting in* his Mansion of Southern 

Op£, his Ennead accompanying him. 

The earth grew light, a second day 
came*.... 

{Speech of AmSn) 
(3) Thou art my son, the heir who came 

forth from my flesh. (So long as) I shall 

be, thou shalt be, thou shalt not be far* 

.(4) double their* 
offerings, they recognizing thee as my 

son who came forth from my Hesh, and 

they uniting to give thee [the king- 

ship?].. 
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[like to himself]^ ... . like to himself. Wc have gathered to- 

^i. ^. gether that we may establish for him 

(18) [and asjsign to him the msigiua of 

R¥ and may pay honour to Amun on 

bis account. Thou hast brought us our 

saviour^ Give him the jubilees of Rec 

and the years of Homs as king, 

[hi is one TSVHo] (M 7) WllX DO WHAT 

tHlf HEAJlT PLEASES 

in Ipet-esut and likewise (in) On and 

fiikuptah. He is one who will enrich 

and will repress wrongdoingj and de- them/* 

stroy falsehood in the hndp his law^i 

flourishing in presenting Truths in 

front of............. p i. 

[T 19]^ XHEftE W'AS MADE THE CHEAT 

NAME OF THIS GOOD GOD AND HiS TITO- 

LAKY LIKE [THE MAJESTY OF NAMELY] 

Horus * Strong Bull, ready of plans^; 

etc. etc. 

Going forth (20) from the King's 

House by the Majesty of this noble 

god, Amun King of the Gods, his son 

in front of him, and he embraced his 

beauty, 

[M8] HE BEINC ABIStN IN THE KHEl’- 

RESH-CRO^TJ, tN ORDER TO HAND OVER 

TO HIM THAT MTUCH THE SUN’S DISK 

encircles, 

and all lands together^ the Nine Bows being under his feet, 
heaven in festival and earth full of Joy, 

etc, etc. 

Here the verbaitm resemblances between the two inscriptions come to an end, though 
some similarity of intention is discernible in the concluding lines of both. But whereas 
the Turin text dwells upon ^aremhab's services to the gods without specifying any one 
god in particular, the four remaining lines of the Memphite stela arc concerned only 
with his benefactions in favour of Ptah. Probably the signs were much effaced at this 
point, since the two copies vain' considerably. The following rendering merely indicates 
the general sense, 

(M 9) He made as his memorial to his father Ptah South-of-His-Wall the making for him of a 

Standing-place of the Ruler^ in red sandstone in front of the [northern ?] aisle^ (f) of ........ 

' T foUeiv^ immediatelv^ vrttli itA account^ in oommon with M of giving of the name^ and 
tiEuhiry, 

^ Cf, T 8. * This follow's only later in M, set the next note. 
* Hera foUow in M the sentiences recu>rdlTLg the giving of the name and titulary. 
> See above 33^ top. ^ Can nfft here be an exceptional writing for itrt? 
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.,., . [the doors ?] (10) to them of red cedar in order to consecrate the house of him who gave him 

birth, and for the love of purifying the path trodden by his father Ptah. He built for Krm a Mansion 

afresh ...................every noble stone,’ its Sagposts of real cedar, 
wrought with copper of Asia, their tops of gold, there being made for it a festival-hall 

(12) apart* from himself (?). He desired to be distinguished above the kings who had been. One does 
for the doer (?), one responds with good like 

The dements coimnon to the two inscriptions raise problems of composition that the 

means at our disposal do not permit us to resolve. That both derived from the same arche- 

tjTje is clear, and it will hardly be questioned that ^arem^ab w^as the dedicator in both 

cases. For ourselves the important point is the confinnation that Haremhab's coronation 

took place at Thebes during the annual festival of Phaophi. 

POSTSCRIPT 

A close parallel to the sentence net in hm f m kdm hnty (1. 22) treated in n. 3 a on p. 20 
is found in P. Brit. Mus. 10052, 7, 5, where we read 

He foent downstream with the august Staff {of Amiin). Peet, Tomb-Robberies, 
Text, p, 149, rendered m mdw Jipsy as m the ‘Nobie Staff’, taking pi mdw ^sy to be the 

name of the river^hoat in which that sacred emblem w'as carried; but although he 

managed to show in Bidl. Inst. fr. 30, 483-4, that the Staff of Amun w'as carried in a 

ship of its own, the hypothesis that pr mdw ipsy could serve as the name of that ship 

remains unproven and must dearly give way to the simpler explanation afforded by 

Smither’s discovery. Reference to Smither’s article will show how often m in the sense 

‘together with' foUo^vs verbs of motion, both hdi and hnii being among their number. 

In the note on ’In-mutef p, 27, n, 2,1 have overlooked my own Onomastica, II, 44*, 

under On. Am. 355 c, where the god Har-’Inmutef is mentioned as localized at a place 

not far from Sohag. So too in the Medmet Habu list of the reign of Harnesses VI 

published by Nims, JEA 38, 37, under E 107, with p. 42. 

• tyt-itnh tps. * D frr (dct.) Jrt («); P appears to have lir/as second word. 
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EGYPTIAN MILITARY ORGANIZATION 

By R. O. FAULKNER 

No student of the campaigns fought by the armies of Ancient can avoid making 
some inquiry into the manner in which those armies were organized and led, and just 
as Egyptian military activities beyond the natural frontiers of the home-land increase 
as we pass from the early days of the Old Kingdom to the climax of the Empire, so 
does the organization of the army show a crescendo of development parallel with the 
growing amount of use to w hich that army was put. The purpose of this paper is to 
give a tentative account of its organisation as it existed during the three great historical 
phases of the Old and Middle Kingdoms and the Empire, in so far as the material now 
surviving enables us to reconstruct it. 

The Old Kingdom 

Regarding the organization of the army during the Old Kingdom there is not a great 
deal of evidence, and the main source of our information is that part of the biography 
of Weni which deals with the force levied for his Asiaric campaigns.* From this we 
learn that when a major w'ar impended, local officials and notables throughout the land 
were called upon to embody and command a quota of troops from those under their 
authority, while the contingents of Nubian auxiliaries allotted to foreign service w'ere 
presumably led by the caravan-leaders mentioned by WenL The fully mobilized army 
therefore included a great many local corps of the nature of a militia, the members of 
which will presumably have done military service or have had a certain amount of 
military training, even though but few will have had any actual experience of warfare. 
We are not told if the army so mobilized split up into 'divirions’ after the manner . 
which prevailed during the Empire; but tn a force which consisted, as Weni tells us, 
of ‘many terts of tItousfmds\ practical considerations render it probable that some such 
organization existed; however, the only army unit mentioned In Old Kingdom texts 

is the ‘battalion*,* the size of which is unknown, if indeed it w-as a unit in the strict 

sense of the word, and not merely a general term for any considerable body of men. 
It can also be used of the companies of the enemy.J The militia system in vogue during 
the Old Kingdom had the disadvantage, however, that it put military power into the 
hands of local magnates, and thus paved the way for the anarchy of the First Inter¬ 
mediate Period, ivhen the nomaichs who possessed private armies were able to defy 
the authority of the Crown. 

It is usually assumed that there was no standing army during the Old Kingdom, and 
it is true that there is no direct evidence of its existence, but it is difficult to believe that 
there was nothing of the sort; the paucity of the surviving material in comparison with 

* LVA. I, loi f. « Itid. loa, 7; 104, 13. 75. > Urk. r, 104, I. 
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U'hat must once have existed makes the argument ex siletitio dangerous. If there were 
indeed a standing army, it may well have been quite small, but it is hard to see how the 
kings could have dispensed with it altogether. It is inherently improbable that as a 
means of coping ivith a sudden emergency, whether invasion or rebellion, the Egyptian 
rulers were content to rely solely on the local militia, which, owing to the disproportion¬ 
ate length of the country, would require a considerable time to mobili^^e, and w'hich in 
time of rebellion might be disaffected; it is much more likely that they maintained a 
small force of trained soldiers—ultimately reinforced with Nubian auxiliaries—upon 
which they could cal) for immediate action. The Nubians in particular would be in¬ 
different to Egyptian political disputes, and would be of unquestioned loyaltv' if 
controlled by a strong hand. But if Nubian troops were thus employed by the earlier 
Pharaohs, as indeed seems to be the case, that very fact suggests that a smalt native 
Egyptian standing army as w^ell must have existed as a check against possible disorder 
or mutiny on the part of the auxiliaries; the fact that the sage Ipuwer, describing the 
troubles which followed the collapse of the Old Kingdom, refers to the disorderly con¬ 
duct of Nubian troops' is evidence both of their presence within Egypt and of the 
consequences of the lack of a strong controlling hand. The scenes of battle at Desha- 
shah= and Sakl^rah^ give the Impression of well-trained and competent Egyptian troops, 
and indeed the task of carrj'ing a fortified place by assault is not one to be entrusted 
to conscripts taken straight from their fields and trades without a leavening of disciplined 
soldiers to lead the way in the forefront of the battle. The fact that Weni makes no 
mention of a standing army does not necessarily imply that there was no such force. 
He is simply concerned to point out that all available sources of men throughout Egypt 
were called upon for service, and he may w'ell have taken the small permanent nucleus of 
troops for granted as having to serve in any case, if it is not Included in one of the items 
he does mention, and, as hinted above, It would be strange if such a heterogeneous force 
as he d^cribes were not stiffened by a backbone of regular troops. 

The only rank of regular officer—as distinct from officials concerned with military 
supplies and administration—^mentioned in Old Kingdom texts is the 'army-com¬ 
mander’ or 'general’ imi-r mir, fit. 'overseer of soldiers’). W'hen borne by princes 

of the blood royab it was doubtless equivalent to the rank of commander-in-chief, 
though this particular title (I’mf-r m£r wr) does not appear until later. The supreme 
command apart, the holders of the rank of 'general’ performed duties not only of a 
strictly military nature, but also of a kind which to us seem to appertain rather to the 
civil administration, for in Egypt the forced labour employed on public works con¬ 
sisted largely of conscript troops under military command, so that on one occasion we 
find that a general of rank high enough to express his mind vigorously even to the Vizier 
was in command of the troops employed in the quarries at Turah.s Of the generals 
known to us from Dynasties I-VII, three commanded expeditions to Sinai,^ three led 

^ 14^ 1. ^ Ptirie, Dtshnshth, pL 4, 
J Quibell and HAytcr, Exc. at Saqqara. Trti Pyr., Sid€, frontispi-ea, 
^ Gardiner and P«i» Si'nax„ No. x (Dyn, t): Urk, I, iSip z (Dsn. V); i4Sp 16 (Dstl 
* JEA 13^ 76. * Sinai, Nm. 2. 16. 
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quarrying expeditions to the Wadi Hatnmamat,^ and one, as we have already seen, was 
in charge at Xurah, Of the others, Prince Kanitjenent, son of King Izezi, may perhaps 
have seen active service abroad,^ one named Kherdni apparently comntanded the 
Household troops,^ another had authority over the whole body of new recruits 

while yet another was probably stationed at Elephantine and was in 
command of Nubian auxiliaries.^ In the case of four others we are ignorant of the nature 
of their service, namely, three who were buried at Gizah* and one named Abedu who 
is mentioned in Sinai as the father of the general MerjT^<ankh, commanding there on 
behalf of Phiops L’ The fact that in the last instance we have the rank of general passing 
from father to son, unaccompanied by any other titles, suggests that it a regular 
professional apjjointment, and not merely a subsidiary appanage to some higher office. 
This is borne out by the Sixth D>masty letter, first edited by Gunn and later studied by 
Gardiner, to which we have already made allusion, where the general in charge at 
Turah writes to the Vizier almost as to an equal, complaining about a muddle over the 

issue of clothing to the troops under his command.® 
Although these generals coinmande4 expeditions to Sinai and possibly also to other 

foreign countries, they did not—at any rate in the Sixth Dynasty- conduct expeditions 
to Nubia or to the more southerly Oases, this work being in the hands of specialists in 
desert travel and w'arfere, the ‘caravan-leaders’ imi-r ctp, lit. ‘overseer of 
dragomans’), most of whom lived near the Nubian frontier the general already men¬ 
tioned as in command of Nubian aiLxiliaries was probably the officer to whom the 
caravan-leaders handed over their new recruits on their return from their tours of duty.’® 
On the one occasion during the Old Kingdom when a really national army was raised 
in Egypt, the command thereof was entrusted not to a professional general but to a 
civil servant, the famous Weni. The reason for this was doubtless that Weni was a 
man of exceptional administrative ability who enjoyed the king’s especial confidence; 
he was therefore presumably deemed to be better qualified to lead and provide for an 
army of *7nany tens of thousands^ than the regular generals, who were probably not accus¬ 
tomed to lead forces of an^'thing like such magnitude, and who would therefore be ill- 
equipped to cope with the administrative problems involved. It is noteworthy also that 
not a single general is mentioned among the various classes of subordinate commanders 
in Weni’s army, and it may be that their exclusion was intentional in order to avoid 
friction arising from professional jealousies; the only experts included in list are 
the caravan-leaders, presumably as commanders of the Nubian levies. TVeni himself, 

t ygyj 24,1831^ JJtk. 1, 143,7.16, in the last uiatartee a royal prince who also saw active serviocr, perhaps in 

the civil wars of Dyn. Vll. . .. 
* Ibid. i8o-s, * Ibid. agS. * Ibid. 4S, * JEA iS, 16. 
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despite the fact that he conducted several successful campaigns, bears no military title 
at all, and he seems to have been regarded throughout his career as a civilian official 
of the Crown, even though in time of emergency he was seconded to a military 
command. 

Of the regular officers of lesser rank the inscriptions of the Old Kingdom tell us 
nothing; the subordinates named in the lists of mining or quarrying expeditions are 
ship's captains government officials, and skilled craftsmen, apart from an occasional 
caravan-Ieader.' Nevertheless, such officers must have existed, and we get a glimpse of 
them in the battle-scenes referred to above. The only sign of rank that appears to dis¬ 
tinguish the officer from the rank-and-file is a long staff of office. On the Sinai tablet of 
King Djoser the general carries a staff and an axe (?);^ in the battle-scene at Deshashah 
the officer watching the sappers at w'ork leans on a staff and has a dagger {?) stuck in 
his belt, while in the corresponding scene at Sakkarah the tw'o officers are unarmed 
except for their staves. On the Sinai tablet of King Semerkhet (Dyn, I) the king’s son 
and general bears only a bow and a mace, but one hand has been destroyed.^ 

The methods of recruiting and the conditions of service in the army during the Old 
Kingdom are topics of which we likewise know very little. From what has already been 
said, it will be seen that the military forces of Egypt during this period seem to fall 
into three categories: (i) the hj'pothetical small standing army, doubtless recruited 
from the pick of the conscripts, and augmented by Nubian auxiliaries; (2) the local 
militia, probably with a certain amount of military traimng, but embodied only in an 
emergency, under the command of local notables; and (3) the bulk of the levies called 
up under some sy'Stem of national conscription, who doubtless also received a measure 
of military training and who may perhaps have provided the garrisons for the frontier 
fortresses, but whose principal task it was to furnish the labour for public works. 
The members of the standing army, if indeed such existed, may have served w'ith 
the colours for a longer period than the ordinarj-^ conscripts, and there may even 
have been professional soldiers among them. The local militia probably consisted of 
conscripts who had completed their term of compulsory service and had returned to their 
normal occupations, but with a liability to be called up in an emergency. The third class, 
called ‘recruits’ ’was almost certainly raised by some form of conscrip¬ 
tion, but for the Old Kingdom we know nothing of the methods employed, nor do we 
know how long they had to serve. During their actual term of service they were fed and 
clothed by the State, but it is not likely that they received any form of pay. The officer 
in charge of the w hole body of recruits was the already mentioned ‘general of recruits’ 

flifr K/m?). We know- also of certain ‘controllers’ who were concerned with these 
conscripts, to wit the Arp nfHw) ‘controller of recruits’* and the Arp fpr{w) 
«/r(ec?) ‘controller of gangs and recruits’,® and the fact that both titles occur in lists of 
the personnel of Sinai expeditions points to their being the foremen or gangers w'h o had 
charge of the actual mining operations, ranking as overseers of labour rather than as 
military" officers. The i]ni~Tid{w)h7mnfr{w) ‘overseer of Palace youths 

* See above, p. 34, n. 9. ^ Sinai, No. a, ^ Ibid. Ko. i. * Ibid. No. 16. 
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and recruits’ may have had charge of the young men picked for service as pages in the 
Palace or as recruits for the Household troops;' to the latter fell the duty of beanng m 
the royal processions the Utters of those nobles to whom the king allowed the privilege 
of being carried in his wake instead of having to W’alk.i 

Of the other aspects of Egj'ptian militant administration during the Old Kingdom 
the inscriptions likewise tell us but very Uttle. From an occasional mle, however, we 
learn that the Ordnance Department wras controlled by the ittti-r pr^ I’him 
‘overseer of the two arsenals*^ of Upper and Lower EgjiJt^vhilc thejupervisio^^ 

the fortifications of the country' w'as in the hands of the ^ ^ n 
imi-r rtkiD zmvet ntnnw nihut ‘overseer of desert blockhouses and royal fortresses, 
who had the alternative title imi~T wpt ttinma ‘overseer of the affairs of 
the fortresses’/ The royal fortresses doubtless guarded the principal lines of advance 
into Egyp^i would be situated mostly along the vulnerable flanks of the Delta and 
at the Nubian frontier, while the desert blockhouses may have covered the l^er 
w’ldis leading from the desert into the Nile Valley as a protection against incursions 
by nomad raiders, and may also have stood guard over the more remote quarries and 
mines. hinwi, a word which occurs only once,^ may perhaps be a general 
term for 'troops’. The 'retainers’ (Imirp), of whom w'c shall have occasion to speak again, 
do not yet bear arms,* and the same remark applies to their ‘controller’ {hrp 
so we may justly assume that they have not yet acquired the military character w'hich 
later was theirs. An obscure function is recorded by Vandier, Mo alia, 19. 

The Middle Kingdom 

By the beginning of the Middle Kingdom some of the details of the picture had 
changed. During the preceding period of chaos the nomarchs had become virtually 
independent, and enough of that independence remained even under the strong kings 
of the Twelfth Dynasty for their status to closely resemble that of the great feudal 

' barons of medieval Europe, At least the more important nomarchs, such as those whose 
tombs are still to be seen at Beni Hasan and El-Bershah, still maintained private armira, 
and at Beni Idasan we find the nomarch Amenemhet describing himself as the generalis¬ 
simo’ {imy-r ur) of the Oryx nome’,B a title which implies that he had ordinary 
‘generals’ under him, and indi^tes that the nomarch’s armed forces were organized 
as a copy on a smaller scale of the national levy, just as the other departments of state 
had their counterparts in the nome administrations; this is confirmed by the fact that 
the nomarchs as well as the Pharaohs maintained a corps d'eUte known as ‘retainers’ 

Urk. I, «9. 
» Ibid, jlii. Junker, Gisa, V, 159 f.; IX, 19b f-. is incllfied to rtgard the entire cl«a of O.K. afmsia cadets^ 
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(httsw\ a body of men to ivhich we sball refer again. These private armies were without 
question a legacy from the previous anarchy, when each petty ruler did what was right 
in his ow'n ej'es; the early kings of the Twelfth Dynasty had sulHcient pow'er to suppress 
the pririlege of private war, but the armies remained as a source whence at need the 
Pharaohs could draw supplies of more or less trained men, since it is highly probable 
that the nomarchs of the Middle Kingdom, again like the barons of the Middle Ages, 
%vere under an obligation to the Crown to furnish their quota of soldiers when called 
upon to do so. Indeed, it is difficult to conceive any other condition upon which power¬ 
ful subjects were allowed to retain armed forces under their control, but even so, a poten¬ 
tial threat to the authority of the Crowm remained, and there is reason to think that 
under Sesostris III the power of the baronage w’as broken.* 

Apart from these feudal levies, however, there is clear evidence that the Pharaohs of 
the ^liddle Kingdom maintained their own standing army, and indeed it is difficult to 
see how else in the circumstances it would have been possible to enforce ‘the king's 
peace'. This standing army was recruited by conscription, of which two instances are 
recorded by Erman and Schafer.^ On one stela^ it is stated that in year 25 of Amme- 
nemes III an army-scribe ^£ame soutftivard* (i,e. from the capital at Lisht) *to 
choose the recrttiis (hwTi nfr) of the Abydos novie of tiie Southern Prfyoince^ while the 
other, which is a memorial of the king’s eldest son Nakhtsebkref,'* describes him as 
one Wio g(^e one man in a hundred ?nales to his lord^ the Lord of tfie Falchion^ vihen he 
was sent to raise a regiment (sj) of soldiers*. From these inscriptions it is dear that the 
kings had their owti armed forces independently of their nomarchs, though the levy of 
I per cent, of males does not seem excessive. Normally the duty of recruiting wdll have 
fallen to the army-scribe, of w'hich the former stela records t\vo; why in the second case 
it was necessaTy* to enlist the help of the Crown Prince is not clear, unless the new regi¬ 
ment was to be raised from the men employed on his personal estates. 

At the head of the national ie\7 stood in the Eleventh Dynasty the ‘general of Upper 
and Lower Egypt’ {imy~r hncw who in the Twelfth Dynasty appears to have 
changed his title to ‘generalissimo’ (imy-r msr we do not know exactly what his 
duties were, but it is possible that his function was more that of Minister for War 
rather than that of commander in the field. The officer who actually commanded the 
army in action—if the Pharaoh were not present in person—^was the ordinary ‘general’ 
(fwjy-rwrJr); one named Nesmontu commanded an expedition to Palestine in the reign 
of Ammenemes while another named Mentuhotpe served in Nubia in the reign of 
Sesostris I.® The officers responsible for safeguarding the frontiers also received the 
rank of general; thus we find this title borne by Sefonekh, who in the reign of Mentu¬ 
hotpe IV w^as in charge of the forces w'hich supplied the patrols for the eastern desert 
by Sirenpowet, who commanded the frontier patrols at the First Cataract under 
Ammenemes Iand by Rensonb, who was commandant of the fortress of Semnah 
at the Second Cataract in the reign of Sebkhotpe 11.” A curious non-military use of 

' Bt^asfcd, History (and ed.), 189. * ZAS 38, 4i ff. ^ Berlin 119S. ♦ Cairo 30732. 
a Dunham. Naga td-Dir Sutae, No. 39. ‘ Cairo 20546. ’ Louvre C i, 
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this title is found in inscriptions of the Middle Kingdom from the mining region of 
Sinai, where it appears to be given to the men in charge of gangs of workmen, whether 
they be soldiers or not;’ that such is indeed the case is shown by one list of the senior 
personnel of a mining expedition, where out of twenty-nine officials named, no few'er 
than ten are described as my-rmSf.^ It is incredible that all these could have been high 
military' officers, and since troops were often used on such expeditions as mere labourers, 
there can be little doubt that these imyw^-r mif are to be regarded as but senior foremen, 
though it is not impossible that, where troops were thus employed, the ‘foremen’ in 
charge of these gangs may have been junior officers. That ftisf in such contexts may mean 

simply ‘gangs’ of workmen is further indicated by the expressions ^ hrty^* 
ntr ‘gangs of masons'^ and r i imy-r mSr n hriyte-nir ‘foreman of masons’.+ In 

such cases it would be absurd to interpret mif in a military sense; the expression is 
exactly paralleled by our ‘army of workmen', though the Egj'ptian mir here is less 
metaphorical than our 'army'. 

The rank next below that of general in the field—though not in the military hierarchy 
—^ivas probably the ‘commander of shock-troops' i”ty-r mnfjt). In 
the Middle Kingdom only tw'o examples of this title have been found; in the sequence 
of titles ‘commander of shock-troops, commander of recruits, general',* and in ‘com¬ 
mander of shock-troops, instructor (?) of retainers';* see also ‘one at the head of all the 
shock-troops, army-scribe’It w'ould thus seem that the mnfft were distinct on the 
one hand from the recruits and on the other hand from the picked body of men known 
as ‘retainers', and probably we shall not be far WTong if we regard them as assault troops, 
as their name seems to imply®—^possibly professional soldiers. Under the Empire the 
term mtifft has a wider application, but, as we shall see later, in its most precise sense 
it still appears to retain its original meaning. The ordinary private soldier was know n as 

rnh n mSr ‘member of the army';’ in the Eighteenth Djmasty the rtihv! nw 

mlr were a corps distinct from, and probably of lower grade than, the 
The ‘retainers' ,1, fmJt£!)seem originally to have been a non-militar)' class of 

personal attendants on the king or personages of high degree. But in the anarchy w hich 
followed the collapse of the Old Kingdom the ‘retainers’ of a nomarch came to bear 
arms, and apparently constituted hts household troops or bodyguard; in the Hera- 
clcopolitan period we find them serving under the nomarch Nehrj of the Hare nome in 
his rebellion against his sovereign,'* and even in the stable times of the Twelfth Dvmasty 
the nomarchs of Beni Hasan had their armed retainers in attendance upon them, some 
being equipped as archers and others with axe and shield.*^ The Pharaohs of that time 
also had their retainers, and Nebipusenwosret, who flourished in the reign of Sesostris 
III, includes ‘Retainer of the Great House’ among his titles.'* Sinuhe, the hero of the 
famous story, though primarily attached to the household of the Queen, was also ‘a 
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retainer who followed his lord\^ and it was undoubtedly in that capacity that he accom¬ 
panied. Sesostris I, then oo-regent with his father Ammenemes I, on his expedition 
against Libya. From this source we leam also chat when the news of the death of the 
old Pharaoh w^ brought to his son, how on the homeward march, Scsostris set out in 
haste and secrecy for the capital, accompanied only by his retainers,^ From this it 
appears that the royal retainers were a corps of gentiemen-at-arms who attended the 
person of the sovereign w'heh he went to war; from Sebhkhu*s account of his career 
w'e leam that some at least of them acted as officers of the troops attached to the royal 
household.^ In hb biographical inscription he tells us that at the accession of Scsostris 
III he was appointed as a ‘warrior of the bodyguard (?)’ (03^^ ^hi m Ar, lit. ‘warrior 
following after* {•))* with a little squad of seven men of the Residence under him; from 
this rank he was promoted to be ‘retainer of the Ruler’ (|^*—imsw n A^/) with com¬ 
mand of a company of sixty men.^ He went with the Pharaoh on one of his Nubian 
expeditions together w'ith six other royal retainers, and on his return home w'as again 
promoted to be ‘Instructor (?) of Retainers’ skd hnsto) with the command of a 
hundred men; we may reasonably assume that these were the regular steps in rank 
open to a young cadet in the Household troops. Since only seven retainers in all 
accompanied Sesostris III to Nubia on this occasion It would seem that the Smsw were 
a small and select corps; the incident in the Story of Sinuhe of Scsostris I’s secret dash 
for home shows that its members w^ere deep in the royal confidence and a valuable sup¬ 
port to the king at a time of crisis. The title of their senior officer 'Instructor (?) of 
Retainers’ occurs also on other monuments.® 

The clerical side of the army administration—probably including the quarter¬ 
master’s department for the issue of stores—was in the hands of the army-scribes 

ss n There were large numbers of these military clerks—on a late occa¬ 
sion no fewer than twenty went on a single expedition to the Wadi Hammamat*—and 
they doubtless had various grades in rank, from the junior who looked after the affairs 
of a small detachment to the senior who had charge of the administmtion of a whole 
corps; one of the latter describes himself as ‘ow ai the head of all the shock-troopSt army- 
scribe'.^ As we have already seen, the army-scribe w'as responsible also for the con¬ 
scription of the young men liable for military service. A title ‘Master of the Secrets of 
the King in the Army' hry-istf n nsw m mir) was borne by that Siren- 
powet'® who, as already remarked above, was in command of the frontier fortifications 
at the First Cataract; its exact significance is not clear, but it may mean that he w^as the 
military adviser of the Crown as regards the problems of his particular province. The 
recruits hiemo nfrw) had their own commander (imy-r); one man entitles 
himself ‘commander of shock-troops, commander of recruits, general’,” a sequence 

* R±-3, ^ * Ibid., tt £t-l. = SebgkiJm, R. 
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which may denote successive landmarks in his career. It would seem from the order of 

these titles that the commander of recruits was senior to the commander of shock- 

troops; but since we may suspect that the former was a home-service appointment, it 

is not improbable that in the field the commander of shock-troops ranked next after 

the general. The instructors hip of retainers was also a promotion open to the com¬ 

mander of shock-troops, if we can trust the instance quoted above, p. 3S, n. 6. 

There are also a few military' titles which are either of general applitation, not neces¬ 

sarily denoting an exact rank, or whose significance b obscure; thus the Isto 

‘commander’ might be either the leader of an anny^ or the officer in charge of frontier 

patrols.* Sesostris I was described as the Itry ‘chief’ of the army which he led to 

Libya, a general term which can be applied to any person in authority.^ The word 

^ Valiant man’, ‘brave’^ seems in the Middle Kingdom to be but a choice term 

for ‘soldier’, though in the Eighteenth Dynasty the ‘Braves’ were a corps The 

'wurd fhftoty ‘warrior’^ may perhaps denote the professional soldier; some 

colour is lent to this supposition by the facts that (i) on a funerary stela of the Eleventh 

Dynast}'' this is the sole title of the deceased and ^vas borne by him at his death and 

(2) at El-Bershah the ‘troops of warriors of the Hare nome’ n rh^wtyw n Wnw) 
are distinguished from the other troops in the same scene both by the epithet n rhmiytv 
and by their dress.^ We may suppose that the ‘shock-troops’ were recruited from the 

pick of the ‘warriors*. In the graffiti of the Heracleopolitan period at Hatnub the sons 

of the nomarch Nehri describe themselves as Valiant citizen (?)*,* 

an expression of which a fuller form hn dnmo 

‘a valiant citizen (?) of the camp (?)’ is borne by the nomarch Nehri himself and by a 

priest of Thoth named Khnemhotpe.® The exact translation of this expression is 

doubtful, and it is uncertain whether it denotes a military rank or whether it is merely 

an honorific appellation. 
The number of distinct corps in the army of the Middle Kingdom, apart from the 

special case of the mm', seems to have been but two, the and the fnnfjt. The 

ordinary collective term for young ‘troops’ w'as drmw^ lit. 'young men’, 

'rising generation’,!® and from the evidence at El-Bershah it would appear that t-wo 

kinds of dimsa were recognized, the dftmo n kwmc nfrtv ‘troops of recruits’*' and the 

drmw n fhmtyfto 'troops of warriors’ the latter, as remarked above, wearing a distinctive 

dress and some of them, perhaps the under-officers, having a feather fixed in their hair. 

The nmfft ‘shock-troops’ were clearly a distinct corps, and it seems not unreasonable 

* SiniUitf B iwjr * GardinfFp Notes on the Story of Siauhe, 91* 
* Smuhe, R 13, N&w, however, thnt in Persian dmes Ary jnir ivos a rcBMlar militaiy rank, HammSmdlj Nos. 

i4* 134- 
^ Beni Hasan, 1, S. ^ F. K&k. 9, 2, 16. * DunhBjrip Naga ed~Dir Stelae, pL 5, i, 
f Newberry, El Beriheh, Ip ig. ^ tlftmub Graff. 16, £-3^ 17, 9; 33, 3; 26, 5. 

® Ibid, zo, 2*3 ? as. 5 J 
Without qualifying adjunct, i+p 14; F. Kith. 9, si n ip^dw 'troops of >'oung men*j 

Hatnub Graff. 4^ 'iroops of Thebes*, Lou™ C i# 
** Ei Befiheh, l, 14, 3: depicted ibid. 15^ registera t+ 2. 5, but here described quite briefly as ^virtK" alone. 
“ Op. cit. 15. For employed in Nubian garrisons see JEA jip'ph 4, 
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to conjecture that the dmte n kwmo nfrw were conscripts who served for a while with 
the colours and then returned to their ordinary vocations; that, as already suggested, 
the dimw n ^hmtyw were professional soldiers; and that the mnffi were likewise profes¬ 
sional soldiers, but were more highly trained than the thuslyw. A modem analogy is 
our Brigade of Guards as compared with the ordinary county regiments. 

It remains to note a few military terms which have not yet been mentioned. The 

normal unit of troops w'as the w ‘company’ or ‘regiment’,’ the siae of which in the 

Middle Kingdom is not known; the term can be applied also to non-military hodles of 

men,* and the several imy-r si mentioned In a Sinai inscription’ w'ere doubtless 

merely foremen of gangs. The pArt were the 'patrols’ which watched over the 

frontiers and kept an eye on 'whoso entered or left Egypt.* The term itoyt 
which occurs in the Semnah dispatches^ is probably, as Smither suggested, a mis- 

WTiting of the later word ‘garrison troops’, see below, p, 44. The 
terms iry-pd^ ‘bowman’ and wrSy ‘sentry’’^ explain themselves. In 

Egj'pt the police were of a semi-militarj' nature, so that we may include here the 
— imy-T bifw nb hr(y) mw hr(y) ti ‘overseer of all police-patrols 

on water and on land’,® who was also a general {imy-r wjr) and an ‘overseer of all dis¬ 
putes imy-r sntt nht, varr. the last case its bearer 

is stationed in a Nubian fortress, and may have been the Egyptian equivalent of a 

Resident Magistrate or District Officer. In the v^rtto ‘of the retainers of the House 

of Sesostris’” we meet for the first time with a title which in the Twentieth Dynasty 
figured prominently in the military hierarchy, but -which at this date may have denoted 
a purely administrative function. The of Nubians’ recorded on a stela probably 
from Aswan’* and the ‘great tt'rrtw of the City’ of the stela of Sebkkhu were almost 

certainly civil officials. 
The Empire^^ 

The rise of the Eighteenth Dynasty brought with it changes in the military sphere 
which amounted almost to a revolution. During the earlier periods of Egjptian history 
there was no lack of w^arlike activity, but it was on a comparatively small scale; under 
the new dispensation we meet for the first time with a large standing army organized 
on a national basis and oflScered throughout with professional soldiers. The reason for 
this fresh development was that, as a result of the expulsion of the Hyksos from Egypt 
and the determination of the Pharaohs to render impossible any repetition of the foreign 

* Cairo 2073?* “ Berskeh, t, 15 ^ Stmt, No, S5. 
* Gardiner, on tha Story 0/ Smuhty gi. ^ JEA 31* pt 4, 12; cf. p- 6* n. 
* Louvre C 13^ ^ SiniAc^ R 44 = B ■ Dunham, Noga Sttkt€j p* JS* 

* Op. dt. 34. JEA 31, pL 3. 7^ 
Cairo aofljg, TKc current translatiun "quartennaster'* lliough mdicatmg the deriv'ation from ‘quarter*, 

"district'* imsmuch as in current parknce the tenrs ‘quartermaster* has specialized military^ and 
naval meanings which in no vi-ay correspond to the function of the Egyptian vjfrtw. tc is, in fact, hard to find 

a gchod English ^^ulvalcnt. 
Berlin 19500, quoted by Habaehi, j’Ifit?. 50, 506. 
From here on 1 repeat the paper read before the ziit lutcmatEDnaL Congress of Orientalists in Paria* 

July 1948. 

SSIST Q 
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domination, Egypt developed into a first-class militat}' power with the control of Pales¬ 
tine and Syria as the main feature of her foreign policy. While it is not possible to say 
precisely at what date the Egyptian army attained to its maximum development, we 
are probably justified in assuming that the following outline of its organization is in the 
main correct for the period from Tuthmosis 1 to the final collapse of the Empire, 
though it is possible that a material part of the picture is due to the military genius of 
Tuthmosis III, while some changes seem to have been introduced early in the Twen¬ 
tieth Dynasty. 

At the head of the whole military hierarchy stood the Pharaoh, who himself usually 
took the field as Commander-in-chief in major campaigns, though a minor expedition 
might be entrusted to a high officer. The function of Minister for War was performed by 

the Vizier with the assistance of the 'f WrM of the Ruler'* and an Army Council 

(d/d/t nt mir), to whom he gave his orders, but in the field the Pharaoh was advised 
by a council of war which consisted of senior officers whom he called into consultation 
on the eve of action. We know of tw'o such meetings; one before the battle of Megiddo, 
when Tuthmosis III, against the advice of his officers, decided on the dangerous but 
most direct route of advance by the Pass of ^ Anina;^ the other at the outset of the battle 
of Kadesh, when Ramesses II, unexpectedly finding himself confronted with an enemy 
whom he believed to be a hundred miles away, hastily summoned his officers and 
berated them for failing to provide him with accurate intelligence.^ The actual field 
army was organized in divisions, each of which was in itself a complete army corps 
consisting of both chariotry and infantry and numbering about 5,000 men;-* at l^desh 
the divisional commanders were apparently royal princes, though one division was led 
by the Pharaoh in person. These divisions were named after the principal gods of the 
realm; on the Bethshan stela describing part of the Asiatic campaign of year i of 
Sethos I we read of the divisions of Apiiin, Pre^, and Sutekh,^ w'hile in the Kadesh cam¬ 
paign of Ramesses II the expeditionary force consisted of the four divisions of Amun, 
Prer, Ptah, and Sutekh;® furthermore, on the Bethshan stela the divisions engaged are 
described as the ‘first* divisions of the gods named, which implies the existence of 
‘second’ divisions, probably the troops in reserve upon which the field army depended 
for reinforcements. In the expedition of Ramesses IV to the Wadi Hammamat, in 

which a full division was employed, the officer in command was ‘the chief wfrtw ,) 
of the army’, with 20 zp^tHo under him, each commanding 250 men.'^ From the enact- 

* Urh. i\\ 1 Tim; an obscTiire title which may jmt possibly have some militajy Breasted 

II* f 695) and Davietr i. P' as refemng to the Palace catcrevp perhaps by 
confusion w'ith the title ay/ftc n it quoted ^83* 13. CoijJd the n possibly be the o^cial 
who had chsLfge of the royal progressesj and who had w> apply to the Vizier for the necessary military escorts? 

® Urk. iVp 64^ fF. * Kuentz, Qatitch, 343 
* Brcaatcd'a Mtimatt of ihc Egyptian army of four divTsiona at Kadcah as numbering 30,000 men in all 

(k4fir. Jirc. in, p. 117) is probably pot far wide of the mark. The cicpcdition of men sent by Ramesses IV 
to the W&di Hammilm^c w^ almost certainly a complete division^ 

* 3^^ * Kuentt* Z31 L 
^ BiiiL Inst. fr. 48^ 33. The prominence of the here as compared with earlier records points to an 

caten^ive reorgaiuzation of the army^ doubtless by SctmMite or Ramises 111 after the anarchy which closed 
Dyn. XIX. ir>rfw* like idms, is a civil tide which could be adapted for iiulitaiy^ use. 
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ments of Harem^b we learn that at home in Egypt the standing army was di\dded Into 
two corps, one stationed in Upper Egy'pt and one in Lower Egypt,* and each was under 

the command of a ‘lieutenant-commander idnw) of the army’,!* who presumably 

was responsible to a ‘generar (imy-r mV) acting as Gommander-in-chief Home Forcra, 
though in point of fact no such officer is actually named in this connexion; in the 
instance quoted it is possible that Haremhab, who before his accession to the throne 
had been 'generaiissimo’ (imy-r mV s£»r), kept the command of the army in his own 
hands. The duties of the troops stationed in Egypt were doubtless those of the home 
forces in any land, namely to supply the cadres of the foreign-service army, to garrison 
the frontier forts, to provide the military escorts for royal progresses and public 
pageants, and to maintain order on occasions of riot or tumult; also, as ever in Ancient 
Egypt, the conscripted rank and file could be called on for unskilled labour on public 
works. 

The two arms of the service were chariotry and infantry, the former being a new 
weapon perhaps introduced by the Hyksos. Cavalry was as yet unknown, probably, as 
Winlock remarks, J be(^u$e the contemporary breed of horses was too weak in the back 
for the hard work of military riding; it is true that in the scenes of the battle of ^desh 
we see a few men on horseback,"* but these may have been no more than mounted 
orderlies. In a field action it seems to have been the chariotry who took the first shock 
of battle, the infantry advancing behind them to exploit a tactical success or to stem 
the enemy’s advance if matters went awry, somewhat as in modern warfare the infantry 
operate behind a screen of armoured vehicles. The chariotry also charged the enemy 
at the moment of victory, so as to turn defeat into rout, and it is doubtless this phase 
that we see in those familiar pictures where Pharaoh charges in his chariot over a carpet 
of dead and dying. The light two-wheeled, two-horsed chariots of the Egyptians con¬ 

tained two men, a driver kin or kdn)^ and a fighting soldier 

who armed with bow and arrows, javelins, and a shield, and prob¬ 

ably a sword as well; ‘the first charioteer of His Majesty’, an important personage, w'as 
doubtless he who drove the royal chariot. The force w'as divided into squadrons of 25 
chariots each commanded by a ‘charioteer of the Residence’, ? whose senior officer w as 

the ‘lieutenant-commander of chariotry’ idnut t-nt-htr)i^ it was 

administered by the ‘Master of the Horse’ j imy-r while the ‘stable- 

masters’ were responsible for the graaing and well-being of the 

horses. The i) ih n shpr^ > was doubtless a ‘training-stable’ for horses and horsemen 

alike. There was no need of farriers, as the horseshoe had not yet been invented. 
The infantry included two main classes of soldiers, both of which had existed already 

in the Middle Kingdom, namely, the mnjti or mnfyi and the n/ro or, more fully, the 

‘ Muller, Eg, Res. i, pL 9s> 1- ^5' * Ibid. pi. 91,1. 21. On this title see below, p. 46. 
I Winlo^, The Middle Kingdom in Thebes, 153. * Kuentz, Qadech, pi. 42, top. 
* Gardiner, Orwmattiea, t, aS*. * Loc. cit. » Bull. Imt.Jr, 48, 35. 
* Gardiner, OnomasHea, i, aS*. * Op. cit. i, 27: HeUde, MUitdifabreT, 59 S. 

Hclck, 62 flf.; Gardiner, WUbwe Ropynts, it, 77 ff. “ Hdck, 63. 
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hwmonfrto. The term was used rather loosely; it might be employed as a general 

term for ‘soldiery*,^ or more precisely it might stand for ‘infantry’^ as contrasted with 

chariotrv,^ but in its strictest application it seems to mean trained soldiers or seasoned 

veterans’, a sense that goes back to the Middle Kingdom. At Der el-Bahri the mnfU 
are clearly distinguished from the Arcraiif n/TtPf who represent the younger soldiers of less 

military experlence.+ Here the mnpt are armed with axes; one body of htcnw nfrw 
consists of archers, "who also bear an axe or club,^ while another detachment, serving 

as marines in the navy, is armed with club and axe alone.® The expression dfjmc nfnu 
‘troops of recruits’’ is doubtless but a shortening of pmu' Jitentfi There w'ere also 

regiments of spearmen, armed with shields and with spears which might on occasion be 

nearly six feet long:® one of their functions, like the pikemen of a medieval army, may 

have been to present an impenetrable hedge of spears and shields to a hostile cha^e. Apart 

from the two classes of infantry just mentioned, there ivas also a cofps d'^lite, the Braves 

of the King’ nstey*^ whose members were known as ‘Braves’ 

and whose duty it w^as to form the spear-head of an attack; at the second taking 

of Kadesh by Tuthmosb III it was they who stormed the breach in the ramparts, 

headed by the veteran Amenemhab,” w-ho in later life was promoted by Amenophis II 

to be lieutenant-commander of the corps.Another military term which is not un¬ 

common is ifvryt; it seems primarily to have signified troops on garrison ser¬ 

vice, whether at home or abroad,*® but it could be used also of the Household troops 

attached to the royal person,” and is even found occasionally with the loose sense of 

‘troops’ in general”—compare the various meanings of tnnpL Of the imy-r h&’yt 'over¬ 

seer of garrison troops’ we speak again below; a keyt ‘captain of garrison troops 

is known, as is also a ‘standard-bearer’.*’ The position of the ‘retainers* (rwim) is not 

cjuite clear ; originally they probably formed the royal bodyguard, but under Tuthmosis 

in there is a possibility^ that they may have been responsible for the issue of rations to 

the troops,*® while in Ramesside times they seem to have been emploj'ed largely as 

letter-carriers.*® Infantry w’ere recruited also from the tribesmen of Nubia, but these are 

not to be confused with the Medjay; this latter term, though originally applied to levies 

from the Nubian district of Medja, had by the Eighteenth Dynasty come to mean the 

armed police who patrolled the desert borders, and who were by no means all of Nubian 

stock.^® Apparently under Amenophis III there began also the custom of enlisting 

^ Urh. iVp 21.141. 
^ hoc. cit. 

1 Gardlnerp Onomauica^ l, tl3*. 
* Op_ cit, pL 91. 

^ See above, pp. 3S. 40 f. 
* NaviUc. Ddr irl Bafi4iri, pL 155. 

^ Urkr iVt 9^. ^ , 1 
• Cf. 4!mw nfm me r tfr/ ‘troops of Thebes, rccnuts of the army of the entire land , 

Naville, el p|. 91. * . , ■ 
« Naviile, loc. cix,; Kuentip Oadech, pis- 34- ^9- Medmct Habu (cd. Chicago)^ pU. lO. 17 slfid 

Urh. tVp S97. ** Ihid. S94 i Ibid. S97* 
Helckp 39. n. 8. To the exaiopic he quotes from of iu^yt stationed abroad add Gcbci Baikal 

Stela, 31; probably also Urk. l\\ 64^- 
Naville, Dflr it Bcikmi, pL 165; P. BoloKna io86p 14^ 

IS Urh^ TVp 656; used of hostile troops* ibid. 636. 
14 p, Lansing 9^ 6^ rendered "platoon-comnaandeT* by Blacktrian and PeetK ii. 292- 

P. jud. Turin, 2. 4; 6* 7; rendered ‘standard-beflftr of infantry' by dc Buck* 7^^ *54p ^5^- 
t* Urk. IV, 6s6, cf. JEA iS, 11. ” JEA. 33. 57. ** Gardiner, OmmattUa, 1. 73* ff 1 », s69» ff. 
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prisoners-of“War, especially the Sherden, into the Egj'ptian sendee;* under the Rames- 

sides this practice was developed until these foreign contingents formed an appreciable 

part of the Egyptian army. It is, indeed, not impossible that in the later period of the 

Empire many of these foreign troops may have been true mercenaries serving Pharaoh 

for hire; in the long land-register contained in the Wilbour Papyrus, compiled under 

Ramesses V, a certain number of the land-holders belong to the alien Sherden race, 

\vhile others are probably Libyans,^ which suggests that they either held land on condi¬ 

tion of rendering militaiy' service, or else that they were time-expired veterans pen¬ 

sioned off with grants of land. It seems hardly likely that prisoners taken in ivar would 

be allowed to hold land of their own on terms of equalit}'^ with Egyptians. 

We have already seen that the infantry force of the Egyptian army consisted of three 

main groups: recruits, trained men, and shock-troops. These were divided into regi¬ 

ments rv) which in earlier Ramesside times consisted of zoo men,^ and which 

w^ere commanded by a standard-bearer P ^yi) who, as his name im¬ 

plies, bore the regimental standard on parade and in battle. ^ The main body of the 

infantry was recruited by conscription carried out by the 'scribe of recruits’ (rf «/ra‘);S 

under Ramesses III one man in ten of the population was taken for service, temple 

employees being exempt.® The soldiers thus conscripted were called 

nw (later mitt ms()^ 'members of the army*; the propaganda against the 

military Ufe contained in the school 'miscellanies* indicates, however, that it was also 

possible voluntarily to choose the army as a career, and it is perhaps permissible to con¬ 

jecture that the word ^i—a another term for the ordinary soldier,® refers to 

such volunteers as distinct from the nihto im mSr or conscripts; it is significant that the 

rank of wf'w was frequently borne by men of some social position, such as ^Ahraosfi of 

El-Kab’“ and Amenemhab of the ‘Braves*,” and that at times, as in the case of ^AhmosS, 

the title could pass from father to son. It seems to have been from the ranks of the 

icrto that the officer corps was recruitedJ^ 

The low'est grade of officer at present known to us was 'the greatest of 50' 

5°) *^ There is apparently no tiace of the existence in the Egyptian army of a 

centurion or ‘commander of a hundred’; the next rank ive find is the ‘standard-bearer’, 

w'ho commanded a ‘regiment’ of zoo men.*"* Under Ramesses IV the principal unit con¬ 

sisted of 250 men led by a _f zefriju 'of the army* In the Wilbour Papyrus, dated in 

the next reign, standard-bearers are still not uncommon, but it would seem from the 

foregoing that their status had declined and that they no longer commanded regiments. 

The five zccrtw of the Wilbour Papyrus may not necessarily all have been militarj'^ men. 

Next above the regimental commander came the 'captain of a troop’ p pdt) 

and the 'commander of a troop’ (”7 wherein their duties lay b not quite 

clear, but the troop-commander pdt) may perhaps have stood at the head of a 

' First mentJoDed in the EJ-'Amima Letters* cp- cit. i* i04* ff- ^ Gardintr* Wilbour Papyrus^ Tip 3a L 
^ Helck, * JEA ^7, iz ff. = Helck, 15 ff, ^ P, Harris 57, 3 f, 
^ Urk. iVp 4S. 75a. gill Miillerp pL 93^ h ?Sp ® BulL Inst.fr. 48, 20. * Helck* 36. 

Urk. IV* 2. “ Ibid. S90. 395^ Cl Hclcfcp 36. Ibid. 37* n* j* Ibid. 37. 
BulL Insi.fr. 48, 33. i4 Gardinerp Ommutica, 1, ns* t 
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bri^de of several regiments; he could also be the commandant of a fortress, In which 

case his immediate superior was apparently the ‘overseer of garrison troops* (^^1] 

JJ ^ ! imy~r who in his turn came under the authority of the ‘overseer of fortresses’ 

hnyf-r ktm), of whom there was one for the Mediterranean coast and another 

for the Nubian frontier 1=^ this officer and his deputy {idnto) were administrators rather 

than active soldiers. Yet higher in the military hierarchy was the ‘Heutenant-coin- 

mander’—^more fully, ‘lieutenant-commander of the army’ (iW»ot n pi miry—but those 

who bore this title seem not to have been of uniform importance; as we have already 

seen, in the enactments of Harem^b the idnw commands an entire army corps, while 

in the case of Amenemhab of the 'Braves’ this rank carried with it no more than the 

command of the corps d*eUte of which he \Tas a member. Of the lieutenant-commander 

of chariotry we have already spoken, while the desert-police (Medjay) also had an 

officer of this rank.*^ It may be that this military use of (the w'ord is also used of 

the 'deputies’ of civil officials) implies simply that its bearer was a senior officer 

responsible only to the ‘general’ {imy-r mlr); that he was, in fact, the general’s ‘lieu¬ 

tenant’ or ‘deputy’ at the head of whatever body of men he happened to command. 

The general himself was the administrator as well as the military commander of the 

forces under his authority;* senior to the generals was the ‘generalissimo’ (imy~r msr 
ftr),® often a royal prince, who was answerable only to the Pharaoh. Apart from the 

officers already mentioned, however, there were others w-hose function either did not 

fall within the scope of ordinary regimental duties or else is not very clear to us today; 

the former class is represented by the ‘herald’ (whttao), whose duty it was to make 

reports to the Pharaoh or other commanding officer, and to pass on orders to subordi¬ 

nates.^ From the latter class it wnll suffice to quote the ^ fighting 

officer whose exact position and duties are still obscure.® The administrative side of the 

army was largely in the hands of various grades of military scribe, among whom we 

may name the ‘army scribe’ (sS mJr) ^ ‘scribe of the infantry’ (« ‘scribe of 

assemblage’ (|iS[f Jt,^, sS rAau),” and ‘scribe of distribution’ 4 the last two 

were doubtless concerned respectively with the accumulation and issue of stores. 

Wlten a military force takes the field, it requires some form of transport to convey 

supplies of food, w'ater, spare weapons and the like. In the armies of Ancient Egypt 
pack-animals in the form of the universal donkey were originally the sole means of 

transport, though from the Eighteenth Dynasty it is possible that mules may also 

have been employed.'* But when Tuthmosis III brought boats for crossing the Euphrates 

from Byblos on wheeled ox-carts’* he instituted an inno^'ation which had come to stay; 

in the camp of Harnesses II at l^ndcsh ox-drawm carts are to be seen beside the pack- 

‘ Heick, 2S, 39, n. 3. * Jbid, 32 ff-J Gardiner, Otutmeutiee. t, 33 •, 
’ Op, dt. i* 35* i.i abol^e, p. 43. * Op, cii. i, 83*. * Hcick, 27 £f, * rbiti. 30 f, 
T Gardiner, OnoauufM, 1, 91* f. * Op. «il. I, f- * Hekk, 14 f, 

Gardiner, Onomastiea, I, 25*. ” Op. dt. T, 34*. « Op. dt. J, 33* f. 
For «hc cxiatence of mules id Dju. XVIII see Nina .M. Dade*, *4«c. Eg. Painiit^, pi. 68. 

JEA 32, 4<». 
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animals which were still largely used,' and which, even to this day are indispensable 

in certain conditions of warfare, while ox-wagons were employed also by Ramesses IV.® 

The officer called wsMt is usually supposed to be the transport officer, 

but there is some doubt about this.® 

^ Kucntz, Qadeeh^ pts. 34. 39. ^ BtdL 48^ 36* 9 >CflTdirkeF» Onomastica^ 1, 92*. 
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THE STATUE HEAD OF A TUTHMOSIDE MONARCH 

By CYRIL ALDRED 

The head from a statue of a king illustrated in plate III a, 5 has been recently added to 

the Egyptian Collection of the Royal Scottish Museum, Edinbuigh, where it bears the 

registration number 1951.346, It measures 4 in. in height and has been most expertly 

can'ed in a very hard, dark green basalt, which, however, has not received any high 

degree of surface finish; there is no evidence to show whether it was originally painted, 

but the presumption is that it was not, though it is probable that the eyes, diadem, and 

other details w'ere picked out in colour. Nothing ^ known of its provenance or previous 

history’ except that it was first brought to this country from Egypt in 1949, 

The diificulty of identifying the Pharaoh whom this fragment portrays would seem 

insuperable to those accustomed to regard Egj'ptian portraiture as greatly stylized, 

even that produced by a master-craftsman of the Court. Nevertheless, despite the loss 

of the inscription and other important details, there are features which allow us to date 

this head to within very narrow limits, though perhaps it would be hazardous to allot 

it to a particular king. In so doing, we shall be mak^g a comment upon the peculiar 

quality of Egyptian royal portraiture, w’hich though seldom searchingly realistic yet 

remains, especially in the smaller and more finished works, often highly individual. 
Few’ students when confronted by this particular specimen would hesitate to place it 

in the New Kingdom. The bland expression conveyed by the treatment of the unlined 

face and rather full lips belongs to the mid-Eighteenth Dynasty when a characteristic 

style, deriving from a return to the Inspiration of the late Eleventh and early Twelfth 

Dynasties, had been achieved. There is no suggestion in the treatment of this head of 

the divine aloofness of Old Kingdom royal statuary, nor the bitter severity of the later 

Middle Kingdom style; and the Ramesside conventions are as little in evidence as are 

the polished surfaces and mannerisms of Saite official portraiture. 
Moreover, apart from the expression, such features as the unpierced ears and the 

placing of the main coils of the uraeus high upon the head, exclude this fragment from 

the later Eighteenth and early Nineteenth Dynasties. Statues of kings wearing the 

khat wig-cover are comparatively rare, the earliest example known to the writer being 

a weathered red sandstone statue from Scrabit eTKhadim in the Royal Scottish 

Museum made in honour of King Snefru by a king of the late Twelfth Dynasty’,' 

The kneeling red granite statues of Idatshepsut from Der el-&a|;iri appear to be the 
earliest Eighteenth Dynasty examples now extant.^ Some of the large sandstone 

sphinxes from the same site are also represented wearing the khat headdress,-* but 

> Regn. Ng. 19^5.284.1., d«crib«<l in Tep> Bik, vit, 358, m ‘b«e' fluly. £« JntiHplioia ef Sinai^t Pt. 
pi. 6^, 241, 

* Metropolitan Museum of Art, Egyptian Exptdiiiait, figs. 17 and 38. 

* Op. «t.. p. 1+, fig. S. 
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perhaps the most notable example, to which we shall return, is the statue of Amenophis 
II found by Legrain in the Karnak favissa and now in Cairo (Cat. No. 42077).* 

The stone from which the head has been carved is unusual, green basalt being a 

rather rare material for statuary though the Royal Scottish Museum also possesses tw'o 
late Middle Kingdom votive statues^ in green basalt, but Hshioned in a very summary 

style determined by a simple pecking and rubbing technique in no way comparable to 

the excellent craftsmanship of this particular fragment. Nevertheless, despite the 

intractable nature of the material, three remarkable statues in green basalt have sur¬ 

vived, all made within a few years of each other, namely, the head in the British 

Museum (No. 986)^ ascribed to Hatshepsut/Tuthmosis III, the pair-atatue of Amiin 

and Tuthmosis HI (Cairo, Cat. No. 42066)+ and the statue of Amenophis II mentioned 

above. With these should also be associated the statues of Tuthmosis III in grey basalt 
(Cairo, Cat. Nos. 42053, 42054)* as being from the same studio. It is probable that one 

at least of the statues shown in the tomb of Rekhmire^, the group of Tuthmosis III and 

his queen, was also in this same green or grey stone.* All are characterized by an 

idealistic heroic conception of the Pharaoh expressed by consummate craftsmanship 

and meticulous finish. 

It is tempting, therefore, to see in our fragment the head of a companion statue to 

Cairo No, 42077> since not only is the material the same, and the dimensions compare 

closely, but the physical resemblance is also very strong. One feature only prevents a 

categorical identification and that Is the damaged nose. The more careful portmits of 

Tuthmosis HI such as Cairo No. 42053 and 42054 reveal him as having a broad round 
face and a prominent arched nose, features which, as his mummy shows, are character¬ 

istic of his physiognomy. Hatshepsut in her more intimate portraits (such as New 

York 29.3.2.), has a nose of similar shape but a rather more oval face and pointed chin. 

The mummy of Amenophis II displays a slightly more elongated facial structure, the 
nose being longer and less obtrusive and the jaws narrower than those of his father. 

Such features appear to have been justly rendered in certain of his statues.t But there 

also exist other portraits of Amenophis il which reveal a rounder, plumper face, more 

like his father’s but with a straighter nose (see plate IIIc),® These probably represent 

the king as he was soon after his appointment as co-regent, *as a beautiful youth, when 

he had come of age and completed 18 years’ and before the conventions of the Tuthmo- 

sidc style had been entirely superseded. Whether we regard this fragment as the head 

from a statue of Tuthmosis HI or Amenophis II, therefore, must remain a matter of 

personal opinion. To the Ancient Eg^'ptian it would be immaterial, since the now 

missing inscription on the belt-buckle, plinth, or back-pillar would have resolved all 

doubt. 

* Legiain, Statua Siatueti^^ ip ph 47, 

» Resn. Nos, 1^52.137 (Ei-Hilton Price CoUectioiip No* 375s) 
* Hail JEA 13, J33. * Legffliiip op* cit.p pL 3^. s rbid*, pi 29* 

* Metropolitan Musemn of Art., Expeditions p. 12. 
^ E.g. Cairo, Cal. Nos. 4^074, 42075 s CoperJiagen* ^IN, 1063* 
* E.g. Cairo, Cai. No. 42073s Turing Cat. No* 1375. 
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GRAPFITO OF THE CHAMBERLAIN AND CONTROLLER 
OF WORKS ANTEF AT SEHEL 

By L. HABACHI 

Is tilk Journal, vol 37, p. 18, n, 3, we expressed the hope of publishing the graffito at 

Sehel reproduced by De Morgan and his assistants in their Catahgue des Monuments 
under No. 76.^ It contains many points of interest which have not been sufficiently 

appreciated, owing to the fact that in the facsimile there given, part is omitted and 

many signs are inaccurately rendered. Like most of the rock inscriptions, whether in 

Sehel or in other places in the Aswan district, a comparatively even surface was chosen 

to receive the inscriptions, w'hich were very lightly engraved.^ These are legible only 

because their colour is different from the rest of the rock, which was left unpolished. 

Indeed, it is in only a few cases that the Inscriptions are dear and can be easily fol¬ 

lowed; in many Instances this is quite difficult or even impossible. 
The graffito here published is engraved on a detached block lying at the foot of the 

hill called Bibitagoug, a few metres to the north of the SW. corner.^ It is found m a 

place so crowded with inscriptions that there is hardly any rock with a moderately 

smooth surface which is left uninscribed. There are few* graffiti on the island, especially 

those belonging to private individuals, which are as carefully carved as ours, but as ffie 

stone on which it is cut is uneven in some places and has intrusions of light red granite 

in others, some of the signs proved to be obscure and rather dfficult to read. Fortu¬ 

nately the presence in Aswan in recent years of a number of distin^ished scholars 

afforded opportunities to discuss with them many of the difficulties octairring in this 

text and in the others of interest in the district. We may mention in particular Sir Alan 

Gardiner who visited Aswan the year before last and who was kind enough to spend 

two days collating with us some of the inscriptions of Sehel, which we hope to publish 

in the near future. ... i- j u 1 
The graffito now under discussion consists of two inscriptions referred to below as 

A and B respectively. The first has but Uvo vertical lines, written in a retrograde direc¬ 

tion and with one line very short, while the second consists of one horizontal hne over 

eleven vertical columns written in the normal direction from right to left. The whole 

graffito occupies a space of 73 cm. in height by about 1 m. in breadth. At the top right- 

hand comer of Inscription B are two male figures facing each other; that on the left 

impinges on the frame of Inscription B and underlies part of Inscription A (see fig. i). 

The transliteration and translation of the tw*o inscriptions are as follow's: 

A. (1) Z>ttv nfrw (2)* in imy-r rhrmty'^ ew* brp kft Intf mic-hrto. 

* Vol. p. S9. 
^ Som« of the inscripdoi^ have m polished surface, 

contAln important histoncal texts. 
^ For it^ position 37, pL 5* fig. 1* 

but these are usually cut deeply into the rock and mostly 
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Adoring the beauty of Anukis by the great chamberlain and contfoUcr of works Antef, the blessed. 

B. (i) “jfftp ^ 'tisto ^nkt nbt tdi hn kf n imy-r rhmot^ (2) fpp kit Intj mi(~}prm ir n 

(3) y vfh 11b s! nh n r-prpn iT'£(y)-fy (4) nfr/ mn mnw 

rm nirw imy^ i^t-sn (5) irtiy)‘fy htp'f m ittf st£d‘t{^^'fy n si‘f w»(6)tt htf" m-ht 

tm' ib'f hip m rnk Tin diet (7) nbt^ ki'A't(y)/y dri/^ rrn^m^ Sit dm-i(yy/y” (8) md j/i St 

^ A 

Fig. I. GR.\FFITO No. 76 at SEHEL 

ft irr si r imo n-f st n terd{g)^‘tw kr*s”tmfpK m r*" nn hln-i r rmti (10) ibvfl ir st mir 
^rr nb 'Ut f hr-tp rjth pi n-V hs /n“ hr (ii) pn nfr m sh hrw~pi *r nt{y) tp r. Hnms'f* mr^f n 
st-ib’J (12) imy-r hnm!~ntr Hkf-ib -rjtk irnKt-^nkP sfmj iimy Shk-rj* irn.. 

A boon which the King grants to Anukis, Mistress of the Bark of the Hypostyle Hail (?), for the 

ha of the chamberlain and controller of wiorks Antef the blessed, hom of Satisi, He says: O all ye* 

priests and all ye scribes of this temple who shall do ivhat your* god praises, and w-ho shall desire 

that the monuments of your local goeb endure; he who shall achieve content in his profession^ and 

shall hand over® to his son, who takes care of** his possessions after old age' when his heart is at 

rest in hfe^ without any evil—he it i# who shall bend his handr on the day of festival in Sehel, and 

who shall pronounce my name; it is more beneficial to whoso does it than to him for w^hom it is 

10594 
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done,’' and none will be weary through it,* it is but breath of the mouth J I have done no liiiong to^ 

the people of Elephantine, and be who does right’ every day is one who is concerned for me (?).“ As 

ye live for me and as this my kindly countenance** favours you, be ye not neglectful* of that which 

is on my lips. (Dedicated by)P his well-beloved friend the Count and overseer of prophets hlekaib- 

fynekh bom of Kct^anuke, (and by) his retainer the sistrum-player {?)*« Sebkfo, bom of . . . -^dnekh. 

Textual Noten 

Engraved over the left-hand male figure. De Morgan omits. 

The whole line omitted by de Morgan. 

Copied by de Morgan as 

* Note the hieratic form of 

’*-* Copied by de Morgan as 

De Morgan: 
Here there is an intrusion of light red granite, and the signs arc not clear. Copied 

by de Morgan as ^ 

*« De Morgan: 

De Morgan: 

De Morgan: 

De Morgan: J ; here again there is an intrusion of red granite which obscures 

the reading. 
De Morgan: 

* At the beginning of 1. i2 one square, where the stone is quite rough, is left blank 

before but this blank is not indicated by De Morgan. 

y De Morgan: * De Morgan: Jg:. " De Morgan omits. 

Notes on the Translation 

‘ The inscription is addressed to the staff of the local temple, who are assumed to be 

strictly attentive to their duties. The rendering of the Egyptian third person singular 

by the second person plural in the opening phrases is enforced by English usage, as we 

are here dealing with a vocative. On the sdmtyfy form used so often in this inscription 

see Gardiner, Eg. f?r<nnwi. §§ 363 f.; 394 f- *• i l 1. u 
^ What follows here is apparently a description of the reward due to him who shall 

bend hia hand’ (I. 7). It is unusual to have the reward described before the mention of 

the corresponding duties, but Dr. Edel calls my attention to a simUar ca^ ‘O ye 

who live upon earth, servants like unto me, he who shall be in the tram of God is he 

who shall say "A thousand of bread .. etc., Urk. i, J12. v t? 1, 

' It is unexpected to find sti^diyjy without an expressed object, but the English 

equivalent *hand over’ can likewise have its object omitted. 
^ The participle j/tif must qualify sf'fi only thus can the temporary transition from 

the sdvtty'Jy form to a participle be explained. At one time I thought it possible that 

Site ht'f was really intended for a writing of sd/v^i’f his seal as direct object of stcdty'fy, 
but the position after the nominal dative n srf precludes such an interpretation. 

* The expression ‘after old age’ as an euphemism for ‘after death’ is a commonplace 
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of Egyptian inscriptions, and well illustrates their reluctance to allude directly to the 

fact of human mortality. It has an exact parallel in the Arabic 

* ‘At rest in life' means here ‘having gone to rest’ in the sense of having died. The 

same expression is used of the setting sun. 

* On the ritual gesture ‘bend the hands* see Blackman’s article ‘A study of the liturgy 

of Aton' in Recueil ChampolHon, 51a. I owe this reference to Dr. Hughes. 

^ This sentence was quoted by Gardiner in his article ‘On certain participial forma¬ 

tions in Egyptian’ in Rev. £g. N.s. 1921, p. 48; for the variant iknhTT irrto n-f cf. id.. 

Eg. Gramm. § 357 (p, 273); Lefebvre, Gramm. § 451 (p. 222). 

‘ Compare Urk. iv, 415,12; so too Sethe, L^sestikkey 88,17 j 89, 

23-24. Note that all three exx. quoted have krs instead of ^'S as here. 

i Professor Saint Fare Gamot has drawn my attention to Spiegelberg’s article ‘Ein 

Formel der Grabsteine' in ZAS 45, 67 ff., where similar expressions are collected. 

Among them the example closest to ours is 

‘since (it) is more beneficial to whoso does (it) than to him for w^hom (it) is 

done. The breath of the mouth is beneficial to a noble, and this is not (something) by 

which one is wearied,’ 

Lit. ‘there is no wrong of mine against’, negative existential sentence, not nn Mm'f. 
‘ Lit. ‘him who does it rightly’, a curious mode of expression, since ir mfct would 

have sufficed. That the expression does indeed refer to right conduct in general and 

not merely to the right utterance of the name of the deceased, is indicated by the 

preceding ‘I did no wrong to the people of Elephantine'; after a denial of ill-doing 

comes an affirmation of the reward of right conduct. 

The expression ib-f hr^ip is curious, but if the suffix first person singular be sup¬ 

plied after tp it can be rendered literally in Arabic as Ja 4^ ‘his heart is on me' with 

the sense of ‘he has my welfare at heart’: compare the use of hr-tp with the meaning 

‘on behalf of’. Antef is trying to say that inasmuch as he did no wrong in life, so the 

man who follows his example wilt ipso facto be interested in his welfare. 

" Hrpn nfr must mean 'this my kindly countenance’, rifr referring not to the external 

beaut}' of the speaker but the graciousness of his expression, cf. Urk. iv, 347, 13; 

P. Bremner-Rhind, 1, 22; 3, 5, This sentence and the previous one are to be taken as 

the customary form of asseveration, though here the oath is by the people of EiephaU'' 

tine instead of god or king (cf. Gardiner, Eg, Gramm. § 218 and Wilson, JJVE5 7,129). 

^ For the expression sh kr ‘be neglectful’ (lit. ‘be deaf of face') see also Urk. iv, 409, 

14: Rec. tras). 13, pi. 2,1. 19. 

f Possibly ir rt ‘made by’ or the like has been omitted here. 

*» 'Ikzvy is almost certamly identical with iky of IVb. i, 121, 10 ff., though as a term 

for a grade of priests the latter has not hitherto been recorded so early. In Davies and 

Gardiner, Tomb of Atnensmheiy pi. 20 and p. 95 (Dyn. XVIII) the lAti^-priests rattle 

castanets. There they are attached to the cult of a goddess, as is apparently also the 

care with Sebkro. It is hardly likely that ilni^ here can be a blunder for i^ty ‘cultiva¬ 

tor’, which in any case is normally written with C, despite the fact that there is space 

for a between| and ^. 
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Three men are mentioned in our graffito, namely the chief prophet Hekatb^onekh, the 
retainer Sebk^o, and the former’s friend the chamberlain and chief of works Antef, 
yekaib^onekh has not been recorded before, and the name does not appear in Ranke, 
jPefsoii£nnsfn€n. It means 'Hekaib lives’, being formed on the model of such names as 
Khufufonekh and Pepifonekh, and, like names such as He^ibro, does honour to the 
monarch of Elephantine Pepinakhte sumamed Ilekaib who flourished during the Sixth 
Dynasty and who after his death was deified and worshipped in the district of Aswan." 
The name of Hekaib^onekh’s mother Ket^anuke was not a popular one, and, as a matter 
of fact, has been recorded only twice in the Aswan region, on t\vo statuettes found in 
Elephantine in June 1858 and now preserved m the Cairo Museum, The first bears 
the name of User<anuke, son of whUe the other belonged to a woman whose name 

was copied as and In both cases the name was transliterated as *Anu- 
getgwt’, the second element being thought to be the name of a goddess Gu't.^ A goddess 
of that name seems to have existed in the Aswan district,* but it is unlikely that it could 
be she w'ho is referred to in this name; it would be unusual to have the name of a woman 
compounded of those of t\vo goddesses. On the other hand, the varhn^ we have of 
the same name in the Hekaib temple at Elephantine, such as 3-^^ show that 

it should be read Ket^anuke or Kut^anuke. The meaning of Ae name would thus be 
‘Small is Anukis’, perhaps referring to her position in the triad of the First Cataract 

as the child of Khnum and Satis.® 
Our Hekaib^onekh is doubtless he who is named in the graffito reproduced^under 

No, 42 by De Morgan, Among other inscriptions this has the line 
‘The Count and overseer of prophets Hekaifafonekh, bom of ..Though the name of 
the mother was not engraved, the titles are the same and the s^-le of the cutting in 
both inscriptions is similar, so that there can be no doubt as to the identit>' of the person 
thus named in these two inscriptions. Thanks to the discovery of the temple of Hel^b 
at Elephantine, the name of Hekaib'onekh has become even better known than before, 
for among the objects discovered in this temple there were unearthed two statues 
inscribed therewith. Of one of these, which is almost life-size, only the lower part sur¬ 

vives.^ This bears a prayer for the benefit of 7 ^ 
overseer of pmphets IJekaibfonekh, bom of Ket^anuke, the blessed one, the posses^r 
of honour’. The second is headless and much smaller than life-size,® and has on the 

pedestal the following inscription: 1 ^ 

' The mwiuscript of my account of the discovery of his temple and the descriptions of the antiquities found 
them has been in the hanOa of the Director of the Department of Antiquities since J^e t^i. and K is hoped 

that it Tcill Mon be published. For a short account see CArmi. tfEg, 42, m* f*. and Rev. d Eg. 7, iBB ff. 
^ Caim 4&4 and 4S4. cf. Borchardt, Statues and Statuetten ICCGi, n, pl. 77 '"-‘th P- 5S and pi. 3o with p. 64, 

^ Per^nermamen. 69, S "■ 
» Sec my article op-cit. 50, 501 (f, . **1. . j ■ 
» In grey granite, 60 cm. high. It depicts the owner as clad m a short kiJt and seated with ha hands m 

** * 'aIso in grey granite, 66 cm. high. The figu«, clad in a long garment reaching to the ankles, stands on a 

p&dcsu] with his hands by hU side*. 
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'One Konoured with Ptah, South of His WaU, with Geb and Osiris; may the soui 
of this Osiris the Count Hc^b<onekh be exalted even unto the heights of Orion and 
that he (may fraternize with)* the Netherworld; may they give invocation-offerings of 
bread and beer^ oxen and fowl, cool water and incense, and all kinds of fresh v^etables 
to the ka of the Count and overseer of prophets Hd^b^dnekh bom of Ketranuke, being 
what his brother the Count and overseer of prophets Amenysonb bom of Sattjeni 
made for him in order to perpetuate his name.’ 

The owTier of these t^vo statues was undoubtedly the same as he of the two Sehel 
graffiti referred to above. In all four cases the titles are ‘The Count and overseer 
of prophets^ and in three cases he is stated to have been bom of Ketranuke. Can we 
then ascertain when this Helpib^onekh lived? Fortunately, the second statue gives us 
the clue. As we have just seen, this statue was made by the Count and overseer of 
prophets Amenysonb, son of Sattjeni. Of this man and of his father the Count and 
overseer of prophets He^b bom of Sathathor, the owner of Tomb No. 30 in Kubbet 
eI-Haw'a,2 we discovered many objects in the Hekaib temple. From these it seems that 
Amenysonb was most probably bom in the reign of Amenemmes II and that he 
assumed his official functions in the time of Sesostris III; he seems to have survived 
his brother Hekaib^dnekh, tvho also lived in the early days of the latter sovereign. 

The second person concerned with our inscription is Hekaib*5nekh’s retainer Sebk^o 
bom of .. .<dnekh. Sebk^o is quite a popular name, especially during the Middle 
Kingdom. The parent w^hose name is introduced by rr it was doubtless his mother, as 
elsewhere in these inscriptions, see also Gardiner, Eg, Gramm. § 361; it doubtless con¬ 
sisted of the name of a goddess foQow'ed by ^i, on the model of names such as Hathor- 
<onekh. Sebk'o is described as the retainer of Hekaib^onekh and as an ^Azey-priest; in 
the latter capacity he may have taken part in the rites of Anukis in her temple in Sehel, 
The name Antef is known from the Old Kingdom, but its real popularity' dates from 
the Eleventh Dynasty, the earlier kings of which all bore that name. His mother's 
name, on the other hand, is not often met wnth. It means ‘Daughter of Isi’, the second 
element being the name of a man who lived at the end of the Fifth Dynasty and the 
beginning of the Sixth, and who was sometimes entitled governor of Edfu and some¬ 
times vizier. He apparently was deified, but, like Hekaib of Asw'an, his cult must have 
been limited to his own locality, as no trace of his worship has been found away from 
Edfu.3 It seems likely, therefore, that the lady Satisi may have come originally from 
Edfu,-* though her son was resident in Elephantine. 

In Text A Antef w as styled imy-r rhmeiy wr hrp hi ‘great chamberlain and controller 
of w'Orks’, but in Text B_the epithet ‘great* is omitted. The title imy-r rhmviy is the 
subject of a long study by Gauthier in Bull. Imt.fr. 15,169 ff.; he has collected 35 cases 
where this title occurs alone and 15 where it is found in company w'ith ‘controller of 

^ Compare the inscription on the north aide of the pyramidion of Amenemnnes lllj Ann. Serv. 3, 2157- It 

^ Mulktp F^ismgr^htr d. FUftten row pp. 39-^5^ 44-6 j pis. 3S^. 
^ For the career and colt of Isi see Alliot In BulL Imi.fi', 37, 93 fF.p cf. 129. 

** With op. cit. 113 with n. 5. For the oame see lUnkei Ptrsonenrntmtnj 2S7, 5. 
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works’, thus showing that, as with Antef, it was by no means unusual for the chamber- 
lain to be in charge of constructional operations. Only one instance of the title ‘great 
chamberlain' is cited, which suggests that it w'as a high rank to which but few attained. 

Among the instances collected by Gauthier, the chamberlain or great chamberlain 
Antef does not appear, but this may be due to the fact that the two passages in which 
these titles occur in our graffito are both omitted in De Morgan’s publication.’ This 
graffito apart, the Antef in question was not known until the discovery of the temple 
of yekaib, but in the debris above the pavement of this temple there was found a 
rectangular quartzite pedestal 6 cm. high and 32 X 43 cm, on the base. On one of the 

shorter sides is the inscription A f y 1 boon which the king grants 

(to) Osiris, lord of life, for the ka of the chamberlain and controller of "works Antef, 
the blessed.’ This pedestal lay not far from the place where the tw'o statues of the 
Count and overseer of prophets I;Iekaib’^6nekh son of Ketfanuke were encountered. In 
our graffito the latter is described as the well-beloved friend of the former, and indeed 
he must have been a great friend of Antef to go to the trouble of cutting so extensive 
an inscription. Among the rock inscriptions in the Aswan region, which exceed 800 in 
number, there is no other instance w'here a man has commemorated a friend in like 

manner. 
The insertion of the words m^r-hrw 'the blessed’ after the name of Antef in both the 

inscriptions where it occurs w'ould naturally lead to the conclusion that he w*as already 
dead when they were cut. But in Inscription B he b described as ‘chamberlain’ and in 
Inscription A as ‘great chamberlain’, so that unless we assume that the adjective 'great’ 
was inadvertently omitted from Inscription B, w'hich seems unlikely, tve must conclude 
that Inscription A is later than Inscription B, and that Antef was alive at any rate 
when Inscription B w'as cut, in which case we find the epithet m/c-hrw applied to a 
Liring man, a usage for which Caminos quotes a number of instances, see JEA 38, 5®- 
It is clear, therefore, that we must beware of interpreting this epithet always in the 
sense of ‘deceased’, although such is doubtless its meaning in the great majority of 

cases. 
It remains to ascertain the relationship between the two inscriptions and the adjacent 

male figures. It b clear from fig. i that the left-hand figure must have been cut either 
over or under the second line of Inscription A, and therefore cannot be contemporary 
w'ith it or w ith Inscription B, since it impinges on the frame-line of the latter. As those 
signs of Inscription A which overlap the figure are cut somewhat more deeply than 
either the remaining signs or the figure itsdf, it seems certain that the inscriptions are 
later than the left-hand figure. There seems no reason to doubt, however, that the 
right-hand figure is contemporary with Inscription A,^ especially as it faces in the 
same direction as the signs of that retrograde text, which begins in front of the figure. 

The persons named in our graffito seem to have been particularly devoted to the 
goddess Anukis. Inscription A begins with the words Dtc/ nfr^ in .. . ‘Adoring 

* Sec obove^ the textual notes and 

^ For the coatume of this figure compfltc graffito No. 33 bc 5ch£h Morgan^ p* 86^ and NoSi 66 and 68 on 

the road from Philae to Aswtn, op. dt.j pp, 14-^ 15- 
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the beauty of Anukis by. .an expression which is commonly used of the worship of 
divinities, e.g, njrw Hnmw in,,, "adoring the beauty of Khnum by..., Graffito 70 
on the Philae-Aswan road,' It is used also of kings, as at the beginning of the Marriage 

Stela, wffiere the King of the Hittites says to Harnesses II ‘P 
come [to thee] that I may adore thy beaut)'",® A somewhat similar expression is used 
today in colloquial Arabic in ^ ‘pray on the beauty of the Prophetl" In- 
&cription B likewise begins with an fusion to Anukis. Here we have the htp-di-mw 
formula used for Anukis alone, without mention of any other divinities of the Cataract 

region as in some of the other inscriptions. Here Anukis is described as *^1X1 Mis¬ 

tress of the Bark of the Hypostvle Hall (?)". This strange title of Anukis occurs again 
twice in another Middle Kingdom graffito at Sehel,^ but here also there is no clue as 

to its exact meaning. Possibly the last sign may stand for ^ ‘hjiiostyle hall", though 

‘courtyard’ is not entirely out of the question. In any case, the epithet clearly refers to 
a processional bark which was home around a hall or courtj'ard; we may compare the 
well-known tdf n tp-itr^ 'bark for the river’ {Wb, v, 274, 10) which figured in the 
divine progresses on the Nile. On one of the sides of the wooden naos of Kasa from 
Der d-Medinah, now in the Turin Museum, there is a representation of the goddess 

in her sacred bark.'* r i.- 1 
Antef begins his speech by saying; *0 all ye priests and all ye scribes of this temple 

who shall do what your god praises, and who shall desire that the monuments of your 
local gods endure. . . In JEA 37, 18 we quoted the be^nning of this passage as 
showing that the temple mentioned here must have been quite near to the graffito and 
could be nothing but the one the mins of which lie opposite, on the hill called Hussem- 
tagoug.5 This temple has hitherto been attributed to Amenophis II.,since parts of his 
names were found on some fragments of quartzite discovered in the adjacent debris, 
but its mention on the graffito of Antef, who lived under Sesostris III, show^ clearly 
that the temple already existed in his time.* Although Antef addresses the priests and 
scribes ‘who shall do what their god praises’ and refers to ‘the monuments of the local 
gods’, there can be little doubt that the deity in question w-as really Anukis, since it was 
to her that the chapel was dedicated. The persons invoked by Antef are further 
described as ‘who shall achieve content in his profession and shall hand over to his 
son.. * who shall bend his hand on the day of festival in Sehel and who shall pronounce 
my name’. To this day it is believed that prayers made on the feast-days of saints are 
especially efficacious, and in Ancient Egypt the festival of the local deity was considered 
an occasion particularly appropriate for rites in favour of those whom the worshippers 
desired to benefit. In the present instance the ‘festival of Sehel’ was undoubtedly that 
of Anukis, the patron deity of the island. Not much is known about this festival, but 
on one of the blocks of Tuthmosis III from Elephantine three festivals are mentioned; 

, Op ci(L 15. * Anti, Sm. 25. 214. ^ De Morgan, 86 (No. 33). 

* Masptiti in trav, z, igj 
* For the position of this temple see JEA 37* pl- Sn ^ MorsaxL, 7®- 
* Owing to its presence there, the place opposite k crowded with iiworiptions (sec p. so above). In the 

Wadi Humm^at also* the majority of the mscriptions face the chapel. 
I 

« St£T 
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one is jointly for Khnum and Anukis, one for Satis and Anukis, and one for Anukis 
alone, thus showing that she figured prominently Ln the local cult,* In the famous stela 
of Amenophis II believed to be from Elephantine,^ it is said that ‘His Majesty ordered 
that one day be added for his mother Anukis to her festival of Nubia, at her progress 
upon the river, It being equipped* with bread and beer, oxen and fowl, wine, incense 
and fruit, and all things good and beautiful, as annual revenue over and above the 
three days’ normal feast, in order to make her feast of the first month of summer into 
four days, so that it may endure and abide’. It remains uncertain whether this is the 
festival alluded to in our graffito or whether it was a special one devoted to the associa¬ 
tion of the goddess with Nubia. At any rate, we can be certain that there was a great 
festival which took place in the island of Sehel, as we shall see also below. 

Antef ends his speech with an adjuration to the people of Elephantine "whom he is 
addressing which reads; 'as ye live for me and as this my kindly countenance favours 
you, be ye not neglectful of that which is on ray lips’, which is in effect a promise to 
his hearers that they will remain in his favour so long as they cany' out his requests; 
Wilson in The Oath in Ancient Egypt enumerates the expressions of this kind and ana¬ 
lyses their use. In form our passage somewhat resembles the well-know'n oath current 
in the New Kingdom, ‘As I live, as Re* loves me and Amun favours me’,* but the sense 
is rather different; in the latter case the speaker Is swearing by his gods to a third party 
that he w'ill perform certain acts or that a given statement is true. In fact, this latter 
instance is a true oath, whereas the former is but a warning that certain conditions 
must be fulfilled if the implied benefits are to be obtained; no god is mentioned, but 
the speaker implicitly promises to look favourably on those who shall do what he 
wishes. With the expression fnlvin nd ‘as ye live for me’ may be compared the Arabic 

'by your life with or to me*. 
We have already referred to the w'ords of Inscription A, ‘Adoring the beauty of 

Anukis by .,While ‘beauty’ is a stock attribute of deities, it would nevertheless seem 
that this quality of .\nukis receives somewhat frequent mention; 'ive have the proper 

names j J and while in the island named Ras Sehel, ‘the Head of Sehel’, to the 

south of Sehel itself, there is an inscription which reads 'Giving adoration to Amun 
and doing obeisance to Re*-IIarakhli by the king’s son, the chief of the [southern] 

land... I'l coming to seethe beauty of 

Anukis in her goodly festival of proceeding to Sehel’,* The procession to Sehel may have 
set out from the island of Elephantine. In this connexion the question arises whether 
hr pn nfr ‘this kindly countenance’ in our stela may be an allusion to Anukis. In the 
present context, hotvever, this is not likely; much more probably it refers to the same 
person as he who swears the preceding oath, that is to say the ostensible speaker. 

Of the Sehel graffiti reproduced by De Morgan, which are nearly 230 in number, 
^ Op. dt. [22^ block m. 
^ KuentZp Dms d'Amfntjpfiis il^ flfid Breasted, lip f 798. 

» thoug^h written w a m*sc. ptur.j appiuemly r^fi^rs m the 'day* granted by the king. 

* _7;VES 7, t39 ff- See also Gardiner^ Eg. j iiS. 

^ Dc 75, and text by Eayccj Rec. irm.^ 16^ 173. The test given here is according to our own 

collauon of the original. 
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168 do not mention Anukis and 27 name this goddess in company with other divinities. 
In 28 cases we have her name or image or both; in six cases only, her name or a refer¬ 
ence to her occurs twice, and in a single inscription where numerous persons are men¬ 
tioned, her name is found more than twice.* In our graffito, however, not only does her 
name occur twice, but on three other occasions there are allusions to the goddess, her 
temple, or her festival, so that she is more prominent here than in any other graffito 
on the island or even in the district. There is doubtless a special reason for this. Sesos- 
tris III, in whose reign both Hckaib*5nckh and Antef seem to have flourished, w'as very 
interested in Aswm and Nubia and built there a number of fortresses and tern pi es.^ 
He was the first king to pay any attention to Sehel, and the five inscriptions w'hich he 
left there are therefore the earliest royal inscriptions on the island. Of these, three have 
but two of the king's names,* but in the fourth, cut in the NE. comer of Bibitagoug, is 
the representation of the king, followed by his controller of tvorks, in the presence of 
Satis,* and in the fifth, cut in the SW. comer of the same hill, the king is show'n oppo¬ 
site Anukis.^ Both of these latter inscriptions commemorate the canal which this king 
dug in the region of Sehel, but that with the representation of Anukis is quite near to 
her chapel in Husseintagoug, and it may be the earliest inscription with the name or 
representation of the goddess, for there is none such in the fevv Sehel inscriptions which 
can be dated with certainty as prior to the reign of Sesostris III.* We are therefore 
probably justified in assuming that it was he who erected or at least renewed the chapel 
of Anukis, and it may even have been he who established her cult on the island. The 
Count Hekaibfonekh was overseer of prophets and Antef was chamberlain and controller 
of works in the reign of the same king. In distinction from the other com roll ere of 
works, who came from elsewhere in Egy'pt merely to quarrj' stone, Antef lived in the 
Aswan region in the reign of the king who either built or restored the chapel of Anukis, 
and had an inscription engraved opposite to it by his friend the overseer of prophets. 
This suggests strongly that Antef w'as the architect appointed by Sesostris III to the 
chapel of Anukis, that Hekaib^onekh was its high-priest, and that Sebk'o wasthe sistrum- 
player of the goddess, which would explain the references to the priesthood, temple and 
festival of Anukis in the graffito here studied. It will be remarked that this hitherto 
neglected inscription of the chamberlain and overseer of works Antef contains a great 
deal of interest, and suggests that other graffiti in this district might be studied with 
profit. I would like to thank the Editor both for printing this article in the Journal and 
for a number of useful suggestions. 

* De Morgaiip 

^ Save-Sederbergh,, *4g^*pim w. 76 fF. 
> De Morgan, No, li (p. S4) and Nos. 14 and 17 (p, 85). 
* Op. ciu No. 10 ip. 86): S^the, Bs. 
5 Dc No, 39 (p. 87). Sethc, loc. di.: Sen^ so, 501 
^ Dc Morgan, Nos. 41 ^ 42^ 4jp 50 (p. 87) arc aktiwt certainly earlier thim the reign of that king, but none of 

them beara the representation of any divinity + No. 53 Cp* 83), on the other hond^ names a certaiit Khufu * » , 

see also WeigalUx4nii, itj jyip fig. 3: Gauthiefp i, 112 (xiii); Oiea^tedj 

Hijtory\ 127 f. 
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A THIRTY-SQUARE DRAUGHT-BOARD IN THE 
ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM 

iJj- WINIFRED NEEDLER 

Thirty rectangular plaques (pi. IV) in the Egyptian collection of the Royal Ontario 
Museum, Toronto, bear no trace of the object in which they were originally inlaid and 
the circumstances of their discoi.'ery are unknown. For the following reasons, however, 
it is certain that they belonged to a draught-board; the set numbers exaedy thirt>’, all 
virtually complete, of almost identical size, and nearly square; Eve are inscribed and the 
rest are without markings of any kind. It is characteristic of the Egyptian thirty-square 

draught-board to have five speciaUy marked squares. 
The squares are made of glazed steatite, a more durable niaterial than wood, faience, 

or ivory, and doubtless the reason for their survival in relatively good condition, w hen 
the rest of the board had perished; three of them have been repaired in modern times. The 
glaze, which has decomposed, was originally blue, although the present general colour 
of the surfaces is mottled green and brown. The ancient light grey cement adhering to , 
the backs and et^es yields no due to the nature of the material upon which the squares 
lay, nor of the strips that separated them from each other. They are approximately 
5*5 cm. long by 4*4 cm. wide by 0*5 cm. thick. These measurements would make the 
board about 54 cm. long, i.e. about the size of the large ebony and ivory draught-board 

from the tomb of Tut<ankhamun.’ 
The five inscribed squares are more elaborately designed than are the corresponding 

squares of other known boards, and are of unusually fine workmanship. The hierogljphs 
were can' ed in the steatites ^ind were inlaid with lapis lazuli after the squares had been 
glazed. The lapis lazuli was set in a siliceous material that probably matched the glaze 
on the flat surfaces; it preser^'es, however, more of the original turquoise^blue colon 
Spcctrographic analysis showed that this cementing material contains a high percentage 
of silicon, fair percentages of lime and copper, and alkalies in v^xy small quantity.^ it is 
friable in its present state, but it is possible that the inlay was actually fixed in position 
immediately after the squares had been glazed^ and "while the glaze was still soft, the 
cementing material might then be the glaze itself.^ Most of the lapis lazuli has been lost, 
but enough remains to give an excellent idea of the original rich effect of these squares- 

< Sec bebw^ Kq, II, p. 74. * 1 . J 1-1 * 
^ Altaivais by the Ontada Department of Mines, laboratories Branch, through the kindness of Dr. D. A. 

Moddlc, Pro^-tncial AsSayer. I am ftUo indebted to Mr. Wm, Todd, Cbkt Preparalor of the Museum, for careful 

tnicrwopin examination of all tnateiiflls. + . 
J That ancient glaie on glared steatile can look very different in different at™ of the same object is 

known m connexion with glazed steatite scar?bs> which sometimes show a thicker, friable Rlaxc tn the hollowa 
of the legSp while the thinner glaze in combination with the steatite has remained glassy. The clear-cut definj- 
nldon between the tw'o is evident in the magnified photograph published by Bannister sjid Plenderleith^ JEA 

az, z ff,, pL a (i). 
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The outlines of the inlay pieces are expressive and the surface details are carefully en¬ 
graved, The square bearing the two ladies has fine engraved workj showing their 
features, their hair, and their dresses, including the knotted strap over one shoulder. 
Although both stone and faience were frequently inlaid during the New Kingdom, I 
have not found a parallel for the inlaying of glazed steatite with any material w'hatever. 
The engraving of small lapis lazuli objects, such as scarabs and other seals, became in¬ 
creasingly common during the New Kingdom. > 

The Royal Ontario Museum purchased the squares from the MacGregor Collection 
sale in 1922, In the sale catalogue they are briefly listed, without illustration, as the 

01 

0 CD 

Fic. I. THE FIVE INSCRIBED SQUARES OF THE SET IN THE 
ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM 

thirty squares from a large game-board.* They were described at greater length in 1S9S 
in Wallis’s Egypimn Cerantic Art of the MacGr^or Collection^ in which they w'ere 
wrongly called faience and the inlay was w'rongly called deep blue glass (pp. S and 9 
and fig. 11); a translation of the inscriptions was attributed to Erman. The squares were 
also mentioned, with translations of the inscriptions, in both of Pieper’s articles about 
the curious ’draught-board text’.* Miss Nora Scott, of the Metropolitan Museum in 
New York, has kindly allowed me to quote an unpublished letter from Professor P. E. 
Newberry to Howard Carter; this letter enclosed a photograph of the MacGregor 
draught-board no. 247, with our inscribed squares appearing on the same plate. Writing 
while they were still the property of Mr. MacGregor, Newberry says; ’The inscribed 
squares below the board belonged, I believe, to another draught-board, but w'e do not 
know the relative position of them.’ He then gives his own translation of the inscriptions 
on the squares. 

It is not surprising that attempts to translate our five inscriptions differ considerably 
from each other. The signs clearly form w-ords and phrases but apparently the legenck 
are almost meaningless or else are purposely obscure {fig. i). Even Pieper’s two transla¬ 
tions, published in 1909 and 1931 respectively, are not consistent with each other. 
Mentioning the inscriptions from right to left, in the order shown in the drawings, the 

in the first square w-as mistaken for a -e:? by Erman and Pieper, who cannot have seen 

^ E.g, H. R. Hallj Royai nos. 533. to. 2256. Petricp S€arahs^ nos. 31. lig. 138. Brficckts from 
The tomb of Tut^nnkhamun (Carter and llT^ pL 20 and Foi^ TFrasure^ pL 48 B). 
Lapis lazuli seals were common in Dyn. XEX. 

^ Cat, MacGrigor CotL (1922)3 no. 133 J. 

* Pieper* Dm BrFttspid aiUn Agy^i^ Bedeutmg /affr d£n dgyplischen Tifl^nhslt (Wiss. 
iage z. Jfahresb. d. kgi, Realgymnmtums^ B^flin^ 114, 1909); ibid. Ein T^tt idtr dm dgyptischs Bretispttlf^ in 
ZAStb, 16 if. 
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the actual pieces, so that in Wallis’s book it is translated’Every joy by Horus’ and by 
Pieper ‘Von Homs stammt alle Freude' (1909) and ‘Homs gibt dn freundliches Herz’ 
{1931). Newberry hazarded 'Homs prospers thy affairs’.^ In Wallis the second square is 
given ‘You associate in peace’, while Pieper translates ‘Isis und Nephthysvereinigen sich 
mit dir’ {1909), adding 'in Fiieden’ in 1931. The third square presents no difficulties, at 
least in its literal translation: ‘You mount the stairway of the souls of Heliopolis' is 
essentially unanimous. In Wallis the fourth square is ‘You cross the lake without»* 
while Pieper gives *Du fahrst uber dem See, nicht empoit sich die Flut gegen dich’ 
(1909) and ‘Du fahrst iiber dem See, ohne durch das Wasser zu waten’ (1931). The 
fifth square baffled the translators, so that In Wallis only ‘Good shepherd . . was 
given, and Pieper gave up entirely. 

As is well known, a large number of actual draught-boards have been found in Egypt 
and most of these have been dated to Dyns. XVI li and XIX. With scarcely any excep¬ 
tions they clearly represent two specific games, distinguished from each other according 
to the number and arrangement of the squares. The more usual of the two was played 
□n a board of thirty squares arranged in three rows of ten. The other was played on a 
board of twenty squares arranged in a row of twelve with a row of four on each side at 
one end, i.e. a four-by-three rectangle with an extension of eight squares from the 
middle of the shorter side. During the New Kingdom the two boards were often com¬ 
bined on a long reversible box, containing a drawer for the accessories of the game, 
and having one of the two draught-boards on each of its two broad surfaces. While the 
thirtj'-square board had a long history in Egypt and may have been indigenous, the 
twenty-square board probably was introduced from west Asia during Djm. XVI11.^ 
Neither of the two other well-knowm ancient Egyptian game-boards, the game of 
‘serpent’ and the game of ‘pegs and holes’"* bears much resemblance to the two 
draught-boards already mentioned, and all four games seem to be unrelated to each 
other. The thirty-square game must be discussed at some length in any attempt to 
interpret the Toronto squares, since It has not been studied with sufficient care, in 
spite of the considerable quantity of published material relating to it. 

To review w'hat is known of the game’s early histoiy, one must begin with the Dyn. 
Ill tomb of Hesyre< at Sakkarah. Three game-boards, with their accessory pieces, are 
pictured there in detail.^ One of these is a thirty-square board arranged in three row's of 
ten squares. Its resemblance to the thirty-square boards of the New Kingdom is still 
more striking if some signs on the squares are taken into account. One of the comer 
squares is nnarked with a single stroke and the fourth square from the same end of that 
row' has four strokes. The tenth square of the same row has a n ‘ten’ sign; the square at 

* Ntwberry^a translutlons were probably not intended for publication ancl no more of them vdi\ be quoted 
here; they differ radically from the others^ except in the caao of the third square. 

^ Fieper, ZAS 66, *9, for C^'^dence of the Asiatic origin of the twenty-square boards 

> Monteth SthiMy 37^-5- KJebSp Rilie/s u. Afo/temn difi N. Rrt 119- 

* DHoron, Un antunjeu in BuJL arch, ^opu, 6. t77 . for a complete history of Xhh gmne during 

clv‘na&tic dmeSr 
* Qutbclb Tomh 0/ Hay (Exi. ai Snqq. pla. 11. tb* reign of Djo*er. The three boards are (1} the game of 

'scrpenl*. a long rectari|fular board dJ%'idcd Into thirty-two transverse strips, alternately wide and narrow^ 

and (A) die thirr>'-aquare board. 
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the other end of the middle row (adjacent to the single-stroke square) also has a ‘ten’ 

sign- and the square at the comer di^onally opposite the first square has a star. Of 

course there may have been markings, unobsenr'cd or completely obliterated, on other 

squares of this board. Shown in a box close beside it are a set of conical draughtsmen, 

seven for each side, and a set of four rods probably used as casting sticks. No actual 

Eg^'ptian draught-boards of Old Kingdom date are known. A clay game board, found 

at h'lahasna and called Late Predynastic (S.D. 42), is roughly divided into three row s of 
six squares.* 

Scenes representing a game of draughts occur occasionally in tombs of the Old 

Kingdom,^ when they are alw^ays mundane in character and are associated with music 

and other pastimes. The board, in the form of a long low table, designed for p]avers 

seated on the ground, is always seen in elevation only, so that it does not reveal the 

number and disposition of the squares. The number of draughtsmen shown is seven 

for each side, alternating along the board, and the accompanying inscriptions mention 

plays of three and two. These tantalising items of information no doubt described the 

play vivify to contemporaries. They are lost to us. The pictures, nevertheless, are in¬ 

direct evidence for the ancestry of the thirty-square game that is so familiar from the 
actual boards of New Kingdom date. The inscriptions that accompany the Old Kingdom 

scenes give the name of the game being played as ™ This name also occurs in a list 

of equipment in a tomb at JMeydum;^ two other w ords listed close by are identified as 

tvvo of the game-boards pictured in the tomb of HesjTC'.^ The name sat, then, probably 

refers to the thirty-square board, the third in the Hesyre^ group of games. Later inscrip¬ 

tions support this hypothesis, for it is still the name of the game of draughts given in 

tomb pictures of the New Kingdom and mentioned in the heading of the seventeenth 

chapter of the Book of the Dead.^ In pictures of the New Kingdom the board associated 

With this name is often seen simultaneously in elevation and in plan and is then marked 

off in squares. Although the number of squares varies considerably in carelessly drawn 

examples, there can be little doubt that the thirty-square board is intended.* The 

hieroglyph mn is further evidence that this type of board w'as common in daily life in 

very early times. Its early occurrence as the determinative of the word sni identifies the 

mtt sign as a draught-board, and although it is often drawn w ith fewer than ten squares 

' Ayrton and Loat. Makastut, 30, pi. 17, now in Bnisscls Muscuin. Drioton, op, cii,. tSj, thought that this 
might be a thirty-square board, on the evidence of the published photograph. Examination of the aciuaJ board 
cfocs not bear out the suggestion. 

^ E.g. QujbtJ], Ex£. at Saqq. 3, pi. 64 = N, Scott. Home Lffe {MMA, t<H5)r Leps, ir, no. 61; 
Darcss>\ 552 text. 

^ Petrie* Altfdiim, pi, 13, tomb of Ra<hotpe^ begiimitig of Dyn. IV. 

The other two words are a ^ mnt (Wb. 11, 60) and \ mhn, which, like ml, appears in O.K, scenes. 

J In the N.K. the word is usually wHnen with dct. e.g. Budge, Bk. Dead {18^5). p. iS, and the tomb 
icene quoted in n. 6. It has been suggested that the name is connected, with the verb W 'pass' and may be 
descriptive of the moves of the game (Jequierp ztz}. 

* For an example of a carefully drawn thircy-sqtmrc board w\xh the name of the game in the accompanying 
inscription see Wreszinski, h pL 49 (Tomb 5x9, Dcr cl-Medinah, Ujti. XIX-XXK In the vignette to 
chapter 17 of the Book of the Dead the board is usually drawn without regard to the number of squares or the 
number of draughtsmen. 
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in each row thirty squares seems to be the normaJl number for it.* Usually only eight 
draughtsmen (four for each player), with the opposing sides alternating, are shown in 
the hieroglyph, instead of the fourteen shown in the Old Kingdom scenes. 

A delightfully unconventional game of draughts between tv^'O men seated on the 
ground is painted on a wooden model of a granary, probably datable to Dyns. X-Xl.® 
Like the other pictures on the same object it describes an ordinary moment in the 
owner's life, without any trace of religious overtones. The name of the game is not 
given and the squares are not shown, but it certainly represents the thirty-square game, 
because it closely resemble those pictured in the tombs of the Old Kingdom. The low 
table is of the same type; seven diaughtsmen are shown for each side; and counts of 
three and two are recorded in the accompanying legend, just as in the earlier pictures. 

The board games pictured in the tombs of Baket III and Akhtoi (end of Dyn. XI) at 
Beni Hasan are more puzzling.^ Again the boards are draw*n in elevation only; they are 
on tables of a different type but the players are still seated on the ground. The pictures 
occur in a lively context of scenes from daily life. In each tomb tw'o games, shown side 
by side, are in progress: in the first game there are fourteen draughtsmen,+ apparently 
in two sets of seven, with the opposing pieces alternating and occupying the whole 

length of the board, and the legend above \s ; in the second game there are only 

ten draughtsmen, with the opposing five arranged in two camps at opposite ends of the 

board, and the legend above is Although comparison cannot be complete, since 

the first game in the tomb of Akhtoi is damaged, the arrangement of the games in the 
two tombs is so similar that one is tempted to believe that some radical difference be¬ 
tween the paired games is intended. Petrie thought that the pictures represented two 
stages of the one game.® The name snt does not occur m association with these pictures, 

and is exceedingly rare in inscriptions of the Middle Kingdom;^ but the legend 

familiar in the Old Kingdom scenes, indicates some connexion between the Beni Hasan 
game that carries it and the thirty-square game. J^quier suggested that two different 
games were intended, one the thirty-square game, snt, and the other perhaps the 

rtventy-square game familiar in the New Kingdom.^ He thought that the word fj, 

* Griffith, HUrogiyphj, 56, For early examples with thirty squares se* Tomb 0/ 11 (rcigfi 
of Djoser), and Pcttic. M^dum, pis. 13. 19 {beginning of Dyn. It is very daubt^ whether the Dyn. I sign 

{e g* Petrie, Royai Tombs, ti, pis. 14, 100) is actually an archaic fortn of the mn 5igti+ 

* JEA 6, 107, pt’ (Blackman). 
J Btni Hasan^ ir, pls+ 7* 13- 
* This number h shown in NewbenTr*^ drawings. WLlkmsOfl shows twelve (Manners and CwrffiWp l (1854)^ 

19a)- 

* OidecU qf Daily Use, s Eiamination of Newberry's plates makes it clear that Petrie's order is correct, if 
indeed two fitages are intended^ and that the reverse order, given in Klebi {NM 22,7)j is erroneousr 

^ I have not been able to find any M.K. mention of tt except for the single reference given by J^quier 
(Ueblein, Ag^ Denkm. Si^ Peimhurg, pi i i>j where the w'ord appefira on a coBin and accompames a low table 
similar to the Beni ^iaaan draught-tables but with a low of eight dots perhaps representing draughtsmen in plan. 

^ BuiL to, xS f. It is possible that an object showTi on the sarcophagus of Kemsit {Narille and Hall, 
Xlth Dyn. Temple, 1, pi aj) is a draught-board. It is dravm In pUn and elevation: a low table the top of which 
is chequered black and white,, eleven squares long and five squares wide. The chequer design more probably 

represents matting. 
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unkno\i'n elsewherci might be the name of the second game, since the first resembled 
the Old Kingdom pictures of Petrie's theory is the more plausible of the two, not 
only because there is little or no evidence for the twenty-square game as early as this but 
because the number and disposition of the men in the second game are similar to the 
pictures of snt in the New Kingdom. 

There is, however, more direct evidence that the thirty-square game was played 
during the Middle Kingdom. A model boat from the Middle Kingdom cemetery at 
Beni Hasan shows mo soldiers playing draughts on deck.^ The players are squatting at 
each side of a long rectangular board that is clearly marked off in three rows of squares, 
each row having ten squares; there is no trace of signs on any of the squares, which are 
indeed too small to be marked easily. At EI-Lahun Petrie found a wooden trinket-box 
which he attributed to Dyn. XII,* Inside its lid there was drav^m a thirty-square draught¬ 
board wnth squares averaging inches. The five squares filling the left half of the top 
row are distinguished as follows: corner square blank, second square 11, third square ! n, 
fourth square , and fifth square £. Assuming that Petrie’s dating is correct, this is 
probably the earliest known actual specimen of the thirty-square board. It begins the 
series of boards with marked squares listed below. In the temenos of the cenotaph of 
Sesostris III at .\bydos Petrie found a similarly inscribed board sketched on a limestone 
slab;* he attributed it to Dyn. XII, aithough the evidence for so early a date does not 
seem conclusive. 

During Dyn. XVTH the thirtj'-square game seems still to have been played in daily 
life. The board sketched on the Carnarvon Tablet I could scarcely have been intended 
for the dead; it must be later than the inscription on the obverse of the tablet, which is 
dated to Dyn. XVII.^ The high quality and secular appearance of many of the boards 
belonging to Djm. XVTII are reasons for supposing that they were designed for daily 
use,^ while others, of course, w ere probably made expressly for the tomb. The fact that 
the game is mentioned in the Book of the Dead may indicate that it had already acquired 
special ritual significance; but the contcmporarj' tomb pictures betray no hint of ihis.^ 
By Dyn. XIX both the thirty-square board and the twenty-square board must have 
been considered standard equipment for the next world, for draught-boards were then 
decorated w'ith friezes of funerary inscriptions.’ 

Clues to the manner in which the game was played are scanty and confusing. It is 
certain that it was partly or entirely a game of chance. Pairs of knucklebones, exactly 
like the frequent specimens used in the Roman w'^orld for games of hazard, have been 
found with some of the surviving boards® and sets of casting sticks wuth others.'* 

■ Garstang, Buriiil Cwf/flrtW, iji, figs. 149, tS7. t^imb of Xefivy. no, 1&6. Now in the .\shmolean Museum. 
I have b«n able to verify the excavatoris assertion that the board has thirty squares, by examination of die 

actual model. * No. i tn the list below. 
^ No. 2 m the list. No. 3 is very' sunilu. 4 ^ 

^ E.g. the tno [aiger boards^ from the tomb of Tut<ankhaiti^fi (Carter and pla, 
42 B. 75 and no. 13 Lrt die list btlow); also nos. 5 and g on the list. 

^ below (p* 6S^ n. i). 

^ Nos. iS md ig in the lUt, both iwei^ibk boards dated to Dyn. XIX, bear the di law formula. 
• QuibeU^ £jfr. at Saqq. 11 r, pi. sS; Carter and Macc, op. cir. 131 and pi. 42. 
® Carter and Maoe, 131 and pi. 75; EuiL Nov. ig35j pt. z, p. 34. 

■ SIST K 
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Knucklebones are occasionally sho\TO with the game in tomb pictures of D)m. XIX.* 

They may not have been used before Dyn. XVIII, but the four casting sticks, strikingly 

similar to those used in Egj'pt in modem times, appear in tomb pictures of the Old 

Kingdom.^ During the New Kingdom the w*all pictures usually, but not always, show 

five draughtsmen for each player, ^ More than five have sometimes been found in associa¬ 

tion with surviving boards.-* The pictures seem to indicate that the game was one of 

position only, since no pieces are removed from the board. It seems to have been per¬ 

mitted to pass over a square already occupied, since players are occasionally seen placing 

a man Ln an empty square,^ During the New Kingdom the opponents’ men are usually 

sho^vn in two separate camps, but in at least two pictures they alternate along the 

board* In attempts to reconstruct the play tab es-siga has been cited, a game that is 

played in Egypt and the Near East at the present day.^ It employs a board four row^ of 

squares wude and a varying number of squares long. The opposing draughtsmen start 

at opposite comers of the board and move up the first row', down the middle row, and up 

the third, removing the opponent’s men from the board when entering the same square. 

The moves are determined by means of a set of four casting sticks. The number of 

draughtsmen varies hut is the same for each side. There are no special squares. It is 

doubtful whether the comparison of this game with the ancient thuty'-square game is 

really justified. 

The ancient boards of the thiity^-square type nearly always have five squares especially 

marked according to the pattern already noted,^ although the inscriptions on these five 

squares may vary considerably in form. The special squares are always in the same 

order and never vary in position except that they may be either at the upper left comer 

^ Wneszinskij ip pb. 49. Davica^ PtnnliTigSf pi. (where one Js visible, balanced on top of 
the player^s fordingcr). 

^ QuJbelip Ex£. or Saqq. pis. ii. and ill, pL. 64. 
^ Five for each player are shown in the foUawring Ramesside tomb®' Dec^ 19^3, pt- 3, 53> 

5 (Xefertari MerenmuOj Wreazjnski. AiiitSt tp pb- 49+ 418 (both Der d-Mcdlnah;, no. 418 A 5tela) t Davies^ 
loc* ctt. (Tomb (78p Thcbea)+ Five are probably shown in Daviirs and Gardincrp 0/ Am^n^Frdtetf pi. 26 
(Dyn. XVIII, Tnthmoais HI, reoonstraction uncertain). In the McdincE Habu harem scene (H^lschcr. OIF 
55^ pL 33) the king seems to have seven draughtsmen and the girl sue (the same relief in Lepi^^ Dfftkm. ITI^ io8 
shows eight for the king). The Bnt. Mus, papyrus with a scene of animals playing draughts (Gff^ to Eg. CoiL^ 
1930. 97. fi® 3^)f whieh must be a satire on such a scenep shows five for each side. The funerary scene of 
MeneptaJj in the Osiieionp Abydos (EBF Report^ 1911-12, pL fig. 6) shows a toi^ of six. diverse animal-^ 
headed pieces on the board j and the summary vignettes to the seventeenth chapter of the Book of the Dead 
usually show less than five for each player. 

* E,g. Maciver and Mace, El Amrah and AtfydoSj pi. 51- It must be remembered that draughtsmen were 
deposited for both games of the rtwersiblc board. According to the sets from the tomb of Tut<ankhain{kn, each 
eame had five men to a side (Carter and Mace^, ni, pL 411)* I fail to see the reason for the belief that sk 
draughtsmen wert employed on each side (ObjecU of Ekdlyf Usf, 53; Nash In FTOi:.SBA 24^ 345). 

* Thus in Davies, Fointingr, pi. 95 fTomb tyS, Thebes) and in the Medinet Habu scene^ although the latter 
may represent a different game. 

® They alternate in Wresemskip i, ph 41S (Dyn. XIX-XX) and seem to do so in Danes end Garduierp 
ToTnb cf Amenmli^i, pi. 36 (Tuthmosis III)* Aitemadon might be interpreted as tw o rows of menp each row 
to a side. 

^ Lane, Manners and Cuitoms 0/ the Modem Egyptians^ u (Everyman ed,, i9233> 353 fE The parallel is cited 
by Carter in Carter and Mace, ill, xji. Pieper^s numbering of the squares is in the same order. 

^ Sec the list at the end of this paper. 
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or ar the lower right comer of the board, i.e. the bottom of the signs may be either 

nearest the middle of the board or nearest its edge. They always number, however, 

middle of the row, so that the square is at the inner end. 
The direction of the signs may exceptionaUy be in the opposite direction, each separate 

squ^e reading from the middle of the row.« Petrie recognized that this pattern 
existed listed eight examples and two fragments, in addition to the Hesi^Tec board.^ 

In drawmg up a longer list I am assuming that the marked squares have not received 

^cient attention. It is strange, for instance, that they were not discussed at all by 

luebs. Petrie ignored them in his speculations concerning the rules of the eame.^ 

Others have ^pr^ed the view in vague tenns that they were important in detemiining 

the mov^of theplayers.s Pieper considered, on the other hand, that they were of rehgious 

rather than practice si^cance.« The unusual inscriptions on the Toronto squares 

lave been quoted by him in connexion with the iatter hypothesis.? To re-examine 
them in the light of a larger series of boards may help to dispel some of the confusion 

that surrounds the game and to establish the functional importance of the five special 
squares, although there is little hope of reconstructing the play. 

It has sometimes been taken for granted that the players sat at the ends of the board 

This IS an error that probably increased the difficulties of interpreting the ancient 

pictures^d tended to minimize the importance of the inscribed squares on survmng 

boards Thus Petrie ‘From the drawings it is clear that the players sat at the ends 

of the board, and this is the position given in Herget's reconstruction.^ It is reasonable, 

however, to interpret the pictures as showing the players seated at the sides, since plan, 

wde elevation, and front elevation are normally shown together in Egyptian graphic art. 

1 he game must have been a familiar one, so that the pictures could not have been 

^biguous to their contemporaries. In fact the scene could not well be shown otherwise, 

because the board drawn in side elevation, or in plan combined with side elevation 

must not interfere with the piayera’ action. The question is settled, however, by the 

thirty-square game on shipboard from Beni Hasan.This is the only known ancient 

E^tian model m the round to show a game of draughts. The position of the players 

IS important in connexion with the five special squares, because the boards never have 

a corresponding senes of marked squares at the other end of the row or at the opposite 

'■ This IS the case with nos. i j and i6 m the list. 

^ Daily Nash had already pointed mit scveml (ProcSBA zj. iai ff 1 
* Relics und Mal^eien d. N. JR, 127 f, 4 

‘iwi'^tageoufi ortUsad^-antageoua* {Nat. Geograpkk Mas.. Oct' , 
489} and Gnffi^ m mchcflimg their pia« in the game' {Caman mi and Carter, Five Yetm' ExphratiZ at 
rArirt. 36). An anonymous fanciful ttconstmetion of the game in CVon. d’£g.. Jan. 1*30 12. ff Kiv« 

the Bve squ^a importance but h inconsistent with the evidence. A reetMistfuction in E. FalJiencr fLaer 
Afu^t and Onental fi^j) where these squares are discussed at great length, U altogether fiintastic. as are 
most of the statements in the book. arc 

* W, 4o: 'Im allgeraeinen I3sst sichsagen, dass die Inschrifteii eine reltgiase Bedcutune habert aJs 
dass man $» fur den Gang des Spieles verwerten Ic&nnte.' ’ 

» Brettspiel, 10, and ZAS 19 f. 

! KJebs (S^R 226) also stated that the players sat at the ends of the board. 
Aof. GeographK Mag., Oct. 1941.49o (Hayes). ig Sce p. 6s, n. i above. 
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comer, and if these squares have any significance in the game they must have been 

used by both players on equal terms. 

The only picture of draughts known to me in any tomb of Dyn XVIH apparently 

represents a secular scene from daily life like those of earlier periods.' During Dyn. XIX 

it w'as a more frequent subject for tomb decoration and changed its character somew'hat. 

With the general trend at that date towards subjects of purely ritual significance, the 

scene usually assumed the form of an Imaginary game played by the deceased with an 

invisible adversary. This is of course drawn from the vignette to the seventeenth 

chapter of the Book of the Dead, where the game of sjit is mentioned in the chapter 

heading as among the pleasures to be enjoyed In the after-life.^ In at least one tomb- 

painting of Ramesside date two players are seen w-hUe the accompanying text quotes 

from this passage.It is usual, however, for the wall pictures to follow the papyri in 

showing only the owner at the board. 

An entirely different step in the removal of the game from daily life into the realm of 

theological fantasy is seen in a curious religious text concerning a draught-board.^ This 

text was found in a hieratic papyrus in Cairo, in a hieroglyphic papyrus in Turin, and 

on the wall of a tomb dated to Dyn. XX. The papyri are also dated to Dyn. XX on 

palaeographic grounds, and the magico-religious character of the text, suggesting the 

Book of Am Diutt, supports the view that it did not originate until late Ramesside times. 

It seems to describe the deceased’s adventures after death in terms of a game of 

draughts, a notion that would be in keeping with the religious attitudes of that period. 

The papyrus in Turin includes a damaged sketch of a draught-board three squares wide 

and ten squares long, in which all thirty squares contained signs representing the 

player’s progress through the underw'orld. There is clearly coirespondenee between the 

drawling and the journey described in the text, although both are far from complete. 

Five squares on the drawing, moreover, correspond in position and design to the five 

squares normally inscribed on Sfii boards,^ and it is inferred from the text that the 

player commenced the game from the opposite corner, proceeded along the top long 

row from left to right, and perhaps along the middle row from right to left as far as the 

fifth square. The text seems to refer to the fourth square from the right in the bottom 

row (Mret?) as a pitfall from which the opponent’s men are forcibly removed (to the part 

of the board from which they started?)* and the fifth square (w/jtc) In the same row as 

the final goal, attained by all the player’s men.^ TTie game described in this text is so 

* Da%ies and Gardiner^ i>/ 70 and pi. 26 (Tuthmosia Ilf). The top of board ia not 

shown and the name of the game is not given. 
^ E.g, Budge, Book fl/ rAe (1S95), 27 L In Tomb 0/ Amenemhft, loc. ck., Gardiner named four Rames¬ 

side tombs in which the scent occura. See also p. 66, n. ^ above. 
^ Wneszinski, ip pi. 49. 
* See p. p n. 3 atx>vt, A translation of the text U ghxn in Pieper's second article (1^31)* A reconstruction 

of the board from the drawing in the Turin copy of the fesst i$ given m Pieper^s first article (1909)1 hff- S- The 
text was first described by Wiedemann in 1S94 (.4rrer dm ro' dsi Or. k GmH'ffr 4p pp. 41, 50). 

^ Sec no. £0 in the list. 
* ^kh nehmc seine Slcinc krt und werfe ihn ui das Wasser^ dasa er crtrinke mit seinen Stcinen" (Pieper*s 

translation). 
^ 'Festgestclli sirtd meine Steinc bn sch5nen l-tause^ ich bin voliz£hIig im schdnen Hinterhanse {?)* (PiepeFa 

translatLon). 
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remote from daily life that these dues may be of Uttle value." Piepcr suggested that the 

game wms won on the fifth square from the right in the middle row^The theory is 

up to the presumed mention of this square, while in the subsequent oassaites 

ThifhTOMh'”-*^ 'he player.* 
fa ouL^o^ r draught-boards in which the square 
m question IS specially marked.r Moreover, an astrological teat of the third century 

tifa^ I ^ iT'k ■'T-'* ““ original game; it refers tu a mvsS 
thirty-^u^e draught-board m which the sum of the ordinal numbers for the squares 

ofrte “““hor of days in the year.* In each 
thrM surviving hoards where this uuddle square is specially marked the design 

S^bTai* •’’r?' r'- “ ‘o "ro o*rr narked squares of tS 
same boards, its functional importance is therefore doubtful 

A wooden draught-board that is undoubtedly in the same class as the board figured in 

The^Tfi Ar courtyard of the tomb of Kenamun at 

Si^ratd h « vl ■I'icroglyqihie signs on some of the sqLes’. 
He lUratrated It With a diagram m which the figures appear in reverse because they are 

faX W h^r^"' of the board, which is 
«ra^n r t f TT'. ? published description and illu- 

TiT • n “ “ ^ * «>“><lc«Wc section of the surface is 
^^tely missmg but measurement of the surviving squares showy that it was actually 
a thirty-square board. It is clear that M the squares were inscribed; there are traces of 

hfan'd ‘be original surface has survived snd in at least two squares where 
•H™ ^ j note them. The inscriptions correspond strikingly with the board of the 
_^ught-board tm, and I should like to date the wooden board to the same period. 

.1!^“!* “* onginal pubhcation have been perpetuated fa subsequent dlscuraion8.s 
The ocher attemptB &i reconstruction of the oaine oiven in ^ ^ 1 j- 

P-P.r3 very fa«dful. a.d Mve Ilttfe elation toXC 

a«i » die ~i'.r '“'b"' bv ^ "»• •‘d- 

‘" ““b, „ sisiiw, ip a„ ^ ^ 

• board (m. 7) » the only one of the three quoted by Keper 
y 5 Papyrt. ht, 141 f. (mejitioncd in both the died arddes by Pj’ewrr ' 

"■ ‘’W™ »«’ ** ■“•m .g ini.sd du.. 
• r abJe to study this board through the kindiiMs of Mr. 1. E. S. Ed^mrds who emnfivvwavrf vk j e 

thrjk Two squares in the top tow fist and 5th from the dght, --^glyrronrd byt^on^^ 
^.rd) is wrongly omitted; in the middle tow the seeonT. tiird. and ;;;^;o^ 

bottom row, the (JJ, which appears m its normal position as the last of the five soecial soiiam i« 
although clearly visible. Out of founcen squares in this Brit Mus board nine Krjfair^i ^ 

bc^i „t d» •dmsshi.eo^ .»a b, Piei^e <S3 
The lemaimjig square (6th m the middle row) is missinB m Pieper's diagram. p™bal)I> do. 
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These two boards, w^hich must have originated in an ordinary game of daily life, have 

obviously a magico-religious meaning. The other surviving draught-boards do not seem 

to show any trace of comparable developments, and therefore the numerological con¬ 

ceits that were connected writh the thirty-square board in Ramesslde and later times 

need scarcely concern us here.* The board of the ‘draught-board text has been described 

in an effort to show that the five marked squares of the secular boards were incorporated 

quite naturally into its scheme. This question is important in connexion with the 

Toronto squares. Pieper thought that the latter were an earlier manifestation of the 

same kind of religious dogma.^ There is clearly some connexion between the two 

boards; but the secular origin of the allegorical board is sufficient to explain it. 

The inscribed squares of the Toronto draught-board differ so greatly from those of 

the usual thirtj^-square board that their conformity to the normal pattern may not 

easily be conceded. But each of our squares possesses a sign that relates it to a corres¬ 

ponding square in an ordinary board. This correspondence would not be significant m 

the case of any oneof the squares alone; it is the consistent occurrence of the appropriate 

sign in each of the five that is difficult to explain as mere coincidence. We have therefore 

arranged our squares in the order shown on Plate IV. Pieper arranged them in the same 

order, except for the ‘Horus* square, which he identified w ith the fif^ square from the 

right in the middle row (according to his theory about the special importance of the 

latter square), leaving the first square (his thirtieth) blank. It has been said above that 

Pieper paid undue attention to the middle square, and there are other reasons for 

preferring to place our square first in the series. In two well-authenticated boards 

the first square contains It contains Horus in the board of the 'draught-board text’ 

and 1 in the similar board published by Mond + The four strange boards of unknown 

provenance in University College all have a falcon on the first square.^ and so have two 

boards in the British Museum,^ one at least of which seems closely related to the latter 

boards. i. j l j 
The pattern for the five marked squares of thirty-square boards may be desenbed as 

follows: (i) blank or one (god, human, &c,), (a) two (strokes, humans, gods, &c.), (3} 

three (strokes, gods, humans, &c.), (4) x or water^ (s) J o’" squares are 

of special significance in the game, as the ev idence suggrats, one is forced to the conclu¬ 

sion that the progression w'as from the comer to the jniddle of the row*, and not in the 

opposite direction as assumed by Pieper and others. It is tempting to suppose that the 

«/r square Is the goal and the mo; square a pitfaU (from which the draughtsman was sent 

back to another part of the board?). A position at the end of a special sequence would 

make such a role for the nfr square much more plausible, and the space immediately 

preceding it would be a fitting place for a penalty square. A pitfall is suggested by the x 

of the earliest specimens and perhaps by wiw, since water can be a barrier. The draught¬ 

board text’ seems to imply these meanings for the two squares, and conversely, the 

* For ihc thiitj'-square board's mysuoal assodaKons with the College of Thirty, with the thirty days of the 
month, and with the year see both of the cited vi'orits by Pieper, and also Drioton in Bvtl. Site. Ofch. eopU, 

Pieper, BnttipUi, 10; ZAS 66, lo. " N«*»- i® “d i6 in the list. 
* Nos. 10 and ii in the Use ^ Kos. is lo is in the list. • Nos. 19 and 16 m the Ust. 
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functional importance of the fii^e marked squares makes the supposed references in the 
text to the mw and n/r squares more comprehensible. The function of the five blank 
squares beyond the might be explained in the following manner; assuming that the 
object of the game was to have each draughtsman in turn reach the nfr square the latter 
would serve as a gate to the five remaining squares, so that the final count would chiefly 
or entirely depend on the number of men that each player had in these squares;’ points 
might be added, perhaps, for men on the marked squares and subtracted for any 
remaining in the other two rows. The draughtsmen, probably five for each side, might 
begin the game at the end of the board farthest from the marked squares, each side 
occupying one of the two unmarked rows.^ The men would progress towards the other 
end of the board, perhaps crossing and re-crossing from one row to the other, or even 
making some backward moves, in an effort to block or circumvent the opponent. Having 
succeeded in reaching the last square in one of these two rows a draughtsman would 
begin the progression along the five special squares, where the two sides 'would be 
competing for position, trying to avoid the ?nw square before reaching home on the nfr 
square. Probably only one man at a time would be allowed on each square. To ensure 
free competition on the five marked squares the rules might compel the player who had 
a man on the first of these squares to move it forward as soon as a throw permitted him 
to enter a free square. 

This is not intended as a serious reconstruction of the game, which is likely to remain 
at least a partial mystery. It is only a suggested line of approach that would be con¬ 
sistent with the evidence. If any more attempts to solve this mystery are made in 
future—^as doubtless they will be by adventurous game-lovers if not by Egyptologists— 
the five special squares should be duly taken into account instead of being neglected or 
misunderstood as they have been in the past. 

When the surviving thirtj^-square boards are compared in chronological order it is 
clear that the more elaborate boards developed out of the simple form and that the 
elaborations are many and varied. The substitution of more complex signs or pictures 
for the simple original series seems to have been inspired, at least at first, by aesthetic as 
much as by reUgious motives. It is possible that the Toronto squares, which are extreme 
examples of elaboration, may still have been intended for the living. The religious 
phra^ that adorn them seem to be nothing more than light-hearted spells for good 
luck. The size and fine workmanship of the board suggest that it was designed for use 
on earth. 

The Metropolitan Museum possesses a thirty-square draught-board belonging to the 
reign of Hatshepsut (fig, 3)^ that is as strikingly elaborate as the Toronto board. It is 
remarkably different, however, from the latter. Each of its five squares forms a little 

* Cl the quotation from the test on p, n. 7^ above. 
“ The occasional marking of the fifth square from the tight in the middle row (in nos. 5, 7, and jz in the list) 

might possibly indicate the initial position of the draughtsmen or the first move^^ since it would be the first frtc 
square in that row at the beginning of the game. 

* No. 5 in the list and fig, 2. The fourth and fifth squares are shown in the wrong order in the publication 
cited. I yras able 10 verily this through the kindnesa of Miss Nora Scott, who sent me a photostat of the excava- 
tioiL card contatning a drawing of the squares in n'fif. 
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picture, mundane in character and freely drawn. The second, third, fourth, and fifth 

squares reveal the normal pattern for these squares (isro men, three cows, boat on 

v;ater, man with three nfr). But the first square is puzzling. It shows seven papyrus 

plants growing out of a pool and birds flying above. Might the suggestion be hazarded 

that this square stands for begirif representing an abbreviated and pictorial rendering 

of the word l/f ? If this be so it is another shred of evidence for our interpretation of the 

five squares. In any case the board is an interesting parallel to ours, because of its 

extreme elaboration. Three detached squares from Abydos (late Dyn. XVIII) deserve 

Fig 3 THE MARKED SQUARES ON THE DRAUGHT-BOARD FRbM D£R EL-BAimi, 
METROPOLITAN MUSEUM, NEW YORK 

li 1 1^ 1 lL 1 1 
rnr 

Fig. 3. 

II I nr 1 
THE DRAUGHT-BO.ARD IN THE 

r ni 1 
FITZWILLIAM Ml USEUM 
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mention for the same reason,t particularly the mza square, which shows a fish, plants, 

and water, very freely drawn. 
The inscriptions on most of the other boards suggest that they w'ere not far from 

association with daily life even w'hen manufactured expressly for the tomb. One that Is 

quite distinct and secular in appearance is an unpublished board in the Fitzwilliam 

Museum (fig. 3).^ Its second and third squares show^ standing men, instead of the usual 

seated men. The hippopotamus-spearer for the fourth square seems to be a further 

stage in the development of the water theme from the variation shown in the New York 

board. In the fifth square is a figure of Ma<et holding a tifr. In the more usual boards 

the birds seem to be much more common for the third square than the three seated 

men, which appear only on the 1-reydcn boards and on a board in the British Museum,*^ 

but for the second square the two seated human figures (women in one case)^ occur in 

every board that has the bJto birds, except one in Cairo which substitutes tw-o n/r.^ 

The custom of depositing in the tomb draught-boards that represented an ordirary 

game of daily life probably was dying out during Dyn, XIX, before the magico-religious 

allegorj' associated with the thirty-square board was invented; and in daily life the game 

may gradually have been superseded by other board-games. If the series of unusi^ 

^ No- 17 in ihc lUt. 
^ No. 16 in the Ibtp 

* No, 11 irt the list, 
^ No. 14 m die list. 

“ No. 13 in the list sind fig- 3. 
s No.^ 6 Ln the List. 
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boards with five inscribed squares in University College and the British Museum' are 

really of the Late Period, as Petrie believed, they may be archaistic funerary copies of 

the Djti* XVIII boards. The Toronto board may have been used during life, and does 

not seem to be later than Dyn. XIX. It fite into the general pattern of the Dyn. XVIII 

boards, but style, material, and technique suggest an early Dyn. XIX date. One might 

look to scarabs for parallel work, since glazed steatite was chiefly used for scarabs and 

the same artisans might be employed for both. It was in Dyn. XIX that magic formulas 

became common on scarabs.* Our five squares resemble the inscriptions on these scarabs 

in decorative style even more than in subject matter. The costurne of the two ladies is 

correct for early Dyn. XIX. At that time lapis lazuli scarabs with linear engraving were 

fashionable, and steatite scarabs had a glaze similar in quality and in colour to the glaze 

of the Toronto draught-board. 

Thirty-square Draught-boards with Marked Squares 

This list comprises the total number of such boards described in the present study. 

The five squares indicated number from the upper left or lower right corner, and are 

contiguous along one of the outer rows. The remaining t\venty-five are blank ex^cept 

where specially noted. 

1. From the town of Sesostris 11 at El-Lahun. Painted inside the Ud of a wooden trinket-box. 

Dyn. XU, Petrie, Kahun, pp. 24. 30 (described but not illustrated). 

Five squares: (i) blank, (2) ti, (3) iti, (4) , (5) ^ . 

2. In University College, London. From sand at top of shaft of cenotaph of Sesostris 11 at Abydos, 

Limestone. Dyn. XII or later. Petrie, Abyd<a, m (1904), pp. 23. 53 and pi, 40, 

Five squares: (i) blank, {2) 11, (3) lu, (4) n, (5) |. (The J is given by Petrie In Oi^ectsof Daily 

Use., p. 52: it is unrecognizable in the drawing in Abydos, ill.) 

3. In University College, London. ‘From Memphis.’ Limestone. Petrie, Ol^ects of Daily Use, 
p. S3 and pi. 47 (a). 
Five squares: (i) blank, (z) 11, (3) ii(, (4) x, (5) 

4. From Dtr el-Bahri, Sketched on wood, Carnarvon Tablet I. Dyn. XVII or later. Carnarvon 

and Carter, Five Yean^ Exphraittm at TAe&ej, p. 26 (Griffith), 
Five squares: (i) blank, (z) 11, (3) iir, (4) x, (5) j. In hieratic. 

5. In Metropolitan Museum, New York (hg. 2). From Der eUBahri. Faience squares inlaid In 

wood. Reign of flatshef^ut. BulL M.M.A. 30, pt. 2, p. 33 and fig. 6. 

Five squares: (i) lotus pool (?) with birds, (z) two standing men with yokes, (3) three cows in 

front of five papyrus stalks, (4} boat with fish-spearer and helmsman, (5) god before table (?), 

three | above. The fifth square from the right In the middle row is decorated with a plain 

chequer pattern. 

6. In Louvre Museum. Faience. With cartouche of IJatshepsut. Mentioned In Vandier’s Guide 
(1948), p. 63. 

Five«i«M«s:(.)blaik,(a)|J^,(}) W=.(5) HI- 
7. In Berlin Museum. Early Dyn. XV7II. Pieper, Das Breltspkt^ See., fig. 5 (a) (material not 

given). 

* Nos. 2* to z6 in tlie Use. ^ E.g. Newberry* S€<nrab~s!utp€d Stsit (CCG), pL 6. 
B 31^7 L 
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Five : (0 bl>nk. (2) . (}) ^. W =. (5> I • The fifth equere fcon. d.e right it. ri.e 

middle row is marked with a decorative rosette. „ -i. j i. » » 
8. In Louv,. Museuir. From Thebes. Friettce. Dye. XVIII. Des«.be<i hot not tUusWted m 

Boreux, (!932). p-S®5- ^ / \ ttt 
Five squares; (i) blank, (a) s (3) W "* (51 Si® ' ^ r’ ii f 

5. In Bnmklyn Museum. From Thebes. Fsienoe. Dyn. XVIH. Cot. MocGrogor Coll. (.922), no. 

24J and pi. 3. 
Five squares: (i) blank, (2) <1, (3) iii| (4) (s) J* . , ■ j t * n n 'YVlTl 

10. In Metropolitan Museum. From Abydos. Faience squares itdaid m wood. Late Dyn. XVitl. 

Maclver and Mace, El Amrah and Abydos,j^. 72. qi and pi. Si- 

Five squares: (i) ®, (2) (s) (4) (s) t j ht y^n 
Frtm. Abydos. Gltmed (three only). Late Dp>. imU. Msdver end Meee, op. ot., 

K™ mf(!) mtoing, (2) , (3) . (4) P'”'*. « ntUemg. 
,2. In Ceim Museum. From tomb of TutninkhsmQn. Ivory eq^res mlmd in ebony. If^rr.IW. 

Oct IT loao P. 577 and Carter and Mace, Tut-ankb-Amen, lit, p. 130 P^- 75 (f)- 
Five Liutuvi; {.) bU. (2) (3) ^. (4) =. (S) }iS • The fifth squ™ fmm ngh. 
in themiddle row is merited (The squares are not shown in either publteaOon. The othe 

boards from the tomb of TuttankhamQn have no figured squ^.) 
la In Fitewilliam Museum, Cambridge (fig* 3)- Wood. Dyn. Xvlll tO- , 

^ Five squares: (i) blank, (2) two standing men. (3) three standing men. (4) man speanng h ppo- 

potamus, (s) Ma*et holding njV. rv yvtii nv 
U In British Museum. Wooden squares inlaid m ivory. Dyn. X\ 111 (fj. 

’ Five squares: (1) blank, (:i) t ^. (3) J * 
15. In Britisli Museum. Faknce ^uares inlaid in iv<)ry* Dyn. X\ Ill. 

Five Bouares ^ aU missing except the fifthi which is imrked |. c 
16. In c2o Museum. From Sakkardi. Wood. Reign of Sethos 1. Quibell, Ex<avatti>K, at Saqqara, 

III, pp. I14-IS and pi. 19* . 
Five squares: (i) ®, (2) , (3) ^4) (S) i£o■ 

17. In Leyden Museum. Wood. Dyn. XIX. Leemans.^e^. AJbfl. Lnjden, 11, pi. 24A 

Five squares - (i) blant,(2)f^.(3) tM.(4) nr*(s) Jii- . , 
j8. In Rnyai Museum, Toronto. Glazed steatite squares with inlay of lapis lazuli. Dyn, 

XIX (?). 
Five squares: see fig, i. 

IQ. In British Museum. Limestone. z,,-! ttt 
Five squares i (i) falcon with double crown, (a) , (3) 111 p U) — < (5J 4 ii * 

20. In Turin Museum. Slietch on papyrus accompanying the ■draught-hoard text'. Dyn. VX. 

Fit^squarest^i) Horns with atejcrown, (a) goddess with double crown and falcon-headed god, 

(3) Thoth and two Maats, (4) =, (S) J l J ■ AM "fi" on the board were inscribed 

21. In British Museum. From Thebes. Wood. Dyn. XX (?}. >l»r. Sm. }. 98 (Mood). (Published 

wronelv as a thirty-three-square board.) , . , j t j n *. Five l|uarcs:(.)1, {a>tt.(3)m.(4)=.(S)lil-This board, badly dsmsged, had all Its 

squares inscribed, and was similar to the diaught-hoard in the -Turin papyrus (“b' “)■ 
In University College, London. Sbte. Feme. O^'sclr of Holy l/se. pp. ja f- end pi. 48 {3). 

Five squares: (.) ^, (a) ^, (3) HI ■ (4) = (»« 'Wl“ (S) S (0- 
22h 
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This and the following three boards (nos. 23, 24, 25) were bought on the by Petrie and 

are of unknown provenance. They are similar to each other in sij'Ie and similar to the board in 

the British Museum listed below (no* 26)^ which is sUso of unknown provenance. Petrie called 

them Dyn* XX\T-XXX (on account of the material of numbers 23 and 24 ?)* The figures arc 

crudely and incorrectly drawn. 

23. In Univcrsitj' College^ London. * Very absorbent blue paste/ Petrie, op* cit** p* 53 and pi. 48 {5). 

Five squares; (r) 'Horus of gold^ wwing double crown^ {2) two ^ confrontedj (3)^ (4)1 and (5) 

missing. 

See no. 22 above. 
24. In University College, London. ^Blue paste.' Petrie^ op. cit., p. 53 and pi* 48 (3). 

Five squares; (i) falcon on taU perch and ^, (2) j (3) {4) (S) Jttksmg- 

See no. 22 above. 
25* In University College* London. Steatite. Petrie* op. cit., pp. 52 f. and pt* 4S (4)* 

Five squares: (i) (2) , (3) j , (4) boat on two ripples, (5) p combined with 

See no. 22 above, 

26. In British Museum. Limestone. (Mond Collection.) 

Five squares: (i) falcon with double crown (?) on shrine and (2) (3)^ “ 

(damaged), (4) iU^ble* (5) missing. 

See no. 22 above. 

Acknozcledgem^tj^ I am greatly indebted to Miss Nora Scott of the Metropolitan Museum for the 

material that she has put at my disposal and for much other infonnation; to Mr. W. C. Hayes of that 

museum for perrniasion to publish the early Eighteenth Dynasty board; to Professor S. R. K. Glan- 

^'ille of Cambridge University for permission to publish the board in the Fitz^viUiam Museum; and 

to Mr. John Cooney and Mrs. Elkabeth Riefstahl of the Brooklyn Museum, Mr. I. E. S. Edw^ards 

of the British Museum, M. Jacques Vandier of the Louvre Museum* Mr. A. J. Arkell of Umverisity 

College* Loudon, and Mr* R* J. Williams of the University of Toronto for further valuable assist¬ 

ance* 
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THE SUDAN ORIGIN OF PREDYNASTIC 
‘BLACK INCISED’ POTTERY 

By A. J. ARKELL 

In Mostasedda, 106, Bninton suggested that all the incised black pottery found in 

Enpt was of Nubian or at least of southern origin. Petrie had from the first recogniaed 

thaV this pottery- which came sporadically from predynastic sites in E^-pt was not 
native to Egypt, and one wonders whether the reason that he gav-e it Ae letter N to 

designate it as a class was because N is the initial letter of Nubm. Still, in The Making 

of Egypt, 45, he decided against the probability of its being of Nubian ongim And th 

latest ftudy of the Predynastic period by J. Vandier in his Manuel d ArchMogie Egyp- 

tienne, tome t, published in 1952. merely states (pp. 30Z-3) that this kind of potte^ is 
found all over the Mediterranean basin and that it seems that it is of foreign origin, 
which would explain its relative rarity in the Nile Valley. 

To Vandier the Nile Valley is synonymous with Egy pt, and yet there are wme 1,3 

miles of that valley as the crow flies south of the southernmost site at which has been 
found the Decorated Ware characteristic of the Gerzean period, during which most of 

the ‘Black Incised' pots now under review arc found in graves in Egy'pt. It would there¬ 
fore not appear superfluous to-show that while this ware is foreign to that part of the 
lower Nile Valiev where the Geracan culture was at home, it is not foreign to the Nile 

Valley as a vihole, and must have come from that valley south of Egypt, p^ibly from 
as far south as the Khartoum area, where pottery has recently come to light that is 

certainly related to the ’Biack Incised’ ware and probably ancestral to it. 

The iinbumishcd brown pots of the Khartoum Mesolithic pcrit^ 
rated with comhing or impressed decoration to make them resem^ baskets almost 

all had simple undecorated rims (sec my Early Khartoum, 66-67). pottery of the 
Khartoum Neolithic period which follows in the Khartoum area is however not only 

frequently burnished, but there are primiUve forms of bladt-toppcd ivare and of black 

ware, and a surprising variety of rims (for 34 rim shapes see p). 36 m my Sh^inab, 
now in the press) and of impressed decoration on those nms (for 40 varieties, sec 

Shahehab, pi. 37). Some of these rim decorations are reproduced m fig. i. 

One form of decoration, see varieties 34-3«, « an elaborate one r^uinng 
rate operations, and is unlikely to have been invented independently m two different 

places. It consists of an impressed narrow zigzag m thin Une made by walking a frag¬ 

ment of shell on the rim, as m variety- 30. On top of this as a second operation slanting 

strokes are incised to form a wide zigzag in rather thicker line as in yanety 29. 
Forms of this same complicated rim decoration occur (see fig. 2) on a number of 

examples of ‘Black Incised' ware from Predynastic Egypt, viz.: 
' (1) A fine close zigzag of slightly curved vccs, about 6 vecs to 10 mm., on which 
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have been incised wide straight-sided vces with arms about 15 mm. long, cover¬ 

ing four or more vees of the fine close zigzag. This occurs on the round^ rim ot 

a flat-bottomed black incised bowl from Nakadah now m the Ashmolean 

Museum, Oxford (registration No. S03-9S)» published in Nagada and Balias, 

pi. 30, N 20 and FreMstork Egypt Corpus, pi. 26, 20 N (grave number not 

recorded). This was dated by Petrie to S.D. 38 {Corpus, pi. 51). 
(2) A rather irregular close zigzag of straight-sided vees, about 3 vees to 10 mm., 

but in one place much closer, on which have been incised straight lines slanting 

alternatively up to right and up to left, forming vees about 17 mm. tnde with 

straight sides about 10 mm. long, each line covering about four vees of the closer 

zigzag. Thb occurs on the flattish rim of a fiat-bottomed bowl of brownish black 

ware decorated with an incised pattern similar to the foregoing bowl It is now 

at University College. London (Catalogue No. 5722), and came from grave 

1712 at Nakadah. This grave was dated by Petrie to S.D, 42. 
(3) A fine dose zigzag of slightly curved vees, about 6 vees to 10 mm., on which 

have been incised pairs of straight lines sloping alternately up to nght and to 

left occurs on the worn rim of a red incised flat-bottomed bowl decorated with a 

pattern intermediate between N 2 and N 6 {Nagada and Ballm, pi 30)- It is now 

in the Ashmolean Museum (registration No, 496-95), and comes from grave 

iQoi at Nakadah. 
(4) An irregular zigzag of slightly curved vees, varying from 5 to 9 vees in 20 nun., 

on which have been incised straight lines varying from 18 to 28 mm. m length 

sloping up to the right, each line cutting through four to six vees of the ongi^ 

zigzag,, occurs on the rounded rim of a coarse browmish black bowl with a flat 

bottom. This is now in University College (Catalogue 
published in Nagada and Balias, pi 30, 12. It came from Nakadah grave 1615, 

which was dated by Petrie to S.D, 38, u u 
(z) A fine close zigzag of slightly curved vees, 5-6 vees to 10 mm on which have 

^ been incised straight lines varying from 32 to 38 mm. long, sloping up to the 

right and each cutting through 15 to 16 vees of the zigzag, 
a sherd from a flat-bottomed black-topped brown straight-sided bowl It is now 

in University College (Catalogue No. 5376) and came from N^adah grave 1863. 

In this grave occurred a cylinder seal probably from Jemdet Nasr, and accor<^g 

to Petrie, Prekistorlc Egypt, 40. there was at least one other incised sherd m t^s 

grave, I have not yet traced Prehistoric Egypt Corpus N 24 said to come from this 

grave but N 26 (also said to come from it) is part of a similar black-topped 

brown incised bowl, now in the Ashmolean Museum (r^istraiion No. S03-<)5) 

and is marked as coming from grave 650, not 1863. Grave 1863 is dated by 

(6) A fine close zigzag of almost straight lines, on which We b«n incised single 

straight lines about 30 nun, long sloping up to the right and cuthng through 
about 12 vees. occurs on the rim of a flat-bottomed browny black bowl with 

incised decoration published in Ni^ada and Balias, pi. 3O1 N 2 and Prekistonc 
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Egypt Corpus, pi. 22, 2 N, This bowl is now in the Ashmolean Museum 
(registration No. 498“95), and comes from grave 259 at Nal^dah, dated by Petrie 

to S.D. 51. 
There can be no doubt that the rim decoration on these incised pots (five ‘black* 

and one red) from the early Gerzean culture in Egypt is basically the same as the rim 
decoration found not infretjuently on sherds of the Khartoum Neolithic period, five 
varieties of which from Esh-Shaheinab are shown in fig, i, This is sufficient to prove 
that the ‘Black Incised' ware (N) is not foreign to the Nile Valley but came from the 
Nile Valley south of Egypt, i.e. somewhere in the Sudan. It now falls to the Sudan 
Antiquities Service to find sites from which it came, and to show their relation to the 
Khartoum Neolithic. In the meanwhile the similarity between these rims may be held 
by Mrs. Baumgarte! to indicate that the ‘Khartoum Neolithic’ (which has a number of 
features in oommon with the Fayyum Neolithic) is not really neolithic, but Gerzean in 
date; but I do not think that this will turn out to be the case. Africa is notably conserva¬ 
tive, and this rim decoration once invented may have been used there for centuries. 
(Pots from the protod)’Tiastic(?) burials at Esh-Shaheinab had a fine form of the rim 
decoration 30 or 33, see fig. i, though a wide straight zigzag was no longer imposed 

on it.) 
Maceheads typical of the Gerzean culture do not occur in the Khartoum Neolithic, 

though fragments of disk maceheads such as occur in the Amratian have been found 
on Khartoum Neolithic sites, and may come from the end of that culture. (In fact I 
sometimes wonder whether they came from weapons of Amratian raiders who sacked 
the settlements of the Khartoum Neolithic people, thus explaining why a once flourish¬ 
ing culture came to an end.) Also the patterns on the ‘Black Incised’ ware are more 
elaborate than those on the Khartoum Neolithic pottery, and more closely related to 
some that occur in the protodyTiastic(?) pottery of Khartoum, see especially Early 

KJiartoum, pi. 93, figs, s ^"d 6. Further, all the sly Black Incised vessels described 
above had flat bases, and a flat base is typologically later than a round base. All 
Khartoum Neolithic bases were round. 

To complete the picture I may mention that fragments of black (and brown) ‘incised* 
saucers similar in a general way to the Black Incised saucer of Sequence Date 33 from 
Diospolis Parva (see Prehistoric Egypt Corpus, pi, 27, 55) have been found in the 
Khartoum area (see Early Khartoum, p. 93 and pi. 89), although the actual pattern 
impressed on the saucer from Diospolis has not turned up yet. 
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SOME notes on the READING OF THE 

GROUP 

By E. JELfNKOVA-REYMOXD 

A NUMBER of demotic documents dating from the Ptolemaic age presen'e the tettK of 
Ir^Rules" of religious associations. They present several examples of an mterestmg 

group: ^4- Tl'S meaning of the word represented by this group is clearly revealed 

by the coTtS; it was used to write the term ‘Rel^ious Association-. Its reading, how- 
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/AjJh ; , /AH& 
' /£ ^9 -tzif 
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30606 _ 
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T Ccunt 
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Spiegelberg read the aforesaid group at first as sim(. He observe in his not« to the 
transliteration of P. Cairo 30605' that this writing is to be distinguished from the group 

* €f. Spiegclbergp CCG lip Texte^ p. 
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usually employed in the demotic texts for the word ^bt = 'council', 'assembly* and 
that it should be transcribed sisni. But later on the same author, in his 
study of a monument belonging to the religious association of Denderah/ changed his 
opinion on this question. He returned to the reading in spite of the similarity 
between the wTiting on the stela of Denderah and that in the aforementioned papyri. 

Sethe, on the other hand, thinks, as he explained in his comment on a passage of 
P. Berlin 3115,^ that the reading sisnt is the only one admissible. The fact that the first 
element of this group resembles the demotic writing for 6—fft, he considers as a proof 
of this. 

The qu^tion which now presents itself is: which of the two previously proposed 
readings Is the more probable in the light of all the instances of this w'riting which are 
known to us at present. The examples provided by the 'Rules* permit of some hesitation 
between the two readings, as may be seen from fig. i: 

In examples 2-5, it seems to me that the reading stmt is admissible. The first element 

of the quoted wTitings ^ is the same as the demotic form for 6,^ But in i and 6, 

such an interpretation seems less likely and the form in 7 seems to eliminate the 
possibility' of such a reading altogether; this last, if my interpretation is correct, points 
specifically to the reading 

The question of the reading is further complicated by other examples of the w'ord 
for 'religious association' which occur in P. Cairo 30605. 30606. 31179. We find in 

these texts a different, more explicit, ^Titing used to express the same term 

=5 P. Cairo 30605,1.13,16; 30606,1.13,16; 31179,1.15. Its resemblance to the hieratic 
writing of ^bt is evident,^ so that we may consider this palaeographical relationship 
as a proof that the term 'religious association* is to be read knht. But perhaps these two 
writings, although palaeographlcally distinct and employed in the same document, are 
identical as to their reading? Their use seems, at first, to depend on the context, 
where in one place the first mentioned group is used, i.e. in the title of the 'Rules', and 
in another the second and more explicit writing, I.e. In the phrase: mtzo'n dy pk j r U 

knht *And tve shall cause him to attain to the Association’,^ This difference in usage 
permits us to imagine that there must be two terms, dMerent as to their reading but 
having the same meaning. Such an explanation, possible for the three above mentioned 
documents, w'ould be inapplicable to the examples drawn from the P. Lille 29 and P. 
Berlin 3115. The scribe, in both documents, has used only one writing without regard 
to the context. Finally, the form which occurs in the tide of the ‘Rules’ of P. Cairo 
30619 (cf, no. 7) makes such an interpretation impossible and brings us again to the 
reading ^bt previously proposed. 

The occurrences of the w ord for 'religious association* In texts other than the ‘Rules’ 
are unfortunately rare. The number known at present is not sufficient to solve definitely 

' Cf. ^icgielbcis, ZAS fo, 37. 
■ Scthc-Psrt^hp Dem. Urk. sum AS AW Jlj pp, 45S-g- 
^ CL Griffidip RyL Pap. ill, 416. * CL Spiegelber:^^ Eec* frat. t6^ ±4. 
^ ^bt here means lurely ^relLgiotis issociatinn* according to F. Berlii] 31 x5i cqL 6p U. ^7; this example 

the determinative matcad of in the three quoted matancca^ 
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the problem of their reeding. But it seems to me nev^eless "“““7 
them, for they provide some useful suggestions for the explsnaoon of the above- 

mentioned group and its possible origin. ^ mi 
I The form which occurs in a private judicial document from the reign of PtolOTy 

■ XI Alexander I. P. Cairo 501x6.11. 5.6.> is similar to the more explicit wnting 

of our documents: (cf. no. 4'5-^)' 

2. The writing of the word for 'Association^ knotvn from P. Berlin 3115 
the tests preserved on three stelae: Cairo 31130;^ Cairo 50024;* and a stela from 

£t. Com 
^ J ' 

—- 

£.Colne. 

j zh. 50 o"-,. 
Fig , z 

Denderah> They commemorate religious foundations made by these corporations 

and date from the Roman period {fig. 2). 

2. Finallv, we find in the graffiti of Dodecaschoenos* the two following writings used 
simultaneously ; they can be interpreted sometimes as sisrU and sometimes as 

Here we must call particular attention to no, 4, which resembles the writing for 
^bt ^ 'document', Meed’^^ and is comparable above all to an example of the latter in 

P. Brit. Mus. 10591,1. 15:^ 
We come now to the final question; how can we justify the vacillation between Aese 

two writings, apparently different, but seeming to be correlative m them use. it we 
call attention to the first form of the said group and if we compare it with the more 
explicit writing, we must imagine a dissociation of the elements forming the group 

4 A comparison of examples no. i and nos. 2-6 seems to corroborate this hypothesis: 

faTno. 1 (reign of Ptolemy III Euergetes) is an earlier stage which preceded the 
complete dissociation of the elements forming the first sign of this group; {b) no. 6 
(reign of Ptolemy VI Philometer), the first element of which is similar to an example 

s Griffith Cat. vf drmotic Cri#ff of the Dodeaischofitos, OsfonJ* 1^37* 
* Cf. Griffith, RyL Pap. m. 39«- ' Thompson. A Family AKfutv of Smt, pL lo. 1. iS- 
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of knht ‘assembly’ in P. Bibl. Nat. no. 215, vs., a, 11. 8. 9.121(c) finally 

No. 5 (reign of Ptolemy VI Philometer) may be considered as a simplified form of 

the aforesaid group. 
It results from this short study that the reading knht which we propose for the term 

‘religious association’ seems the most probable according to the evidence at present 
available. The group here discussed^ which is peculiar to the documents dating from 
the reign of Ptolemy VI Philometer (see fig. i, nos. 2-6), must be a derivative writing 

30, S 

2* 

3* 
260 

Md., 

S’ Mit., 
36,5 

6* 1 

Fig. 3 

of tho normal one* resulting from thfi hieratic writing of and rep resuming its latest 
stage of development* Finally,1 we must quote an argument *afa extemo which goes 
to confirm the reading knbt. The instances of the word for ‘religious association’ here 
studied date from the late period; among all of them, the examples drawn from the 
stelae* in particular never reveal the presence of the consonant ^ so that the 
reading sisnt is to be eliminated until proof to the opposite is forthcoming. 

^ Cf. Spic^^lbcri^p Dit fogenannit Dttitoikdu Qhrumk^ pL 6. 

* Cf. supra^ 2. 

J Cf. e.g. the late vnidng of the — necropolis; cf. Griffith, Gaif. Dodecasch., p. 171, no. 26*7^ 
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A HADRA-VASE IN THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM 

By T. RONNE and P, M. FRASER' 

The vase here published was presented to the Ashmokan Museum in 1920 by the late 
Dr, J. G. Milne. Its previous history is recorded in a letter written by him to Professor 
Evaristo Breccia, which was published by the latter in Bull Sac, Arch. Alex. n.s. 4, 31. 
It bought by him from a private collectlori formed at Eamleh. No indication is 
given of its precise provenance among the many necropoleis east of the ^cient city of 
Alexandria, but the inscription on it provides a strong presumption that it is from the 
main Hadra-group, rather than from Hadra-on-Sea or ChatbyA In his letter to Breccia 
Milne gave an incomplete transcript of the text on the body of the vase, and omitted 
any reference to the undamaged inscription on the bottom, while of the vase itself he 
said only that it was ‘a hydria with typical black decoration'. In these circumstances a 
complete publication of the vase may be welcome, especially since, although the vase 
itself is hardly spectacular, the inscription is of considerable interest.* 

I. The Vase (plate V) 

Measurements: ht. 0-445 "*-5 
Preservation: complete; glaze flaked in places. 
Shape: hydrSa. Mouth straight. Neck set off from body. Moderately slender ovoid 

body tapering to a high, narrow base which flares out to a broad foot. Flat, oornigated 
vertical handle from middle of neck to shoulder. At junction with lip an undulating 
crosS‘piece. Horizontal handles round in section and cunning sUghtly upwards. 

The decoration is applied directly on the natural clay in blackish-brown glaze. 
Black circle round edge, and on underside, of lip. On top of lip small radiating 

stripes Inside of neck painted black at top. Foot and base to junction with body black, 
save for reserved ring round foot with radiating black stripes. Transverse stripes on 

Round neck wreath of two laurel branches, begmning at vertical handle and unitmg 
in small ring in front. At junction of neck and shoulder narrow band and circle of dote. 
Round base of shoulder wave-border. Below this, where shoulder joins body, one wide 
and one narrow band. Round middle of body wide band between two narrow circles. 
Above both horizontal handles two sprays with double stems. On either side of handles 
vertical border of chevrons between lines. Two panels, one in front and one at back, 
are thus formed. The main panel, in front, is divided m two by a horiaontal line. In 

1 Part I b by Mi» ROniw, II by Mr. Fraser 

See belofi’, p. 86. 
J Milne, loc. dt., publUhed the mscriptiod as — — ov Xiou, end it reappeared m the same form 
SB 6ii6. The entry in Liuney'i lUeherckti, 11,1 is 1, *.v. Xwi, which gives the same teat, should, of course. as 5fl 6«6. The entry in Liuney'i , 

be dcleied, now that it is clear that the ashes are those of s vpfi^vfTtt. 
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A HADKA-VASE IX THE ASHMOLEAN MUSEUM 
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the upper, slightly nErrower, zone a formal scroll with small beU-like flowers runs 
from a sort of calyx on the left. In the zone below, tw o branches in^ng 
like those on the neck. In back panel, palmette pendant below vertical handle, with 

out-turned leaves drawn in outline, and scroU on either side. , , - j 
Hadra-vases can be dii,nded into two classes according to the manner of their d^ora- 

tion In one class polychrome decoration is painted on a white coatmg, w^le m th^ 
other more numerous class, to which our hydria belongs, the decoiat^n is pamte^ 
xvith blackish-brorvn glaze directly on the natural yellow, or The ^^c^ue 
is usually poor both in regard to decoration and to shape, m which there is consi ^ _ _ 
variation^ We are not here concerned with the first group, since our vase like all the 
other dated ones, belongs to the second class. Its shape, an ovoid body on a high 
base is typical of the dated vases.^ Circles and vertical borders divide the vas^ mto 

panels, of which the panel on the front of the body is often again divided 

into two, and contains the main decoration. The motifs sometim^ ""^Tde^iEnfuk^ 
such as animals, hunting-scenes, or combat.^ but more fr^uently are designs ^e 
those on our vase-branches and scrolls, palmettes. geometoc patterns, and so on 

On the whole, the decoration of this class of vase is too hasty and too standar^ed 
to enable one either to discern different painters’ hands or to trace evolution in 
stj*Ie.<^ The Ashmolean vase is, in fact, typical of its class, and calls, m this respect, for 

"°Th^"adm^^t though found occasionally outside Alexandria, are mainly confined 

I and a« ™do«b<«Uy , loci product. The kind of 
on them occurs quite often in the Hellenistic penod. for examp e m ^uth ltal> . 
Cyprus and South Russia’ It has certain affinities with that found on the 
Kabirion ^vareS of the classic age, and many attempts have been made to 
Hack-figure Hadra-class as a continuation of the Kabirion pottery.^ But since the l^est 

showu d,« the eod of the Kebiriou vtute mey be es eetly ee about 

. Hah,, 
stechtr, Si^gUn Exped- ii, 3, 31 P^- j k-r n 187 ff pis o-ia BuU- Soc, Arehr 
j -i-»T ff T'h* black-fiEFucfd ciii;$s is treated by Pogerutecher* iJi 1*^7 m P ^ 

buThtf^ud-kuu «. .o W. For forrhe, lab..op.pl., » .ow .a. Rumpt, 

Maitra u. Ztichnat^. i9S3. P- tS+- ** , . ^ o M,dP#Renatecher, u. 3i SS- 
. sre. for . d.°»« ^ .> oh1mo.pi.. ^ H.d» 
. So to rb. ..ri» tb.*. v«») •» rte « 

M.ltotonio ^ <3r«‘ “• 
265 
^ PagenstecheTi Exped^ ll, 3* 4* 

^ Ibid. 3SI * . ia IcNC. cit. to estabtisb a typological seirieSb 

* Secj c,g^, Pagenstecherj opp, dtt. 
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400 B c ^ and the Hadra vases are evidently to be dated to the middle and later part 
of the third century’,it is impossible to establish a direct rannexion between the two. 
The black-figure pottery of the fourth century found on sites in Boeotia and adjacent 
regions^ has also been ^suggested as the forerunner of the Hadra vas^,^ and the 
allegedly close connexions, both cultural and political, betvi'een Boeotia and Alex^dria 
in the early Hellenistic period, might seem to lend support to such a hypothesis. 
The occurrence, however, of simUar kinds of decoration in many plac^ other than 
Alexandria, in the Hellenistic period, makes it more likely that Alexandnan potters 
did not depend in this matter exclusively on Boeotia, but played their part in the 

general development in vase-painting in this period,® 

II. The Inscriptions 

(d) On the body of the vase in black ink; 

[iV]iKOOTjM[T]oV [t]oU AriflTjTptoV XlOB 

(irJpeojSetwou erou? ty, ftr}v6s 
----- ou 

(considerably lower) [8ta rofJ dyopaaT[otJ]. 

(&) Under the foot of the vase m black ink. inscribed in a circular clockwise direction, 

three concentric circles of ’writing, in a different hand: 

NiKoarparov rov Ai)tii}Tplt>v Xiov \ ffpeff^ewrou, erouy ty, 1 ft-rjvvs \ XotaK \ icy. 

The inscription belongs to the well-kno^^m group of dated inscnptions on Hadra- 
vases, which have been studied repeatedly by archaeologists and historians ^e, since 
the first and largest collection of them (now in New York) was published by A. L. 
Merriam in 1885 ^ Since full, or almost fuU, lists of these dated inscriptions have been 
given by Pagenstecher,® Breccia,'^ and, very recently, by H. Braimert.^o it is not necessary 

’ ’Wolwrs-Brena, op. cit. IZ4 fl, ■ d ■ « a ca ff ■ BSA 4.1 
* P. K. Ure, Black Clast Pottery from Bhitiona tit BoeoUa, 24 ff f A. D, Ura, JUS 46, $4 BitA 4 , 

aaff.tHeipmo, IS, iTff- „ ^ ^ a 
See G. Kleiner, Tattagrafigiireii{ffDAlt Ergh. 15, 1942}, 43 It. 

* PagensttcKer, AJA 13, cit.. and in Exptd. Il, 3, p. 41. cjtpUina it « a syncretism of tnfl^nces 
from parts of the Hellcfiiatic world; cf. aUo Pfuhl. op. cit, §§ 956 ff., and RosttmTEew, ui Pagenstechcr, 

^ ^AJA ^ ”8-33. The odier important early publication is that of A. N^rout™, 
Alexan^, iMff. (cf. below, p. 87, n. i). The most importMt subsequent discussions of the subject arc those 

387-416. ptS' I'asM rtproduced). This article stiU contain matenal 

of >^1ue but its list of inscriptions is superseded by the lisa of Breccia and Bmuncrt (see nn. 9. 10 below}. 

* Breeds, her. op. ix-sv-ii. The list is on pp, xvi-ivii, I refer to this Ust ^ Btec. 
Brmunert yOdJ 65/66, ^31-63. The List (from which the vase here published la omitted) on pp. 234-7® 

I refer to it as Biau, It supersedes the previous lUu for most purposes. The rest of the article attempts o^e 
more to deiennine the historieaJ context of the inscriptions. The long discussion of the AJexan^m necropoleis 
by G. Kleiner, Tanagtajiguren (cf. above, n. 4). contains many conjectures, some probable, some not, 

which I cannot discuss here. 
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to give another here. Thb is the first published instance in which the inscription under 
the foot of the vase corresponds so closely to that on. the body-' 

The inscription adds one more to the number which record the date of death of a 
or . All these appear to have come from the mam necropolis of Hadrat 

W'hile the nearby necropolis of Hadra-on-Sea (actually situated on the hill Ibramieh 
above the sea) seems only to have yielded funerary urns of mercenaries and mercenary 
leaders.* Similarly Hadra-vases from the other main eastern necropoleis of the cityv 
Mustafa Pasha^ and Chatby>^ and from the western ones of Kom esh-Shukafa and 
Gabbari,* have either simply been inscribed with the name of the deceased or left 
uninscribed. There is, then, no need to doubt that our vase comes from the first- 
named necropolis, the contents of which are all of the Ptolemaic period. 

From a comparison of the inscription on our vase with that of the other Hadra--vases 
so inscribed it will be seen that it clearly belongs to the same group, and falls within the 
same general criteria of dating and historical interpretation. A brief survey of the main 

problems is therefore necessary. 
Those vases of the Hadra-group with which we are concerned contain the ashes of 

persons designated simply by their name and ethnic, or by their name and ethnic to 
which is added a title: Trpfa^fvrjs or or (twice) 'The deposition of 
the ashes seems to have been the responsibility of officials who in most instances bear 
no title, the office being simply expressed by Sta foEowed by the genitive of the agent, 

fQr£\gjnple, Sti ^jCLpo/rrlutvos or Sto although one such official, Theodotus, 
afi>ears on several vases (including, it appears, that here published), though not invari¬ 
ably, with the word oyapeurr^s added, apparently indicating the office held by him.^ 

' TKere may be many such mscriptiona unnoticed under the feet of VBsea, published and unpublished. The 

other tworded spedmena tno™ to me ta> Brec. 15 = Brau. 10: <i) on the neck I A; (3) under the foot 
Lli Here there is no evident common 

between (i) and (i), the former probably belonging to a kter re-use, the origmal m«nption on the body 
(sttU preserved on the base} having been erased by lime or the hand of man. There i3 also the possibdiw 
the fint group represents an index-number of the loculus to which the vase belong^ (cf. Schreibcr, 

Exped. I. iaj-93). (i) B«c. si - Bmu. 16 (0(7/5.37) = (Oon the body irevs kgi -rltoiw 1 
7€fKM«'&r,MdfiiTa.w | apxi6i<^posi (a) on the neck: ET; {3) under the foot (in 

monogram), (c) (undated). Mcmarn. op. cii. no. 10 = Nerouteoa, op. cit., p. 114, no. +: (i> on the bodyi 
MiroAAeSiipow ItoS Avahv \ Mdpu»^s,(a) underthefoot:?e>«Sa. translated by Nirouteos qu onlut p^r 
de la justice', though k an impossible form. Here, as so often with regard lo the mscnptiom on Hadra- 

vases. one cannot help doubting the reading. ^ . „ 1. - j l 
» This point, clear from the indications given by Neroucos, op. cit., pp. 102, i io-i 1. la weU einph«»*ed by 

Braunert, op. cit., 233. Breccia, Alex, ad Eng, ed., pp. 87-8S, followed by Kleiner, op. cit., p. 35, 
with note -3 on p. 277, confuses the matter by supposing that the urns both of the merccnttnes and of the 
envoys came from Ibramieh, the hiU above Hadra-on-Sea. from which m fact only the former came. 

^ Adriani, Arnimire dit Minify i93Jl3d-34!35. i4i-3 (cf- Kleiner, op. cit. 36-37)- 

* Sot Breccia, in di IT- . „ , .-r , r 
* Sec Schreiber in SiegltJt Exped. i, ‘Die Netropole von Ktei-esch-Schutafa , 193 f. 

* For the ttvo ^yiStuiptit see Brec. 21 = Brau. 16 and Brec. 6 = Beau. 33. ... 
t Only 'fheodotus is oiled iy^pturnis- The title is applied to him five times, and he occum or™ without it 

(Brec. I = Brau. 20). Since our vase has the word dyop«(rT(o5] we should probably supply (Sia «eo!km»wJ. If 
BO it will be the latest record of Theodotus' activity. The word ayopavrip is a considerable pxrezle. The term 
oiiurs (other than in its Uteral meaning of 'bujirr'. In whidi sense it is common at all dmes) in Xenophon, 
Mem. i. 5. 2, with the meaning of a house-sKward, and Memmn. op. cit., pp. 31-33- dem^ the usage on the 
v^es from this significance of the word, and in this he has b«n foUowed by most scbolara. It is, however. 
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The ums contain, then, the ashes of various envoys and theoroi who died while on 
visits to Alexandria. 1 It appears that the state retained the main Hadra-Necropolis for 
the reception of the remains of these distinguished foreigners; and, though the inci¬ 
dence of death among them seems high, there is no reason to doubt that the envoys 
were only temporarily resident in the city, or to suppose that the titles Trpiir^evnjs and 
dtwpos were conferred on permanent foreign residents, or that a man, having once 
been a Trp^tT^evr^s, retained the rank as a title, though obviously, were one or other of 
these alternatives correct, the incidence of death would be less remarkable. The political 
implications to be read into the presence of these persons in Alexandria must remain 
in most instances uncertain, and we shall be well-advised in general to regard any 
proposed link with known events with suspicion, although, notwithstanding this 
general warning, there exist good grounds for believing that in the present instance 
a link exists. 

The main discussion in regard to the vases and the inscriptions has been concerned 
with the dates recorded on them. No other means of determining the chronology of 
the vases exist since they show no stylistic development,® and the necropolis is dated 

difficult ia ujidersland liow such a pcrMfl would bo res[H}nsib1e for tiw burial of forei^erB. on tbe other 
hand, the word bo understood in the general senae of 'overseer', it is very acrange that in the vm number of 
papyti concerned La one wiy or another with the adminifitrfttion of FtoLemaie Egypt {none of w'hich were avail¬ 
able when Merriflin wrote) there ia no mentien of such a person. The suggesdan of Oertcli La ErauDcrt, op. dL^ 
p. 238, n, z, that the dyopamje may have becit a sort of “secretary for overecas-trade'* who by this means 
aequired numerous contacts with the ou^ide world, and was consequently given the responsibility of disposing 
of the remains of dlstinguislied foreigners, would e^tpbun what is otherwise obscure, namely how an offidai 
v.'ith this titU came to be involved in the business. Bat the absence of any reference to such an oflieial in the 
papyri, many of which (particularly the Zenon papyri) are concerned with the importation of goods from 
abroad, seems strongly against it. In fact there appears to be not a single instan« of the term in the present 
sense in Ptolemaic papyri at all (Biaunert, opv dtn, p. n. 4, says that the term ia used in this sense in 
FTeb. 769, lint 23, pi dyopaoroi j * J 01 eV - - -p but there seems no reason to doubt that the 
meaning here ia the normal sense of the word, “buyer'). The word ia, however, seemingly found in thia sense 
in the third century A.D., in a passage in the accounts of the temple of Jupiter CapitolLnus in Aiainoe, BGU 
362, ix, lines 17 ff.p and att^tion was dmwn to this by Wilcken in hia original publication of the accounts, 
Hermes, 20,473: “Das Wort muss hier—und Qherhaupt, Wie es scheint, cm agyptisch-griechiachen Dialekt— 
vielnichr tine aUgemeinere Bedeutang, etw^a ^GoschaftsfOhrer, Geschiftavemiitllcr^ gehabt hahen, wie auch in 
den jdngst bekannt gewordenen alcxandrinischeii Vascninachriften der ctyopaor^s 0«&&oTOf, eine Ahuhchep 
vom gcwdhnlichen Spmchgcbrsuch abweichende. Interpretation verlangt.* 

The difficulty of the above solutions is that none explains why a Ptolemaic administrative official, r^ponsible 
for burial, should bear this naine- A further auggestionp made and rejected by Mcrriam^ op. cit., p. 32, n. ip 
and since ignored by slip should consequently perhaps be rescued from oblivion; namely, that cyepoorifr ia the 
patronymLc. I see nothing impossible in this; it ia true that the agent of the burial in no other mstance has the 
patronymic, but a hard and fast rule in such a matter is unlikely^ It is possible that in the course of time 
Thcodotus found it necessary to distinguish himself from another Theodotus Btiploycd in the same serii'^ice. 
The name I have not met. but Hyopasms (which is equally possible, since the word occurs 
only Ln the genitive dyopooTou Ofi the vases) is met at a later date in Lycia and PisLdis (see the indices of 

ii and iii). The name should denote servile sutus {for itp and similar slave-names* see Lambertz* DU 

grieeh. Sklavennamen. £ (37 jahresbericht fiber das k. k. Stsatsgymnasium im viii Beiirk Wens* fUr das 
Schuljahr i9o6-7)p pp* 43-6), and there is no reason why the task of bu tying the dead should not have been 
given to a responsible Son of a slave or a freedmanp himself not of senile status. 

* It should be pointed out that irpro^cvnjf is sometimes found in the sense of (^ctaporfsee Boeschp OEQPOlif 

7-11). But it seems natural here to observ"e the dtstinction of the vases themselves and regard the as 
“Fcatbesucher“ or Tesivctkunder\ stnd the as o>nccrned with secular matters. 

^ See abovcp p. 83. 
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by the inscriptions on the vases and not the la tor by the former.* The dates, riventj’- 
seven in all, range from a year I (4)^ to a year s-A (36),^ with no indication of the king 
or kings to whom the regnal years refer, and a considerable range of dates has been 
proposed. It is clear that the vases form a relatively restricted group, and an assured 
date for one would greatly simplify the dating of the rest. The main effort of scholars 
has therefore been directed towards securing the date of the tw'O vases belonging to 
the same year, 9, one of which bears an Egyptian as well as a Macedonian month,+ 
and the other of tvhich, bearing only a Macedonian month, contains the information 
that the dead person, a Delphian, came as Bttapos ra I^wrijpia. iTrapyeXXaivA This is 
not the place to record all the various interpretations put upon these two dipinti. In 
general, earlier scholars dated the second vase to the ninth year of Philadelphus, on 
various grounds and particularly because the Soteria were identified with the first 
celebration of that festival after the Gaulish invasion of Greece in 279.* More recently, 
however, particularly as a result of valuable research by Beloch,^ the significance of 
the double-dating on the other vase has been appreciated,® and the Soteria have rightly 
lost their primacy as a means of establishing the date, since it is dear that the particular 
celebration of the festival cannot he identified.® The double-dating provides seemingly 
incontrovertible evidence in favour of a date late in the century. The system of dating 
bv the Egyptian as w'elJ as the Macedonian month in purely Greek documents such 
as the present one, in Alexandria and the royal chancery, arose from the gradual pres¬ 
sure exercised by the Egyptian element in the population, which probably reached its 
climax in the reign of Philopator,'“and it is improbable that a document commemorating 

* No excavation reports of the wJy iinda of the dated vases aurvivcp and In the natute of ihmgs no predse 
dates on styliatic ^unds can be inferred from the fumituie of ordinary tombe. The quesdon of the datiiig of 
the Hadra finds affect* the chronology of almost aU the other Alescandrian necropoleis of the pre-Roman 
period. Breccia, La N^a^opolt di Setaibi, tXni ff. (ch ibid, ay), claima to he able to establish an independent 
date for the two subterranean tombs there which have kHnai In them* but his measuring-stick is the similar 
Euboean tomb, publiahed by Vollmoeller^ Ath. MiiL afi, ^33 ^ which Breccia dates (with VoUmoeBer) to 
the time of Alexander the Great. But the only indication of date in that tomb is the lettering of the inscriptions 
{IG 3tiJ, 9i nnd add.)* none of whicli* to judge from the ^ketches made of thcnip appear to be earlier than 

the early third century (see Ath. MUt. pL adii-xiv). Adriantp Anmimn^ du Mta^e i73 ff- (ef- also 
ibid. 1^4^30 (1952)1 115) gives other reasons for adopdng a third-century date for the Chatby tombs, which 
would then be coniempoiary with the Hadra-necropoleis. Kleiner, TaHo^afigumt, 31-33- =>3o argues for a date 
not before 300 B.c. The absence of Kadra-vases at Aboukir was one of several reasons adduced by Watzinger* 
GwcA, Hclzsark. lo-i 1. for dating the graves there to the fourth century (Brecciap op. cit., p. aSp n. i, denies 
the validity of this argument* which inevitably clashes with his view that the Hadm-vases are shown by their 

presence at Chatby to have originated in the time of Alexander), 
* Brec. 3 — Brau. 3. ^ Brec. 26 = Brau. 2. ^ Brec. 13 = Bran. 25. » Brec. 14 = Brau. 36. 
* Sec the general dkemsicin of the earlier views given by Breccia, pp. ix ff. The early date was proposed 

by Meniamp and accepted byp amongst others, Wilckcnp Stmek, Dittenbergerp Pomtow, and Breccia. A later 
date was urged by N^rouUoa^ Boesch* and Beloch (in the fiist edition of his GrierAticAe Cfschkhte}* The argu* 
ments advanced by these acholare arc discussed by Breccia, and since they are antiquated by the advance 
in knowledge regarding the Ptolemaic calendar* they need not be further discussed here. 

^ Beloch,, Archtv, 7, 161-74; GrwcA. Gtsch^^ tv, a* pp. 29 IT.* ^rfAfUp 1-10. 
* See, in addition to the works of Beloch, Frank, Ardiw, 11 ^ 44'"4S# »^id the works there cited. 
^ It is thus now' generally accepted chat the Soteria either are the pentctctic Soteria of 2x4, or the annual 

Soteria of 2i2i according to w-hciher the Macedonian year is to be regarded as the regnal or the financjal one: 

see Ferguson, Tribai 132-6. 
On this see Braunert, op. dtr* 140 ff. 

D N 
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the death in Alexandria of an envoy from a Greek city would be recorded by the 
Egj'ptian month as well as the Macedonian month in the first half of the century, 
^Io^eover, the vase with double-dating, of year 9, cannot be of the reign of Euergetes, 
since the Canopus-decree, dated to Euergetes’ ninth year, provides a quite incompatible 
calendar equation.’ We may, then, accept the view of most modem scholars, and 
regard the ninth year of the vase with the double-dating as the ninth year of Philopator 
{214/213 B.C.).* An even later date, in the ninth regnal year of Epiphanes or Philometor, 
is most unlikely on general historical grounds. On this system, the remaining dates are 
not hard to determine. Some regnal years, (27 and 36), can only belong to the reign 
of Philadelphus, since neither Euergetes I nor Philopator reigned the necessaiy^ number 
of years. The main bulk of the vases bear regnal years which are possible for all three 
reigns, Philadelphus, Euergetes, or Philopator. The most likely interpretation seems 
to be that the two highest numbers refer to the reign of Philadelphus, and that the 
main group belong either to Euergetes or to Philopator, As betw'een these two the former 
reign is ruled out at least for the vases of year 9, w hich must be that of Philopator, and 
it is a reasonable assumption, borne out by the introduction of the title ayopatrr^s in a 
number of vases including those of year 9, that we should assign the majority to the 
reign of Philopator.* 

This view, that the main body of the vases are of the reigns of Euergetes I and Philo- 
pat or, is borne out by a consideration hitherto insufEciently examined, namely, that of 
the palaeography of the inscriptions.* A complete anal^rsis of the material along these 
lines is not possible, since the inscriptions on many' vases are still inadequately pub¬ 
lished, but it should be possible to reach some tentative conclusions. Naturally, the 
styles of writing on the vases differ widely and not all the differentiae are significant, 
but there can be no doubt that there are differences due to the date of the hand. The 
hands are semi-cursive and applied in black ink,* and therefore, save in the actual 
material in which they are executed, closely parallel to the less cursive among the hands 

' The equation of the Hailra-vaae is 'Yirt/5^«p«T£i/ow X. that of the Canopus <lecre« {OGIS, 56, 
line 3} Mn-cUeu'ou ri^t^trTOxatScKorr;. The incompatibility of these two dates within one year is clearly 
recogntEcd by Bcloch, Gtieeh. Goeh.^ JV, 2,pp. 454-51 Fciguaon,op. cii. 132-3; Frank, Arehw, 11,44-43; Dins- 
nioor, Athenian Archon List in the Light of Recent Dheovenes, 123-5* ^ grateful to Mr. T. C. Skeat for the 
following detailed statenifint regarding the date of this vase: 'On paJaeographical grounds the only reigns which 
come in for consideration are those of Euergetes I, Philopator and Epiphanes. Edgar's tables for Euergetes I 
(in P. Mich. Zm,:. p. 57), which, so &r as we can Judge, are likely to be connect within a few days, show, in 
year 9, Hyperberetaioa 30 = Choiak 2, a discrepancy of 4 months and 3 days from the equation on the vase. 
On the other hand, for Epiphanes' reign we have ihe reliable evidence of the Rosetta Stone, which givea the 
equation for year 9, of Xandikos 4 = iS Mechir, from which we can deduce (see the table in Ernst Meyer, 
Untersuchangen s. Ckron. d. enttn PtolemSer. p. 87, pl. 5) that Hyperberetaios 30 = Thoth 6, a discrepancy of 
over 5 moriths from the equation on the vase. This is as good as proof that the vase dates from the reign of 

Philopator.’ 
* Flaceliire, Let Aitoliera a Detphu. p, 167. n. i.say-s of the Sotctia-s’ase: 'Les calcula par lesqueb on veut 

dater cette urne fundrairc sont trop incertains pour pennettic dcs conclusions feimes’, but this seems titmcces- 

sadly cautious. 
t So Braunert, op. Cit. ±35-40. 
* I am indebted to Mr. C. H. Roberts for discussing with me the palaeogtaphical evidence. 
! Many other inscriptions on Hadra-vases are insedbed, but only one of those which have a date, namely, 

Brec. 7 = Brau. 12. 
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found in papyri. When Merriam published the main group of the vases in 1885, no 
third-century papyri had been discovered, and in their absence he pointed, rightly, to 
the only semi-cursive hand of this period available to him, a gold foundation-plaque of 
the reign of Euergetes L* However, we now have for comparison with our vase the 
mass of papyri of the third century; for the reign of Philadelphus we have in particular 
the Zenon papyri and the contents of PHibeh, I, w’hile for the reign of Euergetes the 
most valuable group is to be found in PPetrie^ L For the period from the end of the 
reign of Euergetes to the end of the century less relevant material survives. PGurob, 
which cover much of the reign of Philopator, should be of particular value, but those 
of which photographs have been published are largely in a more cursive hand, and are 
of little vdue for comparison with the hand of the vase.^ 

A comparison of the inscriptions on the Hadra-vases, and particularly the one here 
published, with dated papyri seems to show' that they bear the greatest resemblance to 
the documents of the latter part of the third century, and but slight similarity to those 
of the reign of Philadelphus. This conclusion can best be controlled by a comparison 
of the particularly significant letters, the tau with long cross-piece and a hook at the 
left-hand end, the chi with a similar hook, the gamma with short vertical and long 
horizontal strokes, the nu with pronounced overlap of the oblique stroke to the left, 
and the eta with cur\'ed vertical strokes. These letter-forms, particularly noticeable 
in our inscription and in those of one or two other vases,^ occur in the later among the 
soldiers’ wills from Crocodilopolis, of the reign of Euergetes 1* and also in a docu¬ 
ment written in a very similar hand, of the third year of the reign of Epiphanes.^ A 

» Merriam, op. clt, ji. The foundation-plaque is OGIS, 6o. ti ia rtgftttable that Braunert has contented 
himself (p. with repeating Merriam’* reference, and has not resorted to the papyri. There are. of course, 
many more foundation-plaques available now, but as evidence they are far less valuable than the papyri, and 
it is not necessary to give detaiJs of them here. Breccia, /rcr., p. xv, claims to establish a date early in the third 
century from a comparison of the painted inscription* on the AJexandrian gra%'e-ste1ae, but the date of these 
cannot be fixed independently of our vases, since they too are from the Hadra and the other Ptolemaic 
necropoleis (see Pagenstecher, Nekropohr, pp. 84-s). and the hands are less close to the Hadra-vasc hands 
than are those of papyri. When Breccia, ibid., says, 'Chiunque abbia pmiica deUa palcogrefia dci papiri greet 
d’Egitto, rieoiiosceri che k forme delle lettere netk nostre iscrizioni ci riehiamano tutte alU prima meti del 

terzo seoolo’, he is surely wrong. 
- The fragment of the mystery-ritual, FCuriib, t, is most akin of the Gurob papyn to the hand of our vase, 

but 13 imdated* , 
^ Brec. II = Bfau. 9 {photograph in Brecda, pi. 44, J04) of year 8; Brec. 13 = Brau. 15 (photograph m 

Pagenstecher,47./1,13, pi. iz, no. az of yearq. The vase of Sotion, 0€tMtp6s to IWijjnia iiTayyi?A<uv, is reproduced 
ibid. no. zj, but the inscription is bugely in shadow. Some of the features are also present in Brec. 8 = Brau, 6 

(photograph in Breccia, pi. 43. *03: line-drawing, ibid., p. 108, no. iSq). 
* FPetrii, I, nos. xiv ff. (nos. si^U seem not to have these features; xiii and xxi, both of zjy B.C., have some 

of them); xre (Z25 B.C., a very dose parallel); n (also 225, and very dose in style to xbc). 
* PTek 8 (pi. 4), This seems to provide a nearer paralld to our vases than ony other papyrus. The papyrus 

was dated on palaeagntphical grounds by the editors to the end of the third century, and they took the fourth 
year mentioned in it as being the fourth year of Epiphanes, 202/zoi B.c. They connected the papyrus, which 
contains instructiona concerning the gathering of taxes eis ri 8 (erop) from various regions including the 
Ptolemaic Thracian possessions, with the activity of Phibp V in that area in zoz B.c. That this, the almost 
universally accepted date, is correct, seems to me very probable. It may be pointed out that Crmfelt and Hunt 
hesitaringly restored the line iz, in which a oeitain Kallimedes is addressed, thus: KaA^fiijSe* t< )ai< ) 
nol iTwawoaiTeJLov) rois' dinJ Ka(pies)y A Kallimedes, however.is referred toby Livy,3n«i, 16,4, in his account 
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comparison with the hand of one of the two vases bearing the high regnal year shows 
that in it these characteristic features are absent.' 

On palaeographical grounds, then, our vase may be assigned to the thirteenth 
year either of Euergetes I (235/234) or of Philopator (210/209}, o*" perhaps of 
Epiphanes (193/192). The last date seems, however, excluded on other grounds. The 
active contacts with the outside world postulated by the presence of so many envoys 
from the Aegean world, and the Greek mercenaries, attested by the contemporary 
urns from HadrS'Kin-Sea, seem out of place in the rather isolated Egj'pt of the 
period after the Second Macedonian War, The reign of Philopator seems, on the other 
hand, wholly suitable. The use of the term coniined, so far as w'e know, 
to a single individual, Theodotus, forbids us to separate our vase by a long period 
from the t^vo vases of year 9 already discussed, which certainly belong to the reign 
of Philopator, Furthermore, although our vase cannot claim to be a true example 
of double-dating, since the Egyptian month is found only on-the bottom, and the 
Macedonian only on the belly, of the vase, the use of the Egjptian month in this 
manner well suits a date in this reign. Unfortunately the actual name of the Mace- 

of Philipps op^ratiom ui zoo (two afttfr the postulated date of the papyrus) against the Thracian posses¬ 
sions of Eg^iit as *praefectii3 Pcolemati* in the city of Ainos. If this is the same penon as the KaJIimedes of the 
pap>Tua, it seems Jikely that the passage in die papyrus in which Kallimedes is addressed should, Iflrff the pre¬ 
ceding lines^ be referred to Thrace, and that Kallimedea received these instructions during his command in that 
area.p which ended in zoo writh his surrender of Ainos to PhiEp (Livy^ ibidj. That Kallimedes w-as. in fact, in 
the same region of the Ptolemaic empire as the previous addressee, fiamelyT in the northern area, and not in 
Cana^ seems strongly suggested by the use of the coinpound cn/i^fl'otrr(£tAor)p the prepositional element of 
which has hitherto been ignored. How the abbreviation m should be resolved must remain uncertain. If the 
identity of the two Kallimedea be accepted, there can be little doubt that the papyrus must be referred to the 
fourth year of Epiphanes, since it is not likdy that his command in the north lasted from the fourth year of 
Philopator until 200 b.Op Though 1 regard the api>earancc of two persons of the same rminc in the Ptolemaic 
Service at the same time and probably in the same area as tmlikelyj and am prepared to accept the identihoation 
for this reason, it should be noted that ihe name KaUimcdcs is frequent in Ptolemaic Egypt. 

The Kallimedes of Livy was et-idently, like EpinikoSp the Ptolemaic governor of Maroneia (L. Robert, RBG 
52;, 492 f-i further bibliography in Bengtson^ StraUgKf ll!^ n. i. Bengtaon provides the only fuU account 
of Ptolemaic administration in the area), a local governor (of Amos) rather than a sttategos of the whole region 
like Hippomedon cariier in the century (SyW.* 502; cf. Bengtson, 17S ffj* and perhaps Aphrodisios, mentioned 
in the papyTUS before Kallimedes (Bengtson, xbidj. For the Ptolemaic possession of Ainos the inscription 
published in part by Herzog, HermeSj 6^^468, and now republished in full by Herzog-Klaffenbach, Aiyliatr- 
kuitden f^ion JCof {BttL ^95^ (i)}j in which Euerget^ appears as suzerain, and which can be dated to 
242 H+Cn ia of importance. 1 see no mention of it in Bengtsan. 

The only argumeni agalnsi the date in the reign of Epiphanes was that advanced by Beloeh, Griech^ Gtichn^^ 
iv^ 2j 345* n. who said: ^dem [L.e. the date 202/201] wideraprechen die Erwthnung von Tributen aus den 
Mara Ai^r^ov koI @_p<Lt>q]|i^TdTrotv, denn die thrakischen Besitzungen der Ptolemaeer waren schon 202 von Philip* 
pos w^eggenammen. Die Urkundc muss demnach iinter Philopator gesetzt werden/ But this 19 wrong. Philippa 
operations agamat the Ptolemaic possessions in Thrace did not begin until 20Q (Liv, loc. cit.). In his eastward 
march of 202 he did not molest Ptolemaic possessions in that area^ cf- Walbank, Philip 113-14; Magte, 
29, 32 ff.; id. Ronmn Rult, 4^ (the £ict ia established, and does not invoI%*e acceptance of the concLu- 
ilon drawn from it by Magie). 

In conclusion; the date of the papyrus need not worry us unduly for our present purpose^ since the fourth 
year of Epiphanes, 202/201, is only eight years from the date of our vaae one vray\ and the fourth year of 
Philopator (the only possible altemarive), nine years the other way+ 

1 Brec. 26 = Brau, 2 dine-drawing in Breccia, i ll, no. 192). This vase is from the mercenaries' nec^polis 
at Hadra-on-Sea (see above, p, 87, n. 2). 
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donlan month cannot be determined,* and thus a valuable equation of the reign of 
Philopator is lost.® 

Numerous attempts to identify the persons whose funerary urns have thus sui^'ived, 
and to determine the historical events which led to their presence in Alexandria, have 
been made with varying degrees of success.^ Although the presence of a (if 
not of a $ewpQs) attests some degree of intercourse between Alexandria and the state 
which the representedthe only wholly satisfactory way of establishing an 
identity or a connexion with a given event is when the date on the vase corresponds 
with a date established independent!}'. Our vase is particularly kindly in this respect. 
Providing us with a specific date, it provides us thereby with an admirable historical 
background for the presence of Nicostratus the Chian in Alexandria. 

The course of both the Social War, between Philip V and Aetolia, and of the first 
Macedonian War, was marked by attempts by certain neutral powers to achieve a 
settlement between Philip V and Aetolia, which would have the effect of excluding 
Rome from the Greek worldThe powers which thus intervened were no doubt 
primarily moved by commercial considerations, by the realiaation that among the 
many uncertainties which would follow upon the appearance of Rome in the political 
world of the Aegean would be the future of their own commercial pre-eminence. Con¬ 
sequently we find most conspicuous among the neutrals Rhodes and Egypt, now at the 
end of the century again closely associated after the years of estrangement in the 
previous generation.* By their side stands, on more than one occasion in the first 
Macedonian War, an envoy from Chios, a state w'hich had close commercial contacts 

* Nothing appears to have been iiuscribed on the second line after but tracts of the month probably 
survive in the single word written in the third l\ne^ ending^ sa do the genidve ai3« of all Macedonian months^ 
with the letters ?) Y+ The auniving aignsof the earlier letters of the word cannot be determined: the mirks 
appear to be^'n under the Lota of the date If of the preceding lincj so h short monih-name^ such as Alov or 

Awiov^ seems unJ{kel>% 
* Mr. Skeat poin^ out to me that the Edfu papyrus repubLished by Mile Pr^amt* Chron^ 14, 376^ 

indicate-s that in year 14 of Phiiopator Daisios 9 fell within the last few days of Choiak. He adds: 'this agreea 
\-ery dosely with the tables in Meyer's Chrojtohgie, p. and if one looks at the same table under year 13 it 
appean that Cholak 13 would be the cqui^^eot of Daisies aS. So if there is toom for Atufrlw on the vase, this 

would suit v'ery weir» 
a The arguments for or against the idendheadon of individuals are now given by Bmunenp op. cit. ^48 ff. 

The one ceitain identificadon seems to me to be that of Timasitbeosp the son of Dionysios, the Rhodltn 
(Brec. t3 ™ Brau. 25), who may be safely idendhed with the Rhodian of the same name and patronymic who 
went B9 ambassador to lasos aiS B.c. {Braunert, £48-91 following Beloch, argues for a dale early in the 
reign of Philip V for the lasian-Rhodian documents now reprinted in Holleaux^ Etudes^ rv, 146 ff. But he makes 
no mention of the new^ only partially published, inscriptions from Labrsnda dated to Philipps third year <218), 
which make it almost certain that the early date is right for lasos too: see the observations of Robert in Hoi- 
leatuc, op. cir 162^ n, r^ In fact, if the identity be admitted^ the lasitin documents must be of the early period, 

eince TimasEtheos died in Alexandria in 213 (cf. Braunen, loc^ dt,))^ 
* See Braunertp op. dt. 250-63, who attempts to reconstruct much of Ptolemaic foreign poHc>^ in the latter 

pm of the third century on the basis of the ethnic designations of the envoys. This part of his article is the 
least satisfactory, showing EmuSicient acquaintance with modem devTlopments in the field of Polemaic history, 

3 On these intervenrions see the anaJ^^b of HoUeaux, /o etc. 35 ff. 
^ Sec Braunert, op. dt. 257; Fraser, Psrolti del Pawato, 7, 202, nn. 1-2. For the reestablished cofitACt, apart 

from the joint neur^ investigation here mentioned, see particulaily Polybius' characterisation of Philopaior: 
ov oAAd TTpooKAti'ttiv rois *PoStoi^ ttara t^v oXtjv alp€<Tty (iv, 51, 5). 
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with Alexandria in the third century.’ In the late spring of 209 envoys from Egypt, 
Rhodes, and Chios appeared before Philip;* in the next year the Chians were absent,^ 
but they were back again in 207,+ The death in Alexandria of Nicostratus the Chian 
envoy, in Choiak, that is March, 209, immediately precedes the joint embassy of 
Rhodes, Egypt, and Chios to Philip in the early summer. It may be suggested that it 
was in connexion 'i^ith the joint embassy in the same year, perhaps in the same month, 
that Nicostratus was in Alexandria. He died, it may be, before he could acoompUsb his 

mission. 

^ Vansevertn^PM-1937, 330-2+ 
* Livy, xx\'iip 3O1 14; Walbajikp PhUtp F, For the necessan^ correctiona to Livy's chronology of 

these years 5cc Walbank^ iblcL 304^5' 
* Liv. XXV] [i^ 7p 14- AppiaUp Mastd. 3^ 1 records an embassy composed of Egyptianp Cbisiv and MytileMean 

envoi's (and Amj-nandros), which appears to be a confused account of one or more of the cmbasaie* of these 
years: see Walbankp p. 54^ n. 7. ^ Polyb* XJp 4i 1. 
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THE ROMAN REMAINS IN THE EASTERN DESERT 
OF EGYPT 

By DAVID MEREDITH 

The difficulty of dating the periods of exploitation applies to most of the gold sites 
throughout the Eastern Desert. It is complicated by the fact that as one moves south¬ 
ward from the Fhiloteras road hieroglyphic inscriptions of dj'nastic date become 
increasingly frequent, often mingicd with graffiti and proscynemata of the Graeco- 
Roman period. The main features at ancient gold-mining' sites are briefly as follows; 
(a) ancient workings (both open-cast on auriferous dykes and underground to consider¬ 
able depths vouched for by modern engineers and, possibly, some alluvial workings 
for placer goId)j (A) abundant reciprocatoiy rubbing-stones everywhere (each pair 
consisting of a tw'o-lugged upper stone, slightly convex with roughly parallel striations, 
rubbed against a rectangular, concave nether stone similarly striated)j (c) upper and 
lower rotating hand-mills, like those of fellahln today (common in N. Sudan gold areas, 
but specimens reported so far, in Egypt, only at Gidamt, Erldiyah, Dankasb, Wadi 
Merkh and Barramiyah); (if) rubbing stones, usually the two-lugged upper stones, built 
into walls at Abu Zawal and Semnah (both Roman stations) as well as at 'Eridiyah, 
Dankash, Barramiyah, and probably elsewhere; (e) the later use of rubbing stones as 
anvils or pounding stones (their old striations partly worn away and pock-marked with 
small pits); (/) inclined gold-washing tables (a primitive version of those still used in 
Cornish tin mines), common in the Sudan but so far reported in Egj-pt only at Dankash 
and BariamTyalr; fe) banks of gold-crushing tailings at Abu Zawal (where, as noted 
above, the Roman station is built partly on them), 'Eridiyah (unconfirmed), Fawakhir 
(see below), and Barramiyah; {h) the rtvo embankments at Semnah and traces of another 
at Haimur suggest but are almost certainly not alluvial workings for detrital gold, of 
which traces have been found elsewhere (in Wadi AU^i near the Sudan border); (i) 
underground water level (apparently, in places visibly, higher in ancient times than 

today). 

' Gold rninins: Diodorus (quoting ABatharchitiea), ill, 1^-14. (i') WiUunson MS. XXXV'III, pattim. 
(«) Flovcr Hord-Etbm, patsim, vith inset sketch-mups of mine arras on map, p. 39; also a map, p. Ss-{*0 Alford, 

Rep^rim Ancient and Pmtpectivc Cold Mining in Egypt (i900>, *3; Tram. ImU Min. Metati. with 
two pU. (e) Bsrron and Hums. Tapog. and Geoi. o/£. De^m ojEgypt, CentralPorhan. 43,259-6^ CO Llewell>*n, 
Report to Eg^pt and Sudan iV/m, SyndicaUt mnnuscripi field noica and photograph collection relating to gold- 
minmg arras in Eastern Desert and Northern Sudan 1901-2S, by courtesy of Mr. Brian Llewellyn, T^sk*!'- 
(e) Wcigall, Travek in Upper Egyptian Deserts, 133-3, {h) Thomas, Cairo Sa. 3,112 ff* (0 Green, PSBA 31, 
Zi7 ff (esp- p. 250), 3(9, with pi. 53 (2i).O0 Cross. Mining Mag. ii. 380^- (*) Hunw, Geol. of Egypt, ir, tit, 
passim with manv maps and photographs. tO Lethbridge, Mining Mag. 75, 219 ff-. phoipgraphs of 
leciprocatory miUs. (m) Lucas, Anaent Eg. Materiab and Industries, 3rd ed.. 257 ff- (n) Tn:gen2a, Bull. Fac. 
Arts II (i) isfi ff. (0} Meredith, lU. Lmdon Netct, 3.17,995*(P) I’W, *.v. Betgbau, in Suppl. i\, (Orth-). 
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Some of these sites (e.g. Barramiyah,* which had, before the extensive mining 
operations early this centiuy, an apparently Roman temple on a hill as well as a Roman 
enclosure with a well-arranged, outside bath-house) show clear signs of exploitation at 
two (possibly even three) periods. On present evidence, including the collection and 
identification of relatively small anoiinta of pottery, it is po^ible to say that the most 
northerly gold sites were worked the Ptolemies, possibly a little by the Romans but 
not by the Ancient Egy ptians, In the central area both the Ptolemies and the Ancient 
Egyptians worked the gold mineS( but not, apparently, the Romans. In the south it is 
again clear that the mines were worked in Ptolemaic and dynastic times but not (with 
the exception, for the moment unexplained, of Barramiy^) by the Romans. In the 
Eastern Desert of the Northern Sa dan there is ample evidence that early Arabs worked 
the gold extensively. Here the ancient settlements were scattered, w'ith no enclosure, 
and contained mainly rotating roills, a small number of which, as noted above, liave 

been found in the Eastern Desert of Egypt, 
The Leucos Limen road^ is named by no ancient writer but has a great many 

hieroglyphic rock inscriptions of manv periods, about 120 Graeco—Roman inscriptions 
at Hammamat (where most of the dynastic inscriptions are) and sixty or so Greek and 
Latin ostraca at Fawakhlr, the gold site (still worked today) which Murray has identi¬ 
fied with that shown in the Turin Tapynis,! East of FawakhTr, several unifonn Roman 
stations* at short distances apart (with interior well excavations but no outside animal 
lines), with frequent intervisLble signal towers on heights along the twisting ravines, 
suggit a valuable traffic that did not call for very' large animal teams. The sixty' ostraca 
at Fawwkhirs were found recentlv in the numerous ancient houses and the tailings near 
the ancient gold mines, Writteixtnostly in Greek (only seven are in Latin, fixe of them 
from the same man to a fellow soldier or to his brother), they have been read by O. 
Gueraud.^ They are about the da)' to day needs in oil, bread, vegetables, etc., of people, 

* Bamimiyah: (a) Lle^'clhn, manusc^-t ficlJ notes, see p, 95, n. 1 (/), with plan of enclosuic and bath 
house, (i) Cross, op, cit., iSz. fe) 11,145; he has since found a jasper seal with a Romsm tadiate 
head (late third centur>-) and a hieroglj-phit tablet mentioning an official of ‘the Treasury of the House of 

AiTiun'(date nourtfiain). 
^ Uucos Utrx^n road: (tf) Ptolemy, j {the poet only), {b) Burton MSS,: 25634. old p. 6;^—new p. 130; 

25625, I47-S9; 15628, iSt, *56 WiUtinson MSS.: XXXVHI, US“54. several plans; XLV, 
D. 7 gives a plan, wrongly called ‘Lcuc(?tp<tftus’, of the ruins in Mersa ShOna, ef- p. loi, n. 2. id) Letronne. 

™ cit n 444-8 (#> Von Heuglin. Pf/cirfcwm 9r 33*. map on pi. 15; at Mersa ShQna. 
C/) Batson and Hume, op. cit. 45-Si. H'Si, SS-(^)^V«giill,op. cit., cha. = and 3. W ComTit-Uarthou*, 
Jf«£T. 10 (1910), S3i, with plan of Zeri^itoiion on p. 529. 6b- i ■ O') Lesquier, L'Armda rtmaine dEgypte, 444 
(j) Murray, tt, 142, 145, with pU, 14 (1), lO (s)* (JS) Farter and Moss, Topog, Btbl. 328-38. (/> PW, s.v. 

^^M^y^Ssiirmd Semitic mscriptitfa, recorded by Winkler at fJusQr el-Banlt, Abu fSuei', El-Mwtlj 
and from a Pan cavc-shrine near Wfidi £ri^iih ifc being studied and will bo published. Sec p, 105, n. 5. 

3 Turin Papyrus: (a) Murray in Egypt i» Classical Gtograpfieri, App. I, 180. with pis. 7, 8- 
(fc) Goyofi, Am. Serf. 49, 337 4, an atpawm in favour of a site west of Fawakhir, with a summary of all 
prerious work on the subject- (^) P''^ Bergbau (Orth). 

* Wilkinson MS. XXXVHI, 144-6, wtiseyeral plans. 
» Fawakhir: (o) Burton MSS.: 256^4 asbj 25625, 148- (*) 'Wtlkiiison MS, XXXVHI, 146, with map. 

(e) Couyat-Barthoui, Aead. inser. to (i^iw), 534-6. (d) MimayjEA 11,145-^. " iih pi. 13 <2). (e) Porter and 

Moss. op. cit. 337. 
^ Gu^raud, a/r. 41. ff p ''^onc pkw. 

6 
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apparently military, who lived here for some time« They had regular communication 
by carter and mounted messenger with (apparently) the Nile, with another desert sjiot 
still less favourably placed (’Atallah?) and another place called ^praesidnim^ The ostraca 
are not dated but they are evidently of Roman date as the names, written in Greek, are 
Roman, probably those of auxiliaries. Were the Romans working the ancient gold 
mines ? The ostraca do not tell us this, for such tools as they mention might equally 
apply to stone quarr\'mg. There is no trace of a station at this spot, but a temple of 
Min (destroyed) had a cartouche of Ptolemy III (Euergetes I). The god Min (or Pan) 
was the protector of desert travellers and appears universally in Eastern Desert pro50.'- 
nemata, ranging from tough graffiti to formal stelae, an example of which we have 
already seen at the little temple of the quany'men’s village at Semnah (JEA 38, 106). 

Hammamat' has many hieroglyphic rock inscriptions from Protodynastic to Ptole¬ 
maic times. The 120 or so Greek and Latin and about thirty-five demotic inscriptions 
found here (recorded by Wilkinson, Burton, Nestor I’Hdte, Lepsius, and Reinach) are 
nearly all proscynejnataJ^ Among them is the one, already mentioned, naming as fi^raX- 

Publius Juventius Rufus, with his freedman Agathopus (date a.d. 19)' There are 
veiy* meagre remains of a square enclosure, but no trace of its inner rooms. The Roman 

are from Augustus to Titus and Domitian. A fork in the road as it 
approaches the Nile leads to both Kena and Kift, suggesting ancient river wharves at 
both Kainepolis and Koptos. The small station in Wadi Matulah (on the Koptos 

branch) is now only an empty shell, like Gidami. 
The Berenice road,^ mentioned in Strabo, Pliny, the Antonine Itinerary and the 

Peutinger Table (Segment 8), was built, according to Pliny, by Ptolemy II. Nothing 
so far found in the ruins of the temple at Berenice has confirmed this.—^the vague 
remains of the surrounding town have never been Investigated to any extent. Phi la* 
delphus probably reconditioned and fortified an ancient route, for numerous hiero¬ 
glyphic (dynastic) inscriptions have been found on or near the road; many in Wadi 
'Abbad (on the Apollinopolis branch), some at Umni 'Awad, Shelul and in Wadi 

' HammiLniat: (a} Pliny's Basattita (xxxvi, a) and Ptolemy’s paadiiTpv Xi&ov opos (iv. s) may possibly 

refef to this aroa, but this is debatable; see PW below. (6) Burton MBS. t 14®- W 
VVilldnson MS. XXXVIH, 147. (d) Leironne, Recwil des inur. gretgua tt latma d‘£gypte, n. 423; .^tlas, 
pi. 3,7. (c> Fitzler, SteinbrSrht u* Btrgieerke, 41, 99, 113, 126-8. (/) Dubois, Stude sur t'odinta, it 1 exploit, des 
earriires, 6S-73 (under Mons Bentniddts). (£)Les^uier, op. cii. 445-6. (A) Murray, JEA li, tj4S~^' (0 Porter 
and Mtws, op. «t. 328 ff. (j) PW, e.v. Steinbnich (Fiehn), Bergbau (Orth), Baadi/trou M9ov opos (Sethe); cf. 

iWAoi'Of At^ou opo; (Kces), Metalla (Kiessling). 
* Dr. Klasens, in a preliminaiy csamiDation of the demotic inscriptions, finds dates from Jfectanebo I and 

JI to the eariy Ptolemies. 
» Berenice road: (a) Btrabo, 3rt'i, 4- 5; xviJ, t, 45; Pliny, VI, 102-3, W Summary of ancient geo¬ 

graphical data in Ball, op. cit, S3, (r) Cailliaud, Voyage & I'Oasis de THibeit puitim. (d) Bclacpni, Researc/ief and 
OperatiotsSf tltird journey, panriFr, (e) Wilkinson MSS,: XXXVdl, 57’^* i XLV, D. S, (/) letronne, op. cit. 
1. 448. (g) Gol^nishcff, Ree. trav, 13. parrim, with some plana; inconeei table, pp. 96-97- W Floycr, Nord- 
Etbai. pastittt, with maps on pp, 39. 95, 113 and photOBcaphs on pp, 146, 160. (1) Maspcro. Ami. Sens, z, 194. 
(/) Green. 31, 247 ff.; Graeco^Roman evidence reported on pp, 249, a50. {k) Coujat-Barthotut. Aiod. 
inscT. 10 (1910), 536. (1) Weill. Amt. Serv. ii, 97. {»t) Ball, Geog. andGeol. of S,E. Egypt, Intnod,; see also (A) 

above, (n) Lesquier, op. cit. 448. (o> Murray, JEA 11,143-4. ^455 Blacktoood'i 260, 3S3, 3^5-6- (P) Warming- 
ton, Cotmneree belKten the Roman Empire and India, ch. i, with notes. (9) fdyde, Attel. Greek Sdatitttrs, 1941 
with n, 24. (r) Porter and Moss, op. cit. 321-7. (s) PW, s.v, Berenice (Sethe), Koptos (Kees). 
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Kharit, one (possibly Ptolemaic) at Sigdit, as well as some (not confirmed except in one 
case already mentioned) at Barramryali. Several, of more than one period, have been 
recorded at Bir Menih. In Widi Menih el-Her tliere is an enclosure, the Afrodito^ of 
the Itinerary, A Latin inscription found by Wilkinson beside its interior well in i8a6 
is still unpublished. It is apparently on a fallen lintel stone and records the construc¬ 
tion hoc loco nuio of a praesidium at the order of a Prefect of Berenice, M- Trebonius 
Valens, a name not hitherto knotvn. Unfortunately the line giving the date was too 
damaged (possibly erased) to be legible, but mention of a prefect of this area, un¬ 
accompanied by the title of overseer of mefaZ/a, places the date rather later in the first 
century. Mr. Birley reads the name of the chief official in the inscription as L. Julius 
Ursus, thus giving a date a.d. 84 (Domitian).^ 

Ancient geographers of the Roman period give Koptos as the Nile terminus of the 
Berenice road. The southern arm, starting from ApollinopoUs (Edfu), is not mentioned 
by them. Yet its many dynastic and Ptolemaic inscriptions show’ that originally the road 
reached the Nile here rather than (or as well as) at Koptos. The first Roman station 
from the Nile (Gihad.^ at Bir 'Abbad) has Ptolemaic inscriptions on two blocks built 
into its walls. The mixed Greek and Roman character of the second station (El-Kanais^ 
in Wadi Abbad) suggests a Roman reconstruction of a Greek fort. An inscribed block 
found inside bears a dedication by SatjTos to Arsinoe Philadelphus, the sister-wife of 
Ptolemy 11. On the walls of the rock temple and on the neighbouring rocks Wilkinson 
found many Greek inscriptions of both Ptolemaic and Roman date,* mostly miUtaiy'. 

Little is knowTi of the detail of Roman stations along the Berenice road beyond 
their identification by Wilkinson, Floyer, Gol^nisheff, Couyat-Barthoux, and Murray. 
Wilkinson left many small, well-drawn plans of Roman stations, including a number 
in the south. Several people have partly cleared and examined the so-callcd Temple of 
Serapis at Berenice,^ but only Wilkinson (1826) and Wellsted (1S36) have left notes of 
the faint, scattered ruins of the ancient town. The best plans of the temple are those of 

* Afrodito: (o) Wilkinson MS. XXXVI11, 15a* with plan j «?/ 417. (6) Gfttrii PBBA ji. 
*53 ff.^with p]s. 35-3S (Old and Middle Kingdom); ont or more Roman Lnscnprions n-ported but nor given. 
Numerous Greek and Latin inscriptions (and Kflbataean graffiti) reported by Winkler in this area; see below 
(p* ifl j* n. 5) and Meredith^ 43. ^ Sieinp iVd/eA^nt, 42. 

J Gih^d (BTr ^Abbld): (a) Wilkinson MS- XXXVllIp 56^ with plan p. 57. (fr) Lctronnep op. cit it, ^44p 
(c> WdgaJJ^ op. cLt. 152^ with pL 25 (i) j no insertptions mentioned, (d) Green, PSBA 31, 24®. W'kU a plan, M 

Murray, JfEA 11, 145. (/) Portor and Moss, op. cit- 321. 
* El-KaMis (Wadi ^\bbad): {a) Wilkinson MS. XXXVIli, 57, with plan. (A) Gol^shcffT Rec, 13, 

78, fi, 1. (c) WeigalJ, op. cil. 164-5, with Pl- ^7 (i)A^ Mumy.JEA 11, 145, with pis. 15 (2), t6 (3). {e) Porter 

and Moss, op. cit., 321-5- 
^ (a) Wilkinson MS, XXXVIII, 62-63. (b) Letronne, op. cit. it, 242, 255. (4 Wcigall, op, cit. 162-3, 
* Berenice, with Kalalat {two fitations) and Shenshef: (a) Strabo, xvi, 4. 5; i. 451 Pliny, vt, 103, 16S; 

Pcriplus of the Erythraean Sea, 1; Fiolcmy, S- CW Juan de Castro, RotdFo (ed. Kammsrer), iz6. (4 Belzoni, 
op. dt. third journey, with pis. 32, 34, (d) WiUwson MSS.: XXX\'III* S3, 91-7 (with hieroi;lyphic 
tests, scenci, and cartouches), 99-104 (Kalalat and Shenshef); V, 50 (cartouches); XL\\ D. 6* 11 (plans of the 
site, including the town, and of the temple}, (r) Wtllsied, JPGS 6, 96, with view and plan of temple p* too 
(reprinted in Travelt in Arabm, ir, 334). (/) Letronne, op. dr. 1, 382, 384, 464: .Atlas, pi. 14(13-16). C?) Purdy, 
BuU. Sw. Kh/d, dt G/&g. (1886), 431 ^ his plan betow, see Daiessy. (A) Schwcinfurthi, aUgemFiJit £rd- 
kimde, tB (Neue Folge), 381 ff. (reprinted in AaJ unlKtreterwTi IV^en in Agyptfri, 131 ff.). (r") Gol£nishc^^ flee. 
iraL\ 13, ^ ff., with pis. 4^ 5, 6. (j) Floycr* op. oit. 11, 127^ with photo^ph on p. lO] Geog, JRGS 1, 414. 
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Purdy and GolenishefF. Various readings have been made of the much-mined car- 
touches still remaining bn the heavily salt-encrusted walls until the latter part of the 
last century'—all (apparently) being those of first- and second-century^ emperors. 
Wilkinson, in i8a6, saw more wall scenes and cartouches than anyone else and copied 
them in his manuscript notes, though not very' clearly. As the temple was heavily 
sanded-up, Wilkinson had time to clear only part of one or two rooms and therefore 
missed certain scenes found by others, notably one given by Golenisheff (see below’). 
A Greek fragment by Wilkinson names Marcus Aurelius and Lucius Verus. The main 
hieroglyphic text copied by Wilkinson (since destroyed by salt incrustation but the 
bottom characters still visible to Gol^6nishefF in 1890) refers to the land of W'awat 
(Nubia). Professor Cemy declares this text to be of Ptolemaic date. It is tempting but 
premature at this stage to see in Golenisheff s fragment about the land of the green 
stone* a reference to the ‘Emerald Mountains* (actually beryl mines), \vhich is accom¬ 
panied bv the cartouche of a Roman emperor. The possible connexion betw'een Berenice 
and the beryl mines (Moos Smaragdus) in Roman and pre-Roman days is touched upon 
below. One of the Greek texts found by Wilkinson has a dedication to Serapis. A frag¬ 
ment, found by Wellsted and sent to Wilkinson, has a dedication to Ptolemy VH 
(Euergetes 11) and his queen, Cleopatra. The right part of this inscription, its finding- 
place given doubtfully as Berenice, is in the Alexandria Museum and show's that the 
bottom of Wilkinson’s fragment is broken of! but recorded the name of the dedicator, 
an official, Ptolemy VII and Cleopatra figure in several inscriptions, including one 
wliich w'ill be mentioned in connexion w'ith Smaragdus Mons (see Soterichos inscrip¬ 
tion, p. 104). Although we still have no evidence on the spot of Ptolemy IT, credited 
■with the foundation of Berenice and the road from it to the Nile, it is hoped that the 
hieroglyphic texts from the Wilkinson MS, may throw new light on this. 

Such coin evidence as has been found at Berenice supports the Roman (hieroglyphic 
and Greek) inscriptions there—a ‘Poppaea coin’ which Wilkinson found with other 
ancient coins (unspecified) and several coins of Constantius IT found there by Murray.’ 

The nearest main road station to Berenice is at Abu Kreyah, identified with the 
Cenon of the Itinerary and Vetus Hydreuma® of Pliny. Wilkinson found here fiitc 
separate walled enclosures of various shapes and sizes, one being a normal Roman 
square but without bastions and another a square but with one rounded end (with 
bastions), closely resembling the castellum at Semnah {JEA 38, pi. 15 (4)). Three small 
forts perched on Isolated hills are situated at inter^'als extending over a mile up a wadi. 
The last of these overlooks a well beside which are remains of what may be the begin- 

{k) Couyat-B^rthaui, Atad. inter, m (1910). 5^7- (0 Dubois, op. cit, 6S, indadmg Fa^nkhir and yamnia™t 
in the MMc aJniiniftration (Mans DcFenicidls). (m) Ball, op. cit. 29- (f) FiBler, op. cit, , 50, *3®. s® 
p. 9S, n. I. (o) Lesquicr. op. cit. 455- DaicHy. Ann, Sm-. 22. 169-8+. tvith Purdy* pl^s. (, 
JEA U, 143 (with r. 3 on Kaial^t); ibid- 12. 166 (Shtnshef). C*-) Porter and Moss, Op. cit. 3=0-7, (r) FW, s.v. 
Bcrenikt (Sethe). Professor Fairraan confinns the Roman date of tVilfcimon’s cartouches and has kindly 

agreed to worts on the hicrogI>-phic fra^pnents from the temple with a new' to publication. 

■ (n) Wilkinson MS. XXXVIII, 95* <« Murmy.11, 143. . vwi^rrr 
* Veius Hydiouma(Abu tlsroyab); Cenon of Anwn, Idn. j i/t) Pliny, vi, los, (A) W ilkmson MSS.: XJ^V ill, 

89; plan in XI,V. D. &. (c) Golcrtishoff, Rff. trtw. 13. ^5. " ith partial plan, (d) Couyat-Barthoux, Aead. inter, 10 

(]9To), 330, with photograph in fig. 2(6). 
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fling of a long conduit or aqueduct down to the main enclosures. This small hill fort 
contains within its walls a high point from which all the other enclosures are visible. 

It is not clear why the Romans went to so much trouble at this spot. It may have 
been one of the sources of water for Berenice. At the same time, it is the junction point 
of the Via Hadrianai which, after its detour inland via Abu Kariah (JEA 3S, 105), keeps 
close to the coast till it finally turns inland, past a tiny station in Wadi Lahami, to the 
Vetus Hydreuma. An inscription (a.d. 137-8) from the ruins of Hadrian’s dismantled 
city of Antinoe (Shekh 'Ibadah) describes the building of the \ia Hadriana from Bere¬ 
nice to Antinoe, its route 'marked with plenty of hydreumata, stations and garrisons’. 
Numerous cleared stretches still mark its progress north until it turns inland across 
the desert at lat, 28“ 20 N. No traces of stations on this inland stretch have been found. 
In 1800, however, Alexis Bert and Raffeneau-Delile, officers of Napoleon s 'Com¬ 
mission’, found in the upper reaches of Wadi Tarfah a long stretch of typical cleared 
road which, although they did not know it, was undoubtedly the Via Hadriana. In 1S22, 
while travelling southward along the Red Sea coast. Burton received a report of'... an 
ancient (paz'ed) road to the Nile' at the latitude of Howashlyah, reaching the river at 
Antinoe. Couyat-Barthoux noticed (in 1922) that traces of this part of the ancient road 

still survived. 
The Via Hadriana touches many shallow anchorages which may be among the un¬ 

named ‘portus multi'=i of Pliny. Of the five ports named in ancient records the sites of 
Myos Hormos and Berenice have, despite much disagreement about the former, been 
certain since their discovery by Burton and Belzoni respectively. Had Juan de Castro 
landed when his ship was in the bay of Berenice, he could have discovered the ruins 
of the city and its temple centuries before Belzoni. Murray has identified Leucos Ijimen 
with Kuser mther than with the ruins (described by Couyat-Barthoux as late) some 
miles north at Kuser el-Kadim. As mentioned earlier {JEA 38,105), the identification 
of Philoteras,3 after considerable disagreement among investigators, is now reasonably 
assured. Some miles inland from Phiioteras, m Wadi Gasus,^ is a scattered settlement 
including both dvnastic and Roman (or Graeco-Roman) remains, i his is probably the 

1 Via Hadriana; (a) DneriptiQit de VS^vpU, flal Mod., II, pi, loo; map by Raffeneau-Delile, text by Bert, 
sec (A) below. (fr> Burton MSS.: 13624, 61 25628, references (o sicetches of ancient 
coastal road between Safaga and Kujer. (e) Wilkinson MS. XXXt'III. passim, along the coast. Letronne, 
op. cit. i, 173, i83. W Schwemfurth, Alte Snureste. 2. (/) Miller, Heine arch. 21, 313 ff. (f) Luuibroso, Egitto 
at tempa dei Grecie dei Roinam, 39. (A) Barron and Hume. Op. cit. 109-10. (r") Cooyat-Barthoux, Acad. imer. to 

539: Bull. Inst.fr. 9,137, continued in to, i ff.; this coniauis the accoxmi by Bert, bcginniTiE in 9,149: 

the precise passage in question is in 10, 46- U) Lesqnier, op. cit. 436-7. <A> Milne, under Roman Rule, 
46-47. {/> Murray, JEA ii, t+9. (nt) PW', s.v. Bercnike (Sethc). ^IcvKof (Kees), Smaragdus Mens 

(Honigmann). , « „ . , , 
* Red Sea ports; (a) Diodorus, m, 39, 1-3 i Strabo, xvi, 4, 5; Pliny, vi, 167-8; P^rtplus, 1. 3; Ptolemy. iv, 3. 

(AJ Juan de Castro, op- cit, 122-44 ("'"ith pi. 13)( t54~9- Cd WiUtmson MSS.: XXXVIII, 113-43 ; XLV, D. ^ 
6. 7.9. 11. 13, 14. (*0 Letfoimc, op. cit. t, 172. (e) Muller, Geographt Graed Minaret, 1, liv, 1 ii, with map In 
III pi. 6 (.Vgnthareliides); ibid, xcv, 237. with map in ill, pi it (Pcriplus). (/) Lesquier, op. dt. 420, 434. 
(g)Couyat-Barthoux. Aead. ittser. 10(1910), 526 ff. (A) Murray, 11,141.(OVVannington.loc. cit. O’)Wallace, 
Taxaihn in Egypt, eh, ts (with notes). (A) De Laet, Porterium, 306-11. (1) PW, s.v. 'BpvSpa ©dAowa (Berger). 

1 Phiioteras,-with Widi G3sQs (probably .Aeoum) and Wadi Safaga; <o> Strabo, jn'i, 4. 5 PKny, vi, 168; 
Ptolemy, iv, 5. (4) Juan de Castro, op, eit, 139 (hi Old Ku^r). (c) Burton MSS.: 25626, Sbn; 25628, 151 (map); 
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Aenum which Pliny gives as another name for Philoteras—it was not unnatural for him 
(writing only from earlier records and hearsay) to associate in his mind the inland mining 
area with its port at the mouth of a neighbouring wadi. Inside a small temple at ^Aenum’ 
Wilkinson found and copied a Sesostris 11 stela and it may be here (a hint in one of 
his rough maps suggests another site nearer the sea) that Burton found a second Twelfth 
Dynasty stela, of the previous reign (Ammenemes II). Burton brought both stelae away 
and sold them with the rest of his Egyptian coUection at Sotheby’s in 1836, but not 
without making small, admirable pencil drawings of them both. He also has a drawing 
of a Twenty-sixth Dynasty scene (Psammetichus I), cut in the rock-face at the junction 
of Wadi Gowwa. He must have seen this during his travels in this area but this scene 
remained unknowm until Schw'einfurth ‘discovered’ it a quarter-century later and 
published it inaccurately, with notes by Erman, While housed in Alnwick Castle, the two 
stelae were published by Birch. They' are now undergoing further study.^ The Gasus 
district was mined for lead and, as traces show, copper. Above the entrance to one of 
the ancient lead mines Tregenza has found a short, ivell-cut text and in the same district 
(from indications given by local phosphate mining officials) a granite boulder of Psam¬ 
metichus I or n. Some miles away, in Wadi SaM, is a scene showring Ramesses HI 
offering to Amen-Re(, this scene being identical with one already recorded at ‘Atallah. 

Near the site which we have provisionally called Aenum, Tregenza has found three 
Ptolemaic inscriptions, one of them naming 'the Philometors*, Ptolemy VI and his 
queen Cleopatra. These three inscriptions (as w'ell as a small stela, reported by Mr. 
Davey of the mining company, which shows a dedication to Pan, Isis and Sarapis) were 
all found near ancient amethyst workings—similar workings, in the same district (Gebel 
Abu Dlyeba), were reported by Murray in 1914.^ Near Blr Waslf,^ a little farther inland, 
there are remains of an ancient mining settlement, with rock markings going back to 
prehistoric times. A Darius Inscription found here has been published by De la Roque 
who, in noting also a Greek inscription at this spot, read 6 as o and so missed the 
simple message of the graffito which, in well-cut capitals, gives the man’s name, his 
parentage and his place of origin (istiKATOPAZ KAEOMENOYZ &azioz). Nika- 
goras was probably one of the men at the Ptolemaic workings beyond the hill, who, 
having strolled over one day to visit the ancient site near the water in W’adi Waslf, 

25629, 4S-50. (dj Wilkinson MSS.: XXXVIII, 139, 143, 145 {pl&n p. 85); XLV, D. 18, at QM (e) 

LcEnonnc, op- cit. 1,177,1S7. (/) Von Heuglin, loc. «t. at Old I<|iii|er. (?) Ernian, HAS so, 203-5. (A) Schwein- 
fufth, AtU Baurestt, 4, with pis. i (map), z {W'adj Gowwa inscription) and Notes by Erman, p. 17 fl. (i) Barron 
and Hume, op. cit. 36 {at Old. Ku^er). (jf) op. cit. 60—61 (at Old ICujcr), (A) Couyal-Barthoux, Aead. 
twjer. 10(1910), 527 (at Myos Hormos). (I) Birch, Catai. of Almsiek Cfath MtiStum, 267-8 (with p9. 3), 268-70 
(with pi. 4}. {»!) B. de la Roque, BulL Jmi./r. ii, 133. (n) Murray, JE/111.142; Valro Sei.J. 7, 179. (o) Petrie, 
Hist, of Egypt, III, 333, with fig, J40. (p) Lucas, op. dt. 276 (lead), 445 (amethy^r). (4) Poner and Moas, op. cit, 
33 S—9. (r) PW, a.v. Philoter^ (Keca), (Kees). ’ Leclant, Otittstalsti, 22, 90. 

- Twelfth Dynasty amethyst workings in W^di eL-Hudi (SVV. of Aswan, see map) were reworked in Roman 
times; Labib Ncssim, Congri$ iotmuit. drg^grapkie, Cairo, 1925. in (1926), 167; Lucas,op. cit- 445; Row'c, 
Atm, StrV:. 39, 187-94; Fathry, ibid. 46, 51-4; Inseriptions of tfie Atnribyft Qwttrirs iti Wadi el~I-Iitdi (Cairo, 
1952). Fakhry's ‘Twelfth Dynasty Fortress’ at Site 9 (plan in fig. 9) is undoubtedly 3 Roman castellum. 
No Reman insedptions here, but Pliny (xxiivii, 40) may well refer to these workings, 

1 Wasif: (a) B. dc la Roque, Btill, Inst. Jr. 11, 132-3. (6) Tregenza, MS. notes (1951). Cf, Murray, Cairo 
Sei.y. S, ijgiJEA 11, 146. 
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decided to leave his mark. The whole of this interesting area will repay further investi¬ 
gation, Although it has so far offered no inscription evidence of definitely Roman date, 
the presence of Roman buildings at the central point (‘Aenum’) and of a small Roman 
station near the coast in Wadi Safaga strongly suggests that such evidence may come 
to light. 

There is still doubt about the site of Nechesia,^ a port first mentioned by Ptolemy 
(a.d. 90-168). Following Murray’s confident agreement with Floyer, it is provisionally 
placed in the bay of Wadi Mubarak. This has no ruins but is the natural outlet from the 
Umm Rus gold workings 4 miles inland. Wilkinson placed Neehesia in the bav of Wadi 
Nakari to the south, where there are also ancient gold "workings (among the biggest in 
the Eastern Desert) some miles inland at Sukari. Mersa Nakari has an ancient enclosure 
{of hewn limestone blocks) that has strongly Roman characteristics. Points to be con¬ 
sidered are that Ptolemy (always fairly accurate in this area) gave Neehesia the latitude 
of Mersa Mubarak, that neither Umm Rus nor Sukari have been dated (they are almost 
certainly Ptolemaic, as their reported remains are similar to those at other gold sites) 
and that from neither of the two harbours is there ev idence of a well-defined Roman 
road. The present shallowness of the Red Sea anchorages is due in part to centuries of 
silting-up, while certain geological facts make it probable that the sea level at certain 
points was relatively higher in Roman times, this coast having risen in recent centuries 
(cf, Myos Hormos in JEA 38, 104). 

From the last vestiges of Apollonos station- (only one comer of the enclosure left), 
a road leads east and then north to the so-called Emerald Mountains.^ The scattered 
settlements are in Gebel Zab^a (Smaragdus Mons), in Wadis Nugrus and Siket and, 
to south-east along Wadi Gemal, at Umm Kabu (these last probably Arab), Although 

‘ Neehesia: (a) Ptoleniy, w, 5, (A) Juan de Ca$tn>. op, cit. 134-6 (at Mersa ShOna). (f) WUkinson MSS.r 
XXXVIII. 113 i plan (of Mersa Nakari) in XLV, D. 9. (d) Von Hcuglin, loc. cit. fat Mct^b Shuna). fr) Schwein- 
furth, Alt/ unhttTetenefi Wegen^ 309 (at Mersa Mubaiak). if) Floyer, Nord-Etbai, 32,49, 'with plan of Umiri Rus 
inset in p. 39; Gmg. i, 428-9 tevidenee of mo periods of mimng at Umm Hus), (g) Alford^ on 

anti Frospratte Gold Mining m Egypt^ 9, 2.9, with pL 5; Trans. Insl. Min. MftnlL 10, 12^13, 16 (Urtun 
Riis). (k) MS. notes (see p. 95, n. l); About Umm Rua. (1) CouyBt-OArthouXp Acad. imer. 10 
(i9io)p 5zS (at Mersa ShOna), (j) Lesquier, Opn dt. 435, with summary of identllicitioJis, (fr) Murray* JEA 11, 
142. (0 PW, s.v. Necheam (Kees)^ SmatAgdus Mons (ftonigmann). 

» ApoUonos: {a) CJL 111* 6627 (= Breccia^ havsioni, 101-3 (No. 179)* pL jS (91-^2); Tail* Gmk Oxtraca^ 
1* 114 fNo. 24s). 

* SmaiAgduA Mons ("EmerAld Mountains*) i (a) Strabo 4. ao; ^ 45 S Pliny, XXXVII, 17; Ptokmy, 
iVp 5* Olympiodoius (in Frag. HisL Gratt.), 37. {b) Bruce, Travels, I, tU* 9; he may be untrustworthy, (e) 
Cailliaud* op. cit.* first journey, with pis. 2, 3, 6, 7 and map on pU 4. (d) Bdzoni^ op. dt, third joumey, 
3337-9» ^ritb pis. 35± 33 J bis d^Tiastic stela about a hereditary prince must have been brought to Berenice 
from somewhere on the road to the Nde. (e) Wilkinsoii MSS.: XXXVIH, 53h. 77, So* with plan of Siket; XLV^ 
D, IS* sectian of mine. (/) Brocchi* Giomati Oism^asi&my 11* 61^73, 7S-3i; 1823 journey, published 1841, 
(g) Letronne* op. cit. t* 453; Atlas* pi. 16 {1-4), Sik^t. (A) L^ps. DenknUy Tcit, v. 349. (1) Blikmner* Tcrhnologie, 
itl, 239-43» with notes on classical references. (J) Floyer, op. ctt. 57, 97, with photographs On pp. 4, 26* 47^ 58, 
102 and inset map on p. 39; George JRGS 1, 418, 422, 425, (A) Goicnisheffp Rec. tratK 13* S8* with ph Vf (t). 
(0 MacAlister* Ceog. JRGS tb, 537, w ith map. (m) Fiutkrj op. cit. 8, 4S, 99* iiS, 126-8, 130. {fi} Ball, op, cit. 
39-30. (o) Leaquicr, Op. dt. 418, 456. (p) Murrayy JEA 11. t44^Sj with pi. 15 (i); Blacktiood^Sy 260, 385-^. 
(9) Hume* op.cir, 11; i, 107 ff.; ll, ii, 440, 493, 586* 642-4, (r) Sevan p Egypt under the Ftolemmc Dymsty\ 155, 
with n* X, (r) LucaAp op+ dt* 446. fj) Porter and Moss* op. dt. 326. (m) PW* s,v+ Smaragdus Mons (Kccs and 
tlonigniAnn); Metalla (KicASling). (ti] L. an d show s the inconsistency' of ancient references to erftapdyEor- 
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workers’ houses and the mine-shafts tunnelled into the exposed veins are numerous 
everj'vv'here, only the remains at Siket have offered evidence that can be discussed here. 
Its rock-excaTi^ted temple, hitherto called a Ptolemaic structure, is probably Roman. 
Greek inscriptions found by Cailliaud, Bebsoni, Wilkinson, and Nestor I’Hote at a 
second temple or shrine {with small Doric columns in its entrance, surmounted by 
arched recesses, all rock-cut) indicate exploitation in late Roman times, Cailliaud dis¬ 
covered Siket in 1816 and revisited it the following year, followed soon after by Belzoni 
in a spirit of considerable mistrust of his predecessor. Cailliaud left some highly glori¬ 
fied drawings of the main buildings, but Belzoni's are rather better. Wilkinson made 
a pencil draw ing of the Wadi Nugrus settlement, as w'ell as a plan of the Siket rock 
temple and a drawing of the two siuv'iving recesses of the shrme where he noted the 
inscriptions, Bej'ond a section drawing of a mine by W'ilkinson and a description by 
MacAlister of the many small tunnels, without supporting pillars, there is little or no 
information about the interior working of the beryl mines. 

Judging by the varied style and quality of the wall construction in the workers’ 
settlements, this area was worked at several different periods—^Roman and early 
Arab, possibly Ptolemaic, but Lucas's evidence is conclusive against the use of the 
emerald or berjd in dynastic times. Despite the universal acceptance of the workings 
as being of Ptolemaic date, there is no proof of this, though Strabo's references make 
it possible. It has become customary', following all commentators of the Sotcrichos 
inscription' (Alexandria Museum, probably from Koptos), to say that the berj'l mines 
w'ere working in 130 B.c. under Ptolemy VII, This solitary inscription refers to an 
official appointed by the strategos of the Thebaid to supervise the safe transport of 
various goods from the hills of Koptos: ewt -rijv iroAvT[e]AotJ5 AtSetas 

__rd Ai^ai'utriKQ ^lopTta Kai t ^ivia. This is not a convincing reference to the 
beryl mines area and if w'c accept Wilcken’s emendation to fei'i(ic)d, the text will seem 
even less applicable to the products of the Eastern Desert itself. 

At Berenice Wilkinson found among other things ‘emerald stones’, but, as already 
explained, the only hieroglyphic inscription there that seems to contain a possible 
reference to the berjd mines (‘the land of the green stone') is of Roman date, AVe 
have already seen references to smaragdus mines as early as a.d, ii (at Semnah) 
and A.D. 19 (at Hammamat).* In common w ith all others in the south, these mines were 
then under a (chief) overseer of mines, who also bore the title of praefectus {montis 
Befenkidis)^ this area being extensive, reaching at least as far north as the Leucos Limen 
road. Later, from about mid-first century, the title of Prefect of Berenice seems to 
occur alone, without any reference to the direction of mines and quarries. He was 
under the orders of, presumably, the Prefect of Egypt, as die Afrodito inscription may 
show (see above, p. 99). The next inscribed date at Siket is above the entrance (two, 

' Soterichos instription: (a) OGtS, 132. wiih bibLog. references till 1903. (6) Breccia, Iscrisimti, No. 37.(4) 
Meyer, Htmttitn, qo (n. 319). (d) Devon, op. cit. 155 {repeats .Mahafly of the first ed.). (e) Wilcken, Archiv. 
III. 3=S- (/) Fitslft, op. cit. 49. [g) Martin, Ephtratega, 35, 62-64, Rostovzeff, Sac. and Eton. Hiit. ll, 924; 
Ctiomon 7, 21 ff. (0 Otto u. Benstson, Getch, det Nitdergajfga, 214. (j> P't't Smaragdus Mons; Hippalos 

(Otto). 
* Smuiah^ %^JEA 38^ to6. : OGJS 660^ SB BsSo; Fitzkr^ ops cit. 126-8. 
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originally probably three, recessed arches) to the small shrine." The end of the name 
of Gallienus was still readable in the early nineteenth century and the inscription 
includes a dedication to Isis and Apollo (preceded probably by Scrap is). In a.d. 421 

Olympiodorus, a native of Egjpt, was invited to visit the smaragdus mines, not by 
permission of the emperor as sometimes stated (e.g. Fitzler, Lesquier and P\V), but 
by the King of the Blemmyes, who for a time drove the Nobades frbm the territory 
south of the Roman frontier. The ^owtKtav visited by Olympiodorus Is unlikely to be 
the Ant. I tin. station on the Berenice road. The whole area, as well as that of Berenice 
(including the sand-covered remains of the ancient towm), needs investigation. 

Much has been omitted from these brief notes, including a host of details, impub- 
lished, studied by Wilkinson, Burton, Scaife, andTregenza (to their manuscript field 
notes the writer is throughout most deeply indebted); for example, construction 
(baths, brick vaulting, guard huts, stone roofing, cement and plaster, hypocausts, small 
domed structures that may be pot and brick kilns, etc.), glass (some of it coloured and 
decorated), potter}'^ (including blue, black, white, and red glaze ware), rough art work 
on the spot (unfinished baths and sarcophagi, terra-cotta figurines, carved stone plates, 
unexplained polished stone discs, etc.), temple structure (entablature and pediment, 
sanctuary niches, altars, etc.), grave areas, inscriptions and ostraca (many still unpub- 
lished^ and some still undergoing study), unpublished Christian evidence,+ legions and 
cohorts at road stations and quarry^ settlements, details of ground-level aqueducts at 
Umm Dikal (between two hydreumata immediately south of Mons Claudianus, its 
length about a mile and its direction, still unexplained, apparently uphill towards a low 
pass), and, as already mentioned, at Tal'et el-Zerkah and Kreyah and probably at Abu 
Kreyah, Nabataean graffiti* (many still unpublished), the geology of rocks (including the 
x^arieties of Imperial Porphyry), quariyman’s marks (plentiful at Mons Porphyrites^ 
and Mons Claudianus), the much-needed identification of Eastern Desert rocks, 
quarried -by the Romans, in Rome and elsewhere,? the use of slates (frequent and, in 

^ GGIS^ 717j SE S3S4; fir&l record in CaUliimd, op, cit-, pL VIII (3). 
^ Brief detmk for daring given earlier iJEA 38+ 107 ff.). 

3 Meredith, Cferoif, 55, 126-41, nos. 14-21 (Mons Porphyrites); tliose ml Mons Claudianus, ibid. 
56 (i?>54)h nos. 23-40. 

* E.g. at Abu Dorag; references by Littmann and Meredith, BSOAS 15, da^sical notes* pp. 26-27. 
s From the Held notes of WiUdnson, Burton, Murray. Scaife, Tregenza, and Winkler, with a few 

(published) by ColcnishcfF, Cook, Green, Clermont^Guracau, and Ci^ot Now collected and publication in 
progress; Littmmn and Meredith* BSOAS 13, 1-3S, no3. 1-54, with pis. I-Ml and map; ibid. 16 (1954)* 
nos 55'-S2. 

* Published by ilercdith, Chron. 55, 136-7 fno. 10); those at Mans Claudianus will follow* ibid. 56, 
nos. 30 anti 38; cf. Ward Perkins, J/iiS 41* 80 ff- (Tripolitania and Rome). 

^ Since JEA 38, 101 w as written, several idendltcations made with the co-operation of Mr» J. B. Ward 
Perkins in Italy and Mr. MichfleJ Bailanee In Italy and Istanbul, and with pctrotogieal work by Mn P. M. 
Game: (a) certain; (ft) probable, awaiting scientific tests. Mons ClaudLtinm quart^^&rite: (a) Palatine; 
(ft) ^ladrian'a Vdla, S. Giov* Lat.. Ostia^ Palaiine (Domitian). Mom Fotphyrites red poTphyry: (a) Paladne 
(Ncitj and Domitian), Sabratha, Pompeii MonsPorphyrites btatk porphyry: (ft) Palatine (Domitian); possibly 
dark-red and mixed red-black varieties. Palatine (Nero), Herculaneum, Istanbul. Barud diorite: (a) Palatine- 
(ft) Palatine (Domitian)* Istanbul- Semno fn^iagabhrot {a) Hadrian's Villa; (ft) Palatine (Xcro and Domitian)* 

Forum, S. Giov. Lat.* Dotnus Augustana. Herculaneum, Pompeii. Umm Toftat fehpar porpl^-rytib) possibly 
Istanbul. Umm Balad dionu l (6} Herculaneum, Pompeii, EstanbuL AstvSrt redgronitet (ft) Leptis (Severus and 
CaracoJIa); apparently none at Sabratha. 

B S12T P 
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places, abundant, very rarely Inscribed but apparently of late Roman date, as seen from 
one mscribed specimen and from quarry evidence.) Many stations, not named in these 
notes, are marked on the maps. Six road stations and quarry settlements, discovered 
since 1930, are all in the northern area [jfEA 38, map on p. 95), Abu Dara^' on the Red 
Sea coast, south of Suez, seems to be an early Christian monastery on the site of a 
Roman station. 

To the many persons, named and unnamed in the present study, who have generously 
helped with material, advice and criticism, the writer expresses his profound gratitude. 
Photographs Nos. i and 3 were kindly supplied by Mr. G, W. Murray and Professor 
CL Preaux; No. 2 from the Winkler collection, by courtesy of the Egypt Exploration 
Society. 

‘ Abu Darag: (a} Wiliinson MSS.t Envtl. L (iSiS): XX-V, D. 5, plan of scattered ruins. (A) Scaife, nwnu* 
script field notesj Ball. Fac. Arif, 4 (i), 63-4. (f) Litimann and Meretfith, BSOAS 15, 11-14 (Nabataean 

graffiti, nds. 22-34, with pis. I-IV), I and 27 (classical notes). 
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On the Tale of the Doomed Prince 

The doomed prince, u^hose death is to be brought about by a $nake^ a dog, or a crocodile, is saved 

from the snake by his wife. But his dog threatens him and he seeks refuge in the sea+ There a 

crocodile captures him and telb him that in order to be released he must kill its enemy,At this 

critical moment, the manuscript atops^ leaving room for conjecture.* 

The prince, who is in dire straits, can hardly refuse the deal, and if he succeeds, he will have 

warded off the second menace of Fate. Then there w^ould remain only the threat of the dog whose 

pursuit was intemipted by the incident of the crocodile. The story-teller must have had reasons 
of his own for combining the two episodes. 

But let us hear what Diodorus Siculus has to say : ‘'Some say that once one of the early kings w'hose 

name w as Menas, being pursued by his own dogs*^ came in his flight to the Lake of Moeris, as it is 

called, w^here, strange as it may seem, a crocodile took him on hia back and carried him to the other 

side. Wishing to show- his gratitude to the reptile for saving him^ he founded a city near the place 

and named it City of the Crocodiles; and he commanded the natives of the region to w'orship these 

animals as gods and dedicated the lake to them for their sustenance.^^ 

It has been pointed out that the story of the rescue of Menes is paralleled by the episode of the 
body of Osiris being carried on the back of a swimming crocodile, an episode which one source 

locates in the Fayyura.^ The episode of the dog also may not be irrelevant within the framework 

of the Osirian legend, for the dog can represent Seth*^ The connexions between mythologj' and 

folk-lore are w^ell illustrated by the Tale of the Two Brothers, and it is quite possible that close 

analogies could be found in the case of the Tale of the Doomed Prince. At the present moment, 

the legend preserved by Diodorus offers the best parallel for the last lines of the text and gives a 

worth-w^hile suggestion for the loat part of the story, 

G. POSHXPI 

^ For thb inierpretatton of the Jast Lines of the text, see Splegciberg, ZAS 64, S6-S7. 
^ These have been numerDus, with supporters of a sad ending opposed to the champions df a happy conclu* 

sion, see Lefcbvre, Efintans H Cont^ tg^ 114-1S. Artempts previous to the article of Spicgelberg 
suffered from a wrong understimdinf of the end of the manuscript, and the w'ealc point common to all tsmy^ 
is neglect of the rcsoufccs of Eg^ptiaii folk-lore. 

^ The theme of a hetdaman attacked by hia own dogs is knowTi from Odysi^y, at, 362-5, and from the 
Gilgam^sh Epic, 6, 66 fil, see Gordon, AJA 56^ ^3* 

+ Diodorus, English hy Oldfather. 
» Lanzone, Pap. du Lac Maera, pk VII; see Kees in Pauly-Wissowa, s.v. Su^hos, 552-4; Maspem, HisL one* 

dtspftipifs de rOrieni Omsique, i, 235; Junker^ Das Goii^dekret Uber das Abafon {Wt^ Denksehr. 56» 4)^ 41-44, 
7g ; Mdller, DU beidtn Totenpap^ Rhtnd, 79; Gressmann, Tod und Aufersrehtmg iU$ Odns {Der Aii^ Orient, 23, 

3)p 13-14- 
* In P+ Jumilhac a dog is idemiEcd with Seth, cf. Y&ndier, d^Eg^ 9, la 1-3^ Sethe^ Urgesch. -f 87, proposes 

to see a dog in the animal of Seth; see Kees in Fauly-Wissowa, s.v, Seih, 1898, and Kloscns, A ATagUai 
•I h h 

Statue Base {socU Bdiague} in the Museum of Antiquitks at Leiden (Leyden, 1952)^ 41 <h 14), 105-6. 
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An early faience statuette of a baboon 

The figure which is here published, in half-ai^e* for the first time, is, like so many antiquities, of 

iinkno^vn provenance. Any clue to its origin ^ date, and purpose must therefore be derived from the 

study of the comparable material, it is now in Copenhagen. 

There can^ at any rate, be little doubt that the object under discussion represents a baboon, and 

probably the cynocephalous baboon {c^^cepkalus Ji4im4idryas). The ardst has allowed himself a 

certain amount of freedom in omitting altogether the rather prominent genitals of the animal and 

in humanizing the subject in certain ways, most noticeably in the treatment of the amts and In 

converting into the typical Egyptian wig the natural long mane. The beast is shown squatting in an 

attitude of relaxation and holding his snout in a peculiar but unexplained gesture, with the ribs 

clearly marked In paint on its back. 
The statuette's core of powdered quartz is coated with a thin layer of blue vitreous glaze with the 

details superirnposed in a dark purple almost indistinguishable from black. I'he glaze has in parts 

(e.g. on the base) fully presen ed its original brilliancy of colour. The disdnctively individual treat¬ 

ment in the modelling and the character of the glaze and painted decoration suggest that the 

statuette, though apparently unique of ita kind as regards the subject-matter, belonj^ to a well- 

known class of objects of T>vclfth Dynastj' date. The latter is most frequently represented by 

figures of hippopotami in various positions and often not devoid of the inspiration peculiar to the 

less formal Egyptian e/Wf, though of doubtful purpose.^ 
This IS likewise the case here. The baboon being a sacred animal, its image b unlikely to have 

been a hunting-chami, even if this were true of those of hippopotami, which is doubtful; nor is 

there any evidence for the consumption of simians—an unsavoury dish by all accounts—prior to 

that of a butcher's shop in ancient Rome.= More reasonably altogether, one might refer to the Move of 

sirtgenV w hich, according to C* Aldred (iV™ Kingdom Art in Amrknt Egypt^ 64), w as a ^claracteristic 

rococo feature" of the late Eighteenth Dynasty* Regarding the faience statuette In question this is 

* Gf. the study of a hippoEwtamus recently acquired by the Bostoo Museum in BulL 49, 98 ff.^ 

by B. V. Bothmer, who also quotes the literature. 
^ See O. Kclbr, Aniik^ Tvfmttf 64^ 
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probably an anachronism, but one which suggests what k perhaps the most plausible explanation 

of its rmson d'etre. * 
In the discussion of this and similar objects of the Middle Kingdom such as the celebrated hippo¬ 

potami it is not altogether advisable to confine oneself to any one particular subject of representa¬ 

tion. An cTchaustive catalogue of the material,, however desirable, is here out of the question and, 

moreover, does not lie tsithin the scope of the priesent writer, wrho merely wishes to draw attention 

to a fine and rare specimen. There are, nevertheless, a number of faience figures obviously akin to 

and contemporarj' with the baboon, such as that of a stalking cat, w^hich ts knoi^n to him from an illus¬ 

trated booklet of the Metropolitan Museum, which can be compared to advantage*^ These prove 

the existence at the period of objects of veriu produced with no further thought than to delight the 

eye. Moreover^ it is known that monkeys were kept as pets at least as early as the Eleventh Dynasty, 

when they tvere imported for that purpose from Nubia.^ 

The only alternative, which cannot be entirely ru led out, is to regard this baboon as an image of the 

god Thoth, tvhose statues in the form of seated cynocephali are known from prcdynastic times 

onwards, w^hen they were already made of faience as well as of other materials.s 

Manfred Cassirer 

A New Kingdom head from Faras 
The head shown in the figure below has been for many years in the Khartoum Museum, where it 

bears the number 5829.^ It came from Faras but is nowhere mentioned in the publications of that 

site. Examination of the fijU tjTiJesciipt tomb list of the Meroitic cemeterys shows that it w^as found 

in the filUng of grave 2340. This grave was of normal Meroitic type, but there is nothing strange 

in the cccurrence of a head of New Kingdom typ^ in the filU New' Kingdom occupation of the 

area is well proved by the existence of fragmentary remains of Eighteenth and Nineteenth I>>ma5ty 

temples. 

* See Egyptimt Anmais, no. 23 {a late baboon in a simitar posilJcin b shoivn in no. i). 
* Jbid, H. Schaefer, in discussing some NLK. statuettes of ajtinmls (in Kunst d. utten OriCTi^fj 61), admits 

the eitistcnioc ^dcr hsrtnloscn Freude swn Bildcn ohne religidsc Gcdankcn'. 
^ Cf., c.g., QuibcIL Hierakonp&iu^ l (pflssiin)^ A good spccinieii in stone is in the Berlin Museum^ cf. 

Schaefer, op. dt, 1S2. None of these baboons arc shown holdiiif their snouts. 
'* 1 am indebted to Miss FL Moss for drawing my attention to this piece. 
! Copies exist in the Griffith Institute and in Khartoum. 
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The head is of steatite and is 77 cm. high, the photograph showing it a little under natural size. 

It is of a royal figure wearing the Kheperesk crown and has been considerably battered. 

There is no inscription to help in the attribution, but the cemetery in which it was found is round 

the area of a temple from which blocks \Tith the name of Tut<anthamQn have been found. This 

gives a clue to the identity of the king portrayed—although much damaged the resemblance to 

Tutfankhamiin is sufficiently clear for it to be assigned to him with some confidence. 
P. L. Shixnie 

Nhh and dt reconsidered 

In her article on Die AmdrUcke fur 'Eijug' im Agyftiscken^ Gertrude Thausing has discussed at 

length the distinction between and dt. She concluded that both mean ‘eternity', but that tilth 

refers to the time aspect and dt to the spatial. This communication is intended to suggest that the 

distinction may be of another kind. 
The suggestion first occurred to me after studying the title of the Cairo Calendar of Lucky and 

Unlucky Days- ‘The beginning of tiJilt (and) the end of dt’. In this phrase the use of 

the words 'beginning* and ‘end’ prompts the idea that nhlt connotes the concept of infinity associated 

with the time before the world, as we know' it, and its life came into being, whereas di refers to the 

other infinity which we associate with eternity, that is the time when the temporal %%'orld comes to 

an end. 
That this distinction seems possible is bome out by the writing of nhlt as well as of its associations. 

Miss Thausing rightly calls attention to the writing in the Buch voa Dtirelucandeni der Evtigkeit 

and to the oft-recurring title of Osiris nb nth as parallel to nb niik.^ This association is strikingly con¬ 

firmed by Pyr. §4i2a ^^0n|]—beginning of) the lifetime of 

Onnos, while dt is his end*. In other words Onnos, like the gods, has come into existence when the 

earth was still unknown, and his end is also infinite in the sense that it continues until the end of the 

world, which is never. Sethe takes the sentence differently.^ 'Der Tote', he says, 'ist raumJich und 

zeitlich absoJut unbesebrankt', and his interpretation seems to be followed by Miss Thausing. 

A similar distinction Is invited by a sentence in the Book of the Dead, ch. 110, 14: *Nhh is com¬ 

pleted and dt is taken possession of.' Here there is a clear implication that di follows nhk, cf. also 

the regnal dating formula ! ,^1^12102 Tear i p beginning of nA/i, 

receiving of dt and celebrating millions of hb-sd festiv^s.* The meaning seems to be that such festivals, 

which occur in the fiTst year of the king,, are known to he traditionally celebrated from the very be¬ 

ginning of existence until the end of the world. A similar meaning emerges from a quotation w'hich 

Dr* Schott has kindly communicated to me ‘Bringing offerings 

for the opening of the year: the beginning of rt/ih (and) the end of dt,*^ Of more interest is P. 

Leiden, 1.347,10,2ff.' 

Lord^ of the (past) infinity, %Yho create the (future) eternity; who made what exists^ and who are 

bringing forth what does not (yet) e.xlsc.^ 

Miss ^rhausing has also pointed out^ that there is a falcon-god called who is represented as 

a falcon with the sun-disk over his head. She abo mentions® that one of the attributes of is 

* r, 35 ff. 
^ See 4S, 435-31 j for n^h sec also Schotfp AUag. 947, Tab. 16. 
^ See note t above, p* 394 * Pyr^ Ob. Komm. ii, 170. ^ ZAS 6b, 3+ 
* Theban Tomb, 96 A, hall, west wall, south side, copied hy Davi«. Dr. Schott al^o mentiona that there are 

many examples w'hich support my point of view. 

^ Op. dt. 40, 3h Cf* Kces in Ftc. tr&v* 36, 9. 
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whereas a god with the fl^j?/-crown and b^d represents dt and presents Jt to the king,^ 

This confirms the association of nhk with the state of affairs before the creation of the world, since 

Ret according to the HeliopoUtan doctrine existed in the beginning; and so rM is connected with 

the idea of the creation of life and is wnitten occasionaUy^ as we have scen^ with the sign.^ It 

should be noted that nhk is never w ritten with the earth sign which occurs so often with dL Perhaps 

the writing of di in this ’way indicates a connexion with the created world. In that case^ the phrase 

pr n d£ ’estate' would mean ’the eternal estate', i^e, the estate belonging to the eternity after death. 

It is of inierest to note that fnh when used of a wish in the formula referring to the future life h 

found w'ith di onlyp and never with nhk. It is true that nhk sometimes foliodt in this expression,’* 

but the regular precedence of dt suggests that this is the w ord which refers to the life after death. 

If in such a phrase nhk alludes to the infinity in pre-existencCp why does it not precede dt? The 

answer i$ that the phrase nih dt has become a stereotyped formub so firmly fixed that any addition 

to it will naturally follow dt,^ 
In time, it b true, the distinction seems to have become atrophied. This h suggested by tlie fact 

that the ternis seem occasionally interchangeable in position and meanjng, e.g, Ah?/ nt nhk and tmt 

nt d^ as w’eQ as the fact that the Coptic cne* means ‘etemitj^" in genenil. 

Originally, then, ir^rA may well have meant the infinity (Arabic Jjl) before the existing world 

emerged, in w^hich infinity the creation of life occurred; while dt refcired to eternity (Arabic ^}) in 

the sense w hich is more fairiiJiar to us and w hich excludes the idea of infinitj^ in pre-existence—it 

pointed rather to the eternity which follow’s on death. Abd-el-Mohsen B.iKin 

A aO’iv appro£ich to Middle Egyptinia demonstratiYes 

In his treatment of 'demonstratives’ Sir Alan Gardiner ^ like other grammarians of Middle Egfp- 

tian, uses the terms 'epithets' and pronouns’ to describe these words in divergent positions and 

apparently divergent syntactical usages. He states^ for example, that ^ pf may precede or follow 

the noun to which it is attached* or may even stand by itself as a ’virtual neuter’, I'he phrase 

km-p/y ’that day^ is taken by him to exemplify p/as an epithet; similarly fif ^that 

side*, although such a phrase contradicts the usual position of an epithet. In the sentence 

rh ipfi rpf£*l knew that from this' he would explain pp and pra as pronouns, as also the 

use of 0^ pse as subject. When W fm occurs with ™ n and a plural noun, or with a plural noun 

without n, it invariably precedes its noun and doe$ not agree with it in gender and number; rm 

may also stand by itself in a neuter sense: in all these cases nn is described by Gardiner as a pronoun* 

Such a variable terminology, invohing divergent rules as to the position of the demonstratives, 

leads inevitably to confusion. It may be that the attempt to explain the phenomena in terms of 

Indo-European grammar is the reason for this confusion. At any rate, it may be suggested that an 

explanation according to the terminology of a Semitic language like Arabic can clarify and simplify 

the usages involved. These demonstratives, so regarded, are nothing but mbsiiintkes placed in 

apposition, explicative to the substantives with which they are associated, In such relation they 

must agree with their nouns in gender and number.® 

^ In Kees's artidc loc+ dt* the tejct runs as follows: 

* Referring to the preceding note, the text reada: 

* Cfi Latin ^aevuin'. ■* See TTO. ii, 301* 
^ Compare such phrases as '^their w^hite bread' see (and cd,)? ■§ 
* m* a. 
^ Eg. Grammr pp. 85-86. 
* Cf. W* Wright* Grammar of the Arahtc Language, u (ed- l^sOi f 136 (A), p. 277. 
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In this light hrw pfy would mean literally *the day, namely that (one)^ Cf. Hebrewi 

'this man, Le. the imn—this (pne}'.^ Pfy here is in apposition to A™. Again pf gs would mean 

*that (one)^ namely the side^ where gs is in apposition to pf. In the sentence rh-lp/f r pn^ the words 

pp and pfi will then be regarded as substantives with demonstrative implications. As regards nn, it 

is also a substantive which is joined genitivaUy, directly or indirectly (by n) to the folio wing noun. 

In the same way, when pw and nn are used independently as subjects or predicates, they are 

likewise substantives. 

It is interesting to note that even the Arabic definite article jl al had originally the force of a 

demonstrative, like its Eg%T)tian equivalents p/, n/.^ 
It may be argued that all this is merely a matter of tertninologj', but it must be admitted that it 

not only obviates the oonfuaion in the present grammars but is a more coherent and simple ex¬ 

planation. Perhaps it will not be amiss to sugg«^i that an approach to Egyptian grammar along the 

lins of Arabic classifications and nomenclature would be generally fruitful and enlightening.=> 
Aed-el-Mohsen Bakie 

The hieroglyph J 

TfiERE is some disagreement about the object represented by the hieroglyph ^ + Horapollo, Hiero- 

glyphica, 2, 4, saw In it ‘hean and windpipe"; Gardiner, Eg. Sign-list, F35^ givc$ the same 

description of the sign and states Tor unknown reasons, phon* nfr\ Erman in the Sign-list to his 

Grammatik shares this opinion, while my teacher, Professor Czermai of Vienna, described it in his 

lectures as ‘heart with oesophagus". 
From an anatomical point of view, I think such combinations as 'heart and windpipe" or 'heart 

and oesophagus" seem improbable. Instead, the following possibilities may be taken into considera¬ 

tion: (i) heart with aorta and veins; {2) lung and windpipe; (3) stomach and oesophagus. It is 

difficult to believe that (i) could be the true interpretation of J , for the ideogram ^ ‘heart^ shows 

the aorta at the right and the pulmmalis on the left, both of course truncated, while on the 

top is part of the venes ptilmtiniiks^ see my article 'Untersuchungen zum Kdnigsnamen Adiebis" in 

Archiv /. Ag. Arch^ p^ 174; for detailed representations of ^ see Griffith, Hieroglyphs^ 

pi. 4, No. 46; pL 9, No+ 166, 
The second combination *lung and windpipe’ may equally be excluded, since these parts of the 

body ate represented by the sign cf* 'lung', Ebers^ 99, 13, It seems to me, therefore^ that 

the correct interpretation must be the third pos&ibilitj', ^stomach and oesophagus*, but with the 

reserv^ation that the oesophagus w^as probably in ancient times confused with the windpipe, and 

interpreted as the latter. 
"Fhe windpipe is likened in many languages, as one would expect, with a tube, a pipe, or a flute, 

cf. German Lu/frokre^ i.e. ‘air-tube". In Armenian fog stands on the one hand for ‘throat" or 

‘gullet" and on the other for ‘tube* or "trumpet". Persian ga^abatu rrim Arabic origin, 

is literally *cane of the lungs". Arabic iihaba means "flute*, but obviously belongs to the same stem 

as Coptic (B.) "throat' (from original •jViaAot), Late Egyptian '=JJ| ^bb. The above con¬ 

siderations lead me to suggest that in very early Egyptian there w'as a word n/r meaning ‘windpipe" 

related to xArabic naftr 'trumpet", which may perhaps originally have meant Tube"; in thh case | n/r 

* windpipe" will belong to the company of vanished tvords like je? idn "ear"; ^ *eye"; o (/)rf‘hand"^ 

* See A. B, Dandson, Hebretv Grantmat^* (Edinburigh, 1^32), p. 47- ^ Cf. Eg. Gramn^ § 112. 
3 Such an Approach hai been ancmpifid by the present wTiter in his forthcoming miroduttion co Middle 

Egyptian Grammar. 
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and ^ Anrf'baboon*, which so far have not been found in Egyptian texts, but which must once have 

existed in an early period of the language, and which still occur in related Semitic tongues, as in 
Arabic 'udfi ’ear’, 'mn ‘eye*, yad or n/'hand’, and ‘monkey*. W. VvciCKL 

Air channels in the Great Pyramid 

In his review of Edwards* Tke Pyramds 0/ Egypt, Chatley'mistakenly states {JEA 34, 127) that the 

southern air tunnel of the King’s Chamber, Great Pyramid, ‘enters the chamber at floor-level’. Both 

northern and southern tunnels actually enter 3 feet al^ve floor-level (Perring, T/ie Pyramids of Cizeh, 
Pt. I, p. 4), a distance readily seen within the room itself, of course. As Cbatley notes, Sirius could 

never have been observed through the southern channel, but it wiD perhaps be of interest to rev'icw the 

reasons more specifically than he does. Both channels enter the walls of the King*s Chamber horizon- 

tally and continue this direction for about 5 feet before turning upward (Perring, op. rit,, pi. 3, fig. 2); 

the diagonal of neither channel is a straight line, the southern ‘curving more than its own width to the 

east* (Petrie, Pyramids and TempUs of Gisih, ist ed., p. S4), the northern cutting even farther toward the 

west (Perring, op, cit, pL 3, figs. 1-2); as Chatley observ'es, the outer end of the southern channel— 

and presumably of the northern as well—was not square with the face of the pyramid originally, for it 

turned abruptly to run parallel with the ground for approximately the last to feet, 'probably', Perring 

believes (op. cit., p. z, pi. 4, figs. 5-6) ‘ with the view of preventing the sand from choking it up*. Petrie 

(op. cit., 70-'7i) found the air tunnels in the Queen’s Chamber were ‘e.xactly tikp tlie air channels in the 

King’s Chamber in their appearance, but were covered over tlie mouth by a plate of stone, left not cut 

through in the chamber wall; no outer end has yet been found for either of them_’. However, a 

telescope did show him ‘something like the mouth of a hole in the 85th course on the S. face', but he 

was 'hindered from examining it closely*. Elizabeth Thomas 

The beginning and the date of P.Ryl. IV. 586 (Plate I) 

In view of the interest to palaeographers of precisely dated specimens of bookhands or ncar-book- 

hands, it is worth recording that confirmation has now been found of the date indicated for the 

careful round letters and broad serifs of the hand of this document. The name Simaristos occurring 

in the briefly described P.Oxy. S02 suggested the possibility that this text was part of the Rylands 

document. A photograph obtained through the kind offices of Professor Gerstinger from the Uni¬ 

versity library in Graz, where the papyrus is now housed under the inventory number P.Graz 11933, 

reveals in fact the top left-hand comer of the Rylands papyrus, of identical handvvTiting, and making 

an actual join with it. Its prescript is of Ptolemy .Alexander and Berenice, dated by its form as not 

earlier than loi B.C., and by the word at the beginning of a line to not later than thetr 

nineteenth year, a terminus ante quern which P.RyL I. 12 advances to their sixteenth year. Now 

the first four lines of P.Graz are written in the small cursive found also in P.RyL lines 5 and 10, 

and seem to have been longer in number of letters (1. l, 42; I. 3, 39; 1. 4, 29-31) than are the lines 

from L 5 on, where the large round capitals of P.Ryl. begin, in a line averaging twenty-nine letters. 

In the prescript therefore only [eVKat-] | SsKB-rtv is short enough to be acceptable as a restoration if 

line? 1-3 were of even length. This suits the other data admirably: the loan therefore vt'as made in 

.Apellaios = Phaophi 99 B.C., to be repaid later during the same regnal year. The assignation of the 

text to the Arsinoite nome, inferred from a false interpretation of in P.Ryl. I. z, is shown 

to be wrong, for the provenance is OxjThynchus. Possibly ^^pdBinfs in some way describes the 
or association from which the loan w'as made. 

* 31ST Q 
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The text of P.Graz I 1933 (P.Ojcy* 802) is as follows: 

IJToXc^[aiov rov Koi /lAefavS^u SfoD] 

tAo^T^poy #fat Btfpevwnjfj 0cAiiS^^v €rov^ £*cicai^] 

StKarov, Tu oAAa icg[tii^ tiy ^ AfAefat'Spetat] 

ypd^rtrf pijMOf Ji7reAA?i/o[v ^aunfn j 

5 iv *0^i/pvyx^^} ?rdAct ^ ] 

S^ipapiOTo^ B^l 1 ] 
pu Adut^v Kai -diSuju[or Matc^- ] 

hwfV ] 

hilyovjf}? [-]--[ 
10 ]...[ 

]t?[ 

I. Cf. c.gn P.Teb, 106, 3; sb 4653, 
5, If eSa^fimv h correctly Ttstored at the endp this line is about five lettets longer than the normal a& cstab 

lishcd from the Rylands rest. 
7. The fim letter might be ^ but not ^ (j,e. not part of e.g, 
g. P.Gniz and P.Ryl. join along this liiie. As far as can be ascertained from photographs of the two docu¬ 

ments, . . .[ should be read. 
10. From the two fragments together only the reading A^poBirfjr - - -[ is confiimedp and &[ is very un¬ 

likely. 
II. ttiTO rat? mMr77j[ seems a probable reading of the combined fragments, in which case ofo-njfpaTOf is one 

possible restoration, not as yet found as far as we know in Eg^pt, In the .^ege-an and Asia Minor 
denotes a. cJuh or committee of a club (see Poland, Gttch.gr, Vfctinsio. ij8). The sense might be reached here 
by some such lestoraEtcn from the end of 1.10 as £^r<iJfoAJ^>H^o^Wt£;v (or similar w^ortl) r^v ] dird rot? m^cfn{|jiaT0ff 
tic rcor* ^TTi] j^ii^^[ciro:tv. 

C. H. Roberts and E. G. Tijrner 

AT Ann in The Invocation oj Isis (P.Oxy. xL 1380) 

The centre of discussion in this much-discussed word (for a recent and full citation of the evidence 

see A.^ Ceresa-Gastaldo in Aegypius, 31 {:t95i)p pp, 296 ff.) revolves round the question whether any 

certain pagan use of the \vord can be cited in which Jewish or Christian Influence cannot be sus¬ 
pected, The most important^ if not the only, instances occur in The Itwocaiim 0/ /j£r, a text whose 

composition ^can hardly be placed later than in the first century" (introd. to P.Oxy, 1380, p. i9i)p 

though the papyrus itself was written in the subsequent century. One instance which is adduced 

in 1. 2S is clearly doubtful other supplements are possible;, e.g. if none very 

probable. In 11. 109-to Grenfell and Hunt r^d iv ^IraXta g[ycr|injj^ In 1927 G* Manteuffel 

published some new teadinga of the papyrus (Ret^e de Phthtogi£, 51 (19^8)^ pp- 161 ff.) which sub¬ 

sequent scholars have often accepted, presumably for no better reason than that they were published 

later than the editto princeps. In this passage he proposes to read 4v VritiAia a[. .]77?i^g.0jo^i^ (emend¬ 

ing a[ya]TTjv to Q[ya]^ijv). This reading offends against the all but invariable rules of ’word-division 

(as Manteuffel himself observes) and, in my opinion» finds no support in the papyrus itself. I have 

re-examined the papyrus (no’W Bodleian MS. gr. b 16 (B)) and have no doubt that Grenfell and 

Hunt's original reading was correct; if anything, it errs on the side of caution in marking the first 

a of a[yQ]-Tn5i^ as doubtfuL 1 should conclude, firstly that here is an indubitable use of dyuTny in a 

pagan text of the first century a.d and, secondly, that those ’who set out to correct Grenfell and Hunt 

do so at their peril. C. H. Roberts 
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Radiocarbon dating 

A METHOD recently brought into use for estimating the age of material which once formed part of 
living matter, has yielded some interesting results in regard to Egyptian dating. 

Briefly, the underlying principle is as follows; 

The earth is continu^y being bombarded by cosmic rays, which convert ordinary carbon (atomic 

W'eight is) of cubon dioxide into another form of carbon (atomic weight 14) which is radio-active 

and gradually disintegrates. The amount of radiocarbon present in the atmosphere is roughly equal 

to that expected if it was mixed throughout all living matter, and if the cosmic rays had been con¬ 
stant in intensity over the last few thousand years. 

When an organism dies, no further radiocarbon b added and the amount present in the dead 

orgasm will gradually disintegrate according to a known law. After about 5,600 years (the ‘half-life 

period’) the amount will be reduced by one-half. Thus, by determining the p^portion of radio¬ 

carbon present in a specimen of wood, for instance, the period that has elapsed since the death of 

the tree of w hich it formed part, may be estimated. Plant material and wood, charcoal, antler, burnt 

bone, dung, and peat have been found useful Great care must be taken to prevent oontamination 
by substances likely to affect the results. 

The method is being applied to the dating of prehistoric sites such as the recently discovered cave 

at Lascaux, S. France, where carbon from an occupational level yields an age-date of i5!i6+qoo 
years. 

The following are the results obtained from some specimens from Egypt: 

Matmal 
Acflcia wood . 
Cj-prts$ wood 
Wood . . , , 
Funerary ship 
Wood from roof bentn 
Wheat and barley gram . 
Charcoal from house Hoor 

Sourci 
Approximate 

knoTcn 

Tomb of Djoscr 4650 
Tomb of Snofru 4575 

' Ptolemaic coffin ,2280 
Tomb of Sesostm 3750 
Tomb of l^emaiLa, Vtzier 4900 
FayjfijjTi A 
El-Omari Mid-Pred^Ti. {?) 

Radwarbon age 

4^02 ±2 to 
2i90±45o 
3621^^180 

4SS3±aoo 

5 25^ ±2133 

With the exception of the Djesser specimen the results arc in good agreement with the generally 

accepted dates. Further tests, especially on First Dynastj^ material, will be awaJred with interest by 
Egyptologists. 

I am indebted to Professor Richard A. Parker for a copy of a brochure on Radiocarbon Dating 

(Ameriian Antiquity, 17, no. 1, Ft. 2, July 1951) to which he contributed, and from which the above 
details have been abstracted. r Sloley 

An .Arabic Chrestomathy 

Tmeditorhas kindly affowed me to call attention in thijoumal to a book which, because it is published 

in Egypt, might escape the notice of some scholars likely to be interested. Published by the .Al-Maaref 

Press at Cairo for the Royal Society of Historical Studies, it is by the well-known Arabist, Dr, Adolf 

Grohmann, norv Professor of Muslim History and Archaeology at the Fouad I University, and bears 

the title From the World of Artd)ic Papyri (1953, pp. xxii-l-262,16 plates and a table showing the 

development of Arabic script in papyri of the first century after the Hegira). There Is a forew ord bv 
Prof. Shalik Ghorbal-Bcy. 

The volume may be described as combining, for Arabic papjToiogj- and on a smaller scale, the func¬ 

tions of Mitteisand VVildten's Grundsu^e and Chrestomaihie. Part I, pp. 1-109, corresponds with the 
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Gruttdsugi, but, unlike that work, it does not deal with the hbtorj' and administration of Egypt but 

confines itself to the palaeography and diplomatic of papyri. It is* for this sphere^ extremely full and in¬ 

formative. Beginning with an interesting and useful list of Arabic texts on papyrus, and a map show¬ 

ing the places in which they were founds followed by a more detailed one of the Fayyum, it goes on to 

describe the process of manufacture, and then deals very fully with other materials than papyrus, the 

pens^ the ink^^ the styles of writing, and the language of the Arabic papyrh It concludes with rules 

which should be followed in editing such papyri, rules which necessarily differ in some details from 

those accepted by editors of Greek texts on papyrus. These rules* which will be found extremely useful 

by budding editors, are highly to be commended. 

Part 11 is the Chrestomathy, a selection of texts illustmting life in Arab Egj^pt and historical events 

there. Many of these have previously been published elsew here* but some are newdy edited. Many 

arc, of course, drawn from the Rainer collection and from the Egyptian Library'. Some are Greek or 

bilingual (Greek and Arabic), like PERF 55S, of the year ^2 a.d. 643), and PERF 556^ a 

document issued in Greek by ^Amr himself The documents selected include 

many which arc of exceptional interest, and the w hole volume is a most welcome addition to the 

resources of Arabic papyrology. It should be extremely valuable to all teachers and students of the 

science and of the earlier history of Egypt under the Arabs. 

This is not a review but intended merely to call attention to the volume, but a few notes on particular 

points may perhaps be allow^ed. On p* 14 Grohmann speaks of the harm that may be done by the forma¬ 

tion of cry'stals. They are often destructive to ostraca (Grohmann's suggestion for the treatment of 

these is sound), but do they often cause serious damage to papyri ? I have seen them form there hut do 

not recollect having ever had serious trouble with them. In note ro2 (p. 2zo) Grohmann mentions a 

Coptic document with a complete BvKaiitinc protocol at the end of the roll. That must be almost 

unique; it looks as if the roll had been reversed before use* i.c. as if the blank roll had been re-rolled with 

the protocol at the end. But in P, Lend. 1419, a codex, the protocol was in the middle of the volume 

(see p. vii of P. Lond. IV)+ On p, 114 the translation of the (Greek) endorsement of the document, *to 

the Magaritai and others, meyving upivards&naecounl of tkepublk taxes\ i$ open to objection; it should 

read Svho came up to collect the public taxes'. 1 doubt also the rendering of 1. 4 of the next document 

(pp. 115 E), 'send thb man to a resen'ed place, and do not trouble tius ptuce by (biUeUmg) otken {but 

Antir)\ I should prefer 'and do not burden (one) place in lieu of another** i.e. it is a warning against 

local fovouritism. Grohmann^a description of this document on p. 131 as a receipt is rightly corrected 

in a note on p. xiv; it Is indubitably an entagion. The Arabic is dated, according to Grohmann's 

translation ^(jeajr ninety o[ne]\ In the Greek text the date is givTn as erou^s) fa w'ith written above, 

and Grohmann renders 'the year91-88** What docs thb double date mean ? Has been corrected to 

fa. or fa been erroneously altered to irpj ? I cannot myself see any such reading in the facsimile (plate 

Xli). What 1 see there, and the oftener I look at it the clearer it seems, is perhaps with a line over 

or through it* The trouble is that year 48 docs not suit either the Arabic or the indiction* which is clearly 

the 8th. Year 48 aji. should according to my calculation begin in a.d. 66S, and the nearest 8th 

indiction to that is A.o. 664-5* Perhaps the apparent in the facsimile is an iUuston, such as a facai- 

mile may sometimes produce, but it would be interesting to have Prof, Grohmannb comments and 

to kno\v how he understands his double date pa inj. H. L Bell 
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Suppl^TTienl atix AnnaJes da Service des Atdiqaitis, Cahier No. 17. TabieBu dcr Parties du Corpr hummn 

mentiomiits par ks ^ptitra. By Gustave Lefebvre. Cairo, Institut firan9ais d'Archeologie orientalc, 

1953, Pp. 73. 

The w&rds discussed m this volume are grouped under tight gencniJ anatomical headings. ThU arrange¬ 
ment is eonvenicnt for most purposes and results m no difficulty in the identifieation of a term, the anatomi¬ 
cal position of which noay be unknov^n to the student, because every word is listed in alphabetical order in 
a comprehcnive Index giving references to the particular section or sections of the book in which the 
term is discussed; Under each word important s^anations m spelling are noted, and the Coptic derivadve 
and, wherever possible, the precise meaning are given. References to fuller discussloiis and textual refer¬ 
ences are generally relegated to footnotes. 

Although 4he author, with tj^pical modesty, disclaims any pretence of completeness for the book, some 
two hundred and thirty terms arc included and it is hard to believe that the number Is capable of being 
substandally augmented. His list of sources shows that he has c^t his net far wider than the medical doeu- 
ments and has drawn his material ako from the prindpaJ religions and magical texts. jVmong the very few 
omissions w^hich the reviewer noticed are two words mentioned in the Omnwiicu U, p. 244*^ namely, 

m (var. "^^1J 'kid^ey^ and abdominal term the exact significance of 

which is stiJi obscure, both of which are well attested in texts of the Late Period. Profssor Lcfebvre treats 
the w-ord fm in its recognised senses of "head* and 'chest^ and mentions the possibility of a further meaning, 
^stomach*. An unpublished papyrus In the British Museum (No. 10321, rto. U. 24-^7), in w‘hich the god 
promises to keep in health the oivner'a 'kidneys (grt), intestines (w/d) and his entire fm\ throws some 
interesting light on this suggestion* for the sense requires that it should mean, not ‘stomach', but the abdo¬ 
men as a whole. Another occurrence of the word in a document of a similar purport in the Cairo Museum 
(No. 5S035, published by W* Golenischeff in the Cat.geitn Papyrus MeratiqueSj 2.16 ff., and by A. Mariette, 
Fapyrm Boul^q, II, pi. 57, 11. implies that it had an even wider significance. In that instance the 
god promises to preserv'e the health of the owner*3 "body limbs (r/), and his entire Perhaps the 
best rendering of the w^ord in that context is "frame". In view of all the available evidence it appears, there¬ 
fore, that An could be used either in a limited sense of certain individual members—the bead^ chesty and 
abdomen—each of which comprised several organs* or in a wider sense of the body as a whole. 

In his treatment of the three words iAAtp, nh^u^i and /nr/, the author points out the probable connexion 
between hA^/ and ndpt^ "tusk* (of an elephani)^ and he accepts tlie meaning "^molar* although ‘canine teelh^ 
would seem preferable, ‘Molars' would be a more suitable rendering for ptet, "bound ones'^ molars are 
indeed often called ^double teeth* by the layman at the present day. Perhaps the distinction between these 
three wnrds was not always observed in usage* but in some instanceSp at least, the words and tmt 
possessed specialized meanings. 

The only word for ^toe^ given in this vocabulary is s?h^ but ^ is also well attested in tests of the Lace 
Period. i\n unpublished papyrus dating from the Twenty-first-Twenty-second Dymasties m the British 

Museum (No, 10083, mentions the expression n ^ f f*the ten toes of her 

feet". The same meaning is preserved in Coptic (initte). 
In the Preface to his Amient Egyptian Onomaitica^ Sir Alan Gardiner expressed the hope that Egypiolo- 

gisis wuidd endeavour to lay the foundations of a new dittionaiy by the publication of specialized vocabula¬ 
ries consisting of words w'hieh occurred in texts or classes of documents to which they had devoted parti¬ 
cular study. Professor Lefebvre, by compiling a vocabulary of anatorrucal terms* has i^en a practical step 
towards the fulfilment of this wish and has rendered a most valuable service to ail students of the Egyptian 
language. How often readers of medical texts, and indeed of many other documents of more general content, 
must have turned to the Berlin dictionary in vain for the precise meaning of a word denoting a part of the 
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bcdyi The of knoulcdgo in this direction has certainly been considerable since the dictiodary ^vas 
published H but the information is scattered over a brge body of scientific Literature and is consequently 
somedmes difficult to locate. If the author had done no more than to codify the sources of information 
hitherto available he would have produced a very useful work of reference; the book^ however^ also embodies 
the fruits of his own extensive researches^ and its vaJue i$ correspondingly enhanced. 

I. E, S. Edwahos 

The Wifhour Papyrus, edited by Alvn H* Gardi^th: Vol. I* Plaies; Yol. 11, Comtfmitary; Yol. JII* 
Translafioai Vol. IV^ Indexes^ compiled by R. O. FauUener^ 

This monumental and sumptuous publication has been made possible through the generosit>' of the 
Trustees of the Brooklyn Museum. It is indeed a fortimaic drcumsEance that the Wilbour Papyrus should 
have fallen into such bands^ and that its editing and the task of interpreting the special and difficult prob¬ 
lems it contains should have been entrusted to Sir AJan Gardiner. For the Wilbour is no ordinary text; and 
Gardiner justly acclaims it as 'one nf the most important of non-religious pap^Ti of Pharaonic date". The 
papyrus provides us with a mass of new data concerning economic and social conditions ixi Ramesside 
Egypt and, in Conjunction with Gardiner's commentary, is a veritable mine of information on Egy^Jtian 
topography, local cults, personal names, and many other matters. Its publication undoubtedly brmgs us 
an important step nearer the day w'hen at last it will be possible to produce a real economic lustory of 
Pharaonic Eg^pt. 

\"olume I contains photographs of the whole papyrus and hieroglyphic transcriptions in Mrs. Smitbers* 
beautifully clear and regular hand. The kernel of the whole work, however, is Gardiner's commentary that 
forms the second volume. It is impossible in a few wurds to give any adequate idea of the scope and nature 
of this massive eommentan', which undoubtedly will and must form the firm foundation of those additional 
researches that will be necessary before all problems of interpretation are solved. The transJations m the 
third volume arc mainly the work of Faulkner, who is also entirely responsible for the compilation of the 
exhaustive and exceedingly valuable indexes that form the fourth and final volume. 

The Wilbour Papyrus consists of two documents, A and nf unequal length, which are concerned 
entirely with a sort of cadastral survey of a continuous portion of Middle Egypt extending roughly from 
Medinet el Fa}7um in the north to a place a little to the north of Minia. Text A, the larger document, records 
assessments and rneasurcmcnis of land made over a period of about three weeks in the months of July and 
August in the fourth year of Ramesses It is divided into Four sections in which the various plots are 
treated in roughly geographic ordcr^ subject to grouping under the hierarchic order of the great land¬ 
owning institutions. It is not, therefore, the surveyors' aciual field book, but a compilation therefrom made 
in an office. It is a record of various kinds and qualities of land, their ow’ners and culti%^aiorSt and the assess¬ 
ments for taxation. These assessments are for the greater part of two kinds, ^apportioning' and 'non¬ 
apportioning*, the discussion and elucidation of these occupying about half of the comitieniaiy (pp. ss-sr* 
65-108). Text B was apparently WTitten somewhat Later than Text A, covers approximately the same 
ground, but is much shorter, and is occupied exclusively with details concerning‘/vAales-land of Pha^acph^The 
entries in Text B are clearly of tw'o kinds: the majority^ arc normally written entirely Ln black ink and usually 
only contain one measurement or indication of area and nq other apparent hint of why they arc recorded. 
Others, how'ever, are dUtingubhed by being normally marked by a red dot, and by exceedingly complicated 
and cIlipticaJ entries in red and black ink, with red indications of acrc^e at the end of the individual lines 
that are taken up in totab given at the end of each paragraph or section, it is evident that it Is this smaUer 
class of entry that is the real purpose of Text B* 

It is tempting to dw^ell on many of the interesting points raised by Gardiner in his eommentaryp I have 
resisted that temptation from a feeling that ihb review^ would sePr'e a more useful purpose If it contained a 
discussion of some points and features of the papyrus that have not been hdly discussed or ex-plabed, and 
in the hope of proriding some clarification of a fcw^ details, and even at times of suggesting views and ex¬ 
planations rather different from those of the editor himself. 

Three features in particular wUl probably strike every reader of the Wilbour Papyrus: the very kte 
date in the year nf the survey and assessments; (^) the relatively small area of the lands Ibted; (f) the strange 
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and complicated figures given in Text B and the whole question of its reiationship to Text A and its real 

purpose. 

Gardiner has already drawn attention {Commentwy^ p. 10) to the difEcuIty raised by ihe date of the 

survey. The sun'ey of Seetion II of Text A began on approximately July 33, and it may be assumed that 

the entire suney occupied roughly the period July i7-August 8. I find it quite impossible to accept that 

this survey can possibly refer to the normal winter {shitin) cultivation^ for the harvest is reaped at the latest 

in May and modem practice is that threshing follows Immediately,^ and, as Gardiner points out, the survey 

in ancient times appears to have taken place while the crops w^ere still standing. It is even more unlikely 

that the threshed grain wag allowed to He on the threshing floors for weeks, or even months, before the assess¬ 

ments for taxation were made, for such procedure would inevitably have entailed hca\7 losses, and the 

W’holc tenor of the entries in the papyrus is surely not that of an assessment for taxation based on actual 

yield, but on an estimated average yield per acre which b uniform for aU lands of the same quality. One is 

forced to assume, therefore, that the siirt'^eys of the Wilbour Papyrus could not have been conccmcd with 

areas under winter cultivation but must have dealt only with areas under surnmer crops, which would 

normailv be reaped in August.* Such crops are grow^n in places capable of being irrigated artificially 

during the summer; under the general conditions which probably prevailed in Ancient Eg)"pt it seems that 

most of these lands must have been berm-lands (the higher land along the river bank), the lands on the 

sloping Nile banks, and, perhaps, though certainly much less in area, certain land along canal banks, Le« 

the papyrus appears to have been primarily concerned with what today w^ould be called j/iiiraAf-bnd. 

If this deduction be granted ^ it would explain many things, such as, for instance, the occurrence of plots 

"found dry’ (A 5x4-7; 34, 9; 34, 19)^ or the plot "found dry in the first month of Winter' (B 13, 8), A further 

consequence would be that it should be possible ultimately to locaLLze the places mentioned in the papyrus 

much more closely, all being relatively near to the Nile, or, though rather less likely, lo a canah 

That the Egj^jtians should have raised summer crops b not inherently improbable, but hitherto our 

Egy'ptological Hterature has verj^ htrgely ignored the pcssihility. Schnebel, in fact, seems to assume that 

summer cultivation did not exist in Pharaomc Egypt and suggests that it was introduced in the reign of 

Ptolemy There b, however, some Egyptian evidence. The earliest reference knoivn to me occurs in 

the Hckanakht papyri where, so it seems, concern b felt lest the inundation should reach the fields before 

the crops can be reaped/ n^other instance b to be found in the tomb of RekhmiriK, where the vizier is said 

to be ’he who despatches mayors and heads of divisions for aummer tillage’.* But the most striking parallel 

with the WiJbour Papyrus, both in date and actual conditions, is to be found in Fap. SaJIier l\\ v^s. lOp 3-- 

I 7/ these jottings refer to w'ork done on *thc great threshing-floor of the high land^ between the 26th 

day of the second month of Inundation and the 12th day of the fourth month of Inundation in the third 

year of the reign of Meneptah. According to my calculations, these operations extended approximately from 

July 18 to September 3. It seems quite impossible to maintain that these operations could have been oon- 

ocmed with anything but summer crops. 

If we now consider the areas involved in the assessments of the Wilbour Papyrus, the figures are equally 

striking and significants It is naturally difficult to give exact figures of the acreage and my estimates are 

admittedly only approximations. In Text A we have some 17,324 arouras = 11,260 feddan = 11,711 acres* 

In Text B, for a v^ariety of reasons, it Is even more difficult to climate the acreage, but the total area appears 

Schnebel, Lamkeirtsikaft^ r66, quotes at Ics^t one Cracco-Roman instance of threshing st-arring the day 
after reaping had been completed. 

^ Mr* J. T. Davies, who haa a special know ledge of Egyptian irrigation and similar matters, reached a 
simUar con'clusion for much the same reasons and commiifiicatcd it to Sir Alan in 1940^ My own conclusion 
was reached quite independently of Mr. Oavics, but it i$ right to state that I am conscious that my approach 
to the Wilbour and its problems has been much influenced by my owm conversations with Mr. Davies during 
the w'ar. ^ Schncbcl. op. cit. 157* 

^ Winlock, BjccavatiQnf at tlBahri: ,61: cf. line t of the letter published thereon pL 33, jV 
nbt m ifiUn nth skr anything that is flooded in our land, it is you who arc cultiv^adng it*. 

* Vrk. IV, ii13p S - Davies, Thg Tomb of UM-mi-rt at TAefrer, ti, PI. 27^ 35; ef, pi. 121. 
^ Gardiner, Late Egyptian Misc^ilanieSt 94“^7i ^ translation of the more important pass^e&i by Gardiner 

himself, will be found in JEA 27, 62-64. 
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to hnvc been nqt Less than about i4i4^o aroui^ = 9^373 Mdan = 9^748 acreg., I must addp however, that 

for reasons that wUI boeome apparent shartlyT there b a possibility that the fig:urie3 in Text B may in reality 

represent only about half the true acreage of the areas listed. There arie+ of course, no means today of 

esUmating the true extent of culti^^able land in Pharaonic Egypt, but it must have been considerably less 

than the modem acreage. Modem statistics of acreage and crop yields, and in particular all statislEcs relative 

to years subsequent to the latest raising of the AsT,vtn Dam, are useless for our purpose since conditions 

are now so vastly different. Since one must have some sort of a yaxd-sdek^ I have deHberately referred to 

VVillcocks, Egypiiitn IrHgMton (London, iSSg). since hb statbtics are the oldest available to me^ though 

admittedly even they must be in excess of the Pharaonic figures. 

Since Texts A and B deal with lands lying approximately bet^veen Medinet el-FayyQm and a place a little 

to the north of Mlnia, I assume for the sake of argument that ihb is roughly equivalent to the northern half 

of the modem Minb Province and all Beni Suef Province, 1 have been compelled to omit aH reference to the 

Fa>yQm owing to the absence of any suitable or reliable statistics, but the cultivable lands in the part of the 

FajyOin that interests us must have been relatively small.' According to Wllkocis's figures,^ half Minia 

Province would be 210,651 fetidan, and Beni Suef Province 242,678 feddan, a total of 453+329 feddan. This 

toial is so immensely in excess of the hgures in either Text A or Text B that it b immediately evident that 

the areas given in the papyrus cannot represent the total cultivated area. 

ft Seems certam, therefore, that the surv'cy and statistics in the papyrus deal only with a particular type 

of land, of distinctly limited area. In the light of what has been said above Ln connexion with the date of the 

survey, it may be suggested that in Text A the surv^ey was concerned only wdth lands under summer culti- 

vation^ the only lands that Ln July were in a state to be surveyed and assessed for taxation. In Text B the 

situation is somewhat different. As pointed out above, while aU the land in Text B b Aj^to-land, it appears 

that the real interest of the scribe lay only Ln those lands marked by the red dots. I suggest, therefore, that 

Text B contains or purported to contain, a complete register o-f all ^Ad^t^lands in the area under considera¬ 

tion, but that the holdings specially marked and treated are thoac A'Anfo-lands under summer cultivation. 

In support of this theory it is interesting to note that the approximate area of the lands in Text B which I 

suspect bore summer crops b some 2,443 arouras, or 17 percent, of the apparent total; if, as I suspect, the 

apparent area of 14,420 arouras is only about half the true area, the percentage is about 8^ per cent. It is a 

strange coincidence that according to Willcocks the bcrm-Iands in Beni Suef Province and half Minia 

Province amounted to some 36,500 feddan, or approximately 8 per cent, of the total area. Figures and 

percentages are notoriously deceptive and uncertainj and I have no wish to stress the apparent corres^ 

pondcncc between these two percentage, but they certainly merit consideration* 

If we now turn to the statistics In Text B some interesting facts are revealed. .4s I have already remarteds 

the entries fall superficially into two classes, one being normally marked w^ith a red dot, and the other, by 

far the more numerous class, having no dot. The latter class contains a brief description of the plot and a 

number of amuros, the whole entry being in black. The first category alwav'S contains a description of the 

plot and an area in black, followed by complicated entries written entirely in red or in red and black - these 

red or red and black entries always consist of the word ^balance' in red, followed by an indication of area in 

red or black, there someiimcs facing several such entries. It ia only the last entry in each line, and only the 

entry that is entirely in red, that is included Ln the total at the end of the paragraph: this total often expresses 

the area, whatever the type of land listed, reduced to terms of * fresh land" It is these entries that are 

so puzzling, for there may be as many as four of them, and it is quite clear that the successive figures bear 

no mathematical relation either to each other or to any total that may be given, and that the word * balance* 

cannoE bear precisely the meaning we usually associate w ith it. 

The solution of this puzzle is, I tliink, to be obtained from a study of those entris that correspond with 

’ The minimLim and maximum Iwels of the Jrayyum lake in the late Twelfth Dynasty varied between 16 5 
and 1^ metres above the present sea level; in Ramesside times, allow'ing for the deposition of silt, the lake 
level must have been slightly higher (cf. Ball, CQntribtfti^fm ro the Gf^graphy of Egypt (Cairo, 1939), 199-310). 
The effects of this on the extent of the cultivable area between the Middle Kingdom and Ptolemaic times can 

be seen by studying any gfiod contour map of the Fayyum, e,g. Ball, op, cit., pL 9. 
^ illcocks, op. cit., table XVIII on p. 71. Note that WiLlcocks's figures arc in "acres'; it is evident from his 

page 3 that these are 'E^j^stian acres'^ and correspond to feddan. 
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tho&e of Text A. There are suqjrisingty few of these, a fact for which I can offer no explanation at present, 

but the most signiHcant for our purpose is the entry for a place south of Bapa, A 74^ 3&-37 {Posh A) = 

^ ^4^ 37 B) ^ B 23, 32. To appreciate the importance of these entries it is essential to set out the 

main facts Ln abbreviated form, using the conventions employed in the Translation: 

A 74, 36-37: land culti^-atcd by him appoTtioned ^ , * jo^ me. 5, me. 5O1 sacks 

A 64, 37: in apportionment of land cultivated . . . 10. ar. me, Jf. 

B 23, 3a: * . . arable land, arouiaa 20, balamce, arable land* 5* maeinq s} ar. 

Gardiner has demonstrated in hb commentary that Posh A entries record the area of the plot (in this case 

to aronras), the tax per aroura (5 mc-b the total tax (50 me.) and the sum apportioned f3| sacks)* most prob- 

ably 7^ per cent, of the total. In Posh B the first black figure is identical with the first red figure in Posh A and 

expresses the area, the first red figure (with certain exceptions discussed below) is always apparently one- 

quarter of this area* and the multiplication of the two red figures gives the total amount apportiDned. It is 

at once mdent in the example quoted above that the first red figure in Posh B is identical with the last red 

figure in B 23, 33, and we already know that this figure represents 5 aroums of arable land expressed In 

terms of fresh land* i.c. tfis first red fi^i/re in Posh B is akcays expressed in terms of fresh fond- That this is 

correct h shown by a study of those entries in Text B which do not ^ve the reduced fresh land acreage, e.g* 

A 43* lo-ii ^ A 38, 10 = B 10, 16; A 74, 2-3 = A 58* 13 = B 17* 30; all these give a final red acreage 

of arable land in Text B that is danble that of the first red figure in the corTesponding Posh B+ On the other 

hand* A 39, 14 {Posh B) = B 22* 12, but A 43, 27-28 (Posh A) cannot as it stands refer to the same pbt (at 

least, not in the same year) because the area (30 aiouias) is too great. 

If thb important fact is borne in mind^ k is possible to offer some explanation of a number qf apparent 

anomalies to which Gardiner lias already drawn attention {Commentary, 101-4). ^ entries discussed 

by Gardiner the holdings cither consist entirely of fresh or tired land^ or contain a combination of tw'O Of 

more types of land. Where the holding Is entirely of fresh land the first red figure in Posh B is always one- 

quarter of the area of ihe plot, but multiplication of the tw 0 red figures in Posh B does not give the apponion- 

ment of Posh A+ In rired land or in holdings containing more than one variety of land the multiplication 

does not give the amount apportioned, nor is the first red figure in Posh B one-quarter of the first red figure 

in Posh Gardincr^s explanation of this is based upon the unique A 76, 3-5 where in P^h E we find a 

second red figure of Gardiner accordingly suggested that, after allowing for the frequent mathe¬ 

matical errors which these ‘anomalous’ cases led the scribe to make, the required result Is obtained if one 

multiples* Ln Posh B, the first red figure by 3. It is quite true that the result caat be obtained iu this way— 

but only because 3 is double t|—but I doubt whether this Is the happiest way of formulating the solution 

or whether it contains the whole truth. It is auspeet because it leaves without explanation the apparent 

abandonment of the general principle that the first red figure in Posh B represents one-quarter of the first 

red figure ki Posh A, and because it demands an abrupt doubling of the apparent rate of tax for no obvdous 

reason. 

Ifi how ever* these anomales are examined In the light of the fact that the first red figure in Posh B must 

represent one-quarter of the plot when expressed in terms of fresh land» the position b entirely different* 

and it immediately becomes apparent that the anomalies no longer exist. ^^Iiere fresh land alone is con¬ 

cerned the first red figure bi Posh B is automatically one-quarter of the area (.4 34^ 38’"4^ = A 28* 1&-12; 

so also^ w ith restoration, A 34, ai-24 = A 24,30). Where tired land only is concerned as in A 83* 26-29 ^ 

A 86, 3-5 w^e find a plot of 14 arouias of tired land but only 2I aroums as the first red figure in Posh B* 

But 14 arauras of tired land are equal to io| arouras of fresh, a quarter of which is 2|i* which is the same 

figure as given in Posh B after aUow^ing for the tendency of the scribe to omit the smaller fractions. Pre¬ 

cisely the same conditions may be observed in those cases where the plot is 'mixed': e.g. A 29,4-7 A 24* 

13-16* where we have a holding of 40 arouras composed of 20 arouras arable land and ao amuras tired bnd, 

but only 6J as the first red figure in Posh B. If these areas are converted into fnsh land* 20 arouras arable = 

10 arouras fresh* 20 arouras tired = 15 arouras fresh, and the whole mixed holding is equi%^alent to 25 

arouras of fresh land, a quarter of w'hich is After aEowing for scribal errors* aU the other anomalous 

cases yield similar results. 

The explanation of the fact that ki these anomalous cases multipHcation of the red figures in Posh B does 

not give the apportionment of Posh A is thus a purely mathematical one; it is because the lands are of 

R B Sl"T 
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diJTercjit values but reduced to a purely fonnaJ proportion that the result It \s evident that the real 

rale of tax on these lands of varying quality U rather difFercnt from the apparently invariable figure of me, 

IJ. In a plot of lo arouras arable land, the proportion of the land susceptible to apportionment is expresaed 

in terms of fresh land. i.c. ajrouraSp but since the pbt in reality contains no fresh land iC is obvious that 

the real taxable area is 5 arourasp each of which pays f me. tax. Thus in the apportioning texts the true rate 

of tax is I me. per aroum arable^ ij me. per aroura tired^ and 3 me. per arouia fresh land- In holdings of 

arable land it will be noted that the first red figure in Push B actually represents half the area expressed in 

terms of fresh land, the fact that that figure is one-quarter of the first red figure in Posh A simply being due 

to the fact that fresh land is double the value of amble. Bearing this fact in mind, if T = the snm apportioned* 

and ^ = one-quarter the area of the plot expressed in terms of fresh land^ a simple formula will cover all 

eases, i.c. T = 2(«jX 1 J)- In practice this formula was only strictly applkd for holdings of fresh and tired 

land or for mixed holdings, Ln amhlc land the apparent procedure is expressed as though half the real area 

expressed as fresh land were multiplied by basically the same prociess- 

It may be objected that this is not stated in the text. It may be suggested that this was merely because 

the procedure was so familiar to the scribe that it was assumed that eveiyeme was awure of it. IMuch the same 

assumption in land measurement is shown in the great Edfu Dooadon Text where a typical entry reads 

^north thereof. 6|J; by 4J* S by 5. making aS J'd no indication being given here^ though it is elsew here, that 

the measurements are in hi n mch and the area in arouras* still less is there any indication in the entire text, 

though the procedure is the same in every instance, that the formub of cdcuiaiion is 

urtfa = i(a+A)x|{c+£^^ 
as pointed out by Lepaius and Bnigsch.* 

Thus I suggest that the dotted entries in Text B refer to ACA^i^j-lands under summer cultivation, and that 
the final red figures indicate the areas of such lands from which the apportionments of Posh A and Posh 

B are taken. ’What* then* is the meaning of the other figures in Teset B ? It is certain^ I think* that they bear 
no obvious mathernaticaJ relation to each other^ they neither add up nor ^ balance^ satisfactorily, and no 
s^'stem can be deduced. The only suggestion I can make is that these are records of the areas for apportion¬ 
ment for a number of years—as far as I can see the figures cover about four successive years—and that 
'balance" in these entries means 'that proportion of a plot of Khato-hmd from whichi in a given year, the 
apportionment is lakcn'. This suggestion is the only one that occurs to me that can provide an explanation 
of the great variation in the figures from year to year. This variatioit in acreage is precisely the condition 
that is found in the hod ei-gesirak, or 'island division" in modem Egy’pt. Many years ago in this^ou-™/ Sir 
Henry' Lyons^ pointed out that ihe hod fi-gesirah is land on the Nile bank from fiood level down to the 
water's edge at the lowrat siagc of the river, that it is cultivated In spring and summer, that it varits in area 
from year to year, and that it has to he re-measured each year when the river is low% The conditions de¬ 
scribed by Sir Henry Lyons in my view accord exactly w ith the ancient conditions that I suggest lay behind 
the Wilbour Papyrus. Moreover, lit should be pointed out that in Text B not only do the areas vary in extent^ 
as one would expect with hod el~gesdraJt, but the lands themselves are sometimes recorded as varying in 
quality B lO. 9. 15. 19; iz, 6; 15. 1 have counted some eighteen instances), a condition that is most 
prone to occur in these 'island divisions^. 

It remains to consider the first hlack figure in the Text B entries; docs it indicate the theoretical full ex¬ 
tent of the plot, or b it. like the other figures on the tine, only an indication of the taxable area in one par¬ 
ticular year? It wfill be noted that in B 31 the first black figure is io arouias. a figure which seems to 
accord w^hh A 64, 32-34 and its mention of a plot of 20 (aTouras)^ and one might argue that of this plot of 
30 arouras. 10 arouras (A 74, 35-37 = 3^-37) was Khato^\md susceptible to an apportionment of 3J 
sacks. There are numerous entries In Text B in which, superficially at least, there seems to be no objec- 
rion to making a similar deduction, c.g. B 13. 26. 29. But closer examination will reveal a number of entries 
in which the first black figure cannot indicate the theoretical full extent of the holding because it is smaller 
than the final red figure* which we oow know' only indicates that proportion of the plot that bore the appor^ 
tionment, a proportion that can never be more than $q per cent, of the whole and which in a few- cases is 
only 25 per cent, Thb is quite clear in such entries as B 9. 19 j 10. 5; 13* 19. In B 7. 6; 8,3; 9. iS; 9* 25* etc. 
the final red figure is cither equal to or slightly less than the first black figure, but since in e%'ery example 

* Chassioat, Edfou, vit. 2aa. S-9. ^ CL Brugseh* Thes. 533. J JEA t2. 242-3. 
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the finat red figure must be doubled to obtain the full merit of the pbt, it is certain that in these entries 
also the first black figure cannot give the full acreage. I conclude, therefore, that none of the dotted entries 
in Teit nor those cotries that inadvertently are not dotted but are included in the totak. record more than 
a majfimum of 50 per cent, of the actual acreage of the holdiiigs hated. It is for thb reason that I have sug¬ 
gested above that it is possible that the true acreage of the lands in Text B may be about double what it 
appears tol>e. 

Whether the figures in the undotted entries represent full acreages^ or only proportions of them* cannot 
be decided on the evidence avaUabb While I should not be surprised to find that such entri^ had static 
acreages, there are a few instances where the acreage does m fact appear to ^'ary. This is a problem that 
cannot be solved at present^ but I am satisfied that in order to obtain the true extent of at least the doited 
entries, all the entries in them must be doubled, and in a few cases perhaps even be quadrupled. 

It b remarkable how many of the figure for the final and intermediate years are Jess than those of the 
initial black figures. If such declines in the area of cultivated land provrd to be general in thc^ year^ of the 
reign of Harnesses they must surely have been reflected tn reduced harvests. Were they due to a scries of 
low Niles? Jiave wc here yet another sidelight on economic conditions in Ramesside times? 

^iany other points in this fascinating papyrus and its illuminating and stimulating commentaiy^ invite 
discussion. The kinds of land mentioned, their position^ and the fiuctuations Jn their quality reveal in^ 
trigutng facts when tabulated and analysed, but it is impossible to discuss them here. But it is necessary to 
point out that* if I am correct in suggesting that the primary concern of the papyrus Is with summer cuh 
tivatioji* we must be prepared to reconsider our ideas of Ancient Egyptian inigatioii. It is mconceivable* for 
instance, that l;;{ekanakhi;e could have imdenaken summer cultivation without the use of at least the 
In fact, Ll is difiicult to see how the thddtjf alone could have served the purposes of aummer irrigation, for 
it is slow and expensive for such work,* and in modem Egy^pl, so 1 am informed* the cost of working shddiifs 
for sumracT imgadon has always exceeded the total value of the summer cereal cropSi 

If these comments and suggestions which a very careful study of the Wilbour Papyrus have provoked arc 
accepted* they will certainly throw new light on the papyrus itself and on economic life in Pharaonic Egipt, 
But nothing can detract from the abiding value of Gardiner's magnificent edition. From all points of riew 
it is one of the greatest and moat weighty of all Sir Alan^s many contributions to Egyptology, it adds to our 
knowledge in many directions, and opens the door on new* and fascinating risias of future inquiry and 
research. If one day w^e may be able to produce a proper economic history* of Ancient Egypt* that will be 
due 10 a very large extent to Sir j-yan's monumental work and his preparatory studies. 

IL W, Fajeman 

Siudia Aegyptrdca IL Die eriie ZtPischenseit Agyptens. By Hanns Stock* Analecta Orientalia^ 31. Pontifioim 
Institutum Bibltcum* Rome, 1949. Fp. x^iii-|-ii&t >4 4 maps. 

In the present volume, the review of which is regrettably belated* the author makes the most serious 
attack on the historical problems of the First Inlermediale Period that has been attempted for a very long 
time* and it must be said at once that he has given us much food for thought and discussion. In his view 
the story opens in the reign of Phiops I, when that ruler divorced his first queen and disinherited his son 
by hcr^ The king then married tw'o daughters of the Abydene noble Khui and had a son by each of them, 
namely, the future kings Merenrec and Fhiops IL The descendants of this Khui, who for a while united 
in their OAvn hands the Thinite and Serpent-Mountain nomes and were buried at D&r d-Gebrawi, provided 
the viziers and other high ofHcisb of the Memphite Court. In the biter part of the reign of Fhiops II the 
vbierate was divided. The Vizier of Upper Egypt was essentially a feudal baron* and was usually a scion 
of the Abydene house of Khui* while the Vizier of Lower Eg>pt was a Court official, a direct servant of 
the king. 

This division of the ™icrate was but a beginning of a process which ere long led to the rirtual indepen¬ 
dence of the barons of Upper Egypt from the control of the Crown, to which they paid but nominal allegi¬ 
ance* in the north, where feudalism seems not to have been so strong* the ro^^al w rit for a while tan less 

* Cf. Willcocks, op. cit a^f4-5 and table XXX%'Il. 
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limpingly. the weakness of the kings was in du^ couise by unchecked raids and iniiitraiion 
into the Delta on the part of Semitic tribesmen who settled on the rich land but, as Stock se^ did not 
set up a Semitic dynasty as some have supposed, Uldmattly the impotence of the kmgSp coupled with 
Aaiattc incuRions* led to the utter subversion of law and order of which we read m the "pessimbtic" litera¬ 
ture. The author maintains that the disturbances were confined to the northern half of the land, the nomes 
of Upper Egypt remaining reasonably prosperous under the control of the local ruling families. There is 
probably some truth in this view, but it can hardly be cndrcly eomcct; it is not to be supposed that even 
the weak Pharaohs of Dyns, VH and VIII made no attempt at all to maintain some semblance of authority 
over their turbulent subjects in the Souths and in fact there are to be found dLsdnet suggestions of civil war. 

After the fall of the Memphite successors of Dyn, VI, it has been supposed by some scholar, headed 
by Sethe^ that there came into being a kingdom of limited extent with its capital at Koptos, but the error of 
this hypothesis w as noted by Hayes 32, 21 If,}. Stock agrees with Hayes in this respect, but for the 
rejected KoptJte dynasty he substitutes an Abydene. To the present reviews, Stock^s thcoiy' carries no 
more conrictiDn than Scthc's; the arguments against it have been set out in detail by Posener (Biitfiotheca 

OrieTifalisy 8,169 f.)s and Hayes and he are surely right in accepting the tmditionai vietv, that the Heracleo^ 
politan regime directly succeeded the Memphite without any intervening or contemporary sub-dynasties. 

As regards the circumstances of the rise and fall of Heracleopolis and the growth of the power of Thebes^ 
Stock's views and my own arc entirely divergent. Whereas he maintains that the Heracleopolitans never 
oontmllcd the nom^ south of the Thinitc, to me it seems dear that the early Hemdeopolitan kings extended 
their domlnionp albeit temporarily, to the First Cataract, see W/inlocfcj Middle Kitigdom, 5 f-i my remarks 
thereon JEA 34, 123. Our fundamental divergences on this matter arise in part from differing mterpreta^ 
tions of the same evidence^ but in part, as it seems to me, from a tendency on Stock's part to make the 
evidence suit his theory; he repeats the old aT;gament that the Hcracleopolitan cartouche on the Asw-an 
rocks was due sbnply lo a quanydng expedition—on the w'fong side of an existing Theban state—without 
admitting the posstbllity of an alternative explanation, and dismisses in a footnote (p. ji, n. i), without 
argument, my Interpretation of the Hc-tiub graditi^ on the latter point see Poseneris comment Or, S* 
170-1. 

There is no space here to go into the problems of the succession of the kings of XI> but Stock 

seems justified in hb conclusion that and are one and the same king. The suminuig up of the 

argument and the discussion of the chronolog)' will be accepted or not according as the reader accepts or 
rejects the author's theses, but his attempt on p. 103 (0. 1) to reduce the length of the reign of Phiopa II 
by thirt)' years, rejecting the joint evidence of the Turin Papyrus and Manctho in favour of his own pre- 
oonoeptions, does not inspire confidence in his arguments; in any case there are far too many unknown 
quantities for any estimate of the length of the First Intermediate Period to be more than plausible guesswork. 

If w'c have had regretfully to reject the author^? views on the history of his period, neverthelc^ wc owe 
him a great deal, not only for the collecting of such a mass of evidence bearing On it, but also for ptoviding 
a basis for further discussion and aigumenq w hereby m dub course some approximation to the real state of 
affairs may haply be attained. R- O. FAULtcmm 

The Ashmolean Osiracon of Sinuhe. By JoH^f W^ B* Baiins. Published on behalf of the Griffith Institute, 

Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, by Geoffrey Cumberlege, Oxford University Press, London, 1952. Pp. 
V+4T, II plates, £i» loj. 

The Story of Sinuhe was in ancient times perhaps the most popular story ever written by an Ancient 
Eg^^ptian, and in modem times it has come to be regarded as the classic par exiellenee of Egyptian literature. 
The discovery and re-uniting of the divided and far-separated portions of an enormous Harnesside ostracon 
bearing a new text of the famous tale must therefore be a matter of importance to those who are inter¬ 
ested in the textual criticism of the ancient stories^ and it is with a feeling of gratitude to all concerriied that 
we view the present publication. 

The story of the recovery of the complete ostmeon has been briefly told by Dr, Bama in his Preface to 
this book, in which he has studied it in detaik It contains 130 lines of text in a neat Ramesside book-hand, 
punctuated wuth red verse-points, and includes the greater pan of the stoiy, from the opening words down 
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to B zSon The text as it stands here is very corrupt, but evea in that state it occasionally yields a clue to the 
archct^ai readings and the real value of the author's w-ork, apart from his admirable publication of the text 
itself, is that he takes the student step by step through the new version^ analysing each new reading in 
turn, however bad it may be^ and evaluating it in comparison with the other extant versions. Not only has 
the author really advanced our oomprehension of the most outstanding of all Eg>ptian tales, but he has also 
brought home tq scholars the fact that the most conrtipt Ramesside version of an old text may yield a clue 
to an obscure reading. Incidentally, he has also made it clear that the old idea of *receiisioas' of the text 
of Sinuhe must be abandoned; in his owti words: "Asbm and its nearest rebtives , , , are not degenerate 
descendants of a manuscript closely resembling R or. * * PBA, but of a very different text, of independent 
authority'. It is but seldom that the reviewer differs from the author^s judgements on points of detail. 

A valuable feature of this book is the way in which the text of the osttaoon is presented* Following on a 
Fronrispicoc displaying the complete ostnijcdin as now restored, a Foreword by Dr. Harden and a Preface 
by Dr* Bams, there comes a series of eleven plates, each of which dtspb>^ in the upper half a collotype 
reproduction of a section of the hiemde text, thirteen lines to a plate, w hile below it is the autographed 
transcription into hieroglyphic, thus enabling readings to be checked with the maximum of ease. -After the 
plates comes the autographed Commentary already referred to, while after that again follow two printed 
pages of Conclusions and a most useful Index of the text of the ogtracoDh Apart from our debt to the author, 
we must express our gratitude to the authorities of the Griffith Institute for spon$odng this publication, 
and to the University of Oxford for pro%'idlng a financial subvenrion which has enabled it to be placed 
on sale at a price which is within the reach of any interested student. R, 0* Faolkxer 

Egypii&n Art in the Brooklyn Museum CoUecihn. Pp. 5, 51 photographic figures. Erookl^Ti, 195^* 

This little album of fifty-one photographs, with an Introduction initialled by J. D. C(ooncy)p brings 
before the public the pick of the Egv^tian antiquities of artistic importance which are prraerved in the 
Brooklyn Museum. The objects depicted cover a range of time from the prehistoric period to the Nineteenth 
Dynasty, and, within the limits of the book, give a very fair cross-section of Egyptian art; they include 
sculpture in the round and in relief, stone and pottery' bowls and vases, and Kleinkiimt; wall-paintings alone 
are not represented. The objects displayed are shoivn in roughly chronolggical order, and are followed by 
just over tw 0 pages of useful bihliographicaJ notes on each photograph In turn; among the items which most 
interested the reviewer, there may be mentioned No. 21, alabaster seated statue of Phtops I in festival 
costume j No* Ji, an ebony statuette of Amcnophis Ill as a young man in which the face already seems to 
suggest a certain weakness of character p and No. 49, a really striking portrait-head scrying as lid of a Canopic 
jar of an official of Harnesses IL We hope that this book will serve not only to enhance public interest in 
the collections of the Brooklyn Museum, but also to attract more attention to Ancient Egypt in general* 

^ O. Faulkner 

The Hittites* By O. R, Guk.nxv. Fchcan Books No* A359, London, 1952. Pp^ xiii+240, 32 pktes^ 19 text- 
figures. 31, 

Once again the publishers of Penguin Books have added another to the series of popular yet authoritative 
works on archaeology for which they have been responsible, and which serve the vital puipose of making 
the results of research available to that wider public whose interest and support are essential to the future 
exbtence of archaeological studies. In the present vxslumc Dr* Gurney maiiitaina the standard of hia pre- 
cursorsp covering the w hole gamut of Hittitc history and culture in 240 pages full of information and well 
illustrated with plates and drawings. 

To the Egyptologist the main interest of this w'ork lies in the account of the relations between the 
Hittite Empire and Egypt, and in this portion there are a few statements which art open to question* 
For Instance, on pp* 26-27 it is stated that after Tuthmosis HI crossed the Euphrates, Tor some 
thirty years the Egyptians w ere supreme in Syria. But the Egyptian hold on northern Syria did not long 
surv'ive the death of the energelte Tuthmosis, and shortly after the accession of Amenophis II the Egyptians 
were forced to retire in their turn before another Hurrian power, MitajmlH* This is surprising in vHeiv of 
the facts that (t) Tuihmods III m his Euphrates campaign actually invaded Mitannian temlory (cf* 
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Gardiner, Onomostka, 1, 172* SJ}; (a) the major factor in Near Eastern imcmatioiial politica down to the 

collapse tfi the latter years of Amcnophis III Avas the Egyptian supremacy in S^Tia, and when the troubles 

began it was to Egypt that the petty states of northern Syria looked for protection i and (3) under the three 

successors of Tuthnwsb III rdations \rith Mitannl steadily increased in cordiality, beginning with an 

embassy to Eg>pt under Amenophb II and culminadng in tAvo majTiages of Miunnian princesses to the 

reigning Pharaohs. In the section on w^arfare. also, the paragraph on p. no devoted to the famous battle of 

Kadesh hardly does justice to the military situation. Admittedly Ramesscs 11 Avas saved from praeticaliy 

certain disaster by the vciy' opportiine amA'al of reinforcements from Zimyrat but no explanation has yet 

been forthcoming as to Avhy. when the tide of battle turned and the Hiititc chariots Avere driven back on the 

O rentes, the Hittite commander kept 8.000 infantry inactive on the cast bank of the river. In fact, technically 

victory belonged to the EgA'ptians, jn that they Avere left In possession of the stricken field; but of course in 

the true military and political sense the Hittites Avon the day, in that Harnesses Avas in no case to continue 

the campaign. But a fact that Dr. Gurney docs not mention b that at a later date Ramesaes must have 

redeemed his failure^ for in hb Year S w"e find him capturing Dapur in the territory of Tunip, in what 

w^as admittedly Hiittte territory, and Ave also read of the exbtencc of a statue of the king in Tunip, which 

surely indicates subjection, dbeit temporary, to Egypt. Later, of cour^, the Egyptians must have Avith- 

drawn from this region, for it b highly improbable that, at the time of the famous treaty, the frontier betAVeen 

the two poAvers by far north of the Nahr eLKelb ■ thb seems to have marked the point beyond which neither 

poAver Avas able permanently to maLniain itself. 
So far as the main topics of his book are concerned, hoAvev'er, the author has succeeded admirably in hb 

purpose of providing the non-specisJist reader, as well as archaeologbts working in other fields of the Near 

East, with a conspectus of an ancient culture which has emerged into the light of day only w^ithin the last 

seventy or eight>^ years, and for this aa'o ovac him our grateful thanks. R. O. FAtrLKSiH 

Thi Exatt Scimc€s in Antiquity. By O. NfugebaueIS. Published by Geoffrey Cumbcrlege. Oxford University 

Press. London. 1951. pp. xvi-hi9i* PI. 14. zs* od. 

In this book, amplifying six lectures delivered at Cornell LTniversity in 1949. Professor Neugebauer gives 

a valuable survey of the historical interrelationship between mathematics and astronomy in ancient dviliza- 

tions. The main emphasis b on madiematics and astronomy in Babylonia and Egy^pt (of Avhich excellent 

summaries arc given) in their relationship to the science of the Hellenbtic period—the period following the 

Alexandrian conquests of the ancient sites of oriental civiibations. During thb period a form of science 

developed Avhich later spread over an area reaching from India to Western Europe and dominant until 

the croatton of modem science in the time of Newton. In the development of this science astronomy played 

a very important part. 
Most valuable for the student are the chapters on 'The Sources and their Evaluation* and ^The Origin 

and Transmission of Hellenbtic ScienGe^ We are shown the oriental background of the mathematics and 

science of the Greeks and the influence of Babylonia and links with India are emphasized. Tavo AvideJy 
separated types of Greek mathematics must be distinguished—one. represented by the strictly logical 

approach of Euclid, Archimedes, and others; the second type is part of general Hellenistic mathematics, 

the roots of which lie in the Babylonian and Egyptian procedures. 

There are two clearly marked periods in Babylonia—the 'Old Babylonian* i&so to 1600 S.C.) during 

which mathematics reached the highest Ica'cI ever attained in Babylonia, and the "Seleucid" datable to the 

last three centuries BX., Avhen the only essential progress made Avas the introduction of a sign for zero. 

Earlv Babvlonian astronomy was crude and merely qualitative—on a par Avith contemporary EgA'ptian 

astronomy—but texts from the "Seleucid' period are based on a ronsbtent mathematical theory of lunar 

and planctaiy^ motion. 
A direct surAb al of Babylonian method b seen in a problem of mathematical geography expressing the 

latitude of a locality by means of the ratio of the longest to the shortest daylight for the region in quesfion. 

In the theory of lunar motion a Greek papyTus of purely mathematical character b based on a Babylonian 

method but adjusted to the Egyptian calendar^ 

The author points out that the relatively primi tive level of mathematical knowledge In ancient Egy^pt makes 

it possible to investigate a state of development which b no longer available io so simple a form except in 
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Egyptian documents. The whole procedure was essentially ^additive', based on simple opunting. Muhiplica- 

tJon was pefformed by breaking up one factor info a scries of duplications—the same principLe is employed 

in modem computing machines. Some original and interesting comments on the mediods of handling the 

"unit-fractions* are given* Such fractions inHucnced the Roman administradve offices and thence spread 

through the Roman empire. In Ptolemy*s Atnuigat final results are often expressed in these fractions! They 

are occasionally used to this day in stock exchange quomtions in Cairo^ e.g.» A ^ for 

The 565-day Egyptian calendar—’"the only intelligible calendar which ca’ct existed in human history 

became the standard astronomical s>'stem of reference. It was kept alive throughout the Middle Ages and 

used in the time of Copernicus. Another Egyptian contribution to astronomy is the i^-division of daytime 

and night which we still use. An astronomis^ concept of real Egyptian origin is that of the' decans" and it is 

suggested that the decans did not form a dosed ring on the heavens^ but that a decan may represent any 

constehatiDn rising heliacaUy during an interval of ten da>'s {cf. the piiF&miiltmtta of the Greeks). On this 

assumption, however^ it is not easy to explain the diagrams of the Cenotaph of Sethos I; but it should be 

noted that the author in a private communication to the writer claims to have successfully resolved the 

difficult^'. The diagrams In the tomb of Senenmut show two stages of design. Faint traces in blue of an 

earlier arrangement are visible and indicate that artistic principles largely governed the arrangemeiit of the 

scenes. Thus it seems a hopeless task to attempt to identify the star groups depicted w^th the modem sj^tem 

of constellations. 

A major incentive for the study of astronomy was the attempt to achieve some regularity in the intercala¬ 

tions of the lunar calendar^ Astronomy did not originate in astrology as has so often been stated^ but the 

widespread belief in astrology, as the one science which gave insight into the causes of events on earth, 

influenced the transmission of astronomical knowledge from one nation to another. Astrological documents 

in Mesopotamia belong to the Seleucid period and their number is insignificant compared with that of the 

astronomical texts. In Eg>'pt the earliest horoscopes, Demotic and Greek, are from the time of xAugustus. 

The author illustrates the difficulties which beset the investigatcr in the field to which he has devx>ted 

him^If for many years with remarkable success. Many editions of the classical authorities are untrusmonhy 

or incomplete and an enormous amount of material in the form of cuneiform tablets is still unpublished 

and even unexamined. There is no reliable edition of Ptolemy’s Geography—one of the most influential 

books of antiquity—and as yet we know practically nothing of the histoiy of the zodiacal and planetary 

symbols. A dmely warning is given to those attracted by pan-Babylonian theories which sdll exercise a 

baneful influence in the literature. 

Professor Ncugebauer pa)^ a deservedly high tribute to Sir Harold BelPs 'Egypt from Alexander ftie Great 

to tJit Arab Conquest* (0-xford^ ^94^) only as a summary of the history and methods of papyrology^ but 

as a brilliant study of the diffusion and decay of Hellenism^ the general problem^ of which one facet is the 

subject of this book. 

It is satisfactory to jeam that complete editions of aU available cuneiform and Egyptian astronomical 

texts arc in oouise of preparation and will shortly be available for students. R, W. Sloley 

Ancient Egypt as represented m ike Museum 0/ Fine Arts* By W. S* SMITH. Third edition^ fully revised ^ 

Boston, 1953- Pp. iSji 117 figures. 

The appearance of a third edition of Dr. Smithes handbcMik testifi^ both to its excellence and to its 

success. It is not so much an introductoty guide to the Eg>T3tian collection of the Boston Museum of Fine 

Arts, as a conspectus of Egyptian history and material culture illustrated by objects from that collection. 

The sy'siem adopted by Dr. Smith is to give an historical survey of a periodg following it with a description 

of objects belonging to that period in the Boston Museum* The text is dlustiatcd with excellent photo¬ 

graphs, very carefuUy chosen, of many of the finest pieces in that collection. In this new edition the author 

has not been content to reproduce the illustrations of his earlier editions but has in some cases replaced them 

with photographs of different pieces; in other cases he has given new photographs of the same pieces— 

alw3>'s improvements, even though the original photographs were adequate. 

Few alterations have been made to the main body of the text. The wording of some passages has been 

more carefully chosen; a few additional remarks have been interpolated^ taKng notice of the recent discoveries 
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at Hclw^n md Dahshilr. At the end of the book Dr, Smith has now prefaced his chfonologica] list with a 
brief acGoimt of the way in which Eg:i!.pttan chronolog^^ has been established. This account is carefully wTitten 
—as IS very necessary"—and is an admirable introductioo to the subject^ It may be doubted whether a 
subject so full of difficulties bcloogs to a popular work of thb kbid. It is also doubtful whether Dr. Smith 
has achieved in his historical summaries a proper balance between detail and the general narrative. In 
particular, his section on the Old Kingdom—his own special resenc—Is overburdened with Xoo many 
details of personal relationshipa and problems of succession. ThuSp while we are told much about I^etep- 
he res and the dynastic troubles of the Fourth Dynastyp Dr. Smith forgets to mention that the PjTamids 
of Gizah were built by the kings of that dynast)^ although this fact b assumed throughout his narrative of 

the period. 
In general p however, the book fulfils admirably its purpose of being "a short history of the developmmt 

of EgTr’ptian culture and art^ It b refreshing to find an Egyptological book w'rittcn for the pubbe in which 
scholarship has not been suenheed and which b vet sympathedcally written and very readable, 

T* G. H. James 

Early KhartoJim, By A. J. ArkelL, Pp. xid+i45i pis. 113. Oxford. 1949. £5 5s* 
This volume is in many respects a DOtable landmark in the archaeology of north-east Africa^ It records the 

results of the first excavations conducted by the Sudan Govemment Antiquities Service, and is its first full- 
scale publication. It also marks the first step towards filling the archaeological vacuump at least as regards 
prchbtory^ that has hitherto exbtcd in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan south of the Second Cataract. It is 
fortunate that thb pioncrerijig eUori should have found in ArkeU so careful and conscientious an excavator, 
and one, moreover, who has published speedily and in detail. The Sudan Govemment are, indeed, to be 
congratulated op their initiative, and w'e look forward to many more such excavations and their publication. 

The site which was the chief object of the excavations b a small mound on the north-east of Khartoum. 
It had been used as a ccmctciy during the siege of Khartoum in T&85 and apparently for some years pre¬ 
viously, and it also contained some Mcroitic burials as w'eli as the prehistoric remains that provide its main 
interest. The site has suUcred greatly from denudadon and has been terribly disturbed, so that not one of the 
early burials was found intact. In spite of these unfavourable drcumstancesj the excavations have intro¬ 
duced us to a new culture and have afforded abundant material for study. 

The prime interest of the site lies in the remains which it has revealed of a primitive, hunting, negroid 
community, hving bi mud and wattle huts. That it w as a prehistoric community is certain p for the dbcovery 
of a hitherto unknown and extinct type of reed rat, Thryon&mys arkeUi Bate^ and the fact that the settlement 
existed at a time when the Mile was considerably higher than today and when the rainfall was very much 
heavier, indicate conditions far different from those diat can be deduced in the Nile valley in hbtoric times. 
The flint industry was predominantly a microlilhlc one^ using small, water-worn quartz pebbles. The most 
typical objects of Early Khartoum, howwer, are the bone harpoons of early type, the majorapparently 
having at least four barbs, and the pottery. I'hc typical pottery of the site is a hard ware decoiatcd with wa^y 
lines made by combing the surface with the spine of catfish; Arkell suggests that this inspired the Badarian 
ripple technique: the resemblance certainly exists but the influence ts not proven as yet. 

Also found in the settlement w^cre a very few sherds of a hard red w^e, usually burnished and decorated 
with patterns of impressed dots, and associated with gouges typical of Fay^Ucii B. ArkeTs subsequent ex¬ 
cavations have prmed that this "Gouge Culture' is later than, and derived from, the "Wa^y Line Culture"^ 
and for them he now favours the terms Khartoum Neolithic and Khartoum Mesolithic respectively. Their 
origin, he suggests, is to be sought perhaps to the south-west across the Sahara. The reviewer regards with 
considerable unease the introduction of the terms Mcsohihic and Neolithic. It is doubtful, to put it mildly* 
whether the nomenclature of European prehistory can be applied either properly or accurately to Africa, and 
when one considers how Egyptian prehblDry has been bedevilled by the use of the wwd Neolithic, and stiU 
more by the rash and hast)' conclusions that the associations of that word have provoked, it is more than 
unfortunate that Arkell should so hastily have labelled as Alesolilhic and Neolithic cultures that still are 
imperfectly known and of which our infonnation is derived from only two small and disturbed excavated 
sites and a number of surface sites not yet worked. 

The Meroitic graces produced little of note* except for additional support for the view that the stone rings 
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ao often found in Mtroitic and X-Gnonp sites were archer's looses. Lastly* it should be noted that this book 
also includes a desenption of the contents of two graves found near Omdiirman Bridge. These graves may 
have been proto-dynastic since they prodneed pottery very closely akin to the rippled A-Group ware found 
at Faras. I t is one of our problems that hitherto no other pottery of this type has been found between Faras 
and Omdurxnan^ but this only emphasizes the importance of Arkeir& work. He has not otdy introduced us to, 
and published in exemplary fashion p two new' cultures, but he has brought out vividly w'hat a huge field of 
W'oritp practically untouched, there lies in the Sudan. Let ua hope that the Sudan Govemment wHll be able 
to pumue this very important work before it is too late, but may one express the hope that, without any 
lowering of standards or loss of detail future publications will be produced at a more moderate cost. If 
something is not done tjuickly to reduce the ridiculously high prices of archaeological and other learned 
works, publication will eventually cease through lack of supportp for already the majority of scholars and 
students are unable to buy many of the books they badly need, and costs are stUl rising. 

H. W- Fairman 

Kharga Oasts in Prehistory, By G. Caton-Thomi^N:, with a Physiographic introduction by E. Gardner. 
Loudon (AthJone Press) 195^. Fp. [ laS plates and 38 figures in the text. lor. 

It is a matter for geneml congratulation that the long-aw aited report on Miss Caton-Thompson^s impor¬ 
tant work carried out in Khaiga in 1930-3 should at last see the daylight, and in such a handsome volume. 
The review er refrains from the use of the word 'sumptuous* which, used by the author in a review of his 
Own work Early Khartoum^ made it dllficiilt for him to obtaiu adequate funds for the publication of the sequel. 
And yet that this was not her intern is demonstrated by the fact that the fine volume produced by a sister 
university press has been the model for the Athlone Press, who are to be congratulaied on another fine 
volume. CongrainktionSt too, to London University for their part in the prqdnctionp and especially to the 
far-sighted Director of the Institute of Archaeology for ensuring the retention in England of the bulk of the 
Kharga material for the use of students. 

The discovery of the Badarian civilization bet^veen 193^ and 1925 by Guy Brunton and the author led to 
the Latter prosecuting her research into the origins of the Predynastic culture in Eg^^t by excavating in the 
northern Fay^ibn from 1934-S. This resulted in the identification of the Fayydm Neolithic industry, which 
proved, though rebted, not to be closely akin, to the Badarian - and so, after Brunton had claimed the Tasian 
culture as a separate entity preceding the Badarian^ it w^as natural that her intention to follow' up the FayyQm 
work by [nvcstigations in the Libyan oases should lead her to choose KJiarga, the nearest oasis to the scene of 
the Tasa-Badarian discoveries. 

In the upshot, the quantity of pdaeolithtc material found vi'as so great that the excavators had to devote 
most of their attention to it^ although it is discoveries in the neolithic field that are of partitular interest to 
readers of this journal. 

Both the scarp and the fossilized mound-springs in the depression below the scarp were made to yield 
evidence as to past climate and the activities of man. It is remarkable that the earliest stone tools in Kharga 
should be e^tilvod Acbeulean, and that they should indude several types found at Omdurman (Khor Abu 
Anga)^ where evolved Acheulean may also be the earliest culture. Dr. L. S. Leakey, in a recent review, 
has claimed that all the Khor Abu Anga material is Sangoan and not Acheulean. Wotdd he then include 
Kharga in the Sangoan province too ? At Kharga the Acheulean is followed by on unbroken series: Acheulio- 
Levallobian^ Lower and Upper LevalloisiaDf and two local cultuies named Levalloiso-Khargan and Khaigon, 
the latter giving way to Aterian, apparently immigrant from the west. Levalloiso-Khargsn and Khaigan are, 
like the Sebilian of Kom Ombo, near-final developments of the Egyptian Levallols. Miss Caton^Tbompson 
regards them as approximately contemporary and bearing witness to local mdependcnce such as was still 
found in Egypt in the Pre-dynaatic period. 

Two later cultures v^erc found at Kharga, but unfortuiiately the critical one* named the Beduin Micio- 
iithic, was not found in ri/u, ^ that the problem of the succession from the Falaeolithic to the Neolithic In 
Egypt still remains unsolved. There appears* to Miss Caion-Thompson, to be a typological break between 
the Aterian and the Khargan on the one hand and these two final cultures on the other; but she thinks that 
there vros possibly a direct passage from the Epi-LevoHoislan, which occurred at one mnnnd-spring^ to the 

B su? a 
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Bcduin Microlithic with its rare transverse arrowheads, comparable to the Sebiliati, where phase 11 contains 

trapiza and triaitgkt. She has no doubt that the Bediiin Microlithic preceded her Peasant Neolithic, though 
she thinhs it may have run on contemporaneously and even continued kter- 

She is tempted, too, to see the origin of the Egyptian Neolithic and early Pre-dynastic bifaced tools in the 
Atcnan foliates; so there may be a kind of continuity there as well. Her Peasant Neolithic, with its flaked 
aMS, planes, rare concave-W arrowheads and sherds, stone-lined hearths and grinders (possibly only for 
ochre, though they are interpreted as being evidence for agriculture) is considered to be roughly contem¬ 
porary with the Amrattan, from Its similarities to Armant; the conclusion being that advancing desiccation 
drove the Khargans into the Nile valley, where they teamed to maie sickle blades and other unifacUl types* 
The distinction between bifacial and unifacial types appears to have no signiiicance at Kharga, for the use of 
tabular flint often rendered bifacial working unnecessary. This is intcrcstbg in view of the frequent use of 
tabular rhyolite by the people of the Khartoum Neolithic at Esh-Shaheinab. With Miss Caton-Thompson’s 
surmise that ’the lUiargans and Tasa-Badarians shared a common ancestry, the source of which wnlJ remain 
obscure until Nubia, Ethiopia and lands to east and west of them have been further explored' the reviewer is 
m full agreement; and he will be interested to hear to what extent she thinks his ShahiftaP, now in the press 
throws light on that common anoestiy* 

The chief importance of this fine volume is the contribution it makes to our knowledge of the prehistory 
of Egypt; but readers will also And a valuable summary of the history and archaeology of the oasis in historic 
times, with a survey of the evidence for Egyptian activities then. Kharga does not seem to have been worth 
penetration until the New Kingdom, and was probably not colonized until Dyn, XX. Egyptianization in¬ 
creased between E>yn, XXII and the Persian conquest, the earliest known buildings being the Dyn. XXVIJ 
temple on what may have been the site of an earlier shrine. A* T Ahkell 

Griechitcht liUrarisdu Papyri. By W. Schubart. Bcrkfite Hhtrdit VerfimuHuag der Smhmchea Ahademtder 
WusenschafUn in Leipzig, Phil.-hist Klassc, Band 97. Heft 5. Berlin, Akademie Verlag, mco. Pp. lofl 
DM. 13.25. ^ r - 

This book, we are told, suffered considerably from the war, a fact which is apparent in external details. 
It IS pnnted on poor pa^r, and was affected by some teebnical limitations. Doubtful letters could not be 
indicated by the conventional dots; they are printed in italics, which are in some cases difficult to distinguish 
from ordinary Greek type (compare the two sigmas at 7. li). Reference to the text is not facilitated by 
Professor Schubart’s frequent practice of relegating all word division to the notes, which are in small type 
and separated cmly by dashes. ^ 

These short^mings, though annoying, are not important, and we must sympathize with Professor 
&hubart, who is their rietdm and not their cause. So distinguished a papyrologist deserves better presenta- 
tion; so do new literary papyri. 

The collection includes 6 epic fragments, 9 fragments connected with drama. 3 extracts from anthologies 
and 15 prose fragments, several oratorical and one (42) an addition to the *Acta Alexandiinorum' (cf. P.Oxy' 
1177. of whicb S. here presents an edition). " 

The first four fragments are tfomeriea. (3) gives a division of the Odyssey into 40 *daj's'; (4) is a discussion 
on Homer, doubtless in dialogue form; cf, woflreiv in tine 32. (i), dated third/second centuiy a.c.. 
presents a problem for which S. can find no parallel, it is a passage from the Odyssey tvritten ont; each 
hexameter occupies two lines; the division is irregular, and could have served no conceivable metrical or 
educational purpose. One is compelled to think of some Enutation of column width here, or perhaps in the 
text from which this was copied. Fuller description or a photograph would be helpfril; (aj it would be 
useful to know the amount of blank space preserved to the right of the first few ILne-endings extant; (i) it 
seems strange that the beginning of line S alone among the first nine line-beginnings is preserved. 

Of the epic fragments (7) (Callimachus?) contains considerable remains of 27 lines. But these offer a 
bewildering variety of context; S. complains of'die bestandigen Wcchsel der Bilder’. More can be obtained 
from a shorter piece, (0), which evidently deals with the causa belli Traimi. Its style is critical not narrative ■ 
Pans IS a dSiKos in line 8. Line 3 is puzzling; ifssvTjUL Paris com« 
to Sparta as a trader (S. quotes paraUela) and finds Mendaus absent; cf. perhaps Eiir 14 76 
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S. h unhappy about the applicability of the tenn wuptSiour to Paris* rape 
of Helen. One thinkSp of courac, of the v^tvaiov„ Ss t6t* eWppcrrt ya^pi>tffiv (Aesch. Ag^ 7^)* 
the difficult word here is Koypi]3foii?. I would suggest ifptmTa]^ovs as a better completioit^ cL Iliad, 6* 161. 
Line 9 €^Xfv Kpimst of the judgement of Fads, recurs in Eur. HeL 676 j this repetition is perhaps "striking*, 

but not necessarily significant. 
(18) and (19J are tragic fragments. In (i3), following hard on the mention of (by the chorus?) 

comes the actual lament (of Medea) - d. e.g* Soph. EL^i, 86. (ig) contains mention of Od)^us, and it is 
possible that TroXvppa^ in Hne 25 may be active (like in Nornius) and refer to him. If we accept 
the punctuation of the papyrus we have a harsh change of speaker in line 3; wp6^ is a very abrupt 
formula of intcmiption. S* thinks naturally of a Philoctetes tragedy. 

The first fourteen lines of (21) relate how^ ambassadors are sent on a mission to Scyrus; the 
names of Odysseus and Lycomedea occur. We have here probably ihe sending of Odysseus and another 
hero to summon Neoptolcmus. to whom line 11 Tp€4^pxy[ refers^ This b the subject-matter of 
Sophocles* Skyri(n, as conjectured by T^whittp quoted and accepted by Feaison, Soph, fr, II, p* 192 L 
But one may reasonably complain of the boldness of Professor Schubart's btle^ *Kommentar 2U Sophokles 
SkyrioiV: the Sophocleaji plot is conjectural; lines 15-28 of the papyrus deal with different subject-matter, 
the only link being the name Odysseus (line 24) \ and an ingenious suggestion of Professor Snell is appended, 
that the papyrus may really consist of notes on two passages in the Iliad, 19. 326 and 20. 53. 

28. 9 ff. (an anthology) reveals that Etm Meleager, fr. 529 wr Sovkois ;^T;DTofe Au^ri^ Kal 
SecriTOT^Eiat SaijAoi^ SofUKv b paralleled closely in both Menander (monost. 556) £ovA^ SedTrorou 
Xpr^tTTov Tvxe w and Philemon^ whom the papyrus quotes: ISfOTroraf AujBttv*, Aa^tr. 

It is a relief to find a fragment which raises few problems. (36) contains some 25 lines of vigorous oratory 
on the advantages of rnihtaiy discipline. In line 31 (duplications) appears to be Jirol Aey^/jcmv. 
It w^ould be an advantage to have a list of new words like this and e.g. ^aaKavr^p (7. 23) in addition to the 
index at the back, whieh I ha^'e found reliable. 

Professor Schubart is to be congratulated on the edition and annotation of these new fragments. 
W, Bond 

Les InscripdDns gre€qu€S du Temple de Il^tshepsoui a Deir el-Bahari, By A. BaTaILLE (Fubheadons de la 
Spci^t<£ Fouad I de Papyrologie, Testes et Documents, X), 1951. 

M. Batailte here publishes those Greek insoriptLonfl, painted and inscribed on the walb of the sanctuaries 
of the upper terrace of the temple of H^tshepsut, which he himself saw' and copied in 1936-7. In so doing 
he adds one more to the already considerable list of works by French Egyptologbts on the late inscriptions 

of the temples of Egy'pt and Nubia. 
The terrace of the temple was sacred m HeUenisde and Roman times to Amenothes and lo Imhotep- 

Asklepios, and the inscriptions consist of 7rpcn7™^jf^™ of pilgrinis,. and aimost no tourist-graffiti occur* 
B. gives in hb introduction a satbfactory general account of the re-use of the sanctuary and of the syn- 
cretized deities to whom it was sacred, and b able to show, by reference to the important ostracon, the 
complete text of which w as published by him in Stud. pap. iv, 1937, pp. 125 ff., that the new worship and 
the acceptance of Amenothes by the Greek population was effected not later than 261-260 E.C* 

The inscriplions themselves, which, so far as can be determined from the writing, seem to be almost 
equally Ptolemaic and Roman, have individually little historical interest, though in gross they attest the 
popularity of this syncretized healing-cult among the local populatioa of the left bank (there are few 
foreignerSt and the proper names are predominantly local). They are, however, for the most part so illegible 
that few' would care to dogmatize either regarding the detailed reading of many of the proper names or in 
many instances regarding the precise meaning of the whole inscription, Neverthelcs B* has rendered a 
valuable service in making these scrawb available before they became wholly Illegible^ and he deserves 
particular credit for persevering with such unrewarding material. P, M, Fhaseh 
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Falii^apku romaine. By JeaS Maixon. Scripturae moniiRienta et studia III, Coiis<^o superior da investiga- 
ciofics eientificasj Instituto Antonio de Nchrija de fiJologla, Madrid 1552. Pp. 188 and 3a plates in photo¬ 
gravure. 

There is a reason why M. Mallon ’s book should be reviewed in this Journal. It is not only an impor¬ 
tant book in its own right, but its argument and iconoclastic conclusions are based in a pm-emtnent degree 
on finds made and publ^hed under the auspices of the Egypt Exploration Society. Two papyri from Oxy- 
rh>’nchu3 arc the most important witnesses cited out of a host which arc normally neglected or excluded 
but which the writer calls in to build up a balanced and complete picture of a 'Roman' rather than a ‘Latin’ 
palaeography. 

Though almost every page contains a comment or argument of palacogmphical interest, since M. Mallon’s 
is a lucid and well-ordered mind, what will strike most readers is the destruction of received doctrine. The 
author formulates a set of notions for the study of writing, and then examines the hand of PSI11S3. In the 
tight of the knowledge there won on 'ductus*, he analyses P.Oay. 30 = B.M. Pap. 745 (dated by him for 
acceptable reasons e. a.d. too) and P.Oxy. 668 = B.M. 1533 (the Livy Epiioim). With sole exception of 
a, whose form is based on current Greek practice, all the letter forms in the latter can be regarded as 'graphi¬ 
cal developments from the former, granted that the auiface of the writing material is tilted in relation to 
the writer. Malion then proceeds, on the basis of what he has estabUshed, to destroy the dogmas of palaeo¬ 
graphers. Three, in particular, go down; (i) the schematic series capital (elegans and nuricd)—uncial—-half 
uncial, especially in the form which claims chronolo^ca) realiq,' for this series, and traces the development 
of the later members out of the earlier; (2} the received distinctions between and definition of majuscule 
and minuscule; (3) the view that uncial is a fourth-century development intended especially for Christian 
texts. 

Malion s destructive and anarchic arguments, though based on a small number of tesets, are strong and, 
to the reviewer, convincing. There can be no doubt that his examination of ‘ductus’ is sound and helpful, 
for instance. But he is not helpful m finding something to replace what he destroys. He apeaks of an ‘dcriture 
commune', a phrase which may be convenient but seems to the reviewer to gain no authority or validity for 
the palaeographer from its occurrence in the Codex Tkeodosimus, where the content of‘communes’ is nega¬ 
tive, defined relatively to its antithesis, titlerae coelestes, the script of the imperial chancery. This 'common 
writing’ Mellon conceives as varying either in the direction of greater formality (e.g. for publication of a 
notice) or of less, in the case of hastily written texts. But this 'common writing' took different forma at 
different periods, as Matlon's argument about the development of imperial chancery script implies. Until 
he gives a more positive lead to fill the vacuum due to his iconoclasm, for practical purposes we can hardly 
avoid using the old labeb, just as Greek papyrus palaeographers (rcprehensibly but understandably) apply 
the term ‘uncial’ to a round book hand, even of ^olemaic date. 

One who is more at home in Creek palaeography than in Latin may perhaps make two points. The first, 
of minor importance, concema the writer’s tools: the Latin scribe seems frequently to have used a soft 
reed (or metal?) pen, giving broad as well as fine strokes, the Greek stuck to a hard point, to which I can 
think of only two exceptions. With his hard point, however, the Greek scribe could and did draw a vertical 
in an upw^d direetion, a ‘ductus’ which, according to Malion, the Latin scribe never made. Secondly. 
Greek palaeographers now agree to distinguish ‘styles' of writing, and are also agreed that several ‘styles’ 
may be contemporary. For instance, in a.d. 200 a book might be written in at least four ‘styles’, all of which 
deserve the term ‘bookhand’—in an informal round style, a formal round, a 'Bible nndal’, or in the ‘severe’ 
or ‘sloping oval' style. The determining factor in the growth of these styles, why one should be chosen in 
preference to another, are obscure quMtions, likely it seems to be explained on other than 'graphical' 
grounds. A similar search for dsssifieation by style in Latin might be helpful. £. G. Tl'R!>ier 

H'So Wtu Who in E^tology. By WaRBEN R, Daww. Pp, x+iya. Published by The Eg>-pt Exploration 
Sodetyp I^ndon, 1951. 

Who Was Who in consists of short biographies of persona no longer living who have been 
cojuircted with the development of our knowledge of Ancient Egypt. It ranges from the middle of the seven 
teenih century until the present day, and indudea tiavellcra, consuls, misaionari«, dealers and Egyptian 
families, and many others, as well as those who have devoted their lives to the subject 
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The biographies contain not only the expected informatioa about the lives and dates of the peisons 

mdtxded, but also often give the present whereabouts of their papers^ and provide details of the sales and 
sale catalogues that deal with the disposal of their collections- Indeed for reference purposes the boot ts 
mdispensabk and will inevitably come to lie close to the hand of all those whose work or studio are in any 

ViTAy concerned with Ancient Egypt. 
The book, however, b not just a work of reference, it b also a book of deep interest for its subject ma^er 

aJone. To read through it b to acquire a wide acquaintance with the personal side of the history of Egypto¬ 
logy, The great figures of the past become familiar; while names such as Abbott, D^Orbineyi Westcar^ 
cease to be mere sounds serving to identify famous papyri, and become dothed with life and meanings 

C H. S- Sfaull 
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'‘A book that is shut is but a Mock 
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Please help us to keep the book 

clean and jivoTing. 


